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Abstract

During the last decade, a clear trend towards all-over-IP multimedia communication has
evolved. There exists a great variety of stationary and mobile devices which allow streaming
of digital audio and video content over IP networks. But this variety of multimedia enabled
devices comes along with a great variety of different hardware and software capabilities and
different access network technologies (having heterogeneous properties like bandwidth or
packet loss rate). Even if two applications support a common set of media formats, it is
often impossible to use such a common format because of resource constraints imposed by
the different hardware capabilities and network types. Adaptation of media formats is thus
required to allow communication between heterogeneous peers. A second problem is that
although quality of service has been a very popular research topic for several years, we still
have no end-to-end QoS support for users in the Internet. When QoS cannot be guaranteed,
media adaptation is a means to cope with fluctuating resource availability.

Performing adaptation at the source or at the sink of a media stream is in many cases
the most efficient solution, but in some cases it is impossible to adapt a media stream on one
of the communicating end-terminals because of limited hardware and software capabilities
of these devices. In such a case, a stream adaptation node in the network can perform the
required adaptation operations. In the context of voice-over-IP, media gateways are used
to connect the switched telephony network with the Internet. Such media gateways handle
only audio streams and they offer only static adaptation services, i.e., they do not adapt
to changing network conditions, which may occur in networks without QoS guarantees.
Furthermore, existing adaptation services support only a limited set of media formats and
adaptation operations, and they are usually tightly coupled with a certain communication
infrastruture. So it is not possible to find and request such services using arbitrary legacy
applications.

This thesis enhances the current state-of-the-art by developing a generic stream-adaptation
service that supports a great variety of different adaptation operations, automatically adapts
to changing resource availability, and can be easily enhanced with new functionality. Since
specific service announcement mechanisms for adaptation services currently do not exist,
a mechanism for describing stream-adaptation services is developed which enables the dis-
covery of adaptation nodes suitable for specific types of adaptation operations. Using this
service description, adaptation services may either be discovered and used directly by end
users who are explicitly requesting certain adaptation operations, or they may be used by
network operators and service providers to serve the customers’ needs transparently while
optimising the total network load. In the last part of this thesis, mechanisms for providing
novel heterogeneous broadcast streaming services are elaborated.

Parts of this work were motivated by the research projects MASA-N (in cooperation
with Siemens AG and NEC Europe), POBNET (in cooperation with Siemens AG), AKOM
(funded by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft) and the EU-funded DAIDALOS project.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

In this introductory chapter, a brief overview of this document is presented. The problem
statement for this thesis is outlined, followed by a summary of the proposed solution and
the main contributions of this thesis.

1.1 Background

Nowadays, there exists a great variety of stationary and mobile devices which allow stream-
ing of digital audio and video content over IP networks. On the other hand, streaming
applications face severe heterogeneity problems. The devices have different hardware capa-
bilities, such as CPU power and amount of memory, and they use different access network
technologies (e.g., Ethernet, WLAN, GPRS) with different properties, such as bandwidth
and average packet loss rate. Network properties may even change over time if mobile de-
vices are moving between access points and between different access networks. Furthermore,
multimedia applications often differ in the supported media codecs. Several international
standards for audio and video coding formats have been developed in recent years, but often
applications and devices support only a subset of these formats. For instance, Cisco 7960
IP Phone supports the G.729A audio codec, but not the GSM codec, whereas X-Lite Soft-
phone supports GSM, but not G.729A [Wal05]. To make things worse, there exist also a lot
of proprietary, non-standardised media codecs, which are used by proprietary multimedia
applications. For instance, the video telephony application Cisco VT Advantage supports
only two video codecs: the standardised H.263 format and the proprietary Cisco VT Cam-
era Wideband video codec [Cis05], but it does not support other standards like MPEG-4.
Even if two applications understand a common media format, it may be impossible to use
this common format because of the current resource consumption by other applications or
because of the properties of the available network infrastructure. In the example above, the
Cisco 7960 IP Phone and the X-Lite Softphone both support the G.711 audio codec, but
this codec requires more bandwidth than the other codecs—possibly more than available
in the access networks where the devices are located. Also, decoding high-quality MPEG-4
video and audio streams may require more CPU power than available on a PDA or mobile
phone; streaming of a high-quality MPEG-2 video over a GPRS network link is not possible
because much more bandwidth is required than offered by the GPRS technology. So lots
of devices are not able to communicate with each other, although all of them may have a
connection to the IP-based Internet.

In the future, devices will be equiped with more powerful CPUs, more memory, and
we can also expect that the available bandwidth in wired networks as well as in wireless
networks will further increase. This may diminish some of the above mentioned problems.
But we can also observe that new media formats have constantly been developed during the
last decades, each one requiring more processing power for encoding and decoding than its
predecessors. It is possible that this trend will not always continue with the same intensity
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as during the last two decades because the development of new encoding formats has partly
been motivated by the need for reducing the bandwidth requirements for media streaming.
So we can expect that the increasing bandwidth capacities of newer network technologies
will, to some degree, decrease the need for new media formats. But it is also expected that
the traffic in the Internet caused by voice and multimedia streams will still increase during
the next few years [FK04,RBM06]. Also, some existing standards are not fully implemented
yet. For instance, the commonly used video codecs DIVX and XVID implement only the
Advanced Simple Profile of the MPEG-4 standard [ISO00a]. More complex MPEG-4 profiles,
like Main Profile or Fine Granularity Scalability Profile, are not commonly used today, but
they may be used in future multimedia systems. At least in the area of scalable video
coding, we can expect some more developments in the future, since the MPEG group has
issued a new call for proposals on scalable video coding technology quite recently [ISO03a].
Also, better hardware will not solve the problem that different applications typically support
different subsets of the existing media formats. Displays of mobile phones will likely not
become bigger than they are today (otherwise the mobile phone will not fit into a pocket),
and mobile phones will probably not be able to playout audio streams in dolby-surround
quality, so adaptation of high-quality media streams for the usage on small devices will still
be necessary in the future. Therefore, one can expect that the problem of incompatible
media streaming equipment will not completely vanish within a forseeable timeframe.

The current Internet is still a best-effort network. This is sufficient for traditional Internet
applications such as web browsers and FTP clients. If a video file is simply downloaded to
a client host and stored on the hard disk for later use, no special guarantees for quality of
service (QoS) network parameters such as latency, jitter, or even packet loss are required.
Lost packets are simply re-transmitted using the traditional TCP mechanisms. A video-on-
demand (VoD) application, on the other hand, is much more sensitive to end-to-end delay
of the data transmission because the video has to be displayed while it is being transmitted
and buffering times shall be minimized. Voice-over-IP (VoIP) and video conferencing (VC)
applications are even more sensitive to latency and jitter (variance of latency) because high
delays prevent a sensible interactive communication [Wal05]. Since incoming data packets
can be buffered only for a very short time before they have to be processed (otherwise the
buffering process causes unacceptable delays), network jitter renders data packets that arrive
too late unusable. Although several quality of service architectures [BBC+98,BCS94,NS96]
have been proposed and discussed for many years, QoS is still not provided end-to-end in
the Internet. Most of the existing QoS architectures either reserve network resources for
each network flow [BCS94], or they assign each network packet to a certain traffic class
and offer differentiated quality guarantees for each traffic class [BBC+98]. Some of these
quality of service mechanisms are applied inside backbone networks of ISPs and in corporate
intranets, but end-to-end QoS is not available to customers in the Internet [FK04]. One
reason is the lack of convincing business models for selling QoS to the end user. A large
number of such billing models have been proposed [Mar99,Mar01,ADOS02,WS01], but none
of these proposals have been put into practise by network operators. Another reason is that
best-effort network services still work quite well for a majority of commonly used Internet
applications, and over-provisioning seems to be cheaper for ISPs than building a dedicated
QoS infrastructure.

Universal Multimedia Access (UMA) is a paradigm in which multimedia content shall
be accessible by any terminal through any network. The main objective of UMA is to make
available different presentations of the same multimedia content suiting different terminals,
networks and user preferences. The number of different presentations of a multimedia stream
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suiting all potential configurations of terminals and networks can be very high, so it may be
impossible to create and store all potential presentations before the stream is consumed by
clients. If QoS cannot be guaranteed, the optimal presentation of a multimedia stream may
depend on dynamic parameters like the currently available bandwidth and packet loss rate.
Furthermore, some streams may be created in realtime (e.g., an audio stream in a VoIP
session), so adaptation into different formats also has to be done in realtime. Of course,
mechanisms for guaranteeing QoS and media adaptation can be complementarily used to
improve the overall quality of multimedia sessions, as proposed in [NSF+03].

1.2 Problem Statement

Sun et al. summarize the problems that were discussed in the previous section as follows:

“The major problem for UMA is to fix the mismatch between the content for-
mats, the conditions of transmission networks, and the capability of receiving
terminals.” [SCC05, page 373]

This thesis addresses the problem of providing UMA to media streams in such situations
where the involved end-terminals are not able to provide the required (or the optimal)
presentation of the media streams themselves, including access to pre-encoded media content
as well as live streams in interactive communication like VoIP. Furthermore, the optimal
presentation shall be adapted to the current resource availability at any given time. This
thesis also elaborates solutions for applying media adaptation even in situations where the
involved end-terminals are not aware of the existence of adaptation services or when they
are even not aware of a mismatch between the capabilities of the involved entities. An
additional challenge, which is also addressed in this thesis, is to provide UMA in situations
where more than two heterogeneous terminals or heterogeneous networks are involved while
optimizing the overall resource consumption. Finally, this thesis addresses the problem of
describing the capabilities of a media adaptation service in a machine-readable form, so that
stream-adaptation services can be discovered automatically.

1.3 Proposed Solution

A possibility to overcome the above described problems is to insert one or more proxy
nodes between source and sink of a media flow, which adapt the transmitted media streams
according to the requirements given by the network and the hard- and software of the
receiver terminal. For example, an MPEG-2 video stream could be sent from a VoD server
to such a proxy node, which performs a transcoding operation from MPEG-2 to MPEG-4,
thus allowing terminals which support the MPEG-4 video codec but not MPEG-2 to use
this VoD service (Figure 1.1). Otherwise the VoD service provider could serve only those
customers which own a terminal that supports the MPEG-2 video codec1. Another client
may be connected to the Internet only via a low-bandwidth GPRS network interface, so a
data rate reduction would be required (also depicted in Figure 1.1).

Of course, if the data source can itself perform codec conversion and data rate reduction,
then there is no need for an additional proxy node. But in many cases, the data source may

1Some service providers may like the idea that only customers with an MPEG-2 capable terminal can use their
services (e.g., because the providers also want to sell terminal hardware to their customers). Nevertheless,
for the rest of this thesis, it is considered to be beneficial if users with other requirements are able to
consume such a service as well.
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Figure 1.1: Adaptation on a Proxy Node

not be able to perform this adaptation itself, for example, if it has not enough processing
power, if it has not enough bandwidth to transmit multiple different streams simultaneously,
or if it simply does not have the required software modules which can perform such an
adaptation operation. Especially video servers which serve hundreds or even thousands
of clients simultaneously will not have enough processing power to perform transcoding
operations for each individual client in realtime. Additional proxy nodes in the network, on
the other hand, could create different media formats on demand and in realtime without
burdening the server. In the rest of this thesis, such a proxy node will be called Multimedia-
Stream Adaptation Node (MSAN).

The proposed MSANs are able to constantly monitor the available resources and adapt
the media streams at runtime according to the current resource availability. For example,
when the monitored packet loss rate increases (which may indicate a congestion situation
in the network), the data rate of a media stream can be reduced by choosing a higher
compression factor or a different (less bandwidth-consuming) media format, thus relaxing
the congestion situation. Although the quality of the adapted media stream will usually
become slightly worse than that of the original stream, such a small quality loss caused
by adaptation will typically be smaller than the loss which would be caused by loosing
random network packets because there often exist temporal correlations between consecutive
media frames especially in modern video coding techniques (see Section 2.2.2). Apart from
changing media format and data rates, MSANs may perform additional tasks which the
original source of the data stream does not support itself. For instance, the MSAN may
translate between different protocols or apply different error correction mechanisms on the
downstream and upstream links.

If a certain media stream shall be delivered to multiple receivers, but each one has dif-
ferent requirements regarding the format and/or the data rate of the stream, MSANs can
be used to provide heterogeneous multicast or broadcast services. An MSAN can create
a point-to-multipoint session, delivering the media data to each client in exactly the for-
mat that is supported by this particular receiver. To minimize the total network resource
consumption in such a multicast session, several MSANs can be organized in a so-called
heterogeneous multicast or broadcast tree [SZKS01]. Such a scenario is shown in Figure 1.2.
MSAN 1 serves three downstream nodes: a client terminal that needs an M-JPEG encoded
video and two other MSANs which have requested an MPEG-4 and an H.263 video format.
In all three cases, the original data rate of the video stream can be reduced. MSAN 2 and
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MSAN 3 are located physically closer to their clients than MSAN 1, and they apply addi-
tional adaptation operations to serve the respective needs of each client. By introducing
MSAN 2 and MSAN 3, bandwidth can be saved because the video stream has to be trans-
mitted only once between MSAN 1 and the local area networks in which the other MSANs
are located. If MSAN 1 had to serve all clients, then all the different streams would have to
be transmitted over the core network.

Heterogeneous multicast/broadcast differs from traditional (homogeneous) IP-multicast
because IP-multicast delivers the same data to all receivers, whereas heterogeneous mul-
ticast/broadcast delivers different presentations of a media stream to each receiver (or to
different groups of receivers). If the terminals participating in a multicast session differ only
in processing power and available network bandwidth, but they support a common set of
codecs, it is possible to use conventional IP-multicast, but only with severe restrictions; pa-
rameters such as data rate, frame rate, and picture size would be determined by the slowest
and least powerful session participants2. Heterogeneous multicast, on the other hand, allows
to deliver to each receiver the best possible presentation quality.

1.4 Main Contributions of this Thesis

This thesis carefully analyses the aforementioned problems of highly heterogeneous commu-
nication devices, heterogeneous networks and fluctuating resource availability. The follow-
ing chapters further elaborate the proposed solution of using Multimedia-Stream Adaptation
Nodes for adapting (realtime) multimedia streams according to the respective needs of differ-
ent devices and current network conditions. The contributions of this thesis are summarized
as follows:

2If receiver-driven layered multicast (RLM) is used (see Section 2.2.1), several different qualitities can be
supported using conventional IP-multicast, but RLM is only applicable if a scalable media format (see
Section 2.2.3) is used. Many existing formats do not possess scalability features.
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• The design and implementation of a flexible and extensible Multimedia-Stream Adap-
tation Node. The MSAN offers a variety of adaptation operations for many different
media formats and is able to make autonomous adaptation decisions based on user
preferences, terminal and network capabilities and monitored QoS parameters. The
proposed architecture is extensible; it will be possible to enhance the functionality of
an already existing MSAN to support new adaptation mechanisms, new codecs and
new protocols without changing the architecture.

• The integration of an MPEG-21 Digital Item Adaptation (DIA) engine [ISO04c] into
the MSAN architecture and evaluation of DIA mechanisms. The MPEG-21 DIA stan-
dard defines several XML schemas (named tools) that are used to create descrip-
tive metadata for multimedia objects (named digital items). Through the use of the
metadata, a codec-independent DIA engine can adapt arbitrary multimedia streams
without knowing the coding format of the streams.

• The design of an RTP payload format for the transmission of a generic Bitstream Syn-
tax Description (gBSD) [ISO04c] of digital items. A gBSD is created with MPEG-21
DIA tools and serves as input for the digital item adaptation engine. The proposed
payload format enables the transmission of gBSD metadata together with the corre-
sponding media stream from the data source to an adaptation node using the Realtime
Transport Protocol.

• A performance evaluation and comparison of several MPEG-21-DIA based and non-
MPEG-21-DIA based media filter and transcoding techniques.

• The design and implementation of a retransmit mechanism for RTP packets. The RTP
specification does not define any means for the retransmission of lost network packets.
Using the proposed mechanism, the quality of a multimedia session traversing error-
prone network links can be improved if the maximum tolerable delay allows packet
retransmission.

• The integration and evaluation of several application-layer error correction mecha-
nisms, including the aforementioned RTP retransmit mechanism as well as forward
error correction techniques. Unequal error protection variants are examined, which
take into account the importance of individual data packets.

• The integration and evaluation of TCP-friendly rate control [HFPW03] to cope with
fluctuating QoS in the network.

• The development of a signalling mechanism for establishing and controlling stream
adaptation sessions, initiated by a broker, transparently for the involved end-terminals.
Such a mechanism allows to apply stream adaptation even in such cases where the
involved end-terminals are totally unaware of the existence of an adaptation service.

• The development of an SLP template [GPK99] for the description of stream-adaptation
services. The Service Location Protocol (SLP) [GPVD99] uses such a template to make
clients aware of the existence and also of the capabilities of stream adaptation nodes.
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• The development of an RDF-based [W3C04f] description format that allows a more
accurate description of MSAN capabilities.

• The development of a signalling procedure for the establishment of heterogeneous
multimedia broadcast sessions.

1.5 Overview of this Thesis

This thesis comprises two major parts: the architecture of a multimedia-stream adaptation
service and the description and discovery of these services. Furthermore, it is evaluated how
MSANs can be used to provide heterogeneous multimedia broadcast services. Therefore,
chapter 2 gives a brief introduction to multimedia-stream adaptation techniques. Chapter 3
contains a survey of the current state of the art in the areas of adaptation, service discovery
and adaptation networks; this chapter explains in detail in which aspects this thesis differs
from previous work of other researchers. Chapter 4 describes the architecture of the proposed
adaptation service of which the MSAN is the central component. A performance evaluation
of the implemented prototype follows in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6, it is shown how stream-
adaptation services can be described and how such descriptions can be announced to clients
which are in need of adaptation services. In Chapter 7, heterogeneous broadcast services
are discussed. Finally, Chapter 8 contains a summary and conclusion of this work.





Chapter 2

ADAPTATION OF MULTIMEDIA STREAMS

This chapter provides a general introduction to basic stream adaptation techniques. A
survey of the current activities of other researchers in the area of stream adaptation with
special focus on mechanisms that can be applied on proxy nodes inside the network and a
comparison with the contributions of this thesis is presented in the following Chapter 3.

Multimedia streams can be adapted in many ways. Adaptation mechanisms can be
classified by distinguishing between media adaptation and network-flow adaptation. Media
adaptation alters the format of a media stream, whereas network-flow adaptation either
injects additional data into the network flow or changes some aspects of the involved network
protocols. In Section 2.1, terms related to multimedia streaming and adaptation are defined.
Section 2.2 introduces several media adaptation mechanisms. Network-flow adaptation is
described in Section 2.3.

2.1 Definitions

This section provides several basic definitions as they are used throughout the rest of this
thesis. Only such terms are introduced in this section which are often not used consistently
in the literature or which are defined by this thesis. Additional terms and mechanisms that
are necessary for understanding the following chapters of this thesis are described in Section
2.2 and in Section 2.3.

• Coding Efficiency: The ratio between the data rate of a compressed media stream and
the data rate of the corresponding uncompressed stream.

• Coding Performance: The ratio between the quality of a compressed media stream and
the quality of the corresponding uncompressed stream. For lossless compression, the
coding performance is 1. The term performance of (trans)coding, on the other hand,
is used for describing the computational complexity of an encoding or transcoding
operation.

• Interactive Multimedia Session: A communication process using bidirectional multi-
media streaming (e.g., voice-over-IP or video conference).

• Media Adaptation: A process of altering the format of media data in any imaginable
way to satisfy certain requirements. In general, this comprises adaptation of non-
continuous media data (e.g., still images or web pages). However, within this thesis,
only adaptation of multimedia streams is further investigated.

• Media Format: In the literature, the term media format is sometimes used as a syn-
onym for media codec. The definition used in this thesis additionally comprises other
media parameters like frame size or colour depth for video streams, sampling rate or
number of channels for audio streams, as well as parameters that apply to any type
of media streams, e.g., bit rate.
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• Multicast: Multicast denotes the process of sending the same data concurrently to
multiple receivers. This can be achieved by means of IP-multicast, application-layer
multicast, or by sending multiple copies of the same data in separate unicast trans-
missions. Within the literature, the term multicast is often used as a synonym for
IP-multicast. However, within this thesis, the term multicast is used without any im-
plicit assumption of the concrete multicast technique. If IP-multicast is meant, it is
denoted as such.

• Multimedia Broadcast Streaming: Multimedia Broadcast Streaming denotes the pro-
cess of constantly emitting a media stream (i.e., without explicit request from a client
or communication peer). This stream can (but does not have to) be delivered by means
of a broadcast bearer technology like Digital Video Broadcast - Terrestrial (DVB-T).
However, broadcast services in general do not have to be related to a broadcast-capable
access network. A broadcast stream can be continually delivered to a certain multicast
group, which can be joined and left by the clients wishing to receive the broadcasted
content.

• Multimedia Data: The original meaning of the term multimedia data implies that the
data consists of more than a single media type (e.g., audio, video, and text). Within the
literature and within this thesis, the term multimedia data is also commonly used when
only a single media type is meant. For instance, in an audio conference, only a single
type of media (audio) is exchanged between the conference participants. Nevertheless,
the audio data belonging to such a conference is often called multimedia data.

• Multimedia Stream: A stream of continuous multimedia data. A multimedia stream
may contain only a single type of continuous media data (e.g., only audio data) or
multiplexed continuous media data (e.g., audio and video data). A multimedia stream
can be stored in a file or transmitted between network nodes. In the latter case, the
term multimedia stream is used for denoting the set of network packets that are sent
from the sender to the receiver node containing the media data.

• Multimedia Streaming: A process of transmitting a media stream between network
nodes where the receiver already starts to decode and render the stream while the
sender is still transmitting. The buffering time in a media-streaming process shall
usually be minimized. In the literature, the term multimedia streaming is sometimes
used for non-interactive multimedia sessions only. Nevertheless, within this work,
the term media streaming is used for interactive and for non-interactive multimedia
sessions alike. In a few rare cases the term streaming is also used in totally different
contexts in the literature, e.g., for the much simpler process of downloading multimedia
files.

• Network-flow Adaptation: One type of stream adaptation. In this process, either
additional data is injected into an existing multimedia stream, or some aspects of the
protocol stack are changed.

• Non-Interactive Multimedia Session: A communication process using only unidirec-
tional multimedia streaming (e.g., video-on-demand, video broadcast). Such multime-
dia sessions usually have less severe requirements on quality of service parameters like
latency and jitter than interactive multimedia sessions.

• RTP Session: An association among a set of participants communicating via the Real-
time Transport Protocol (RTP) [SCFJ03]. An RTP session comprises one or multiple
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RTP streams originating from one or several senders, but being transmitted to a single
destination transport address, which consists of an IP address (either unicast or mul-
ticast) and a port number. Each medium of a multimedia session is typically carried
in a separate RTP session.

• RTP Stream: A media stream that is transmitted between network nodes using the
Realtime Transport Protocol (RTP) [SCFJ03]. An RTP stream usually contains only
a single type of media data. RTP is often used in conjunction with the Realtime Con-
trol Protocol (RTCP), which allows to send feedback information about the currently
perceived network QoS to the sender of the corresponding RTP stream. For simplifi-
cation, the term RTP stream is sometimes used for denoting the combination of the
RTP packet flow and its accompanying RTCP packets.

• Stream Adaptation: A process of altering either the format of a media stream (media
adaptation) or some aspects of the data transmission (network-flow adaptation) during
a media-streaming process to satisfy certain requirements. The definition of media
stream implies that stream adaptation refers only to adaptation of continuous media
data (i.e., not including adaptation of non-continuous media data, such as still images).

2.2 Media Adaptation

Media adaptation is one type of stream adaptation and denotes the process of altering one
or several properties of the format of a media stream. For video streams, properties like
codec, frame size, frame rate, or compression parameters can be changed. Similarly, audio
properties like codec, sampling rate, number of channels, frame size, or data rate can be
altered. Media adaptation can be performed at the media source, at the media sink, or
somewhere in the network. In this thesis, the focus lies on mechanisms that can be applied
in realtime and on proxy nodes inside the network. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that
there exist also several efficient adaptation techniques that are applied either at the source or
at the sink of a media stream. Section 2.2.1 provides a brief overview of efficient sender- and
receiver-driven adaptation techniques and motivates why complementary adaptation services
must be provided by entities inside the network. Transcoding and Filtering techniques are
introduced in Section 2.2.2 and in Section 2.2.3. Section 2.2.4 provides an overview of the
MPEG-21 Digital Item Adaptation Standard.

2.2.1 Sender-Driven and Receiver-Driven Adaptation

Stream switching [AP03,KSC+04] is a sender-driven media adaptation technique, whereas
simulcast [AP03] and receiver-driven layered multicast (RLM) [MVJ97] enable receivers to
control the adaptation process.

Stream switching

Stream switching is a sender-driven media adaptation technique that is typically used by
VoD servers. Instead of storing only one encoded version of a video clip, the VoD server stores
multiple representations of the same video, encoded with different formats and different data
rates. If adaptation is required during an already established streaming session, the server
can adapt by simply switching from one video file to another. In contrast to transcoding
and filter techniques this kind of adaptation requires no additional processing resources.
A drawback of this technique is that more storage capacity is needed for each additional
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pre-encoded stream representation stored on the video server. Therefore, the number of
different formats and data-rates that can be offered is limited, and not all potential clients’
requirements can be fulfilled.

Simulcast

Simulcast is usually applied by broadcast servers. The same multimedia content can be
transmitted simultaneously in several separate broadcast channels using different media
formats or data-rates. In this case, the receiver adapts by simply switching to another
broadcast channel. Again, no additional processing resources are required for the adapta-
tion process itself, but the broadcast server must permanently spend resources for sending
several broadcast streams in parallel. The major drawback of this approach is that a lot
of network bandwidth is required (and possibly wasted) if many different media formats
shall be supported. As in the stream switching scenario, this limits the number of different
formats and data-rates that can be offered, and not all potential clients’ requirements can
be fulfilled.

Receiver-driven layered multicast

A more bandwidth-efficient approach than simulcast is RLM. Here, different layers of a
scalable media stream1 are sent to different multicast addresses, and receivers decide about
the quality of the stream by joining or leaving respective multicast groups. The bandwidth
requirements for the RLM approach are usually lower than for simulcast. But with larger
numbers of layers, more and more IP packets have to be transmitted per frame2, and each
additional packet contains additional IP-, UDP-, and RTP-headers. Thus, the header over-
head increases for larger numbers of layers. Fine granularity scalability (FGS), as proposed
in the MPEG-4 standard [ISO00a], can not be fully supported with this approach3. FGS-
encoded video frames consist of one base layer and one enhancement layer. In principle, it
is possible to segment the data of the enhancement layer into additional sub-layers that can
be sent to different multicast groups, but the adaptation granularity will always depend on
the selected number of sub-layers. A granularity of a single byte (which is supported by the
scalability features of MPEG-4 FGS) could be achieved with a pure RLM approach only if
each byte of the enhancement layer of each video frame was sent to a different multicast
group, which is not feasible because of the header overhead. On the other hand, by using a
combination of RLM and media filtering on an MSAN, FGS can be achieved. For instance,
a 1 Mb/s stream could be segmented into a small number of layers, e.g., five. Let us assume
that by dropping two layers the bit rate can be reduced to 600 kb/s, and by dropping three
layers the bit rate can be reduced to 400 kb/s. If the available bandwidth is 500 kb/s, two
enhancement layers could be dropped completely, and a third enhancement layer could be
filtered on an MSAN to achieve an overall bit rate of 500 kb/s. The RLM approach does
not help if a potential client does not support the codec of the compressed video stream or
if the compression format is not a scalable format at all.

1The concept of scalable media streams is fully explained in Section 2.2.3.

2This would not be true if data from several frames were packed together into a single packet, but putting
multiple frames into one packet is usually not feasible for multimedia communication because it increases
the end-to-end delay.

3The concept of FGS is fully explained in Section 2.2.3.
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Discussion

All of the above mentioned mechanisms are passive adaptation techniques. These techniques
do not require active data processing. Instead, the adaptation is achieved by switching to
another format or quality level that has already been prepared in advance. Active adapta-
tion techniques, on the other hand, convert the stream into a new media format at runtime.
This can be done on a proxy node in the network, and it has the advantage that an arbitrary
number of different quality levels can be produced, fulfilling the individual requirements of
each potential client. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that stream switching, simulcast
and RLM all perform excellently with respect to processing resources (neglecting band-
width and storage resources). In the case of stream switching and simulcast, no additional
processing resources are required for adaptation. Using RLM, a very small amount of ad-
ditional processing power is required for managing multiple parallel multicast sessions and
reassembly of the media stream. Active adaptation comprises transcoding and filtering tech-
niques. In general, transcoding allows more flexible adaptation operations, but it is a very
CPU-intensive process. Scalable media formats like MPEG-2 [ISO94], MPEG-4 [ISO00a], or
WaveVideo [FDW+99] have been developed which allow more efficient adaptation of media
streams through media filtering. Basic knowledge about transcoding and media filtering
is required for a proper understanding of the MSAN architecture. These techniques are
described in the following sections.

2.2.2 Transcoding

Transcoding denotes the process of changing the format of a media stream by decoding and
re-encoding. Input format and target format may both be compressed formats, or either
of them may be an uncompressed format. The codec of the input format may either be
the same as the target codec, or it may be a different one. In case input codec and target
codec are the same, other properties of the media format are changed (e.g., frame size, data
rate). Since audio and video are completely different types of media, they require different
compression and transcoding algorithms. In the following, video and audio transcoding are
discussed separately. For video, only mechanisms that operate on already compressed video
streams are considered because sending uncompressed video data over a network is normally
not feasible4.

Video transcoding

Video streams are transcoded frame by frame. A simple video transcoder works as follows:
the compressed frame is decoded; intermediate operations are applied on the uncompressed
data (e.g., scaling the frame size); the video frame is re-encoded. In the literature, this kind
of transcoder is called a spatial domain cascaded transcoder (SDCT) [SCC05]. Although
this approach is very straightforward, the computational complexity of such a transcoding
process can be very high. Today, there exist more efficient transcoding techniques. In order
to understand how these mechanisms work, we first have to fully understand the processing
steps performed in a SDCT. Since a cascaded transcoder is composed of a decoder and an
encoder, the following paragraph provides a very brief overview of how encoder and decoder
work.

4The bandwidth required for transmitting uncompressed video with 20 frames per second, pixel resolution
352× 288, and colour depth 24bit would be 20 ∗ 352 ∗ 288 ∗ 24 = 48.66Mb/s
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Figure 2.1: Video Encoder and Decoder

The majority of all video codecs use a block-based video coding scheme. In this scheme, the
pixels of a single video frame are divided into several blocks of fixed size, which are processed
one after another. A typical video encoder is depicted in Figure 2.1(a). In the first encoding
step, a pixel block is transformed from the spatial domain to a frequency domain using
discrete cosine transform5 (DCT) [RY90]. The resulting DCT coefficients are quantized (Q)
and further compressed with run-length encoding (RLE) and/or with an entropy encoding
algorithm, such as Huffman coding (Huff). These steps remove spatial redundancies in the
video frame. In order to remove also temporal redundancies, video codecs apply predictive
coding. Instead of encoding each video frame independently, the blocks of a video frame
can be predicted from the corresponding blocks of the previous frame. In the simplest case,
the prediction function just assumes that block i of frame fj and block i of frame fj−1 are
identical. Typically, this is not correct, but it can be used as an approximated prediction.
If the prediction residual ∆fj = fj − fj−1 is low, ∆fj can be encoded instead of fj , thus a
higher compression factor is achieved.

The prediction residual will be large if there is movement in the video scene. On the
other hand, if objects in picture fj−1 have simply moved to a new position in picture
fj , a block k 6= i, corresponding to the movement vector may be used as a reference for
the prediction of block i. This technique is called motion compensated predictive coding.
Therefore, the video encoder contains a component responsible for motion estimation (ME).
The input of the ME component is the current frame fj and the reference frame stored
in buffer MEM. Since the compression algorithm is not lossless, frame fj−1 should not be
used as a reference frame for the prediction of frame fj because the decoder of the receiving
process will never be able to reconstruct the frame fj−1 because of the lossy nature of
the compression algorithm. Instead, frame fj−1 must traverse the whole processing chain
of DCT, quantization, inverse quantization, and inverse DCT inside the encoder. The
reconstructed frame f ′j−1 = DCT−1(Q−1(Q(DCT (fj−1)))) can then be used as a reference
frame for prediction. The ME module calculates the motion vectors vj0 , ..., vjn for frame
fj by comparing fj with f ′j−1. The motion compensation (MC) module constructs the
predicted frame f ′′j = MC(f ′j−1, vj0 , ..., vjn) with the calculated motion vectors. Finally,
the prediction residual can be calculated as ∆fj = fj − f ′′j . In addition to the compressed
prediction residual, the sender must put the calculated motion vectors into the bitstream
that is transmitted to the receiving process. When the compressed version of frame fj−1

5A small (but recently increasing) number of video codecs use other transformations instead of block-based
DCT, e.g., wavelet transform.
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Figure 2.3: Spatial Domain Cascaded Video Transcoder

arrives at the receiver, the decoder (Figure 2.1(b)) will reconstruct frame f ′j−1 and put it
into its own MEM buffer. When the compressed version of frame fj arrives, the decoder will
use the motion vectors for calculating the predicted frame f ′′j , and it will add the decoded
prediction residual ∆′fj .

A typical video sequence consists of many predictive-coded frames (P-frames) and a
smaller number of so-called intra-coded frames (I-frames), which do not use predictive coding
(Figure 2.2). The frame sequence fj , fj+1, ..., fk−1 between two I-frames fj and fk is called a
group of pictures (GOP). If a frame gets lost, prediction for the following frames in the GOP
will not be totally correct. The next I-frame allows to recover from such a propagating error.
Furthermore, many modern video codecs use a third frame type—so-called bidirectionally
predictive-coded frames (B-frames). If frame fj is a B-frame, some blocks of the frame may
be predicted from frame fj−1 whereas others are predicted from frame fj+1 (see Figure 2.2).
Since B-frames can be predicted from frames that temporally follow the B-frame, this implies
that the order in which the frames are encoded is not the same as the display order of the
frames. Furthermore, some codecs allow that a frame fj is predicted from frame fj±x where
x > 1. As we will see in Chapter 6.2.4, this can have a major influence on the delay created
by the transcoder.

A spatial domain cascaded transcoder can now be constructed by concatenating a de-
coder and an encoder structure as shown in Figure 2.3. For simplification, the depicted
transcoder does not make intermediate format changes on the uncompressed video data. A
large number of transcoder techniques that require less computational resources than the
SDCT have been proposed in recent years. These will not be discussed in detail here. In the
following, only the basic ideas how such optimizations can be achieved are described. A quite
comprehensive survey of optimized transcoding techniques can be found in [VCS03,SCC05].

For the moment, we assume that input codec and target codec of the transcoding process
are the same and neither spatial nor temporal resolution of the video shall be modified. The
only aspect of the video stream that shall be changed is the data rate (e.g., by requantiza-
tion). It is obvious that in this case the SDCT contains several redundant processing steps.
For instance, DCT−1 is followed by a DCT operation. Furthermore, motion estimation and
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motion compensation is repeated although the input stream already contains appropriate
motion vectors. A much simpler and faster transcoder architecture is shown in Figure 2.4.
This transcoder skips motion estimation, motion compensation, DCT−1, and DCT. For
intra-coded frames (which are not predicted from reference frames), this approach performs
excellently. For predictive-coded frames, this transcoder will produce so-called drift-errors
because the requantization will create a mismatch between the reference frames used for
prediction at the sender and the reference frames used for prediction at the receiver.

Other optimized transcoders only skip the motion estimation, but all other processing
steps resemble those used by the SDCT. In this case, motion compensation and calculation
of the prediction residual for the target format is performed based on the motion vectors of
the input stream. Thus, drift errors are avoided. Sun et al. [SCC05] argue that skipping the
motion estimation can already reduce the computational complexity of the transcoder by
50%. To be more precise, the actual reduction of the computational complexity depends on
the video codec and the complexity of the motion estimation algorithms. Most video stan-
dards only define how motion vectors are encoded in the bitstream, but they do not define
the algorithms for the motion estimation. Therefore, the exact decrease of computational
complexity by skipping the motion estimation step depends on the actual implementations
of the compared transcoders.

In addition to simply reducing the data rate, spatial resolution transcoders and temporal
resolution transcoders change the frame size and the frame rate. This can be achieved with
an SDCT. Optimized spatial resolution transcoders, on the other hand, down-scale or up-
scale the motion vectors of the input stream. This can be done much faster than performing
new motion estimation. Such a spatial resolution transcoder is shown in Figure 2.5. Other
optimized spatial resolution transcoders further reduce the computational complexity by
down-scaling the DCT coefficients in the frequency domain, so no transformation into the
spatial domain must be performed. Similar optimizations can be used by temporal resolution
transcoders. Furthermore, many of the above mentioned techniques can also be applied by
transcoders that convert between different video codecs. Of course, the latter depends on
how similar input and target codec are. If both apply block-based DCT and use the same
block size, then there may be possibilities to perform adaptation only in the frequency
domain and skip DCT calculations. If both codecs use the same frame types and motion
compensation, it may be possible to skip motion estimation.

In Chapter 4.2, we will see that SDCTs and optimized transcoders can both be used
as modules of the MSAN architecture. Optimized transcoders can siginificantly reduce the
required processing resources for video adaptation, but even the computational complex-
ity of highly optimized video transcoding algorithms is quite high in comparison to filter
techniques, which are discussed in Section 2.2.3.
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Audio transcoding

The general procedure for transcoding audio samples is similar to the video transcoding
process discussed in the previous section. A cascaded audio transcoder works as follows:
the compressed audio samples are decoded, i.e., they are converted into linear pulse code
modulation format (LPCM); intermediate operations are applied to the uncompressed data
(e.g., changing the sampling rate or the number of audio channels); the audio samples are
re-encoded.

Whereas video transcoders have to process one frame per conversion operation, it is
slightly more complicated for audio transcoding. The amount of audio samples that are
processed by an audio compressor in one operation is called frame size. Sample-based audio
codecs [SC03] use a fixed number of bits for representing one audio sample and usually allow
to compress an arbitrary number of samples per conversion, i.e., the minimum frame size is
one sample. The frame size of an audio codec that shall be used in interactive multimedia
sessions must be small because larger frame sizes increase the end-to-end delay of the data
transmission. On the other hand, smaller frames increase the header overhead if each frame
is sent in a separate network packet. In practise, VoIP and other streaming applications
usually use a frame size that corresponds to a temporal interval of 20 ms, so the frame size
depends on the sampling rate. For instance, if the sampling rate is 8000 Hz, a frame of 20
ms contains 160 samples. If the sampling rate is 16000 Hz, a frame contains 320 samples.
Frame-based audio codecs [SC03], encode a fixed-length block of audio data into another
block of compressed data. For frame-based audio codecs, the frame size must be the size
of such a block or a multiple thereof. Many existing frame-based audio codecs use a frame
size that corresponds to a 20 ms interval as well, but there exist also several audio codecs
which have smaller or larger minimum frame sizes. For instance, G.723 has a minimum
frame size that corresponds to 30 ms, MPEG-1/Layer-3 (MP3) has a minimum frame size
corresponding to 26,122 ms (when using a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz). The minimum frame
size for G.728 corresponds to 2.5 ms.

If input and target format require different frame sizes, the transcoder may not be able
to transcode a complete input frame at once, or it may have to wait for multiple input
frames before it can convert all or part of the input data. An audio transcoder must provide
a buffer for data that cannot be processed immediately. As a consequence, the end-to-end
delay and possibly also the end-to-end jitter will increase. Furthermore, there will be no
one-to-one relationship between incoming and outgoing audio frames. This makes mapping
between QoS parameters like packet loss rate of the outgoing and incoming audio streams
difficult. Such a mapping would be required if the transcoding were performed on a proxy
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node in the network and a protocol like RTCP were used to provide end-to-end monitoring
information.

An additional complication occurs because some frame-based audio codecs use a fixed
frame size for all sampling rates (e.g., MP3) whereas others keep the time interval per frame
constant and use different frame sizes for different sampling rates (e.g., Microsoft GSM 6.1).
This can cause additional delay and jitter—especially if the sampling rates of input and
target format differ. For instance, the audio format MP3 uses a fixed frame size of 1152
samples. Let us now assume that the incoming MP3 stream shall be transcoded into a frame-
based format which requires 1500 samples per conversion, and input and target format both
have a sampling rate of 8000 Hz. In this case, the transcoder must wait for the first two
frames, before it can make the first transcoding step, but the second transcoding step can
already be done after receiving only one more input frame. Then it must again wait for two
more frames, etc. This increases the end-to-end jitter. If the incoming MP3-stream had a
sampling rate of 44100 Hz, then down-sampling to 8000 Hz would be required prior to the
encoding step. This would reduce the number of the available samples per incoming MP3
frame by factor 5.5, so 5.5 more frames would be needed before one conversion operation
could be performed. This increases the end-to-end delay.

These different properties of different audio codecs do not only complicate the implemen-
tation of an audio transcoder; an additional consequence is that the different delays (and
jitter) for different combinations of input and target codec have to be considered when the
end-to-end latency for a transcoded audio stream shall be determined.

2.2.3 Media Filtering

Media filtering denotes the process of removing information from a media stream. Filtering
media data compressed with a conventional coding format is difficult and may require costly
decoding and encoding operations. Scalable media formats like MPEG-2 SNR Scalable Pro-
file [ISO94], MPEG-4 Fine Granularity Scalable Profile [ISO00a], or WaveVideo [FDW+99]
have been developed which allow more efficient filtering without decoding the media stream.
This section provides a short introduction to scalable media codecs and filter techniques for
scalable codecs.

Scalable media codecs

The data rate of a scalable media stream can be reduced through simple filter operations that
do not require many processing resources. The concept of scalable media coding was first
introduced in the MPEG-2 video standard [ISO94]. Several other scalable video codecs fol-
lowed (e.g., WaveVideo [FDW+99], MPEG-4 FGS [ISO00a], Scalable H.264/AVC [SMW04].
In recent years, also scalable audio codecs have been developed [VA01,ISO00b]. This section
describes the main principles of scalable media coding exemplarily for video.

Today, two techniques are common for creating scalable media formats: layered coding
and fine granularity scalability coding. In layered video coding schemes, the information
of a video picture is spread over several video layers. The first layer is called base layer,
the others are called enhancement layers. The base layer is always decodable without the
enhancement layers, but the quality of the video will be relatively low if only the base layer is
used for decoding. The more enhancement layers are available at the decoder, the better the
quality of the video will be as illustrated in Figure 2.6. All four pictures represent exactly
the same video frame, but the decoder used different numbers of enhancement layers for
each picture. The one on the left was decoded using the base layer and all enhancement
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Figure 2.6: Scalable Encoding of a Video Frame
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Figure 2.7: SNR Scalability Video Encoder

layers. From left to right, the number of enhancement layers is decreasing. The picture on
the right was decoded using only the base layer.

Figure 2.7 shows an example of a scalable video encoder which creates base layer and ex-
actly one enhancement layer. The part of the encoder that creates the base layer is identical
to the general video encoder structure that was described in Section 2.2.2. A high compres-
sion factor is achieved by using relatively coarse quantization steps when encoding the base
layer information. Therefore, the difference between an original frame f(i) and the recon-
structed frame f ′i = DCT−1(Q−1(Q(DCT (fi)))) will be quite large. The enhancement layer
now compresses this difference using higher quantization accuracy. If the encoder receives
both, the base layer and the enhancement layer information, it simply adds the decoded
values of both layers, thus reconstructing the original frame. If the enhancement layer is
not available, the frame can still be decoded, but the low quantization accuracy results in
relatively low picture quality. This kind of scalability is called signal-to-noise ratio scalabil-
ity (SNR scalability). The signal-to-noise ratio is often used for measuring the performance
of a video codec, i.e., the level of quality reduction caused by compressing the video. For
determining the SNR, a decoded picture of the compressed video stream is compared with
the corresponding picture of the original uncompressed video, and the average difference
between the pixel values of these two pictures is calculated. Each enhancement layer of a
layered video stream improves the SNR of the video. A general drawback of scalable media
encoding is that the coding efficiency (i.e., the compression factor) is usually a bit lower
than the coding efficiency for single-layer codecs.

Spatial scalability is used for coding video frames in two (or more) layers with different
spatial resolutions. The base layer for frame fi is coded at a low spatial resolution, and the
reconstructed frame f ′i = DCT−1(Q−1(Q(DCT (fi)))) is up-sampled and used for predicting
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a higher resolution picture in the enhancement layer. A third type of scalability is temporal
scalability. Here, the base layer is coded at a low frame rate, and the enhancement layer
contains additional frames. By combining the frames from both layers, a video with higher
frame rate is constructed.

Many codec implementations use only a small number of enhancement layers, so layered
video streams can only be adapted to fit a small number of different data rates by dropping
layers. Furthermore, many video codecs produce streams with variable bit rate, so a certain
target data-rate is often not met exactly by dropping a certain number of enhancement
layers. In recent years, a new type of scalability has been developed, which is called fine
granularity scalability (FGS) [Li98,Sch98,CZ98]. In this encoding scheme, the media stream
is also split into a base layer and an enhancement layer. Additionally, the information in
the enhancement layer can be truncated at any arbitrary byte position. This is achieved by
replacing the conventional enhancement layer RLE module (see Figure 2.7) by a so-called
bit-plane coding module. In bit-plane coding, each bit of the binary representation of the
quantized DCT coefficients is attached to a so-called bit plane. The least significant bit of
each DCT coefficient is attached to the least significant bit plane; more significant bits are
attached to more significant bit planes. The bitstream representing one video frame is then
constructed by concatenating the bit planes, starting with the most significant bit plane6.
This way, if the bitstream is truncated at any position, only less significant bits are lost, but
the frame is still decodable with lower quality.

Filtering scalable media streams

Scalable media streams that are transmitted via unicast can be adapted on a stream adapta-
tion node using media filtering. A filter removes certain enhancement layers from a layered
bit stream or truncates an FGS encoded bit stream, thus reducing the data rate of the
stream. Such a data rate reduction can also be achieved by transcoding, but the computa-
tional complexity of a simple filter operation is much lower. A filter on an MSAN only has
to identify where the data belonging to each layer is located inside the bitstream, remove
some of the identified parts and re-packetize the filtered bitstream for the outgoing network
flow. A media filter may support SNR, spatial, or temporal scalability. Furthermore, some
scalable video formats encode luminance and chrominance pixel information in different
layers, thus allowing to reduce the SNR of luminance and chrominance independently or to
remove the chrominance information completely [KNS01].

A media filter can use two alternative approaches to identify the different layers in
a media stream. One possibility is that the filter knows the media format and uses a
specific parser for this format to identify each layer. Alternatively, the media stream may
be accompanied by additional metadata which describe the layer structure of the media
stream. In this case, a filter can be built which has to understand only the format of the
metadata, but not the media format. Provided that the metadata are given in a standardised
description format, the major advantage of this approach is that a single filter module would
be able to filter many different audio and video formats. The Bitstream Syntax Description
Language defined in the MPEG-21 Digital Item Adaptation (DIA) standard [ISO04c] is a
tool for creating an XML-based description of the structure of so-called digital items (e.g.,
media streams). Nevertheless, for understanding a bitstream syntax description (BSD) a

6Actually, the FGS encoding scheme is a bit more complicated as described here because not all DCT
coefficients are equally important. But for understanding the functionality of a media filter, it is enough to
understand the basic principles of FGS.
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codec-specific bitstream syntax schema is required. Additionally, MPEG-21 DIA defines
the generic BSD (gBSD), which can be used to describe any binary resource in a codec
independent manner and no codec-specific schema is required for understanding the gBSD.
More information about the DIA standard is provided in Section 2.2.4.

If different layers are transmitted in separate multicast sessions, adaptation can be done
without using a filter (RLM approach, see Section 2.2.1). On the other hand, increasing
the number of enhancement layers that are sent in separate multicast sessions may increase
header overhead (see Section 2.2.1). Furthermore, many video codecs produce streams with
variable bit rate, so a certain target data-rate is often not met exactly by dropping a certain
number of enhancement layers. A filter, on the other hand, can monitor the current data rate
and dynamically adjust the number of layers to drop. Moreover, no end-to-end multicast
infrastructure might be available, and some codecs might not provide the possibility to adapt
several dimensions of scalability (e.g., temporal versus SNR scalability) at the same time
[Kas01]. Therefore, it can be beneficial to transmit all layers in a single network flow. For
achieving fine granular scalability, the receiver-driven layered multicast approach is anyhow
not sufficient (see Section 2.2.1).

It should be mentioned that several efficient filter operations may also be applied to
media codecs which were not specifically designed for being scalable. For instance, frame
rate filters can simply drop several frames of a video stream to reduce the data rate. If
temporal dependencies exist between a dropped frame and subsequent frames, this may
diminish the visual quality of the subsequent frames. Video frames which are not used as
reference frames for prediction (e.g., B-frames in MPEG-2, MPEG-4 or H.263), on the other
hand, can be dropped without influencing the visual quality of other frames.

2.2.4 Digital Item Adaptation

MPEG-21, Part 2: Digital Item Declaration [ISO03b] defines an XML language that al-
lows to combine multimedia objects with descriptive metadata into so-called digital items.
MPEG-21, Part 7: Digital Item Adaptation (DIA) [ISO04c] defines several XML schemas
which are called tools in the MPEG-21 terminology. These tools enable the creation of spe-
cific kinds of metadata that can be used to facilitate adaptation operations on digital items.
Three important DIA tools are the Usage Environment Description (UED), the Adaptation
QoS Description (AQD), and the generic Bitstream Syntax Description (gBSD).

Usage environment description

The DIA standard defines a tool for the description of so-called usage environments for mul-
timedia sessions. A usage environment comprises three major parts: terminal capabilities,
network capabilities, and user preferences. The information provided in a usage environ-
ment description can be used to find out which media format would be most suitable for
running a multimedia session in the concerning usage environment.

An extract from a sample UED is shown in Example 2.1. Lines 2–29 contain information
about terminal capabilities. In the example, the terminal supports the audio codec MPEG-4
Scalable Profile (lines 5–9) and the video codec H.261 (lines 10–14). The display of the
terminal has a resolution of 176×144 pixels (Line 21) and a colour depth of 24 bit (Line 23).
Lines (30–34) contain information about network capabilities. In the depicted example,
the network offers a guaranteed bandwidth of 32 kb/s and a maximum bandwidth of 384
kb/s (Line 32). Finally, lines 35–56 contain information about user preferences. The user
prefers the MPEG-4 Audio Scalable Profile to MPEG-1 Audio Layer 3 (because the value
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of the attribute preferenceValue of the element MediaFormat in Line 39 is higher than the
value of the same attribute in Line 46). MPEG-21 makes also use of elements from other
XML schemas, e.g., from schemas that are defined in the MPEG-7 Multimedia Description
Schemes (MDS) standard [ISO01].

Example 2.1 (A usage environment description)

1 <m21-dia:Description xsi:type="UsageEnvironmentType">
2 <m21-dia:UsageEnvironmentProperty xsi:type="m21-dia:TerminalsType">
3 <m21-dia:Terminal>
4 <m21-dia:TerminalCapability xsi:type="m21-dia:CodecCapabilitiesType">
5 <m21-dia:Decoding xsi:type="m21-dia:AudioCapabilitiesType">
6 <m21-dia:Format href="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:AudioCodingFormatCS:2001:5.3">
7 <mpeg7:Name>MPEG-4 Audio Scalable Profile</mpeg7:Name>
8 </m21-dia:Format>
9 </m21-dia:Decoding>

10 <m21-dia:Decoding xsi:type="m21-dia:VideoCapabilitiesType">
11 <m21-dia:Format href="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:VisualFileFormatCS:2001:7">
12 <mpeg7:Name xml:lang="en">H261</mpeg7:Name>
13 </m21-dia:Format>
14 </m21-dia:Decoding>
15 </m21-dia:TerminalCapability>
16 <m21-dia:TerminalCapability xsi:type="m21-dia:DisplaysType">
17 <m21-dia:Display>
18 <m21-dia:DisplayCapability colorCapable="true" refreshRate="25"
19 xsi:type="m21-dia:DisplayCapabilityType">
20 <m21-dia:Mode>
21 <m21-dia:Resolution horizontal="176" vertical="144" />
22 </m21-dia:Mode>
23 <m21-dia:ColorBitDepth blue="8" green="8" red="8" />
25 </m21-dia:DisplayCapability>
26 </m21-dia:Display>
27 </m21-dia:TerminalCapability>
28 </m21-dia:Terminal>
29 </m21-dia:UsageEnvironmentProperty>
30 <m21-dia:UsageEnvironmentProperty xsi:type="m21-dia:NetworksType">
31 <m21-dia:Network>
32 <m21-dia:NetworkCharacteristic xsi:type="NetworkCapabilityType"

maxCapacity="384000" minGuaranteed="32000"/>
33 </m21-dia:Network>
34 </m21-dia:UsageEnvironmentProperty>
35 <m21-dia:UsageEnvironmentProperty xsi:type="mpeg7:UserPreferencesType">
36 <m21-dia:UsagePreferences>
37 <mpeg7:FilteringAndSearchPreferences>
38 <mpeg7:SourcePreferences>
39 <mpeg7:MediaFormat preferenceValue="50">
40 <mpeg7:AudioCoding>
41 <mpeg7:Format href="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:AudioCodingFormatCS:2001:5.3">
42 <mpeg7:Name>MPEG-4 Audio Scalable Profile</Name>
43 </mpeg7:Format>
44 </mpeg7:AudioCoding>
45 </mpeg7:MediaFormat>
46 <mpeg7:MediaFormat preferenceValue="20">
47 <mpeg7:AudioCoding>
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48 <mpeg7:Format href="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:AudioCodingFormatCS:2001:3.3">
49 <mpeg7:Name>MPEG-1 Audio Layer III</Name>
50 </mpeg7:Format>
51 </mpeg7:AudioCoding>
52 </mpeg7:MediaFormat>
53 </mpeg7:SourcePreferences>
54 </mpeg7:FilteringAndSearchPreferences>
55 </m21-dia:UsagePreferences>
56 </m21-dia:UsageEnvironmentProperty>
57 </m21-dia:Description>

The MPEG-21 standard does not describe how and by whom such a UED shall be created.
However, the general idea is that multimedia terminals are able to create and exchange UED
information, thus being able to find a suitable media format for the communication with
each other. In practise, a UED may contain more information than in the example shown
above (e.g., the terminal may support much more codecs, more detailed information may
be available about the terminal hardware and the network, etc.).

Adaptation QoS description

If a media stream shall be adapted, there may exist multiple possibilities to do so. For
instance, if the goal is to reduce the data rate of a stream to a certain value, several different
filter operations may be suitable for achieving this goal. The Adaptation QoS Description
tool can be used to define the relationship between constraints (e.g., a maximum data rate)
and feasible adaptation operations satisfying these constraints. For instance, the AQD
depicted in Example 2.2 indicates that six different bit rates (defined inside the Constraint
element, lines 3–5) can be achieved by applying certain adaptation operations, which are
defined by AdaptationOperator elements. Lines 6–8 define an operation for dropping a
certain number of enhancement layers, lines 9–11 define an operation for removing complete
audio channels. The numbers inside the IntegerVector element (Line 7 and Line 10) define
the number of layers to drop and the number of audio channels to remove, respectively.

Example 2.2 (AQD of an MPEG-4 BSAC audio stream)

1 <AQoSRoot xmlns="urn:mpeg:mpeg21:2003:01-DIA-AQoS-NS" xmlns:xsi="http://www.
w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance">

2 <AdaptationQoSModule xsi:type="UtilityFunctionType">
3 <Constraint xsi:type="FloatVectorType" iOPinRef="BANDWIDTH">
4 <FloatVector>16 16 32 32 48 64 96 128.5</FloatVector>
5 </Constraint>
6 <AdaptationOperator xsi:type="IntegerVectorType" iOPinRef="LAYERS_OF_SCALAB

LE_AUDIO">
7 <IntegerVector>32 48 24 36 0 32 24 0</IntegerVector>
8 </AdaptationOperator>
9 <AdaptationOperator xsi:type="IntegerVectorType" iOPinRef="NUMBER_OF_CHANNE

LS">
10 <IntegerVector>1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0</IntegerVector>
11 </AdaptationOperator>
12 </AdaptationQoSModule>
13 </AQoSRoot>
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In the depicted example, the bit rates 16 kb/s and 32 kb/s can be achieved through two
alternative combinations of adaptation operations. Therefore, bit rate 16 and bit rate 32
both occur two times in the FloatVector in Line 4. All other bit rates appear only once,
which means that these bit rates can only be achieved through one combination of adaptation
operations. 16 kb/s can be achieved either by dropping 32 layers and one audio channel
(indicated by the first element of the IntegerVector elements in Line 7 and in Line 10) or
by dropping 48 layers and keeping all audio channels (indicated by the second element of the
IntegerVector elements in Line 7 and in Line 10). Similarly, one can derive the required
adaptation operations for reaching a bit rate of 32 kb/s. This can either be achieved by
dropping 24 layers and one audio channel or be dropping 36 layers and keeping all audio
channels.

An entity that decides which adaptation operations shall be performed may also take
into account information from a usage environment description. For instance, if the user
preferences (part of the UED) indicate that the user always prefers audio in stereo quality,
the decision-taking entity should avoid the removal of an audio channel. In a different sce-
nario, the terminal capabilities (another part of the UED), may indicate that the receiver
terminal anyhow does not support stereo sound, so dropping a channel of a stereo audio
signal should be preferred. However, AQD and UED are tools that can be used indepen-
dently. A UED may not always be available because the involved applications may simply
not support the creation of a UED. A user that wants to define his preferences may use
other mechanisms to convey this information to an entity which takes adaptation decisions.
For instance, the Session Description Protocol (SDP) [Jac98] may be used to define certain
parameters of the preferred media format. The usage of SDP will be explained in detail in
Section 4.3.

For some media codecs (most probably constant bit-rate codecs), the AQD does not
depend on the media content because the structure of the media frames also does not
depend on the media content. Thus, it will be necessary to create only one AQD for all
media streams that are encoded with this specific media codec. However, for other media
codecs (most probably variable bit-rate codecs), the structure of media frames may depend
on the media content. Thus, it is not possible to create an AQD that is suitable for every
media stream encoded with such a media codec. Instead, an appropriate AQD must be
created for each media stream. The MPEG-21 standard does not describe how and by
whom such an AQD can be created. However, the general idea is that the creator of the
media content also provides an appropriate AQD. If it is a fixed AQD that can be used for
multiple media streams, the creator may only provide a public AQD URI. This URI can be
used to identify and—if not already available—to download the AQD.

Generic bitstream syntax description

The generic bitstream syntax description tool can be used for creating an XML-based de-
scription of the structure of digital items. In general, a digital item can be a complete media
stream, the combination of several streams or other media objects, or only a part of a stream
(e.g., a single media frame). A media frame can also be composed of smaller parts, such as
data belonging to left channel and right channel of a stereo audio signal, to different object
planes of an MPEG-4 video scene, or to base layer and enhancement layers of a scalable
media codec. A gBSD can be used to describe the exact location of each part of a digital
item within a buffer containing the media content. For instance, the gBSD depicted in Ex-
ample 2.3 describes an audio frame (mono quality) encoded with the MPEG-4 BSAC codec
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(Bit-Sliced Arithmetic Coding), a scalable variant of the MPEG-4 AAC codec (Advanced
Audio Coding).

Example 2.3 (gBSD of an MPEG-4 BSAC audio frame)

1 <gBSDUnit syntacticalLabel=":MA4:BSAC:BSAC_frame_element" start="0" length="2
064">

2 <gBSDUnit syntacticalLabel=":MA4:BSAC:BSAC_base_element" start="0" length="
256"/>

3 <gBSDUnit syntacticalLabel=":MA4:BSAC:BSAC_layer_element" start="256"
length="1808" marker="el1-16el2-32el3-48el4-64el5-80el6-96el7-112el8-128el9-1
44el10-160el11-176el12-192el13-208el14-224el15-240el16-256el17-272el18-288el1
9-304el20-320el21-336el22-352el23-368el24-384el25-400el26-416el27-432el28-448
el29-464el30-480el31-496el32-512el33-528el34-544el35-560el36-576el37-592el38-
608el39-624el40-640el41-656el42-672el43-688el44-704el45-720el46-736el47-752el
48-1808e"/>

4 </gBSDUnit>

In this example, the frame data starts a bit position 0 (indicated by the start attribute
of the gBSDUnit element in Line 1) and has a length of 2064 bit (indicated by the length
attribute). It consists of a base layer and several enhancement layers. The base layer data
is described by the gBSDUnit element in Line 2. It starts at bit position 0 and has a length
of 256 bit. The enhancement data is described by the gBSDUnit element in Line 3. It starts
at bit position 256 and has a length of 1808 bit. The marker attribute in Line 3 specifies the
sizes of the individual enhancement layers. “el1-16”, for instance, means that enhancement
layer 1 ends at bit position 16 (relative to the position indicated by the start attribute).
“el48-1808” means that enhancement layer 48 ends at bit position 1808. However, the
syntax and semantics of the content of marker attributes are not standardized. Thus, one
could define a completely different syntax for providing the same information about the
enhancement layers. The reason why MPEG-21 DIA does not standardize such syntactical
elements is that there exists a multitude of different possibilities how media frames can
be structured, and future media codecs may invent totally new structures which are not
known today. Thus, it is impossible to define a syntax that allows to describe all structural
elements of existing and future media codecs. However, as already explained, the basic idea
of MPEG-21 DIA is that the creator of a digital item provides all of the tools that are
required to perform adaptation operations on the digital item. Therefore, he has to provide
a fourth tool (in addition to gBSD, AQD, and UED) which includes knowledge about the
semantics of the marker attribute. This fourth tool is an ordinary XSLT stylesheet, which
allows to transform one XML document into another XML document [W3C99]. Since a
gBSD is an XML document, it can be transformed by such a stylesheet. For instance, one
could provide a stylesheet that allows to transform the gBSD from Example 2.3 into the
gBSD depicted in Example 2.4. The difference between these gBSDs is that the description
of the enhancement layers 33–48 has been removed. The length of the gBSDUnit defined in
Line 3 is now 512 bit, and the total length of the gBSDUnit defined in Line 1 is now 768 bit.
A parameterised stylesheet enables multiple adaptation operations. For instance, the AQD
from Example 2.2 defines for each given constraint a LAYERS OF SCALABLE AUDIO parameter
and a NUMBER OF CHANNELS parameter. Using these parameters as input for a parameterised
stylesheet allows to perform all operations described by the AQD. An example of such an
XSLT stylesheet is provided in Appendix B.
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Example 2.4 (Adapted gBSD)

1 <gBSDUnit syntacticalLabel=":MA4:BSAC:BSAC_frame_element" start="0" length="7
68">

2 <gBSDUnit syntacticalLabel=":MA4:BSAC:BSAC_base_element" start="0" length="
256"/>

3 <gBSDUnit syntacticalLabel=":MA4:BSAC:BSAC_layer_element" start="256"
length="512" marker="el1-16el2-32el3-48el4-64el5-80el6-96el7-112el8-128el9-1
44el10-160el11-176el12-192el13-208el14-224el15-240el16-256el17-272el18-288el1
9-304el20-320el21-336el22-352el23-368el24-384el25-400el26-416el27-432el28-448
el29-464el30-480el31-496el32-512"/>

4 </gBSDUnit>

2.3 Network-Flow Adaptation

Adaptation of media formats, as described in the previous section, is not the only way in
which a multimedia stream can be adapted. In some scenarios, it can be necessary to either
inject additional data into an existing multimedia stream or to change some aspects of the
protocol stack. In particular, the following adaptation operations are possible.

2.3.1 Changing Protocols

Nowadays, media streams in the Internet are usually transmitted using a protocol stack that
comprises IP, UDP and RTP. Nevertheless, some applications or services may use different
protocols, e.g., TCP or the Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP) [KHF06] on
transport layer. The latter one is a new protocol whose specification has been released
recently by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). DCCP is particularly designed
for the transport of media streams, in contrast to well-known UDP and TCP, which both
lack the capability of properly supporting media streaming. DCCP offers unreliable packet
transport (like UDP), but enhanced with a congestion control mechanism that can be more
flexibly configured than the congestion control method used by TCP.

Since DCCP is quite new, it is not widely used today, but we can expect that future
multimedia applications will use DCCP instead of UDP on the transport layer. It is very
likely that such applications will support UDP as well, since deployment of a new protocol
like DCCP is more easily achieved by disseminating hybrid applications that support old and
new protocols alike. Thus, end-terminals will probably be able to choose the appropriate
protocol for a unicast streaming session, and no adaptation inside the network might be
necessary. Nevertheless, scenarios exist in which adaptation of the transport protocol on a
proxy node becomes necessary. An important motivation for the development of DCCP has
been the fact that not-congestion-controlled multimedia traffic can hamper TCP traffic or
even result in a congestion collapse of whole network segments [Flo00]. In future networks,
when DCCP is more widespread in the Internet, network operators may disallow or penalize
media streaming via UDP inside their administrative domain [FF99]. If one peer is located
in such a restricted network segment, thus being forced to use DCCP, and if the other
peer does not support DCCP, then an entity is required for converting between the different
transport protocols. In (application-layer) multicast scenarios, several receivers may support
DCCP, whereas others support only UDP. In such a case, an intermediary network node
can perform the required adaptation, too.

Adaptation nodes could also adapt protocols below the transport layer. For instance,
media gateways have to connect the public switched telephone network with the IP-based
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Internet. However, such a functionality is not included in the architecture proposed by this
thesis.

2.3.2 Changing the RTP Profile

Even if two applications both use RTP on top of UDP/IP for transmission of media streams,
this does not necessarily mean that their protocol stacks are compatible. The RTP speci-
fication itself [SCFJ03] contains a framework for defining the structure of RTP and RTCP
packets. The concrete meaning of RTP header fields, the supported media formats, and
possible header extensions are defined in so-called RTP profiles. An RTP profile commonly
used for VoIP applications is the RTP/AVP profile [SC03]. Other applications may use dif-
ferent RTP profiles, e.g., RTP/AVPF [OWS+04]. It is possible that different profiles enable
the transport of the same media formats. RTP/AVPF, for instance, defines extensions for
RTCP, which are not used in RTP/AVP, but the usage of RTP itself is identical in both
profiles. RTP/AVPF enables additional and more immediate feedback from RTP receivers
about the reception of RTP packets. If an encoder using motion compensated predictive
coding (see Section 2.2.2) receives feedback about which frames have been lost and which
have been successfully transmitted, it can use this information to optimize the quality of
the media stream, e.g., by immediately inserting additional intra-coded media frames when
a reference frame has been lost or by using an older frame instead of the lost one as a
reference for the motion compensated prediction [GF99]. If either the sender or the receiver
of an RTP stream does not support RTP/AVPF (or any other RTP profile used by the
other peer), an adaptation node can translate between the different profiles. Of course,
end-to-end feedback with RTP/AVPF will then not be possible, but it can still proof useful
if the adaptation node is located physically near to the data source and also has the ability
to re-encode the stream or take any other measures to optimise the transmission based on
the feedback information received from the RTP/AVPF RTCP reports.

2.3.3 Changing Error Correction Mechanisms

Several media codecs comprise error resilience and error concealment features [MHK00].
Error resilience does not reconstruct lost or corrupt data, but can reduce the damage caused
thereby by preventing error propagation to subsequent parts of a media stream. Error
propagation can occur when predicted frames are themselves used as a reference for the
prediction of subsequent frames, which is common practise in modern video compression (see
Section 2.2.2). Error concealment also does not reconstruct the original data, but allows to
replace a lost packet with an approximation of the original data (e.g., through interpolation).
In addition to using error concealment, the quality of media streams transmitted over error-
prone channels can be further improved through mechanisms that enable the reconstruction
of lost network packets. This is especially useful for streams encoded with a media codec
without error resilience features.

Several application-layer error correction mechanisms have been developed in recent
years, e.g., forward error correction (FEC) on RTP level [RS99,P+97] or ARQ-style (auto-
matic repeat-request) retransmission of RTP packets [RLM+06]. All of these mechanisms
increase the bandwidth requirements of a multimedia session. FEC, for instance, inserts
redundant data into the network flow. This data can be used to replace or reconstruct lost
packets. In the simplest case, one or more copies of a media frame are sent in additional net-
work packets to the receiver. The additional packets are called FEC packets. It is sufficient
if only one of the packets containing the same data reaches the receiver. However, sending
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Figure 2.8: Adaptation of Error Correction Mechanism

the same data twice doubles the bandwidth requirements for the stream. Alternatively, the
FEC packets may carry a representation of the same media frame encoded with a higher
compression factor [P+97]. Thus, the increase of the bit rate is reduced, but if original pack-
ets really get lost, the FEC packets allow to reconstruct only lower-quality media frames.
A different approach is to use so-called error correcting codes. In this approach, FEC pack-
ets do not contain a representation of the original data, but they contain information that
allows to reconstruct lost data. For instance, redundancy packets can be constructed by
applying an XOR operation across the content of two or more data packets. If a single data
packet is lost, it can be reconstructed by applying another XOR operation over the content
of the remaining data packets and the FEC packet. More sophisticated FEC mechanisms
like Reed-Solomon [RS60] achieve high recovery rates with minimum amount of redundancy.

Automatic repeat-request requires, in general, more time to recover from errors than
FEC mechanisms because it takes some time to sent the repeat-request over the network
and to retransmit the lost packet from sender to receiver. On the other hand, the band-
width requirements for the additional traffic are usually lower than for FEC schemes, which
constantly add redundancy to the original data stream regardless of the number of actually
lost packets. The amount of additional traffic caused by ARQ increases with the number of
packet losses. On the other hand, FEC has the advantage that recovery time can be very
short (depending on how many original packets are used to construct an FEC packet), so it
is often more suitable when long delays are not acceptable.

Sometimes, not the whole transmission path between the source and sink of a media
stream is equally error-prone; often, only the last hop is problematic, especially if it is
a wireless link. If an application-layer error protection mechanism is applied end-to-end,
additional bandwidth resources are occupied on the whole transmission path. Furthermore,
an error correction mechanism works only if it is supported by sender and receiver; but
different multimedia applications may support different error protection mechanisms. A
third problem occurs in multicast scenarios where several terminals receive the same media
stream. Different receivers may support different error correction mechanisms, and not every
branch in the multicast tree may be equally error-prone, so applying error correction in the
whole multicast tree may be unnecessary, or it might be beneficial to apply different error
correction mechanisms in different branches of the multicast tree. For all of these reasons, it
can be beneficial to adapt application-layer error correction mechanisms on an intermediary
adaptation node. An example is depicted in Figure 2.8. Here, no error protection is applied
on the wired links between the video server and the MSAN and between the MSAN and
terminal T1. The wireless links between the MSAN and the other terminals are more error-
prone. Therefore, error protection is applied on both links. An FEC mechanism is used on
the high-delay link between the MSAN and T2, whereas ARQ is used on the low-delay link
between the MSAN and T3.
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Whereas some error correction mechanisms can only be switched on or off (e.g., [RS99]),
others have one or several configurable parameters. For instance, Unequal Erasure Protection
(UXP) [LWPW05] allows to configure the amount of redundancy per frame for protecting
the data transmission. Furthermore, this error correction scheme allows to protect more
important data with more redundancy and less important data with less or no redundancy.
This mechanism is illustrated in Figure 2.9. Here, data blocks of fixed length are organized
in a matrix according to their priority (lower numbers indicate higher priority). For instance,
data blocks belonging to the base layer of a media frame can be given higher priority than
data blocks belonging to the enhancement layers. Redundancy blocks are calculated per
matrix row. As shown in the figure, more redundancy blocks are inserted into the matrix
for data blocks of higher priority. For instance, the first six data blocks are protected by
the four redundancy blocks A–D, whereas the last row of the matrix is only protected by
a single redundancy block J. The blocks of a matrix are then packetized into RTP packets
column-wise. If one of the RTP packets belonging to the same matrix gets lost, one block
of each row will be missing, but it is possible to recover all of the missing blocks. If several
RTP packets get lost, chances are higher that data blocks from the upper matrix rows,
which contain the blocks with higher priority, can be recovered, whereas data blocks from
the lower rows, which contain the low-priority blocks, might not be recoverable. By putting
data blocks from consecutive media frames into one matrix, it is also possible to give higher
priority to certain frames. For instance, I-frames of a group of pictures in a video stream
could be given the highest priority, P-frames could be given medium priority, and B-frames
could be given lowest priority. However, if data from several media frames are interleaved
in this way, additional delay is created. Configurable parameters of the UXP scheme are
the amounts of redundancy for each priority and the maximum number of blocks per RTP
packet.

Just as the UXP mechanism, ARQ schemes can have configurable parameters, e.g.,
timeout thresholds or maximum retries. Often, optimal protection can only be achieved if
these parameters are adapted to the current traffic characteristics and network conditions.
Furthermore, error correction mechanisms can also be applied on other layers of the protocol
stack, e.g., on the link layer. Especially if they are located on the edge of a wireless network,
adaptation nodes may also control link-layer error protection mechanisms, e.g., giving special
treatment to more important data packets.
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When applying error correction mechanisms, the implications for all quality of service param-
eters must be considered. In environments with relatively low error rates, ARQ mechanisms
usually do not create as much traffic overhead as FEC. On the other hand, a drawback of
using retransmission is increased delay. Retransmission is only possible if the receiver (or an
intermediary node if retransmission is applied hop-by-hop) buffers incoming packets. One
reason why retransmission was not considered in the design of RTP is that in many stream-
ing scenarios the given restrictions regarding the end-to-end delay of the data transmissions
do anyhow not allow retransmission of lost packets. On the other hand, these restrictions
are less strict for non-interactive media streaming than for interactive communication, and
it has been shown that in such scenarios a retransmission mechanism on top of RTP can be
beneficial [FB02]. An RTP profile for packet retransmission has very recently been released
by the IETF [RLM+06]. Within this thesis, a proprietary retransmission mechanism for
RTP packets had been developed [SKP04] before the IETF proposal was finalized. This
mechanism is described in Section 4.4.3.

2.3.4 Changing Rate and Congestion Control Mechanisms

As stated earlier, there exists an increasing demand for congestion control mechanisms for
multimedia traffic [FK04,FF99]. Today, UDP is the most commonly used transport protocol
for media streams; but UDP does not exhibit any congestion control features. DCCP
[KHF06] is a relatively new protocol developed by the IETF, which combines several of
UDP’s strengths with congestion control methods. Nevertheless, it is not clear yet whether
DCCP will become widely accepted. Even if it does, applications using only UDP for media
streaming will probably still exist for many years. Therefore, rate control mechanisms
on application layer have been developed to compensate the lack of congestion control
features in the underlying transport protocols like UDP. TCP-friendly rate control (TFRC)
[HFPW03,Gha06] is the most commonly used rate control mechanism on application layer.

Applying rate control end-to-end makes sense for unicast sessions even if only a single
link on the end-to-end path is congested because reducing the data rate directly at the
source minimizes the overall bandwidth consumption. For multicast streaming sessions, the
situation is different because congestion may occur only in one branch of the multicast tree.
Reducing the data rate at the source will result in quality degradation for all receivers,
although some branches in the multicast tree may not be congested at all. Therefore, it can
be beneficial to adapt congestion control on an intermediary network node. For instance,
if the path between the MSAN and T3 depicted in Figure 2.8 is congested, the MSAN will
forward the media stream to T1 and T2 without reducing the data rate, but it will apply
rate control on the downstream path to terminal T3.

If receiver-driven layered multicast is used (see Section 2.2.1), an alternative approach is
to simply drop layers to achieve a TCP-friendly data rate. The problem with this approach
is that it is the receiver which has to calculate the TCP-friendly data rate. The formula
for calculating this value requires, amongst other parameters, knowledge about the current
round-trip time (RTT). Unfortunately, the standard RTP/RTCP mechanisms provide only
the sender, but not the receivers of a unidirectional RTP session with information about
the round-trip time. An RTCP extension or other means for providing the receivers with
this information would be required to combine RLM with TFRC. Furthermore, as already
explained in Section 2.2.1, RLM alone may not be able to achieve a certain target data-
rate accurately. Dropping a complete media layer may reduce the data rate much more
than actually required, and the receiver’s satisfaction could be increased if the remaining
bandwidth were used for transmitting a higher-quality media stream.
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2.4 Summary

In this chapter, several basic adaptation mechanism for multimedia streams have been intro-
duced. Media adaptation techniques like transcoding and filtering as well as network-flow
adaptation mechanisms have been discussed. Several scenarios have been presented which
demonstrate the benefits of performing certain adaptation operations on proxy nodes inside
the network.

Whereas this chapter provided a general introduction into the topic of multimedia adap-
tation, the following chapter will closer examine recent activities of other researchers (also
with respect to other topics like service discovery and multimedia broadcast) and provide a
comparison between previous work and this dissertation.





Chapter 3

SURVEY OF THE CURRENT STATE OF THE ART

This section provides a survey of other researchers’ recent activities in the context of stream-
adaptation services and explains in which aspects this thesis differs from previous work.
Several categories of activities are discussed. Section 3.1 summarizes the recent activities
regarding stream adaptation mechanisms; Section 3.2 compares existing media gateways
with the proposed MSAN architecture; Section 3.3 analyzes existing service discovery mech-
anisms in the context of adaptation services; Section 3.4 examines the related work for
heterogeneous multimedia broadcast services.

3.1 Adaptation of Multimedia Streams

Adaptation of media streams has been a popular research topic during the last two decades.
Many researchers have developed algorithms for adapting and optimizing either the quality
or the data rate of media streams by either directly controlling the compression process or by
dropping specific parts of pre-compressed multimedia streams. Many of these activities focus
on the adaptation algorithms, but not on the architecture of dedicated stream adaptation
nodes. In particular, most of this research work differs from this dissertation in one or
several aspects that are summarized in the following enumeration. Later on, several works
are described in more detail.

• Many efforts concentrate on a specific audio or video codec, but cannot be applied to
data streams which use a different coding format (e.g., [KKS01,KZ02,AML03]). The
goal of this thesis is to develop a generic framework for media adaptation which allows
to use and to combine a great variety of different adaptation mechanisms for a great
variety of coding formats.

• Several adaptation mechanisms require offline processing of multimedia data, i.e., part
of the adaptation process must have been performed on an already existing media
stream some time before the actual streaming is started (e.g., ZRR2002, AML2003).
Therefore, these mechanisms cannot be applied to streams belonging to interactive
media sessions because in such scenarios the data is captured immediately before it is
streamed, so there is no time for performing an offline processing step.

• Other mechanisms control the compression process directly (e.g., by reducing the
target data-rate of a video encoder when packet loss increases [KKS+00] or by selecting
reference frames based on receiver feedback on the fly [GF99]). These mechanisms are
applicable for the adaptation of interactive media session. But they are not very
efficient for adapting already compressed media streams because costly transcoding
operations would be required.

• Some data rate reduction techniques aim to achieve the best media quality at a given
data rate, but they may not be able to consider feedback information about the current
network conditions (packet loss, jitter, etc.). Thus, although the output of the adapta-
tion process may be a high quality media stream, the perceived quality at the receiver
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terminal may be bad because of packet loss or jitter during times of poor network
resource availability. The modular MSAN architecture allows different decision mod-
ules inside the MSAN to use different kinds of feedback information to facilitate the
adaptation decisions (e.g., monitored packet loss rate and delay, which are conveyed
from receiver to sender terminals through RTCP reports).

In the following, several representative papers about the media adaptation topic are more
deeply inspected. The key idea of this thesis is not to add more adaptation mechanisms
to this list, but to integrate and combine already existing mechanisms in the MSAN ar-
chitecture. Therefore, it is necessary to understand what types of adaptation mechanisms
exist, which restrictions they have, and which requirements they impose on the MSAN
architecture.

Yeadon et al. [YGSH96] propose several filter mechanisms for compressed media streams.
They do not only consider filters for so-called scalable media codecs (see Section 2.2.3), they
also propose efficient filters for conventional media codecs. For instance, temporal and
colour-to-monochrome filters for MPEG-1 video streams are described which do not require
full re-compression of the streams. Yeadon et al. also propose to place filter agents, which
can offer filters for a variety of media formats, inside the network (see also Section 3.2
and 3.4).

Kassler et al. [KKS01] describe video filter mechanisms for WaveVideo streams. Wave-
Video [FDW+99] is a scalable codec, which allows efficient filter operations by discarding
individual enhancement layers of the video data. The proposed filters allow SNR and tempo-
ral scalability and thus also implicit data rate scalability. The proposed mechanisms are only
applicable for WaveVideo streams. In contrast to many other video codecs, WaveVideo does
not use bidirectional prediction (B-frames), and P-frames are not predicted from the imme-
diately preceding frame, but from the I-frame of the current group of pictures. Therefore,
the proposed temporal filter mechanisms are not easily transferable to other video codecs.
Also, adaptation nodes inside the network are briefly introduced (see also Section 3.2).

Girod et al. [GF99] propose a feedback-based control scheme for the video encoding
process. When the source of a video stream receives feedback information about which parts
of the media stream have already been received correctly and which parts have been lost,
this information can be used to optimize the quality of future frames. Girod et al. propose
either to insert a new intra-coded frame (or a new intra-coded macroblock1) immediately
when a reference frame (or a reference macroblock) has been lost or to use an older frame
(an older macroblock) as a reference for future predictions. Kim et al. [KKS+00] propose
to use receiver feedback for calculating a TCP-friendly data rate and adapting the encoding
process to the calculated target data-rate. Both mechanisms are well suited for adapting
interactive multimedia session directly at the source since the encoding has to be done
anyhow in realtime. They can of course also be used for transcoding of already compressed
streams, but transcoding operations usually require much more processing resources than
the previously described filter mechanisms.

Ahmed et al. [AML03] describe a three-step adaptation process for compressed MPEG-4
media streams. During the first (offline) step, a certain priority is assigned to each Video
Object Plane (VOP) [ISO00a] in the MPEG-4 stream according to the semantical value
of each VOP. In a second step, TCP-friendly rate control (TFRC) [HFPW03] is used for
adjusting the media stream to the current network conditions by dropping VOPs according

1The pixels of a video frame are usually divided into smaller data units, e.g., into so-called macroblocks
(which are composed of smaller blocks).
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to their priority if necessary. Finally, the reliability of the transmission is further improved
by applying unequal forward error protection. The mechanism described by Ahmed et al.
is only applicable for MPEG-4 streams and requires knowledge about the importance of
individual frames and VOPs.

Kang et al. [KZ02] assign priorities to certain data units (e.g., a video frame) of an
MPEG-4 stream, too. But these priorities are not defined according to the semantical value
(which is difficult to determine). Instead, the priority for each data unit is determined
according to the error that would result from dropping this data unit. Such rate-distortion
optimization mechanisms calculate a certain value for each pre-compressed data unit. This
value describes how much the overall quality of the media stream would decrease if the
concerning data unit got lost. Unlike some other rate-distortion optimization mechanisms,
the approach proposed by Kang et al. does not exactly determine this decrease, but provides
heuristical estimation, which can be performed on-the-fly. A drawback of Kang’s mechanism
is that it is also only applicable to MPEG-4 streams. However, since the adaptation process
does not require any knowledge determined in a previous offline processing step, it could
be well used on a proxy node. Nevertheless, Kang et al. describe only the algorithm itself.
They do not propose an architecture of such a proxy node.

Chou et al. [CM01] propose a codec-independent rate-distortion optimized streaming al-
gorithm. It is only applicable for pre-compressed data streams, but not for interactive com-
munication. Another codec-independent rate-distortion optimized mechanism for adapting
media streams was proposed by Zhang et al. [ZRR02]. This technique is also a two-step
process. Since the second step can be performed only if the output of the first offline step is
available, Zhang et al. propose to transmit both, the actual media stream and the metadata
produced in the first step, thus allowing to perform the second processing step also on a
proxy node in the network. But the authors describe only the adaptation algorithm itself.
They do not propose an architecture of such a proxy node. Furthermore, the need for an
offline processing step prevents that this mechanism can be applied to interactive media
streams.

A similar approach that also uses portable metadata has been proposed by the Moving
Pictures Expert Group (MPEG) in the MPEG-21 Digital Item Adaptation (DIA) frame-
work [ISO04c], which has already been introduced in Section 2.2.4. Nevertheless, MPEG-21
DIA does not define the concrete architecture of an adaptation engine. The standard only
defines description tools which can be used by adaptation modules, but not the adapta-
tion algorithms or the architecture of such modules. Furthermore, a DIA-based adaptation
engine is only one of several components that are required to build a complete stream adap-
tation node. MPEG-21 DIA does not define signalling protocols for requesting adaptation
services, nor does it define how such adaptation nodes can be discovered. It also does
not define how digital items are transmitted. A new standard that deals with streaming
of digital items, MPEG-21 Part 18, is currently in an early development phase. Within
this thesis, an MPEG-21 DIA adaptation engine has been integrated as an optional com-
ponent in the MSAN architecture (see Chapter 4.2). At the same time when this thesis
was written, an MPEG-21-DIA-based architecture of an adaptation proxy was developed
in the project IST-DANAE (Dynamic and distributed Adaptation of scalable multimedia
coNtent in a context-Aware Environment) [HAP+05]. However, the DANAE architecture
is purely MPEG-21 based, whereas MPEG-21 tools are only an optional feature in the ar-
chitecture developed within this thesis. The drawback of such a purely MPEG-21 based
approach is that adaptation services can only be provided if MPEG-21 tools are supported
by all involved entities (which is not the case for most of the current multimedia systems).
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Furthermore, the architeture developed within this thesis comprises additional adaptation
operations that are no supported by MPEG-21 DIA tools.

Many other researchers have worked on the topic of constructing optimized transcoding
algorithms with minimal computational complexity [CM95,SSV95,YVLS02,VCS03,SCC05].
All of this work deals only with the architecture of transcoding modules. No architectures
for stream adaptation nodes are proposed. Nevertheless, all of the proposed optimized
transcoders can be integrated into the MSAN architecture.

3.2 Media Gateways

Media gateways are used to connect voice-over-IP or video conferencing applications in the
Internet with traditional telephone networks. They offer a number of services similar to
the proposed MSAN architecture, e.g., audio transcoding and translation between different
transport protocols. On the other hand, media gateways are not designed to communicate
with arbitrary end-system applications. End users cannot directly request an adaptation
service from such a media gateway. Therefore, one of the goals of this thesis is to develop a
comprehensive architecture for discovering and using third party adaptation services. Fur-
thermore, commercial media gateways (e.g., products from the Cisco IP/VC 3500 Video
Gateway series [Cis02]) offer only transcoding functionality for audio streams. They are
not able to perform video transcoding or media filtering, and they usually offer only static
network-flow adaptation services, but are not able to automatically adjust codecs, codec set-
tings, error correction or congestion control mechanisms according to the currently perceived
network QoS. Moreover, none of the existing products use MPEG-21 DIA tools for providing
personalized adaptation services. Although the majority of today’s media-gateway products
do not support video transcoding, this will presumably change in the near future. Freescale
Semiconductor plan to release a new digital signal processor (DSP), named MSC 8144, until
the end of 2006. The MSC 8144 shall be able to transcode 20 MPEG-4 video streams (with
a resolution of 352 × 288 pixels) in parallel [Ben06]. The intended use of this DSP is the
integration into a new generation of media gateways that will probably be available at the
beginning of 2007.

Gateways which perform adaptation on video streams, have been suggested by Yeadon
et al. [YGHS96], Kassler [Kas01] and Amir et al. [AMZ95]. Nevertheless, these architectures
also do not offer an adaptation service that is useable by arbitrary entities in the network.
Kassler considers adaptation nodes as fixed components of a QoS management architecture,
whereas this thesis aims to develop a service useable by arbitrary customers, which may or
may not be controlled by such a management architecture. The video gateways proposed
by Amir et al. are located on both sides of a bottleneck link and adapt all video streams
traversing this link, but they do not offer adaptation services for network flows which are
not traversing this bottleneck link, nor do they allow the user to define which adaptation
operations shall be performed. Furthermore, all architectures support only a limited set of
adaptation operations. For instance, Kassler focuses on media filters for a specific scalable
video codec; transcoding is only briefly touched. Amir et al. offer only transcoding between
two specific video codecs. Network-flow adaptation mechanisms are not considered. Yeadon
and Kassler also mention the idea of building a dissemination tree composed of several
adaptation nodes for multicast multimedia traffic (see also Section 3.4).

Moreover, several researchers have proposed adaptation gateways which are designed to
process non-streaming data like web pages, still images, complete video files, etc. [FB96,
FGBA96,BJA98,HBL+98, SML98,LL02]. Because of the totally different requirements for
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such data flows and different application functionality, none of these architectures can be
used to adapt media streams in realtime.

3.3 Service Discovery

In recent years, a lot of researchers have worked on the topic of automatically discovering
services and devices in a local network or in the Internet. Some of the most popular Service
Discovery technologies are: Service Location Protocol (SLP) [GPVD99], Salutation [Sal98],
Jini [Sun99], Universal Plug And Play (UPnP) [Uni00], Universal Discovery Description and
Integration (UDDI) [OAS04]. Some of these technologies comprise not only the discovery
process itself, but also methods for service invocation (e.g., Jini, Salutation). SLP, on the
other hand, returns only contact information for a service, but the actual protocol used for
the invocation of the service does not depend on SLP. Since the proposed MSAN architecture
can be controlled via standard Internet protocols, such as the Session Initiation Protocol
(SIP) [RS+02b] or Media Gateway Control Protocol (MEGACO) [G+03], a service discovery
technology which comprises service invocation is not explicitly required.

Some of the above mentioned technologies have certain disadvantages. Jini, for instance,
depends on the JAVA language, but the goal of this thesis is to provide an architecture
that can be used by any multimedia application implemented in any arbitrary programming
language and running on any arbitrary operating system. Some of these technologies (e.g.,
SLP) are not designed for the usage in the world-wide Internet. Furthermore, as elaborated
in Chapter 6, the capabilities of stream adaptation nodes and the corresponding search
queries for discovering an appropriate MSAN can be quite complex. If all MSANs offered
identical and well-known services, a simple lookup protocol for finding the IP address of any
arbitrary MSAN would be enough, but actually, different MSANs may offer very different
adaptation services. Moreover, different MSANs which offer the same adaptation operations
may have different hardware capabilities and use different adaptation techniques for produc-
ing streams with the same encoding parameters (e.g., transcoding versus media filtering), so
other parameters like end-to-end delay and quality reduction may be different, too. An ap-
propriate syntax for accurately describing all of these service parameters is required. Some
of the above mentioned service discovery technologies are not suitable for expressing com-
plex capabilities and search queries, since they are limited to perform simple name lookup or
attribute-based discovery. Several researchers have proposed to use ontologies to facilitate
description and discovery of complex services [LvS02,MPM+03]. An architecture of a global
ontology-based service discovery service has been proposed by Arabshian et al. [ASTP05].
In this approach, services are described by means of the Resource Description Framework
(RDF) [W3C04f], and the OWL Web Ontology Language [W3C04b] is used to define the
RDF vocabulary (ontology) for a certain service class. However, Arabshian et al. define only
the framework for the discovery of services, but they do not define vocabularies for specific
kinds of services. In particular, they do not address stream-adaptation services. Chapter 6
of this thesis will further examine the possibilities for describing stream-adaptation services
by means of RDF.

There exists very few work that deals specifically with the discovery of stream-adaptation
nodes. Xu et al. [XNW00] as well as Ooi et al. [OvR00] have proposed protocols for the
discovery of media gateways, but the authors assume that all media gateways (adaptation
nodes) have the same capabilities and will be able to provide every service requested by
clients. They do not consider the possibility that different adaptation nodes offer different
services or that a certain media gateway is not able to provide a required service. Thus, the
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proposed discovery mechanisms do not have to examine the capabilities of adaptation nodes,
and therefore the authors do not propose a mechanism for providing an adaptation-service
description. There exist only two proposals for vocabularies that are suitable for describing
stream-adaptation services. The first one is our own work within the project IST-Daidalos
[GLSK+05, SHK06]. The second one has been proposed by Rafaelsen et al. [RE02]. The
latter description model considers only transcoding capabilities (see Section 2.2), but does
not cover the description of filter or network-flow adaptation capabilities (see Section 2.3).
Furthermore, this model does not allow to describe complex properties of an adaptation
service. It allows to define input and output media-formats, but it is not possible to describe
the delay, jitter, quality reduction, or costs for a certain adaptation operation. This thesis
describes an improved version of the Daidalos description model for adaptation services. In
contrast to the work proposed by Rafaelsen, this description model covers all information
relevant for the selection of an appropriate adaptation node.

3.4 Heterogeneous Broadcast

A multimedia broadcast service continually delivers a media stream to a large number
of receivers. For the data transmission, a broadcast bearer technology like Digital Video
Broadcast may be used, but broadcast services in general do not have to be related to
a broadcast-capable access network. Instead a broadcast stream can be delivered to an
IP-multicast group, which can be joined and left by the clients wishing to receive the broad-
casted content. Several architectures for such an IP-multicast-based broadcast service have
been proposed in the past [Lia00, GL00, MA01]. However, since IP multicast delivers the
same data to all receivers, these approaches are not able to provide heterogeneous broadcast
services.

Many researchers have worked on the topics of application-layer multicast and overlay-
network formation for the delivery of (optionally adapted) multimedia streams. Kassler
[Kas01] mentions the idea of using adaptation overlay networks for heterogeneous multi-
cast, but no solution is proposed for constructing these overlay networks. Actually, all of
the already existing overlay-network architectures provide only parts of the functionality
that would be required for heterogeneous broadcast/multicast streaming. Some architec-
tures provide adaptation services but do not support multicast. Others support multicast
in the overlay network, but do not fulfill the requirements for streaming. Finally, some
architectures support multicast streaming, but do not offer adaptation services.

For instance, Chen et al. [CRK05] have proposed an interesting architecture which
enables multimedia streaming in peer-to-peer systems supported by transcoding nodes. This
approach differs from many earlier proposals because it takes into account heterogeneous
capabilities of adaptation nodes as well as the heterogeneity of network segments. The
authors also consider the possibility to adapt a media stream on several adaptation nodes
on the path from the sender to the receiver to optimize the data transmission hop-by-hop.
Nevertheless, Chen et al. do not support heterogeneous multicast. Their architecture tries
to make optimal use of the available resources in the peer-to-peer network and provide media
streams with the best possible quality, but only unicast streaming sessions are considered.

The video gateways originally proposed by Amir et al. [AMZ95] have been integrated
into several overlay-network architectures which offer stream-adaptation services [AMK98,
BKA+98,MWKK01]. Nevertheless, although these architectures consider the involvement
of several video gateways in the transmission path of a video stream, they do not address the
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problem of providing heterogeneous multicast. Again, stream adaptation on one or several
adaptation nodes is only considered for unicast traffic.

The IETF working group Open Pluggable Edge Services (OPES) started an ambitious
project to create a comprehensive architecture for supplying arbitrary application services
over an overlay-network infrastructure [BPC+04]. Entities inside the overlay network shall
be able to adapt multimedia content. Although the OPES working group originally envi-
sioned to support adaptation of media streaming services, the focus of the group seems to
have shifted a little bit in recent years. The current OPES architecture deals only with
HTTP traffic, and the group seems to have no short-term plans for supporting also delivery
and adaptation of streaming media.

Chawathe et al. [CMB00] have proposed an architecture for reliable multicast, using
unicast TCP connections between each pair of so-called multicast proxies in the overlay net-
work. End-to-end flow control and data recovery mechanisms are applied to ensure a lossless
data transport. In addition to providing bare data transport, these multicast proxies are
able to perform adaptation operations on the content of the transmitted data, for example
transforming a high-resolution still image into a lower resolution representation. Neverthe-
less, TCP and the proposed end-to-end flow control mechanisms are not appropriate for
streaming services with realtime requirements, since the flow control and congestion avoid-
ance mechanisms can cause uncontrollable delay and jitter, whereas lossless data delivery
is typically not a strict requirement for streaming services. Several similar architectures for
reliable multicast have been proposed [LP96,RBR99], but all of them lack proper support
for streaming services.

Content distribution networks (CDNs) aim to improve accessibility of data resources
(content) for many users in the Internet and/or to minimize access times. This is typically
achieved by replicating the content and providing an infrastructure that finds a content
mirror with short access times for each individual client [PDR+03]. Of course, such mirrors
could offer media streams in different formats, but the drawbacks of this approach have
already been discussed in Section 2.2.1. A CDN that offers also adaptation proxies is the
Coral Content Distribution Network [FFM04], but the architecture can only adapt HTTP-
traffic. Multimedia streaming is not considered.

Several application-layer multicast techniques have been proposed in recent years. Baner-
jee et al. [BB02] provide a comprehensive survey of the existing work in this field until the
year 2002. However, the work in this field often does not consider adaptation at all. In-
stead, the goal is to deliver exactly the same data to all participants of a multicast group.
Furthermore, some approaches do not scale well and are therefore not applicable for large
numbers of users in the world-wide Internet (e.g., ALMI [PSVW01]).

Yeadon et al. address the problem of building heterogeneous multimedia multicast trees
[YGSH96, YGHS96]. They propose a method for building a multicast tree composed of
several nodes which offer media-filtering services. However, this proposal makes several
implicit assumptions and has some severe restrictions: the proposed mechanism assumes
that all filter nodes offer the same functionality, the location of all filter nodes as well as the
exact topology of the whole network is known by the management entity which selects the
filter nodes, and all filter nodes know the other filter nodes. Such knowledge may only be
available in certain networks of limited size, but the concepts may not be applicable in the
Internet.

Probably the most interesting work in the context of heterogeneous broadcast streaming
has been proposed recently by Yamaoka et al. [YST+05]. In this work, the authors propose
an interesting algorithm which allows to construct service delivery paths for heterogeneous
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broadcast traffic in a given overlay network. This algorithm minimizes the computation
power needed by all adaptation processes on multiple adaptation proxies as well as the to-
tal bandwidth consumption of the complete broadcast session. This work also considers
that different adaptation proxies may have different capabilities. However, Yamaoka et al.
assume that the location of all adaptation nodes is known a priori. Furthermore, the ap-
proach does not scale well for large numbers of clients and adaptation proxies. In their work,
Yamaoka et al. do not provide information about the end-to-end delays in the broadcast
tree. Thus, it is not clear whether the approach suits the typical realtime requirements of
streaming sessions.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, the activities of other researchers in the fields of stream adaptation, ser-
vice discovery, and streaming through overlay networks have been compared with the goals
of this thesis. In summary, this thesis differs from other work in the following aspects:
Many researchers have proposed algorithms for media-stream adaptation, but they are of-
ten applicable only for certain media formats, for a certain type of multimedia session, or
they can be performed only offline and/or directly at the data source. Stream adaptation
nodes which are located inside the network are not commonly used so far. Existing media
gateways [Cis02, Ava06] offer only static adaptation services, but do not adapt to chang-
ing network conditions. Furthermore, none of the existing gateways use MPEG-21 DIA
tools for providing adaptation services. At the same time when this thesis was written,
an MPEG-21-DIA-based architecture of an adaptation proxy was developed in the project
IST-DANAE [HAP+05]. However, a drawback of the DANAE adaptation node is that adap-
tation services can only be provided if MPEG-21 tools are supported by all involved entities
(which is not the case for most of today’s multimedia systems). Moreover, no mechanisms
have been developed so far for describing a generic adaptation service in machine-readable
form. Existing adaptation mechanisms are implemented as software modules of certain
applications or as fixed components of network management systems, but there does not
exist an architecture of an independent stream adaptation service for arbitrary multimedia
applications and systems. An appropriate service description is needed for announcing and
discovering adaptation services. Finally, several researchers have developed broadcast archi-
tectures based on IP-multicast as well as overlay network architectures for data delivery and
adaptation, but the existing approaches provide only parts of the functionality that would
be required for the provisioning of heterogeneous broadcast streaming services. Many over-
lay network architectures offer only unicast services [AMK98,BKA+98,MWKK01,CRK05],
or they offer a multicast service that would violate the realtime requirements of streaming
services [BPC+04,CMB00,LP96,RBR99].



Chapter 4

A MULTIMEDIA-STREAM ADAPTATION SERVICE

This chapter presents the design of a generic multimedia-stream adaptation service. The
central component of this service is the so-called Multimedia-Stream Adaptation Node
(MSAN). One of the main contributions described in this chapter is the development of
a generic MSAN architecture, which—in contrast to existing adaptation services—provides
a broader variety of adaptation operations and can be flexibly enhanced through plug-ins.
Another novelty is the integration of MPEG-21 DIA tools which allow to implement media-
format-independent adaptation components. Several systems have already been developed
which use DIA tools for the adaptation of complete digital items (e.g., video files), but the
incremental processing of digital items and realtime adaptation on intermediary network
nodes is not supported by earlier DIA-based systems1. This chapter describes the contri-
butions of this thesis to the topic of DIA-based stream adaptation. These contributions
comprise mechanisms for the transmission of MPEG-21 DIA metadata from the data source
to an adaptation node and the design and implementation of an adaptation engine that uses
these metadata for providing realtime adaptation of media streams [SHFW06]. Parts of the
metadata are transmitted by means of a novel RTP payload format [FWGLS05], whereas
other parts are transmitted within session control messages by means of novel enhancements
for the Session Description Protocol new generation (SDPng) [K+05,GLSH+05,GLSH+06].
Another contribution described in this chapter is the integration of the MSAN into a network
management architecture which allows to provide adaptation services even for end-systems
that are not aware of the existence of such a service [GLSH+06].

A first MSAN prototype [KS03] has been adopted and enhanced within the project
IST-Daidalos [DAI04]. Several leading European telecommunication companies as well as
other partners from industry and academia participate in this ongoing project. The goal
of Daidalos is the design of a novel network infrastructure for efficient distribution of per-
sonalized, pervasive services over diverse network technologies, taking into account business
and operator requirements. The MSAN has been integrated into the Daidalos network man-
agement architecture to adapt multimedia-streaming services to the needs of heterogeneous
devices and networks2. Daidalos has been used as a testing platform for the second MSAN
prototype, but MSAN services can also be used by arbitrary entities without the Daidalos
framework. These entities may either be terminals which directly request a stand-alone
service from an MSAN or components of other network management architectures similar
to Daidalos.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.1 presents use cases for stream adaptation
and basic design decisions for the MSAN architecture. A description of the MSAN architec-
ture is presented in Section 4.2, followed by a description of the signalling mechanisms for
requesting stream-adaptation services in Section 4.3. A discussion of several implementation

1Other current activities regarding realtime adaptation of media streams with MPEG-21 DIA tools are
described in Section 3.1.

2In the Daidalos architecture, the MSAN is called Content Adaptation Node (CAN). Other Daidalos partners
have also contributed to the implementation of the second MSAN prototype and its integration into the
overall Daidalos architecture.
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issues is presented in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 elaborates business models for the commercial
deployment of stream-adaptation services in the Internet. Section 4.6 discusses security
issues related to the MSAN architecture.

4.1 Use Cases and Design Decisions

This section describes several use cases for multimedia-stream adaptation. By identifying
the possible interactions of clients with a stream-adaptation service, the required functional
components of such a service and the requirements for the external interfaces can be derived.
The following list contains six basic use cases.

• Use case 1: Provide media adaptation services for unicast streaming sessions. This
includes transcoding and filtering services (see Chapter 2.2).

• Use case 2: Provide network-flow adaptation services for unicast streaming sessions.
This includes rate control, adaptation of network protocols or profiles, and adaptation
of error correction mechanisms (see Chapter 2.3).

• Use case 3: Support point-to-multipoint sessions. In such a session, a single incoming
media stream has to be forwarded to multiple receivers after performing individual
adaptation operations for each receiver, thus facilitating multicast streaming sessions
with heterogeneous end-terminals or heterogeneous network types.

• Use case 4: Provide an adaptation service for which the client defines exactly which
adaptation operations to perform, i.e., the user defines the target codec and coding
parameters, target bit rate, error correction mechanisms, etc.

• Use case 5: Provide an adaptation service where the MSAN performs autonomous
adaptation decisions based on information provided by the clients and monitoring
data, i.e., the MSAN decides which operations to apply and which target parameters
to use (e.g., target bit rate, target frame rate, number of audio channels, etc.).

• Use case 6: Let a third party (e.g., a network operator) establish an adaptation session
on behalf of the involved end-terminals.

The MSAN is not designed to handle non-continuous multimedia content, i.e., it shall not
offer such functionalities like adaptation of still images or conversion of media files. The first
three use cases could be further subdivided into specific use cases for different types of me-
dia streams (audio, video) and for different application scenarios like voice-over-IP (VoIP),
video-on-demand (VoD), or video conferencing (VC). However, the adaptation service is
totally agnostic of the applications running on the clients. It simply provides the requested
adaptation operations, fulfilling certain realtime requirements. These requirements vary in
different application scenarios and have to be communicated to the MSAN at session setup
time, but the general service provisioning process is always the same. For instance, the
service does not have to know whether it has to adapt an audio stream belonging to a VoIP
session or an audio stream belonging to a VoD session, but it has to know that the maximum
tolerable delay for a certain adaptation session is X milliseconds.

The requirements for the end-to-end delay are typically very strict for a VoIP session
whereas more delay can be tolerated for VoD. This has some influence on the maximum
time for which the media data can be buffered inside the MSAN. Different values for the
maximum buffer time can have further consequences on other aspects of the adaptation
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process like the applicability of certain error correction mechanisms (e.g., longer buffer
times allow packet retransmission). Moreover, some application scenarios enable certain
media adaptation operations which are not available in other scenarios. For instance, a VoD
server may provide a generic bitstream syntax description (gBSD; see Section 2.2.4) that
describes the structure of a compressed media stream to facilitate the adaptation process,
but such metadata might not be available for interactive multimedia sessions like VoIP
because there may not be enough time for creating a bitstream syntax description in such
a case. However, all requirements depend on a number of parameters (e.g., maximum
delay and jitter, client support for gBSD) that can be negotiated between the adaptation
service and the clients during the service invocation process; optional features are activated
depending on the negotiated parameters. But the negotiation process itself is similar for
all application scenarios. Thus, the stream-adaptation service is very flexible because many
different scenarios can be supported and mapped to the basic uses cases defined above. In
many cases, supporting a new scenario requires only that the clients define parameters (like
tolerable delay) that fit to the respective scenario, but does not require the definition of new
interaction sequences between the clients and the MSAN.

Design decisions

The identified use cases motivate the following basic design decisions for the Multimedia-
Stream Adaptation Node.

• Autonomous adaptation decisions: A client requesting adaptation services can (but
does not have to) give the MSAN a certain degree of freedom in choosing the optimal
stream format and adaptation parameters. This requires an interface that allows a
client to define several alternatives or ranges of adaptation parameters (e.g., an interval
for the target bit rate). Furthermore, it requires that the MSAN is able to monitor the
network quality of service. Intelligent decision components inside the MSAN shall au-
tonomously adjust the adaptation parameters according to the monitored QoS within
the boundaries defined by the client.

• Different operation modes: Use cases 4 and 5 require that the MSAN can operate
in two modes. The first mode allows clients to define all of the parameters of an
adaptation session. In the second mode, the MSAN shall support clients that have no
idea which adaptation operations would be appropriate but are able to provide the
MSAN with information about terminal capabilities, network characteristics and user
preferences. This requires a flexible interface between clients and MSAN which allows
to support both operation modes.

• Generic architecture: The architecture shall be generic enough to support arbitrary
stream adaptation operations, arbitrary media formats, and arbitrary QoS require-
ments. The media processing part shall be decoupled from the mechanisms used for
service announcement and service invocation, so the different functional entities can
vary independently. For instance, a certain adaptation service shall not depend on a
certain service invocation protocol; it shall be possible to use different mechanisms for
service invocation with the same media processing modules.

• Service announcement: MSANs shall have the ability to publicly announce their adap-
tation services in the network, so they can be discovered and used by arbitrary users
or operators. The service description must comprise all information necessary for de-
termining the influence of the adaptation service on the end-to-end QoS parameters
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of a multimedia session (e.g., additional delay), thus a client can determine whether
the adaptation service fits to its own QoS requirements.

• Extensibility: It shall be possible to enhance the functionality of an existing MSAN.
Therefore, most of the MSAN components are designed as plug-ins. Support for new
codecs, new adaptation operations, and additional protocols can be added without
changing the already existing software.

The Multimedia-Stream Adaptation Service introduced by this thesis is meant to operate
in IP networks, but it could as well be used as a media gateway (see Section 3.2) or in
conjunction with a media gateway for connecting IP networks with other network types.
However, in the current MSAN architecture, non-IP networks are not considered.

4.2 Architecture and Functional Description

This section describes the overall architecture of the proposed adaptation service. Figure 4.1
depicts a high-level overview of the MSAN architecture and shows the interfaces between
the adaptation node and external entities. The MSAN is composed of several subsystems
each one responsible for a specific functionality. A Stream Adaptation Coordinator (SAC)
subsystem connects the other subsystems (called managers), mediates between them, and
serves as a global decision-taking component for all adaptation services provided by the
MSAN. A Session Manager (SM) subsystem is responsible for receiving and handling the
service invocation and session control signalling. A Media Manager (MM) is responsible
for receiving, processing, and forwarding media streams, which are usually transmitted
using RTP/RTCP [SCFJ03]. A Service Manager (SrvM) informs a service discovery server
(SDS) about the adaptation capabilities of the MSAN using the Service Location Protocol
(SLP) [GPVD99]. Finally, a Resources Manager (RM) is responsible for monitoring and
controlling resources (e.g., CPU, memory, bandwidth).

Section 4.2.1 describes the interworking between Stream Adaptation Coordinator and
the manager subsystems. Section 4.2.2 provides more information about the functionalities
of each manager. Section 4.2.3 describes in detail the architecture of the Media Manager,
which is responsible for the actual media processing.
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4.2.1 Interworkig Between Subsystems

The interworking between the SAC and the managers follows two well-known design patterns
which allow to build a well-structured, extensible MSAN architecture. In the following, these
design patterns are described, followed by an overview of the message exchange mechanism
between the subsystems.

Facade design pattern

Each manager component has an interface to the SAC and may have one or several in-
terfaces to external entities (see Figure 4.1). All of the manager components implement
a facade design pattern [GHJV95]. This pattern hides one or several low-level interfaces
behind a higher-level interface. Consequently, the interface between a manager and the
SAC is kept general and does not include low-level elements of the MSAN-external inter-
faces of the manager. For instance, the SAC-SrvM interface is a high-level interface that
does not contain any protocol-specific elements (see Figure 4.2). It provides two simple
functions RegisterServiceDescription() and DeregisterServiceDescription(). The
current SrvM prototype uses the Service Location Protocol and the RDF language for reg-
istering the MSANs capabilities, but a new version of the Service Manager could support
other service description languages and registrations protocols (e.g., UPnP) without chang-
ing the SAC-SrvM interface. Thus, the internal implementation does not affect other MSAN
subsystems. Similarly, the SAC (as well as all other MSAN subsystems) does not have to
care which protocol is used for the session setup signalling. The current Session Manager im-
plementation supports the MEGACO protocol [G+03] and SIP [RS+02b], but the SM-SAC
interface is kept general and does not include low-level elements of the respective protocols.
This simplifies the interactions between the internal MSAN components if different clients
supporting different signalling protocols shall be supported at the same time. Furthermore,
support for new signalling protocols can be added without changing the implementation of
other subsystems.

ServiceRegistrator

ServiceManager
Service Subsystem RegisterServiceDescription()

DeregisterServiceDescription()

ServiceDescriptionFactory

SLPServiceDescriptionFactory RDFServiceDescriptionFactory

Figure 4.2: Facade Design Pattern Implemented by Service Manager

Mediator design pattern

The SAC implements the well-known mediator design pattern [GHJV95] (already visible in
Figure 4.1). It mediates between loosely coupled managers, so they are kept from explicitly
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referring to each other. Each subsystem knows only the SAC, and the sequence of messages
that are exchanged between the MSAN-internal components is completely under control
of the SAC. Introducing a mediator reduces the number of interconnections between the
MSAN subsystems. This facilitates changing the messages sequence, e.g., if a new manager is
inserted into the architecture. In such a case, the messages handlers offered by the mediator
have to be changed, but the existing managers remain unchanged not even knowing which
other managers are involved in the processing chain. For instance, whenever the Session
Manager sends a request to establish a new adaptation service, a certain message handler
of the SAC is activated, which asks the Resources Manager whether enough resources are
available and then instructs the Media Manager to prepare the adaptation service. Let us
now assume that the MSAN shall be upgraded by adding, e.g., a Property Rights Manager
(see also Section 4.6.2). Whenever the MSAN receives a request to adapt a media stream,
the Property Rights Manager shall first check whether the provider of the media stream
has given his permission to alter the media content. Therefore, a new version of the above
described message handler would ask the Property Rights Manager whether the adaptation
is allowed before instructing the Media Manager to prepare the adaptation service. However,
the implementation of the other managers is not affected by this change.

Message Exchange

The Stream Adaptation Coordinator has to relay messages between the manager subsystems.
The managers can place requests into the SAC’s message queue. Similarly, each manager has
its own message queue into which the SAC can put messages. A message is an instance of a
specific message class that represents a certain type of request or response, and each message
class is derived from a common base class that is called MSANMessage. Figure 4.3 shows
the MSANMessage class and several child classes. The Message Type attribute indicates
whether a certain message is a request or a response. The Message Id is unequivocal for
each pair of request and response messages. The Sender attribute identifies the sender of
a message. For each type of request message, the SAC offers a certain message handler
function. Depending on the message type, the corresponding handler may have to send
other messages to one or several other managers and wait for the corresponding responses.
A message-handler thread processes the requests in the message queue sequentially, but it
can fetch specific response messages (identified by Message Id and Sender attributes) from
any position in the message queue, so each manager can send asynchronous requests and
responses without blocking the SAC’s message-handler thread.

SM_CreateSession_Req

MSANMessage
Message_Type: Integer
Message_Id: Integer
Sender: Manager

SessionParameters: 
SessionSpec

SM_CreateSession_Rsp
ResponseCode: Integer

 . . .

Figure 4.3: MSANMessage Class
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Decision Taking

The SAC is one of two decision-taking components in the MSAN architecture. The other one
is the Decision-Taking Engine (DTE) inside the Media Manager (see Section 4.2.3). Since
all messages between different managers traverse the SAC, it has total knowledge about all
active adaptation sessions. Thus, global decisions can be taken and executed within each
message handler offered by the SAC. The DTE, on the other hand, performs local adaptation
decisions per media stream without knowledge about other adaptation sessions. The SAC
processes session setup, session modification, and session teardown messages coming from
the Session Manager, as well as monitoring messages coming from the Media Manager and
Resources Manager. The interval for the Media Manager’s monitoring reports is configurable
and is read from a configuration file at system startup time. The Resources Manager can
send alarm messages asynchronously to indicate that the current resource consumption
exceeds a certain threshold (this threshold can also be configured at system startup time).

In the current implementation, the SAC performs only admission control, i.e., depending
on the current resource consumption (measured by the Resources Manager), the SAC decides
to accept or reject new adaptation requests coming from the Session Manager. However,
the existing architecture enables more enhanced adaptation decisions in a future implemen-
tation. For instance, if the Resources Manager sends a warning saying that the MSAN is
running out of CPU resources, the SAC can decide to change the parameters of certain
adaptation sessions in a way that reduces the CPU consumption for these adaptation op-
erations (provided that the modified session parameters lie within the boundaries defined
by the client). If this does not help, individual sessions can be terminated or moved to
another MSAN. The monitoring messages coming from the Media Manager inform the SAC
about current bit rate, output format, packet-loss rate, round-trip time, and buffer status
per media stream. Whereas the DTE inside the Media Manager has only information about
a single media stream, the SAC can perform adaptation decisions based on the monitoring
information for several streams. For instance, if a certain multimedia session consists of
multiple streams and the current quality of the network connection with one of the session
participants is very bad, the SAC may decide to reduce the data rate of a single stream or
terminate one of the streams to enhance the quality of service for the remaining streams.
Algorithms for this kind of adaptation decisions are up to future work, but the MSAN archi-
tecture provides already the framework for applying such enhanced algorithms. Decisions
on a per-stream basis have already been implemented and will be described in Section 4.4.5.

4.2.2 The Manager Subsystems

This sections describes the functionality of the manager subsystems in the MSAN architec-
ture.

Session Manager

The Session Manager (SM) subsystem is responsible for receiving and handling service invo-
cation (session setup) and session control signalling (session modification, session teardown).
The current MSAN prototype supports the MEdia-GAteway COntrol protocol (MEGACO)
[G+03] and the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [RS+02b]3. These protocols define mes-
sage sequences, the syntax of message headers, and the semantics of message types, but

3The implementation of the Session Manager was provided by another partner from the Daidalos project.
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they do not describe the content (e.g., media formats) and the transport parameters (e.g.,
transport protocols and ports) of a session. Session descriptions are transported inside the
body of SIP or MEGACO messages, but the format of these bodies is defined by a separate
protocol. Today, the most commonly used protocol for this purpose is the Session Descrip-
tion Protocol (SDP) [Jac98]. SDP is a text-based format that uses key-value pairs for the
definition of session parameters. The newer Session Description Protocol new generation
(SDPng) [K+05], which is still work-in-progress, uses an XML-based syntax that allows to
express more complex session descriptions.

As explained in Section 4.1, one of the basic design decisions for the adaptation service
was to give an MSAN a certain degree of freedom in choosing the most appropriate adapta-
tion parameters. This requires that the session description protocol can express alternatives
and value ranges for the parameters of the target format (e.g., a set of alternative codecs or
a range of frame rates instead of a single fixed frame rate). Even more freedom in choosing
the adaptation parameters is given to the MSAN if the client does not specify a concrete
target format at all but provides the MSAN with information about the capabilities of the
involved terminals and networks and about the preferences of the involved users. The MSAN
can then decide on its own about an optimal target format that fits to these parameters.
On the other hand, the client may not want the MSAN to use all of the possible formats,
so he may define additional restrictions that must be followed when the MSAN performs
autonomous decisions. For instance, the user may not want to receive video frames with
the highest resolution that could be displayed on his terminal because he wants to save
bandwidth or CPU resources for other applications (decoding video frames with higher res-
olution usually requires more CPU resources than decoding smaller frames). In MPEG-21
DIA terminology, these parameters (terminal and network capabilities, user preferences,
restrictions) are called the usage environment and they are provided in an XML-based for-
mat (see Section 2.2.4). SDP is not able to express usage environment descriptions (UEDs)
because SDP cannot include XML data. Therefore, we have proposed extensions for the
XML-based SDPng, called SDPng++4, that allow to include UEDs in a session description
[KGLS+06,GLSH+06]. Furthermore, SDPng++ allows to include adaptation QoS descrip-
tions (AQDs), which were also introduced in Section 2.2.4. Examples of SDP-based session
descriptions will be shown in Section 4.3.1, which describes the procedure for setting up
an adaptation session. An example of a session description that uses SDPng++ is given in
Appendix A.

The MSAN architecture supports complex session descriptions as well as very simple
ones that do not allow autonomous decisions by the MSAN. However, if the MSAN has the
freedom to choose between certain parameters, also dynamic information (e.g., provided by
periodic RTCP reports) can be taken into account, and the adaptation parameters can be
changed at any time if required, e.g., when increased packet loss is detected. This dynamic
adaptation process is described in Section 4.4.5.

Service Manager

The Service Manager (SrvM) is responsible for announcing the services offered by the MSAN.
The current MSAN prototype uses the Service Location Protocol (SLP) [GPVD99] for this
purpose. SLP is a popular protocol for announcing and discovering services. However,
there exist many other protocols for service discovery (see also Section 3.3). Since the SrvM

4SDPng++ offers a general session description format not only used for the communication with MSANs,
but also for session setup and control between terminals.
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encapsulates the concrete service announcement mechanism (Facade Design Pattern), the
current version could be replaced by another implementation using other announcement
protocols without influencing the other MSAN subsystems. The SrvM could even use sev-
eral different announcement mechanisms in parallel, thus increasing the number of service
discovery servers and potential clients that are able to understand the announcement.

Since different MSANs may offer totally different adaptation operations with different
properties, a service description must be detailed enough to inform potential customers
whether an MSAN can provide exactly those adaptation services that are needed by a certain
client, considering also the client’s QoS requirements, such as the maximum tolerable delay.
A format for expressing such service descriptions has been developed within this thesis. It
is described in detail in Chapter 6.

Media Manager

The Media Manager (MM) is the most complex subsystem of the MSAN. Its architecture
and functional description is provided in the separate Section 4.2.3.

Resources Manager

The Resources Manager (RM) is responsible for the monitoring of local resources (e.g., CPU,
memory, network interface). The RM resides in one of two states: normal load state or
high load state. If the RM is in normal load state and the average resource consumption
within a certain time interval exceeds a certain threshold, the RM enters high load state
and notifies the SAC by sending an RM AlarmEvent Req message. The SAC will respond by
instructing the SrvM to de-register the MSAN services at the service discovery server (see
Section 6.2.5). Furthermore, the SAC will reject new session setup requests as long as the
RM resides in high load state. If the average resource consumption within a certain time
interval remains below the threshold while the RM is in high load state, it goes back to
normal load state and sends an RM AllClear Req message to the SAC. Upon receiving
this message, the SAC instructs the SrvM to register again at the SDS. The threshold
and time interval are configurable and are read from a configuration file at system startup
time. Furthermore, the SAC can query the Resources Manager for the current status of the
resource consumption by sending an RM GetStatusInfo Req message.

Currently, only monitoring of CPU resources is implemented. As a future extension, it
would be possible to let the RM monitor memory and bandwidth resources and provide the
possibility to reserve certain resources. Network resources, for instance, could be reserved
by means of the Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) [BZB+97].

4.2.3 Architecture and Functional Description of the Media Manager

The Media Manager is the MSAN component which actually processes the media streams
and performs the desired adaptation operations. This section describes in detail the ar-
chitecture of the Media Manager and its dynamic behaviour. The last part of this section
describes the MPEG-21 DIA engine, which is an optional component of the Media Manager.

Architecture

The architecture of the Media Manager is shown in Figure 4.4. The Channel-Controller
component offers an interface to the SAC for creating, modifying and terminating adaptation
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Figure 4.4: Media Manager Architecture

sessions. It acts as a factory for the creation of In-Channel and Out-Channel instances and
keeps track of the currently active channels. Each channel processes a single media stream.
An In-Channel receives packets from an upstream node and has an association with one or
several Out-Channels that each adapt the stream and send the adapted media data either to
a dedicated downstream node or to a multicast group. Associating one In-Channel with more
than one Out-Channels results in the establishment of a heterogeneous point-to-multipoint
session.

All internal components of In-Channel and Out-Channel are implemented as plug-ins.
A transport stack plug-in in the In-Channel is responsible for receiving a media stream that
is transmitted via a certain combination of network protocols. If the protocol stack allows
to monitor QoS parameters and send feedback to the upstream node (as is the case with
RTP/RTCP), the transport stack plug-in handles the monitoring and the dispatching of
feedback information as well. Before forwarding the data packets to the Out-Channels,
they can optionally be passed to an error correction plug-in. A similar plug-in can be used
by the Out-Channel to support an appropriate error correction mechanism in downstream
direction (see Section 4.4.3 for details about the error correction modules). The RTP plug-
in contains internal plug-ins itself (not shown in Figure 4.4). An RTP packetizer plug-in
and an RTP de-packetizer plug-in are required per media codec since there exist different
RTP payload formats for each codec5. Payload formats differ from each other in the way
how media frames are segmented into RTP packets, and most of them also define codec-
specific payload headers which follow behind the standard RTP header but precede the
actual media data. An RTP packetizer creates RTP packets conforming to such a payload
format definition, and a corresponding RTP de-packetizer reassembles the media frames.

5RTP payload formats are defined in IETF RFCs, e.g., [HFGC98,KNF+00,vdM+03].
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The Out-Channel uses filter and transcoder plug-ins to perform the required media adapta-
tion operation. If multiple elementary operations have to be performed (e.g., reduction of
the frame rate, reduction of the frame size, and transcoding into another media codec), a
combination of several filter and transcoder plug-ins may be necessary to convert the incom-
ing media stream into the required output format. For instance, if a scalable MPEG-4 video
stream with a frame rate of 25 frames per second shall be converted into an H.263 stream
with a frame rate of 15 frames per second and with half of the original frame size, it may be
necessary to use three modules: a frame-rate filter, a spatial resolution filter, and a trans-
coder module. Alternatively, a single adaptation module may provide all three operations
at once. However, the proposed architecture allows to use either a single module or several
modules in combination, thus allowing flexible enhancements of the existing functionality.
Several adaptation modules can be aggregated by an adaptation-module container, which
executes the individual adaptation steps one after another. A composite design pattern
[GHJV95] is applied to facilitate this adaptation process. This pattern allows to handle the
container the same way as handling a single adaptation module. Thus, the thread which
processes the media frames does not have to differentiate between situations when only a
single adaptation module is required and situations when a chain of adaptation steps has
to be executed by different modules. This is achieved by deriving all adaptation modules
and the container class (which is called CCombiFilter) from an abstract base class CFilter
(see Figure 4.5).

CFilter_XY

CFilter

CTranscoder_XY CCombiFilter

SetFilterSpec()
Filter()

SetFilterSpec()
Filter()

SetFilterSpec()
Filter()

SetFilterSpec()
Filter()
AddFilter()

Figure 4.5: Composite Design Pattern Implemented by Adaptation Modules

All classes derived from CFilter have to implement the SetFilterSpec() function, which
initializes the filter settings. Furthermore, each class has to implement a Filter() func-
tion which performs the adaptation. This function receives an input frame and returns a
converted frame. The CCombiFilter class implements these functions by calling the corre-
sponding functions of the adaptation modules aggregated by a CCombiFilter instance one
after another. Thus, an already initialized CCombiFilter can be treated the same way as a
single filter or transcoder instance. However, the order in which the successive adaptation
steps are performed may have an influence on the performance of the complete process.
Therefore, the individual adaptation modules should be inserted into a CCombiFilter in
a certain order (the order in which the adaptation modules are added corresponds to the
order in which the Filter() functions will be executed). For video streams, filter opera-
tions that reduces the frame rate should precede a transcoding step because the processing
resources that are required for the transcoding will be lower if the frame rate has already
been reduced. Similarly, reduction of the number of audio channels should precede an audio
transcoding operation.
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As explained in Section 2.2.3, specific filter operations may not be available for every media
codec. Therefore, a factory-method design pattern [GHJV95] is used to instantiate the proper
modules for a certain adaptation session. Codec-specific modules (e.g., transcoder, filter,
packetizer) are created at runtime by means of a factory method. Each (codec-specific)
transcoder, each filter, and each packetizer is implemented as a separate class, derived
from an abstract base class, and encapsulated in a separate dynamic link library (DLL).
In addition to the C++ classes, each of these libraries also contains a factory method for
creating instances of the respective class. For instance, the current MSAN implementation
comprises video-packetizer classes for MPEG-2, MPEG-4, Wave Video, and H.263, which are
called CMPEG2Packetizer, CMPEG4Packetizer, CWaviPacketizer, and CH263Packetizer.
All of them are derived from an abstract base class called CPacketizer, and each derived
class is provided in a separate DLL (see Figure 4.6). The interface of each library contains
a factory method that creates an instance of the concrete packetizer class.

CreatePacketizer()

CMPEGPacketizer

MPEG4Packetizer.dll

CreatePacketizer()

CH263Packetizer

H263Packetizer.dll

CreatePacketizer()CFilter
MediaSubsystem

CreateFilter()

. . .

CreatePacketizer()

. . .

CPacketizer

Figure 4.6: Factory Method Design Pattern

Thus, the Media Manager just has to determine which DLL to use for a specific media
format and call the factory method contained in this DLL. Likewise, transcoder and fil-
ter components are created by a factory method contained in the respective libraries. To
determine which DLL to use, the Media Manager searches for a configuration file with a
filename that corresponds to the identifier of the respective media format (see Section 6.2.3
for a description of media-format identifiers). This configuration file contains the names
of the library files which contain media-specific transcoder, filter, and packetizer classes.
(Information about optimized transcoders that transcode from a certain input format into
a certain output format can be found in a configuration file whose name corresponds to the
concatenation of input and output format identifier.) This way, integration of new plug-ins
for additional media-formats can be achieved very easily. The MSAN operator just has to
put the new DLLs into the search path of the MSAN and provide a configuration file with
a filename that corresponds to the identifier of the new media format. Such an update can
be performed even without restarting the MSAN software.

Finally, the Media Manager contains a module called Decision-Taking Engine (DTE).
The DTE is responsible for the configuration of the filter, transcoder, and error correction
modules and adjusts the adaptation parameters according to the current QoS delivery con-
ditions. These conditions can be monitored by the Out-Channel’s transport stack plug-in.
In Figure 4.4, this is an RTP/RTCP stack, and the RTCP module is responsible for collect-
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ing the QoS feedback (received by means of RTCP reports) and informing the DTE about
the current QoS delivery conditions. Furthermore, monitoring reports are sent to a central
Monitor component of the Media Manager. This component is responsible for delivering
feedback to the SAC (see also Section 4.2.1). Based on the monitoring information, the DTE
can apply congestion control mechanisms as long as the format parameters of the resulting
media stream stay within the boundaries negotiated between the clients and the MSAN (see
Section 4.4.5 for details). These boundaries can be derived from the SessionParameters
that are provided by the Session Manager. In the next paragraph, the data structure of the
SessionParameters will be shown, and it will be explained how they are conveyed from the
Session Manager to the DTE of each OutChannel. The current implementation comprises
two different DTEs: one for adaptation sessions that make use of MPEG-21 DIA tools and
another one for adaptation sessions that do not use these tools. Which type of DTE is
instantiated by the Out-Channel depends also on the content of the SessionParameters.

Dynamic behaviour

The association between an In-Channel and its Out-Channel(s) is called adaptation session.
The Session Manager creates an adaptation session by sending an SM Create Session Req
message to the SAC. Provided that the SAC is currently in a state in which it accepts
new session-setup requests, it will send a corresponding SAC Create Session Req mes-
sage to the Media Manager. Each adaptation session handles unidirectional media traf-
fic. If two clients want to establish a bidirectional multimedia session—traversing the
MSAN in both directions—then the Media Manager must be instructed to create two
separate adaptation sessions—one for each direction. The SAC Create Session Req mes-
sage contains an instance of the AdaptationSessionDescription class (see Figure 4.7).
The AdaptationSessionDescription contains an unequivocal SessionID (generated by
the Session Manager), the description of an input session, and the description of zero or
more output sessions. Upon receiving a SAC Create Session Req message, the Channel-
Controller creates a new In-Channel instance. It chooses a receiver port for the incoming
media stream and sends the port number back to the SAC within a SAC Create Session Rsp
message. If the SAC Create Session Req message contains also the description of one or
more output sessions, the Channel-Controller creates an Out-Channel instance for each in-
cluded output-session description. In any case, the Channel-Controller stores the SessionID,
the complete AdaptationSessionDescription and references to each of the created chan-
nels in a hashtable. The SAC can add or remove output sessions or change session parameters
by sending a SAC Modify Session Req message containing the SessionID and an updated
version of the AdaptationSessionDescription. If this updated description comprises other
output sessions than stored in the Channel-Controller’s hashtable, then new Out-Channels
will be created for each additional output-session description and existing Out-Channels will
be destroyed if the corresponding output-session description has been removed.

Each input and output session is identified by the Address and Port attributes of the
corresponding SessionParameters structure. Whether a session description refers to an in-
put session or to an output session is determined by the Direction attribute. Furthermore,
SessionParameters contains attributes that determine a media format and possibly addi-
tional metadata which facilitate the adaptation process (e.g., MPEG-21 DIA tools). These
attributes are filled with information that was conveyed from the clients to the MSAN’s Ses-
sion Manager. The Session Manager provides a mapping from the respective session descrip-
tion format used by the client (e.g., SDP, SDPng, SDPng++) to the SessionParameters
data structure. (The communication between client and Session Manager will be shown
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Figure 4.7: Session Description and Session Parameters

in detail in Section 4.3.) Only the attributes Address, Port, and Direction are manda-
tory, i.e., they must contain a valid value. All of the other parameters are optional. For
instance, if a client does not provide UED and AQD, then the corresponding attributes in
the SessionParameters structure will contain an empty string. In this case, the Media
Manager will choose adaptation modules that do not require MPEG-21 DIA tools. Other
attributes are also optional. For instance, if the attribute FrameRate is not specified, an
Out-Channel will not modify the frame rate of the input stream; if no codecs are specified,
an Out-Channel will not modify the codec of the input stream; if the ECSchemes (error
correction schemes) attribute is empty, a channel will not apply any error correction mech-
anisms; etc. Furthermore, some of the parameters are only meaningful for either video or
audio streams. Since audio and video streams are always processed in separate sessions, the
parameters which are not relevant for the media type of a certain session are simply ignored.

The data structure of SessionParameters allows to specify ranges for several attributes.
For instance, the attribute BitsPerSecond allows to define a minimum, a maximum, and a
preferred target bit rate. Such parameters are given to the Decision-Taking Engine of the
respective Out-Channel, which determines the actual parameter settings while taking into
account monitoring information provided by the transport stack plug-in. However, since
this decision process is very different for adaptation sessions using MPEG-21 DIA tools
than for sessions not using DIA tools, two different DTE plug-ins have been implemented.
The so-called Basic DTE plug-in (BDTE) does not support DIA tools and is loaded by
the Out-Channel if the SessionParameters do not contain an AQD (because digital item
adaptation cannot be performed without an AQD). If an AQD is present, the so-called
DIA DTE plug-in (DDTE) is loaded at session-setup time. Details about the dynamic
adaptation decisions performed by the BDTE are provided in Section 4.4.5. Parts of the
DDTE implementation have been provided by a partner from the Daidalos project.

The Media Manager is a highly multi-threaded component. By implementing each In-
Channel and each Out-Channel as a separate thread, the processing of multiple streams can
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be easily distributed over multiple processing units available on multi-processor or multi-
core processor systems (see also Chapter 5: Performance Evaluation). On a system with
only one single-core processor, the performance gain achieved through the multi-threaded
architecture is low because the stream adaptation processes are CPU-bound and usually
do not require I/O activity (except from sending and receiving the data packets through
the network interface). The multi-threaded architecture simplifies the structure of the In-
Channel and Out-Channel since each channel must handle only a single media stream.
Nevertheless, several threads have to play together in each adaptation session. The Channel-
Controller thread creates new channels and initalizes the DTE of each Out-Channel. The
In-Channel thread listens for incoming RTP/RTCP packets and notifies each Out-Channel
thread when a new media frame is available. The Out-Channel thread processes the media
frames delivered by the In-Channel. Finally, a monitoring thread created by the Out-
Channel’s transport stack plug-in listens for incoming RTCP reports. Figure 4.8 shows
a simplified activity diagram that illustrates the interworking of these threads within an
adaptation session. (The example shows activities of an instance of the BDTE.)

Figure 4.8 depictes the activities of the Channel-Controller in case it receives a message
from the SAC which requires the creation of a new Out-Channel. After instantiating the
Out-Channel, the Channel-Controller delivers the SessionParameters to the Out-Channel’s
DTE, which configures the adaptation modules according to the information provided in the
SessionParameters. At this time, no monitoring information is available yet, so the DTE
uses the pref-values of all variable session attributes (e.g., Width, Height, BitsPerSecond)
to initialize the adaptation modules. However, as soon as the RTCP-Monitor module receives
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an RTCP report, it will check whether the current network QoS (round-trip time, packet loss,
jitter) requires either a modification of the current target data-rate or of the applied error-
correction mechanisms. How this is determined is described in more detail in Section 4.4.5.
If necessary, the DTE modifies the settings of the filter and transcoder modules (within the
boundaries defined by the SessionParameters).

The MPEG-21 DIA transformation engine

The MPEG-21 DIA transformation engine (DIATE) is a special filter plug-in that uses the
DIA tool generic Bitstream Syntax Description (gBSD) and a transformation stylesheet pro-
vided by the creator of the media stream. These tools have been introduced in Section 2.2.4.
The basic idea behind DIA is that the creator of a media stream provides an adaptation
module with all of the tools that are required to enable format-independent adaptation op-
erations. An additional DIA tool, the Adaptation QoS Description (AQD), provides the
information which parts of the frames have to be removed to achieve a certain goal. This
goal may be, for instance, to reduce the data rate of the stream or to remove a specific part
of the data, e.g., colour, second audio channel, etc.

The architecture of the DIATE is shown in Figure 4.9. It consists of a Description
Transformation Engine, which performs an XSL transformation [W3C99] on the gBSD, and
a Media Transformation Engine, which processes the actual media frames. The transfor-
mation stylesheet must be provided by the Session Manager via the SAC. There exist two
possibilites how the Session Manager can obtain the appropriate stylesheet. The client can
include a stylesheet URI in the session setup messages that are sent to the MSAN’s Ses-
sion Manager. This URI serves as an unequivocal identifier for a certain stylesheet. The
Session Manager checks if this identifier is identical with the identifier of a stylesheet that
is already locally available at the MSAN. If so, the Session Manager puts the appropri-
ate stylesheet into the StyleSheet attribute of the SessionParameters structure, which is
included in each SM Create Session Req and SM Modify Session Req message. The SAC
will forward these messages to the Channel-Controller of the Media Manager, which gives
the stylesheet to the DIATE when creating the Out-Channel. If the stylesheet is not locally
available, the Session Manager uses the specified URI as a URL to download the stylesheet
before sending a message to the SAC. AQD and UED (if available) are also included in
the SessionParameters. AQD and UED are given to the Out-Channel’s DTE. However,
the usage of UEDs is optional; not every client may be able to provide a UED although
he may be able to provide AQD, gBSD, and the transformation stylesheet. If a UED is
not available, the DTE extracts information about the desired target format from the other
attributes of the SessionParameters structure (e.g., BitsPerSecond).

The filter process works then as follows. First, a new gBSD’ of the adapted digital item
is created by the Description Transformation Engine by means of an XSL transformation.
In the second step, the media content is stripped of all parts which are not included in
the new gBSD’. This requires only very simple copy operations. The transformed gBSD’
contains the starting positions and lengths of all parts that shall be copied from the input
frame. Thus, the Media Transformation Engine simply has to copy all of these parts into
a contiguous piece of memory. The output of the DIATE is than given to the transport
stack plug-in, which puts the adapted frame into one or several packets, e.g., RTP packets
(optionally preceded by ARQ/FEC processing; see Section 4.4.3).

The combination of gBSD, transformation stylesheet and AQD enables a totally generic
design of the MPEG-21 DIA filter, but a drawback of this approach is that the whole
process does not work if any of these elements is not available. Therefore, the MSAN
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Figure 4.9: Detailed Architecture of the gBSD-based MPEG-21 DIA Filter

offers also non-DIA-based adaptation services. There exists already a huge amount of audio
and video databases in the whole world, but no gBSDs describing the content and no AQDs
describing the possible adaptation operations are available for the stored multimedia content.
In MPEG-21 DIA terminology, such databases do not contain real digital items because real
digital items comprise the media content as well as a media description. Nevertheless,
according to the vision propagated by MPEG and proponents of Universal Multimedia
Access (UMA) paradigm, future multimedia databases shall always store such metadata in
addition to the media content to enable personalized and adaptive services.

A problem not addressed by the MPEG-21 standard is the question how gBSD, AQD and
the transformation stylesheet reach the MSAN. Since the gBSD may be different for each
media frame, we decided to transmit it together with the actual media content within RTP
packets. Therefore, we have proposed an enhanced RTP payload format [FWGLS05] that is
described in more detail in Section 4.4.4. For delivering AQD, UED, and the transformation
stylesheet to the MSAN, we have proposed SDPng enhancements called SDPng++ (see also
Section 4.2.2). Each of these elements may either be included directly in the SDPng++
session description or as a URL from which the MSAN can download the respective element.
An example of an SDPng++ session description is given in Appendix A.

4.3 Adaptation-Service Invocation

There exist several possibilities how to invoke a stream-adaptation service. One possibility is
that end-terminals directly request an adaptation service from an MSAN. On the other hand,
some terminals might not know anything about adaptation services, or they are not able to
find and communicate with an MSAN, or they are even not able to find out whether their
potential communication partner and the network infrastructure support the media format
that they want to use. In this case, there still exist possibilities for using an adaptation
service to enable communication between terminals that would normally not be able to
communicate with each other. Therefore, an external entity, a broker, has to intercept the
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session setup signalling between the potential communication partners, find out whether the
formats supported by terminals and network are compatible, and if not, involve an MSAN
in the session setup and streaming process. The involvement of the adaptation service can
be done transparently for the terminals.

How the broker can intercept the signalling depends on the control protocol used by the
involved end-systems. In the following, we assume that the terminals use the Session Initia-
tion Protocol (SIP) [RS+02b] for setting up streaming sessions. According to the definition
in Section 2.1, a streaming session may be a non-interactive session (e.g., a VoD session) or
an interactive session (e.g., a VoIP session). Historically, the RealTime Streaming Protocol
(RTSP) [SRL98] has been used for controlling non-interactive streaming sessions. However,
using SIP as a standard mechanism for the management of non-interactive streaming sessions
instead of RTSP is currently being discussed within the IETF [WMM06]. SIP-controlled
VoD servers have been developed, for instance, in the Daidalos project. The signalling
procedures described in this section have been tested with the Daidalos VoD server and
Daidalos SIP broker.

In a normal SIP session setup procedure, a terminal sends a SIP INVITE message con-
taining the SIP URI of its communication partner to a so-called SIP proxy, which is, amongst
other things, responsible for associating the SIP URI with the IP address of the commu-
nication partner. The SIP proxy can either take the role of the above mentioned broker
itself or inform another entity which incorporates the broker role about the session setup
request. If no SIP proxy is involved in the session setup, an intelligent router using Advanced
Router Mechanisms [SPS+05] may examine the network traffic, filter out SIP messages, and
forward these messages to the broker. In the same way, an intelligent router could intercept
other session setup protocols if other mechanisms instead of SIP were used for establishing a
multimedia session. If adaptation is necessary, the broker has to find an appropriate MSAN.
In the following examples, we assume that the SLP protocol is used for this purpose. More
information about MSAN discovery is given in Chapter 6. For the communication with the
MSAN, the broker can use the MEGACO protocol [G+03], which is specifically designed
for controlling media gateways. On the other hand, if terminals are to request adaptation
services themselves, MEGACO may not be the most suitable signalling protocol since ter-
minal software usually does not comprise a MEGACO stack. Therefore, the MSAN offers
an additional SIP interface, which can be used as an alternative to the MEGACO interface
for setting up an adaptation session. Thus, SIP-based terminal applications only have to
implement a single protocol to communicate with other terminals and with MSANs. Sec-
tion 4.3.2 describes the procedure for MEGACO-based session setup initiated by a broker.
Section 4.3.3 describes the SIP-based session setup procedure initiated by a terminal.

4.3.1 Session Description

An adaptation-session comprises two or more streaming sessions between the MSAN and
each terminal that is involved in the adaptation session. If SDP is used for the session setup
between two terminals, the adaptation-session description consists of two separate SDP
session descriptions, which are denoted in the following as SDP A and SDP B, respectively.
SDP A defines the input format and SDP B defines the output format for the adaptation
process. Each session description may contain information about multiple media streams.
The SDP specification contains several optional elements and attributes that are seldomly
used by current multimedia application but which can be very useful for describing an
adaptation session. For instance, some media codecs allow to specify either a target bit rate
or a target quality level for the encoding process. A so-called b-line in SDP B can be used
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to specify a target bit rate; the SDP attribute a=quality can be used to define a target
quality. Furthermore, the attribute a=framerate can be used to specify the frame rate of a
video stream. Example 4.1 shows the description of a session that consists of one video and
one audio stream. The input format (SDP A) of the video is MPEG-4, which is received
at port 22000 and uses the RTP payload type 98 (lines 1–2). The audio data is received
at port 23000, uses the RTP payload type 99, and has the format L16 (linear pulse code
modulation, 16 bit), sampling rate 16000 Hz, stereo (lines 3–4). The output format (SDP B)
of the video is also MPEG-4, and it is sent to port 32000 (lines 1–2). The output format of
the audio stream is L8 (linear pulse code modulation, 8 bit), sampling rate 16000 Hz, mono,
and it is sent to port 33000 (lines 5–6). Furthermore, SDP B contains the information that
the bit rate of the video stream shall be limited to 128 kb/s (Line 3), and the frame rate of
the video shall be limited to 15 frames per second (Line 4).

Example 4.1

SDP_A:

1 m=video 22000 RTP/AVP 98
2 a=rtpmap:98 MP4V-ES/90000
3 m=audio 23000 RTP/AVP 99
4 a=rtpmap:99 L16/16000/2

SDP_B:

1 m=video 32000 RTP/AVP 98
2 a=rtpmap:98 MP4V-ES/90000
3 b=AS:128
4 a=framerate:15
5 m=audio 33000 RTP/AVP 99
6 a=rtpmap:99 L8/16000/1

SDP can also be used to define which application-layer error correction mechanisms shall
be used in an RTP session. Example 4.2 shows an extract from a session description that
indicates (in Line 3) the usage of the RTP Payload for Redundant Audio Data [P+97]. The
MIME type audio/red identifies this payload format (the MIME type audio appears in
Line 1, the subtype red is specified in Line 3). Example 4.3 shows an extract from a session
description that indicates (in Line 2) the usage of the RTP Payload Format for Erasure-
Resilient Transmission of Progressive Multimedia Streams [LWPW05], which is identified by
the MIME types audio/UXP and video/UXP. Both error-correction mechanisms have been
described in Section 2.3.3.

Example 4.2

1 m=audio 22000 RTP/AVP 121 0
2 a=rtpmap:0 PCMU/8000
3 a=rtpmap:121 red/8000/1

Example 4.3

1 m=audio 22000 RTP/AVP 98 0
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2 a=rtpmap:98 UXP/8000
3 a=rtpmap:0 PCMU/8000

For many decisions, the MSAN should have knowledge about the maximum tolerable delay
that the clients can accept (e.g., for deciding which error-correction mechanism to choose;
see Section 4.4.5). SDP does not define an attribute that allows to express this kind of
information. Therefore, this thesis proposes a new SDP attribute a=maxdelay that allows
to define the maximum tolerable delay (in milliseconds) for an adaptation session. Exam-
ple 4.4 shows a session description which allows a delay of 2 seconds (a typical value for
VoD sessions). If no maxdelay attribute is specified, the MSAN assumes that no delay is
acceptable, i.e., it tries to minimize all buffering times during the processing of the corre-
sponding adaptation session. As a consequence, some error-correction mechanisms which
would require packet buffering cannot not be used for such an adaptation session.

Example 4.4

1 m=video 32000 RTP/AVP 98
2 a=rtpmap:98 MP4V-ES/90000
3 a=maxdelay:2000

4.3.2 Broker-Initiated Adaptation

This section describes a mechanism which allows the usage of adaptation services in such
cases where the involved end-terminals are totally unaware of the existence of such a service.
A broker intercepts the SIP signalling between the terminals and activates an adaptation
service if the involved terminals do not support a common media format. Figure 4.10 shows
the message sequence for setting up a streaming session between two terminals with an
intermediate MSAN. The depicted message sequence is slightly simplified; SIP messages like
TRYING or RINGING are not shown. We assume that the MSAN has already registered
its capabilities at the SDS (see Chapter 6), that the Broker is identical with the terminals’
SIP proxy, and that Terminals A and B have registered their SIP URIs at the Broker using
the normal SIP REGISTER mechanism [RS+02b]. If Terminals A and B use different SIP
proxies, the SIP messages have to be routed over two or more proxies, but the basic principle
stays the same.

Terminal A initiates the session setup process by issuing an INVITE message (1). This
message is intercepted by the Broker. If the session description inside the SIP body is
formulated by means of standard SDP, it contains information about the media codecs
supported by Terminal A. When using more advanced session description mechanisms like
SDPng++, additional information about Terminal A and its user can be included in the
INVITE message, e.g., an MPEG-21 DIA usage environment description (see Section 4.2.2).
However, in the depicted example, we assume that the Offer/Answer Model for SDP [RS02a]
is used (a standard mechanism for the negotiation of session parameters). Thus, all of the
following examples use standard SDP descriptions6. Example 4.5 shows a possible SDP
session description created by Terminal A. In the following text and in Figure 4.10, this
particular session description is denoted as SDP A. In Line 4 of SDP A, the IP address
to which a media stream shall be sent is specified. This is Terminal A’s IP address (the

6An example of an SDPng++ session description is given in Appendix A.
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Figure 4.10: Broker-Initiated Adaptation

example uses IP version 6 addresses). The supported media formats are specified in lines
6–7. In this example, Terminal A supports only a single media format, the PCMU audio
codec (RTP/AVP payload type 0). Furthermore, Line 6 contains the information that
Terminal A expects to receive the media stream at port 22000. Line 8 of SDP A indicates
that Terminal A wants only to receive media, but does not send media. For an explanation
of the remaining parts of the session description shown in Example 4.5, please refer to
[RS02a]. These remaining parts are not relevant for an understanding of the explanations
in this chapter.

Example 4.5 (SDP A in Message 1: INVITE)

1 v=0
2 o=user_a 1158738955180 1158738955180 IN IP6 [3ffe:ffff:0:0:0:0:0:1]
3 s=
4 c=IN IP6 [3ffe:ffff:0:0:0:0:0:1]
5 t=0 0
6 m=audio 22000 RTP/AVP 0
7 a=rtpmap:0 PCMU/8000
8 a=recvonly

Instead of simply forwarding the INVITE message to Terminal B, the Broker first asks
Terminal B which media formats it supports by means of a SIP OPTIONS message (2)
containing the session description SDP A. Terminal B returns in a SIP ’200 OK‘ message (3)
a new session description SDP B. SDP B is shown in Example 4.6. A port number of zero
(Line 6) indicates that Terminal B rejects the offer SDP A (probably because Terminal B
does not support the PCMU audio codec). However, lines 6–7 also indicate that Terminal B
could support audio codec G.723 (RTP/AVP payload type 4). Since Terminal B rejects
the original offer and would anyhow only send media data (see Line 8), it does not provide
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a receiver IP address in Line 4. Based on the information obtained from Terminal B, the
Broker finds out that the terminals do not support a common format and decides to use a
media adaptation service.

Example 4.6 (SDP B in Message 3: 200 OK)

1 v=0
2 o=user_b 2891955637 2891955637 IN IP6 [3ffe:ffff:0:0:0:0:0:1]
3 s=
4 c=IN IP6 [::]
5 t=0 0
6 m=audio 0 RTP/AVP 4
7 a=rtpmap:4 G723/8000
8 a=sendonly

For finding a suitable MSAN that offers the required adaptation operations, the Broker uses
SLP (4–5). Figure 4.10 depicts the parameters of SLP messages in a simplified form. In
reality, SDP A and SDP B are not included in the SLP messages as a whole because an
SLP directory server, such as the SDS, has no knowledge about the syntax and semantics
of SDP. Instead, the Broker must extract the relevant information from the SDP session
descriptions and provide a mapping to the format defined by the SLP template [GPK99] for
representing MSAN capabilities (in this simple example, the relevant information consists
only of the identifiers for the PCMU and G.723 codecs). Such an SLP template is introduced
in Chapter 6. After receiving the address of an appropriate MSAN from the SDS, the Broker
instructs the MSAN to establish an adaptation session (6–9). In the first MEGACO ADD
request (6), the Broker sends SDP A to the MSAN, which prepares itself to send data to
the IP address and port found inside SDP A. In the depicted example, the IP address is
3ffe:ffff::1 and the port is 22000. The MSAN returns SDP A unmodified in the MEGACO
reply (7). Furthermore, the reply contains a context ID which is used to identify the newly
created adaptation session. In the second MEGACO ADD request (8), the Broker provides
the context ID and SDP B, which contains the information that the MSAN shall be prepared
to receive an audio stream in G.723 format. The MSAN decides now at which port it wants
to receive this audio stream. This information is sent to the Broker inside SDP B2 (9).
SDP B2 is shown in Example 4.7. It contains the address (Line 4) and port (Line 6) at
which the MSAN wishes to receive the audio stream from Terminal B.

Example 4.7 (SDP B2 in Message 10: INVITE)

1 v=0
2 o=msan 1158738775020 1158738775020 IN IP6 [3ffe:ffff:0:0:0:0:0:4]
3 s=
4 c=IN IP6 [3ffe:ffff:0:0:0:0:0:4]
5 t=0 0
6 m=audio 21000 RTP/AVP 4
7 a=rtpmap:4 G723/8000
8 a=recvonly

Then the Broker sends SDP B2 as a new offer to Terminal B in a SIP INVITE message (10).
In the SIP ’200 OK‘ message (11), Terminal B returns its answer SDP B3 to this offer (see
Example 4.8). According to the Offer/Answer model [RS02a], SDP B3 must contain a
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receiver address (Line 4) and receiver port (Line 6). Actually, Terminal B does not want
to receive a media stream (see Line 8), but the indication of a valid receiver port inside
SDP B3 tells the Broker that offer SDP B2 has been accepted (port number zero would
indicate that the offer is rejected).

Example 4.8 (SDP B3 in Message 11: 200 OK)

1 v=0
2 o=user_b 1158738798884662 1158738798884662 IN IP6 [3ffe:ffff:0:0:0:0:0:5]
3 s=
4 c=IN IP6 [3ffe:ffff:0:0:0:0:0:5]
5 t=0 0
6 m=audio 21000 RTP/AVP 4
7 a=rtpmap:4 G723/8000
8 a=sendonly

The Broker can now send a ’200 OK‘ message (12) to Terminal A. Therefore, the Broker
generates SDP A2 (see Example 4.9), which fits to the offer SDP A and includes the MSAN’s
address (Line 4) and port (Line 6). The session setup process is completed with a SIP ACK
message (13–14), and the RTP/RTCP session starts (15–18).

Example 4.9 (SDP A2 in Message 12: 200 OK)

1 v=0
2 o=user_b 1158738798884662 1158738798884662 IN IP6 [3ffe:ffff:0:0:0:0:0:4]
3 s=
4 c=IN IP6 [3ffe:ffff:0:0:0:0:0:4]
5 t=0 0
6 m=audio 22000 RTP/AVP 0
7 a=rtpmap:0 PCMU/8000
8 a=sendonly

The message sequence for the establishment of a bidirectional (adapted) multimedia session
(e.g., a VoIP session) is very similar to the scenario described above. The main difference
is that two separate adaptation sessions—one for each direction—would have to be created
by the MSAN. Therefore, the Broker would have to send two additional MEGACO ADD
requests to the MSAN.

In the depicted scenario, Terminals A and B needed an adaptation service because they
did not support a common media codec. However, there may exist other reasons for using an
adaptation service. For instance, Terminal B may offer a stream encoded with the variable
bit-rate MPEG-4 video codec at 1.4 Mb/s. Although Terminal A supports the MPEG-4
codec as well, the format may not fit to Terminal A’s needs because Terminal A’s available
bandwidth may be less than 1.4 Mb/s. The Broker can detect such an incompatibility if
the terminals include bit-rate information in their session descriptions SDP A and SDP B,
as shown in Example 4.10, Line 3. In this example, the bandwidth of the media stream
is restricted to 128 kb/s. However, since the bandwidth attribute is an optional SDP at-
tribute, this kind of trigger for setting up an adaptation session works only in such cases
where the terminals really include a bandwidth attribute in their session description. The
Daidalos framework, which aims at providing a completely new infrastructure for 4th gen-
eration networks, solves this problem by making the usage of the SDP bandwidth attribute
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Figure 4.11: Adding a Second Receiver Terminal

mandatory. Another reason for incompatibilities between Terminals A and B may be that
both terminals may want to use an application-layer error correction mechanism, but they
do not support a common error-correction mechanism. Again, this problem can be detected
by inspecting the SDP session descriptions, and it can be solved by using the services of an
intermediary MSAN that supports both mechanisms.

Example 4.10

1 m=video 22000 RTP/AVP 121
2 a=rtpmap:121 MP4V-ES/90000
3 b=AS:128

Point-to-multipoint sessions

If multiple terminals shall receive the same media content in different formats from the
same MSAN (point-to-multipoint session), this can be done by first establishing a session
with two terminals and then successively adding additional receivers. In the following, no
assumptions are made about the type of service that is provided by the data source. It may
be a broadcast service, which is inspected in more detail in Chapter 7. However, for the
following considerations it is simply assumed that after the above described session setup
between Terminals A and B has taken place, a third Terminal C wants to receive the same
media content that originates from Terminal B. Furthermore, we assume that the Broker is
stateful and stores the capabilities of the involved entities as long as a session exists. Like
Terminal A, Terminal C does not support the media formats used by the server. In this
case, the message sequence continues as shown in Figure 4.11. Terminal C sends an INVITE
message to the Broker (19). Then the broker instructs the MSAN to send an adapted version
of the media stream to Terminal C. When the MSAN receives the MEGACO ADD request
(20), it creates a new Out-Channel and connects it to the already existing In-Channel. The
new Out-Channel prepares itself to adapt the stream and send it to Terminal C. After
receiving the MEGACO reply (21), the broker sends a ‘200 OK’ (22) to Terminal C, which
answers with an ACK message (23), and a new RTP stream is sent to Terminal C (24). It
is assumed that the MSAN is capable of producing a media format suitable for Terminal C.
Otherwise, the Broker has to search for a different MSAN capable of providing the required
adaptation service, and message sequence 3–18 would have to be repeated for Terminal C.
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4.3.3 Terminal-Initiated Adaptation

Terminals that are aware of the existence of adaptation services and know how to find
and communicate with such a service can initiate stream adaptation on their own. The
advantage of supporting this alternative session setup procedure in addition to the one
introduced in Section 4.3.2 is that adaptation services can be used even if no SIP broker
is available which could establish the adaptation session on behalf of the end-terminals.
For terminal-driven session setup, the Session Initiation Protocol is more appropriate than
MEGACO because many modern multimedia terminals support SIP. MEGACO, on the
other hand, is a protocol normally not used by end-terminals. Whereas the broker-initiated
adaptation-session establishment is a novel contribution of this thesis, a signalling procedure
for terminal-driven setup of adaptation sessions has already been proposed by Camarillo
et al. [C+05]. Although this mechanism was developed for the provisioning of text-to-
speech and speech-to-text translation “to support deaf, hard of hearing and speech-impaired
individuals” [C+05, page 1], it can be used for setting up other types of adaptation sessions,
too. However, Camarillo et al. assume that the terminals know already the URI of a suitable
adaptation node. They do not propose a solution for finding an appropriate adaptation node
dynamically.

Figure 4.12 shows the message sequence for setting up a transcoding session. In this
example, a bidirectional multimedia session is established between Terminals A and B. We
assume that the MSAN has already registered its capabilities at the SDS (see Chapter 6).
Whether the SIP messages are routed over one or several SIP proxies or not it not relevant
in this scenario, so the communication with SIP proxies is omitted for simplification. More-
over, we assume that the session descriptions are formulated by means of SDP. We denote
Terminal A’s offer as SDP A, and we denote the session description generated by Termi-
nal B as SDP B. As explained in the previous section, the session descriptions of the involved
entities may contain several different elements to indicate the necessity of an adpatation ser-
vice (e.g., mismatch of codecs, bandwidth, error correction mechanisms). Moreover, other
session-description formats like SDPng++ may be used to convey information that cannot
be included in standard SDP (e.g., a DIA usage environment description). However, in the
following example, we assume that standard SDP is used and that the reason for involving
an adaptation service is that the terminals do not support a common media codec.

Terminal A initiates the session setup by sending an INVITE message to Terminal B (1).
The body of this SIP message contains the offer SDP A, which is shown in Example 4.11.
This offer specifies an IP address (Line 4) and port (Line 6) at which Terminal A expects to
receive media data. In the depicted example, the IP address is 3ffe:ffff::1 (the example uses
IP version 6 addresses) and the receiver port is 22000. Furthermore, lines 6–7 contain the
information that Terminal A wants to use the PCMU audio codec. Line 8 indicates that
the session shall be bidirectional.

Example 4.11 (SDP A in Message 1: INVITE)

1 v=0
2 o=user_a 1158738955180 1158738955180 IN IP6 [3ffe:ffff:0:0:0:0:0:1]
3 s=
4 c=IN IP6 [3ffe:ffff:0:0:0:0:0:1]
5 t=0 0
6 m=audio 22000 RTP/AVP 0
7 a=rtpmap:0 PCMU/8000
8 a=sendrecv
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Terminal B detects that it does not support the PCMU audio codec, so it asks the SDS for
a suitable MSAN (2–3). Therefore, it generates its own session description SDP B, which
is depicted in Example 4.12. After receiving the URI of an appropriate MSAN, Terminal B
sends an INVITE message to the MSAN (4). Following the proposal by Camarillo et al., the
body of this SIP message contains a session description (called SDP A+B) that combines
SDP A and SDP B (see Example 4.13). Lines 5–8 contain the information taken from
SDP A, lines 9–12 contain the information taken from SDP B.

Example 4.12 (SDP B in Message 2: SrvRqst)

1 v=0
2 o=user_a 1158738955180 1158738955180 IN IP6 [3ffe:ffff:0:0:0:0:0:5]
3 s=
4 c=IN IP6 [3ffe:ffff:0:0:0:0:0:5]
5 t=0 0
6 m=audio 21000 RTP/AVP 4
7 a=rtpmap:4 G723/8000
8 a=sendrecv

Example 4.13 (SDP A+B in Message 4: INVITE)

1 v=0
2 o=user_a 1158738955180 1158738955180 IN IP6 [3ffe:ffff:0:0:0:0:0:5]
3 s=
4 t=0 0

5 m=audio 22000 RTP/AVP 0
4 c=IN IP6 [3ffe:ffff:0:0:0:0:0:1]
7 a=rtpmap:0 PCMU/8000
8 a=sendrecv

9 m=audio 21000 RTP/AVP 4
10 c=IN IP6 [3ffe:ffff:0:0:0:0:0:5]
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11 a=rtpmap:4 G723/8000
12 a=sendrecv

Upon receiving the INVITE message (4), the MSAN prepares itself to send a PCMU-encoded
audio stream to Terminal A and G.723-encoded audio stream to Terminal B. Furthermore,
it generates an answer SDP A2+B2 to the offer SDP A+B, which specifies the address and
ports at which the MSAN wishes to receive media data from the terminals (see Exam-
ple 4.14). The MSAN sends SDP A2+B2 to Terminal B within the body of the SIP ‘200
OK’ message (5). Terminal B extracts lines 5–8 from SDP A2+B2 to construct SDP A2,
which is sent to Terminal A within the body of a ‘200 OK’ message (7). Terminal A answers
with a SIP ACK message (8), and the RTP streaming is started (9–10).

Example 4.14 (SDP A2+B2 in Message 5: 200 OK)

1 v=0
2 o=user_a 1158738955180 1158738955180 IN IP6 [3ffe:ffff:0:0:0:0:0:4]
3 s=
4 t=0 0

5 m=audio 24000 RTP/AVP 0
4 c=IN IP6 [3ffe:ffff:0:0:0:0:0:4]
7 a=rtpmap:0 PCMU/8000
8 a=sendrecv

9 m=audio 23000 RTP/AVP 4
10 c=IN IP6 [3ffe:ffff:0:0:0:0:0:4]
11 a=rtpmap:4 G723/8000
12 a=sendrecv

The involvement of the MSAN happens transparently for Terminal A. Only Terminal B must
be able to communicate with SDS and MSAN. If Terminal B wanted to invite Terminal A,
it could first ask for Terminal A’s capabilities with a SIP OPTIONS message to find out
whether an adaptation service is required.

4.4 Implementation

This section provides more detailed information about several aspects of the MSAN im-
plementation. A prototype of the proposed MSAN architecture was implemented on the
Windows XP platform. For building the transcoder modules of the MSAN, the current
prototype makes use of several operating system modules as described in Section 4.4.1.
An important issue during the implementation process was to create efficient software be-
cause the adaptation services have to fulfill realtime requirements. End-to-end delays in
the streaming process shall be kept as low as possible. Furthermore, an MSAN shall be
able to process many media streams in parallel. The issues regarding runtime efficiency are
discussed in Section 4.4.2. In Section 4.4.3, the implemented application-layer error correc-
tion mechanisms are described. These include a novel retransmission mechanism for RTP.
Another important feature of the MSAN architecture is the possibility to adapt the transfor-
mation processes dynamically based on feedback information from the network. This issue
is discussed in Section 4.4.5.
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4.4.1 Usage of Operating-System Modules

The main focus of this thesis is to develop an extensible architecture that allows to integrate
a variety of different adaptation techniques, but not to develop new transcoding algorithms.
Therefore, the implementation of the transcoder plug-ins makes use of already existing
transcoding libraries. A cascaded transcoder model has been used for this implementation
(see Section 2.2.2). Since the Windows operating system already provides support for en-
coding and decoding audio and video streams, these operating system modules are used by
the current implementation. Windows offers two different modules for media processing:
DirectShow and Video for Windows (VfW). The implemented transcoder prototypes use
VfW, which is composed of the Video Compression Manager (VCM) and Audio Compres-
sion Manager (ACM) components.

VCM and ACM also do not implement the encoding and decoding algorithms them-
selves. Instead, they use special driver plug-ins (also called codecs) which implement the
compression and decompression procedures. Examples of such VCM and ACM plug-ins are
the popular XVID and MP3 codecs for Windows. By using the VCM and ACM APIs, the
implemented audio and video transcoder plug-ins for the MSAN architecture are able to
encode and decode any media formats for which a VCM or ACM codec is installed on the
respective Windows platform.

Nevertheless, the current architecture of the transcoder plug-ins are not bound to use
the Windows APIs. The Windows-specific code is wrapped by audio and video transcoder
classes that offer a generic interface. Derived classes provide an implementation that makes
use of the specific API offered by the Windows libraries. Additional transcoder classes
can be derived from the base class, which provide a different implementation not using
the VfW components. Instead, a transcoder plug-in could use other existing transcoding
libraries or implement the transcoding algorithms itself. Other operating systems may offer
similar modules to support media transocding. A new video transcoder plug-in may either
implement a spatial domain cascaded transcoder, or it may use more efficient transcoding
techniques as introduced in Section 2.2.2. Furthermore, a transcoder plug-in may use special
transcoding hardware internally if such hardware is available. The API of the transcoder
plug-in does not depend on a specific transcoding technique.

4.4.2 Efficient Processing

The most time-critical part of the MSAN architecture is the Media Manager since it processes
the media streams and is therefore responsible for the additional delay that is added to the
end-to-end latency of the data transmission. Whereas other parts of the MSAN architecture
are implemented in Java, the Media Manager component is implemented in (more efficient)
C++. The Media Manager communicates with the SAC subsystem (implemented in Java)
via a socket interface.

During the whole processing of a media frame inside the Media Manager, the number of
copy operations is minimized to decrease total processing time. For each incoming media
frame, the In-Channel holds a list of pointers to individual network packets (e.g., RTP
packets) that belong to this frame (a media frame has to be split into several packets if
the frame size exceeds the maximum transfer unit of the network). For abstracting from
the transmission protocols, a second pointer list is created and wrapped by a class called
CFrame. The pointers belonging to CFrame point to the payloads of the received packets,
so no protocol-specific headers (like RTP headers) are visible for the CFrame. If the frame
packets have already been segmented according to the layered structure of the media format,
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filter modules can directly operate on the created CFrame instance. As the filter operation
only has to delete pointers from the list, the whole filter process does not require to copy
the frame data itself (see Figure 4.13). Thus, this type of filter operations can be performed
very fast. If no other operations are applied, only one copy operation is necessary when the
new network packets (e.g., RTP packets with a new header) are created by the Out-Channel.
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Figure 4.13: Efficient Media-Filter Operation

The current implementation of the MPEG-21-based filter, on the other hand, requires that
the packet payloads belonging to one frame are first copied into a contiguous piece of memory.
This is necessary because the gBSD syntax identifies the location of different parts of the
digital item by specifying their byte positions inside a frame. If the frame data is already
located in a contiguous buffer, these positions can be easily accessed, and copying data
from certain buffer segments into new RTP packets can be performed very fast. If the data
were still fragmented over several input packets, these copy operations would require more
complicated calculations, which slows down the copy process. Furthermore, the gBSD filter
performs anyhow much slower than other implemented filter mechanisms which operate
directly on the CFrame pointer list (see Chapter 5.1). Most of the processing resources are
used for parsing the XML-based gBSD and performing an XSL transformation to create the
new gBSD of the adapted stream. The processing resources required for the initial copy
operation can be neglected in comparison to these later processing steps. The gBSD filter
was implemented using the C/C++ based Expat XML parser library and the Sablotron XSL
transformation library—both are developed in open source projects. As a design decision,
the event based Simple API for XML (SAX) was chosen due to performance advantages
over the more complex Document Object Model (DOM) API.

When transcoding operations shall be applied to a media frame, it is unavoidable to
copy the payload of the (RTP) packets of each frame into a contiguous piece of memory.
Nevertheless, in this case the time needed for performing a simple copy operation is any-
how always negligible in comparison to the complex transcoding operations. The transcoder
puts the transcoded frame into another buffer and the Out-Channel creates a second CFrame
instance, which segments the transcoded frame according to the appropriate payload for-
mat (which requires an additional copy operation per frame segment) and forwards it to
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the transport stack plug-in. If the transcoder plug-in reorders media frames (e.g., for the
purpose of using bidirectional predictive coding), the plug-in must provide an internal frame
buffer. In the current implementation, the whole transcoding operation is performed by the
OutChannel. If a spatial domain cascaded transcoder is used, and if several OutChannels
are connected to the same InChannel, it is conceivable to optimise the implementation by
performing the decoding step already in the InChannel. Thus, this step has to be performed
only once. (It is expected that the encoding step is different for each OutChannel, i.e., each
OutChannel produces a different output format. Otherwise, it would be better to create
only a single OutChannel which sends the converted frames either to a multicast address or
to several unicast addresses.) However, if certain optimised transcoders are used, performing
a decoding step in the InChannel may not make sense because such a transcoder may not
perform a decoding step (see Section 2.2.2). Thus, such an optimisation is only possible for
“naive” spatial domain cascaded transcoders, which should anyhow not be used if a faster
optimised transcoder is available.

4.4.3 Error Correction Modules

The current MSAN prototype supports several application-layer error correction mecha-
nisms to compensate the loss of RTP packets. In particular, three mechanisms have been
implemented as plug-ins for the MSAN Media Manager. The first implemented mecha-
nism is generic forward error correction for RTP streams [RS99]. This mechanism creates
one redundancy packet for each two consecutive RTP packets based on simple XOR opera-
tions. The second one uses the unequal erasure protection scheme proposed by Liebl et al.
[LWPW05], which has been explained in detail in Section 2.3.3. Finally, a retransmit mech-
anism for RTP has been developed as a novel contribution of this thesis. In the following,
this mechanism is called RTP-ARQ. ARQ stands for automatic repeat request, which denotes
a certain class of error correction methods in which the receiver is responsible for detecting
transmission errors and automatically requesting retransmission from the data source. In
the following, the RTP-ARQ mechanism is described in more detail.

A similar retransmit mechanism has been proposed by Rey et al. It has been released
as an IETF RFC very recently [RLM+06]. The mechanism proposed by Rey et al. is called
RTP retransmission payload format (RRPF). However, the RTP-ARQ mechanism had been
developed before RRPF was finalized [SKP04]. Both mechanisms use an RTCP report for
requesting the retransmission of one or several RTP packets. However, whereas RRPF
uses RTP sequence numbers to identify the RTP packets that have to be retransmitted,
RTP-ARQ is based on media-frame numbers plus packet numbers (an RTP packet may
contain only a part of a single media frame). Both mechanisms have one major advantage
and one major drawback. The drawback of RTP-ARQ is that frame numbers are not
included in a normal RTP header. Some media formats define a frame number field inside
the media-frame header (which is part of the RTP payload), but there exist also many
formats that do not include such a frame-number field, e.g., PCM audio. Furthermore, a
mechanism that requires to examine media-frame headers would not be a generic solution
for the RTP layer because the header structure is different for each media format, so the
retransmit mechanism would require specific knowledge about each codec. Therefore, RTP-
ARQ extends the normal RTP headers by additional fields that provide information about
media frame numbers (the structure of the extended header will be described later; see
Figure 4.15). The obvious drawback of this approach is an increased header overhead. On
the other hand, RTP-ARQ also has a major advantage over RRPF. An RTP receiver can
determine the frame rate of a media stream by examining RTP timestamps. Knowing the
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frame rate allows to determine the expected arrival time of all future frames. Thus, the
receiver can detect whether a frame is missing as soon as the expected arrival time has
expired. If the arrival time of more than one frame has expired and no packets have arrived,
it is also possible to determine the exact number of frames that are missing. On the other
hand, it is, in general, not possible to determine the RTP sequence numbers x..y of all
missing packets before a newer RTP packet y + 1 has arrived. This is due to the fact that
when using a variable bit-rate codec, each media frame may comprise an arbitrary number
of RTP packets. Thus, knowing the number of missing frames does not imply knowing the
number of missing RTP packets. Only in the case when each media frame comprises exactly
one RTP packet (usual for many audio formats, but not for most video formats), it would be
possible to identify all of the missing RTP sequence numbers before receiving packet y + 1.
However, an RTP stack itself usually does not have the knowledge whether media frames
consist of one or several RTP packets. RTP-ARQ can request the retransmission of either
a single packet or a complete frame. Thus, RTP-ARQ is able to send retransmit requests
for all missing packets x..y as soon as the expected arrival time for each packet has expired,
whereas RRPF sends retransmit requests not before receiving packet y + 1.

The RTP and RTCP extensions that were required for the RTP-ARQ mechanism were
implemented as part of a proprietary RTP/RTCP stack. Since RTP-ARQ is not standardised
yet, it can currently only be used in combination with other proprietary software that
supports the RTP-ARQ scheme. An evaluation of RTP-ARQ is presented in Section 5.3.
However, the implemented RTP/RTCP stack can switch on or off all of the implemented
extensions and can thus also be used for the communication with standard RTP software.
Within the Daidalos project, interoperability with foreign streaming servers and clients has
been successfully tested.

Format of retransmit requests

The RTP/RTCP specification [SCFJ03] defines several types of RTCP packets. The so-
called application-defined RTCP packet can be used for experimental extensions of the RTCP
protocol. As soon as an RTCP extension shall be standardised, the RTP/RTCP specification
recommends to define a new type of RTCP packet in a new RTP/RTCP profile. However,
this standardisation step has not been performed for RTP-ARQ yet. Therefore, RTP-ARQ
uses application-defined RTCP packets for requesting the retransmission of one or several
RTP packets. In the following, this specific type of RTCP packet is called retransmit request
packet (RRP).

The structure of an RRP is shown in Figure 4.14. The syntax and semantics of the
first twelve bytes are defined by the RTCP specification. The fields name and subtype
can be used to identify a certain type and subtype of application-defined RTCP packets.
For RRPs, the field name is set to the fixed string ARQ and the field subtype is set to
zero. For a detailed description of the other fields within the first twelve bytes of the
RTCP header, please refer to the RTP/RTCP specification [SCFJ03]. The field framenr
reflects the number of the media frame, of which either some or all RTP packets shall be
retransmitted. The field 32-bit-words must contain the number of 32-bit words that are
following after the first 16 bytes of this RTCP packet. If this field is set to zero, the length of
the following packets-bit-field is 8 bit. Otherwise the packets-bit-field is enlarged
by the specified number of 32-bit words (the RTCP specification requires that total length
of an RTCP packet is a multiple of 32 bit). For instance, if 32-bit-words is 1, the size of
the packets-bit-field will be 8+32 = 40 bit. Thus, very large packets-bit-fields can
be supported. Each bit in this bit field represents one RTP packet of the frame. However, in
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practise the number of packets per frame is usually small (often far below 100). In general,
using more than one RTP packet per media frame is more commonly used for video data
than for audio data. If all of the bits in the packets-bit-field are set to zero, all packets
of the frame shall be retransmitted. Otherwise, only those packets shall be retransmitted
whose number is indicated by the bits that are set to one in the packets-bit-field. For
instance, if packets-bit-field contains the value 01100000, then the second and the third
packet of the specified frame shall be retransmitted (because Bit 2 and Bit 3 are set to one,
all of the others are zero). Since framenr is only 16 bits, it will wrap around to zero if the
stream contains more than 216 frames. However, this should not be a problem because it
should not be necessary to retransmit a frame that has a delay of 216 frame intervals. For
instance, if the frame rate is 25 frames per second, this would correspond to a delay of 2621
seconds (43 minutes)!

Byte 0 1 2 3
Bit 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|V=2|P| subtype | PT=204 | length |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| ssrc |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| name |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| framenr | 32-bit-words | p.-bit-field |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| packets-bit-field |
: :
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Figure 4.14: Retransmit-Request Packet (RRP)

Format of RTP header extension

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, the RTP-ARQ mechanism requires an exten-
sion of the normal RTP header to convey information about the number of the media frame
to which an RTP packets belongs. The RTP specification defines a standard mechanism for
extending the RTP header. This mechanism allows applications that do not support the
processing of extension headers to skip the header extension. Figure 4.15 shows the standard
RTP header that appears at the beginning of each RTP packet. Bit 3 of the standard RTP
header (labeled with “X”) indicates whether a header extension is present or not. If this
is indeed the case, then the standard RTP header is followed by an extension header of at
least four additional bytes.

The structure of the first four bytes of the extension header is also defined by the RTCP
specification. It is shown in Figure 4.16. The field profile-specific can be used to
identify the type of extension header. In the proposed scheme, this field is set to zero. The
field 32-bit-words must contain the number of 32-bit words that are following after the
first four bytes of the extension header. Thus, applications not able to process the rest of
the extension header can simply skip it. In the proposed scheme, the field 32-bit-words
is set to one since the length of the remaining extension header is one 32-bit word (four
bytes). This remaining part of the header extension is shown in Figure 4.17. The first field
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Byte 0 1 2 3
Bit 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|V=2|P|X| CC |M| PT | sequence number |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| timestamp |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| synchronization source (SSRC) identifier |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Figure 4.15: Standard RTP Header

pkts total reflects the total number of packets that belong to the same media frame as
the current RTP packet. The field pktnr reflects the number of the current RTP packet
within the media frame. The field framenr contains the number of the frame to which the
current packet belongs. The standard RTP header has a length of 12 byte. The extension
header has a length of 8 byte. If UDP (8 byte header) and IPv4 (20 byte header) are used
on the lower layers, this means that the total header overhead (without link-layer overhead)
is increased by 8

12+8+20 = 20%.

Byte 12 13 14 15
Bit 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| profile-specific | 32-bit-words |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Figure 4.16: Fixed Part of RTP Header Extension

Byte 16 17 18 19
Bit 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| pkts total | pktnr | framenr |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Figure 4.17: Application-Defined Part of Header Extension

Sender-side and receiver-side processing

On the sender side (e.g., in the Out-Channel of the MSAN’s Media Manager), the RTP
packets of each frame are stored in a hashtable after sending them to the downstream node.
Since the maximum number of frames that can be expressed with 16 bit is 216, this is also the
(theoretical) maximum number of frames that have to be kept in the hashtable. However,
in practise it will not be necessary to store so many frames since streaming applications
anyhow do not tolerate high delays. The RTP-ARQ module in the Out-Channel stores the
frames only as long as indicated by the MaxDelay attribute of the SessionParameters that
are given to the Out-Channel at session-setup time. (The SessionParameters structure
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has been described in Section 4.2.3. How clients can define the maximum tolerable delay
has been shown in Section 4.3.1. If the MaxDelay parameter is undefined, it is assumed that
the client does not tolerate any delay, which means that RTP-ARQ will not be applied at
all.) Upon receiving an RRP packet, the sender searches for the indicated frame number in
the hashtable and retransmits either all or only specific packets of this frame as indicated
by the packets-bit-field in the RRP packet.

On the receiver side (e.g., in the In-Channel of the MSAN’s Media Manager), the receiver
thread checks periodically whether packets or complete frames are missing. If it can be
expected that missing packets can be retransmitted before the maximum tolerable delay
expires, RRP packets are sent to the upstream node. The decision whether retransmission
is still possible depends on the current round-trip time (RTT). The RTCP protocol provides
an RTP sender with information about the RTT. However, this information is normally not
available at an RTP receiver (except if the RTP receiver acts also as an RTP sender in a
bidirectional RTP session). Thus, the RTP receiver must use other means to determine or
to estimate the current RTT. In the current MSAN prototype, an experimental extension
of the normal RTCP sender reports has been implemented to convey RTT information to
the corresponding RTP receiver. The format of this sender-report extension is shown in
Figure 4.18. This extension is appended after the last 32-bit word of the normal RTCP
sender report.

Bit 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| nbr of rtt report blocks following |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ -------
| receiver 1 ssrc | block 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
| rtt |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ -------
| receiver 2 ssrc | block 2
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
: :
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+

Figure 4.18: RTCP Sender Report Extension

The proposed sender-report extension provides the possibility to convey RTT information
received from multiple RTP receivers. For the purpose of deciding whether a retransmit
request makes sense or not, an RTP receiver needs only information about its own RTT.
However, in a multicast RTP session, the sender must provide RTT information for all RTP
receivers belonging to this session because the sender reports are sent to a multicast address
and not to a dedicated receiver. Therefore, the first field in the sender-report extension (the
first 32 bits) indicates the number of the following RTT report blocks. In a unicast RTP
session, the number of RTT report blocks is always one. Each report block consists of two
32-bit words. The first 32 bit contain the Synchronization Source Identifier (SSRC) of the
receiver to whom this report block refers (the SSRC is an identifier used in each RTP/RTCP
packet to identify a certain participant of the RTP session). The next 32-bit word contains
the measured RTT.
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4.4.4 RTP Payload Format for the Transmission of gBSD Metadata

This section describes a novel RTP payload-format extension that allows to transmit a
generic bitstream syntax description of a single media frame together with the actual frame
data in an RTP packet. The streaming of gBSD metadata is an issue not covered by the
MPEG-21 DIA standard. Alternatively, it is conceivable that the gBSD of a complete
media stream is transmitted within the session-setup signalling messages (e.g., inside an
SDPng++ SIP body). However, this latter solution has two drawbacks. First, it works only
for media streams whose gBSD has been created in advance. It is not applicable to streams
which are created (together with the corresponding gBSD) on-the-fly since the gBSD for
such a stream is not available at session-setup time. Second, the gBSD for a complete pre-
compressed stream can be very large (up to several megabytes for a large movie stream),
thus resulting in high session-setup delays if the complete gBSD shall be transmitted before
the streaming is started.

The gBSD payload format has been proposed as an IETF draft [FWGLS05], but has not
reached RFC status yet. It must therefore be considered as work-in-progress. This original
proposal introduced a payload format for a specific audio codec (for MPEG-4 AAC-BSAC).
However, the concept can be applied to any RTP payload format. Therefore, a slightly
modified mechanism (a generic payload-format extension) is described in the following,
which can be used in combination with any arbitrary RTP payload format. Example 4.15
shows how the usage of this extension can be signalled in an SDP session description. Lines
1–2 contain the description of a video stream that uses the MPEG-4 video codec. Line 3
provides additional information about the payload format by means of an a=fmtp attribute.
This attribute defines an extension parameter with the value gbsd, which signals the usage
of the gBSD extension. Applications that support the proposed extension will find the
gBSD inside an RTP extension header [SCFJ03]. Using an RTP extension header (instead
of defining a new payload format) has the advantage that applications which do not support
the extension can simply skip the extension header, still being able to use the media data
itself (skipping an RTP extension header is a standard function that should be supported
by all RTP applications).

Example 4.15 (SDP description for gBSD extension)

1 m=audio 22000 RTP/AVP 97
2 a=rtpmap:97 MP4V-ES/90000
3 a=fmtp:97 extension=gbsd

The structure of the extension header is shown in Figure 4.19. As already explained in
Section 4.4.3, the format of the first 32-bit word of an extension header is defined by the
RTP/RTCP specification itself. The field 32-bit-words must contain the number of 32-bit
words that are following after the first 32-bit word of the extension header, i.e., this field
must contain the size of the gBSD (padding bits may have to be added at the end of the
gBSD if the gBSD size is not a multiple of 32 bit). The field profile-specific is used
to indicate whether the gBSD is transmitted in a compressed format or not. A value of
zero indicates that the gBSD is transmitted in an uncompressed ASCII format. A value
of one indicates that the gBSD is transmitted using the MIME type application/zip.
The RTP payload follows after the extension header. The payload section may contain a
payload header as defined in a separate payload-format specification. This payload-format
specification has to be signalled in the SDP session description. For instance, Example 4.15
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defines that the payload format is MPEG4V-ES (MPEG-4 video elementary stream). The
corresponding payload format specification may define its own payload header, which would
follow after the RTP extension header containing the gBSD.

Byte 12 13 14 15
Bit 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ ---------
| profile-specific | 32-bit-words | extension
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ header
| gBSD |
: :
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+ ---------
| | payload
: :

Figure 4.19: Extension Header for the Transportation of gBSD Metadata

4.4.5 Dynamic Adaptation Features

In contrast to many existing media-gateway architectures, the MSAN is not only able to
provide a static adaptation service. Additionally, it can react on changing network condi-
tions, providing the best quality for the available resources. Some strategies for reacting on
changing network conditions have been implemented within the scope of this thesis. They
are described in this section. Nevertheless, this thesis does not focus on the research topic of
developing algorithms for optimising the media quality under variable network constraints.
Instead, it provides an extensible architecture that allows to integrate such optimisation
algorithms later on. Additional algorithms have been implemented by a partner from the
Daidalos project. These algorithms were integrated into the MSAN architecture, and a
comparison of several different adaptation strategies have been published in [SSHK06].

The decisions how to react on certain events are implemented by the Decision-Taking
Engine (DTE) inside the Media Manager (see Figure 4.4). Like the majority of the Media
Manager modules, this component is implemented as a plug-in. Thus, it is easy to upgrade
an MSAN with new DTE plug-ins. Furthermore, different plug-ins have to be loaded at
runtime for different kinds of adaptation sessions as explained in Section 4.2.3. The following
description refers to the Basic Decision Taking Engine (BDTE), which is used for adaptation
sessions that do not support MPEG-21 DIA tools.

Monitoring of network conditions is implemented by a separate plug-in that informs the
DTE periodically about the current conditions. For the current MSAN prototype, only one
monitoring module has been implemented that is based on RTCP feedback. Nevertheless,
the architecture allows to use other monitoring plug-ins in case that a different monitoring
mechanism is used instead of, or in addition to, RTCP. Therefore, the interface between
the monitoring module and the DTE is kept high-level, i.e., it does not include technology-
specific elements like RTCP report packets. The DTE can subscribe for the reception of
periodic status reports at the monitoring module. These status reports contain information
about the following parameters: current packet loss rate (PLR), current bit error rate (BER),
current round-trip time (RTT), and the time since the last feedback has been received.
However, not every monitoring mechanism may be able to provide all of these parameters.
RTCP, for instance, does not provide information about the bit error rate. Since the existing
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implementation comprises only an RTCP-based monitoring module, BER is not used for any
adaptation decisions in the current implementation.

The Basic DTE uses the periodic monitoring reports to apply error correction and rate
control. The implemented rate control mechanism follows the concept of TCP-friendly rate
control [HFPW03]. Based on the maximum transfer unit (MTU) of the network and the
current RTT and PLR, a TCP-friendly target data-rate for an outgoing media stream can
be calculated by means of the following formula:

rate =
1.3 ∗MTU

RTT ∗ √PLR
(4.1)

“TCP-friendly” means that the data rate of the media stream behaves similar to TCP
traffic when congestion occurs in the network, i.e., the data rate of the media stream is
reduced. Provided that the media format allows data-rate scaling (and the client allowed
a reduction of the data rate), the DTE reconfigures the filter or transcoder modules to
produce the calculated data rate. The current DTE implementation does not yet consider
the possiblity to switch to another media codec. Nevertheless, switching the codec on-the-fly
is also possible. It has been tested by manual reconfiguration of the media format, and the
performance of this adaptation process has been measured and documented in Chapter 5.1.
As shown there, the initialization of a new transcoder module is only slightly slower than
the reconfiguration of filter or transcoder modules. An enhanced DTE may also switch
automatically between different codecs if the current situation requires such an adaptation
step (and if the receiver terminal supports multiple codecs).

Furthermore, the current MSAN prototype can choose between three different error
correction mechanisms. Of course, the usage of each mechanism is only possible if the
communication peer supports the respective error correction technique as well. This has to
be determined at session setup time (how the usage of certain error-correction mechanism
can be signalled by means of SDP has been shown in Section 4.3.1). The first implemented
mechanism is generic forward error correction for RTP streams (FEC) defined in RFC2733
[RS99]. The second one uses unequal erasure protection (UXP) proposed by Liebl et al.
[LWPW05]. This error correction scheme has been described in Section 2.3.3. The third
one is the proprietary RTP-ARQ mechanism that has been described in Section 4.4.3.

An enhanced DTE was implemented, which performs joint error and rate control. Since
error correction usually generates additional traffic (either by transmitting redundant data
packets or through retransmission of missing packets), it can be counterproductive in con-
gestion situations. Therefore, the target data-rate for the filter or transcoder modules should
be adjusted according to the traffic overhead created by error control modules. This joint
decision process is depicted in Figure 4.20. When a monitoring report for the downstream
direction arrives, the DTE first determines a TCP-friendly data rate. Then it checks whether
the current PLR exceeds threshold1. If this is the case and no error correction mechanism
is used so far, then the DTE checks, which mechanisms are supported by the downstream
node (see Section 4.3.1). The DTE prefers RTP retransmission because it generates less
traffic than FEC (see Section 5.3), but RTP retransmission is only activated if the maxi-
mum tolerable delay is higher than the current RTT (please refer again to Section 4.3.1 for
a description of how this information is provided in an SDP session description). Other-
wise, retransmitted packets would arrive too late. On the other hand, if the PLR is below
threshold2 and error correction is already active, the DTE can decide to deactivate the
error correction mechanism. Threshold2 is typically a lower value than threshold1 to
avoid quickly oscillating activation and deactivation events. (Both threshold values are read
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Figure 4.20: Joint Error and Rate Control

from a configuration file at system startup time. The values used by the current proto-
type are 0.01 for threshold1 and 0.001 for threshold2). The actual target data-rate is
then adjusted depending on the currently used error correction mechanism, and the filter or
transcoder modules in use are configured with the adjusted target data-rate. The percentage
by which the original TCP-friendly data rate has to be reduced corresponds to the overhead
of the respective error-correction mechanism. However, in the current implementation, this
overhead is not determined automatically. Instead, it is determined offline (see Section 5.3).
For instance, if the FEC mechanism is chosen, the overhead is about 100%, so a value that is
half of the normal TCP-friendly data rate is used to configure the adaptation modules. The
overhead of the RTP-ARQ mechanism, on the other hand, depends on the current PLR.
Therefore, the TCP-friendly data rate is reduced by a percentage corresponding to the PLR.

4.5 Business Models

Business models for providing and selling stream-adaptation services to arbitrary customers
currently do not exist. Stream-adaptation services may be provided under different business
models by different types of service providers. Billing for stream-adaptation services may
require complex authentication and accounting mechanisms, especially if several business
entities are involved. Accounting protocols, such as DIAMETER [CLG+03a], may be ap-
plied for this purpose. This issue is briefly discussed in Section 4.6, but authentication and
accounting are not in the main focus of this thesis. The intention of the current section is
simply to give some basic ideas how the stream adaptation architecture presented in this
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thesis can be deployed in the current Internet. Convincing business models are essential for
a successful deployment strategy.

Any of the following providers may offer stream-adaptation services:

• A content service provider (such as a television broadcast provider or a VoD service
provider): Instead of offering its multimedia services using only a single stream format
(which can be decoded only by a subset of the potential customers), such a service
provider could offer media streams in multiple adapted formats, thus allowing more
customers to use the service.

• A network or telecom operator: For many years, network operators offered their cus-
tomers only bare IP connectivity, and telecom operators offered only bare telephone
services. This has changed in recent years. More and more network and telecom
operators offer their customers combined data and telephone services as well as addi-
tional services (e.g., SMS and MMS). Stream-adaptation services could be provided
as another kind of such value-added services.

• A third-party service provider (3PSP): A third party, neither related to the origi-
nal content provider nor related to a network or telecom operator, could offer bare
adaptation services.

• Private users: Peer-to-peer and file-sharing networks have enjoyed increasing popular-
ity for several years. The users in a peer-to-peer network could decide not only to share
storage and bandwidth resources, but also processing resources for the adaptation of
realtime multimedia streams.

Of course, a content provider can anyhow offer the multimedia content in different quality
levels even without using adaptation nodes. For instance, a VoD Service Provider could sim-
ply store multiple versions of the same movies in his movie database, or a television service
provider could broadcast multiple versions of his television program (see also Section 2.2.1).
But these approaches require additional storage capacities and/or additional bandwidth.
Furthermore, the number of different stream formats that a VoD service provider can store
in his database is always limited, whereas stream adaptation nodes can produce an almost
arbitrary number of different formats thus fulfilling individual requirements for each cus-
tomer. On the other hand, it should be noted that it could be a justifiable business strategy
for such a content provider not to offer multiple stream formats at all because the content
provider also wants to sell special hardware and software equipment for decoding the media
streams to his customers. Nevertheless, this latter business model is not further considered
in this thesis.

The success of any business model depends on the customer’s willingness to pay money
for the provided service. Empirical studies have shown that users tend to prefer easy charg-
ing models such as flat-rate models, but they are also willing to pay more for selective
high-quality services [Alt01]. Many researchers believe that in the near future new sophisti-
cated functions and protocols have to be designed to support innovative, flexible and efficient
accounting and billing mechanisms [KKAM04]. To allow interoperability between different
providers and network operators, a common mechanism for describing and discovering adap-
tation services is required. Conceivable business models for providing stream-adaptation
services are:
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• Free of charge: Stream adaptation enables the usage of services which would be in-
accessible otherwise. So content providers benefit of adaptation services simply by
an increased number of potential customers and may decide to offer the adaptation
service for free. Additional usage of multimedia services causes additional network
traffic. Thus network or telecom operators charging users by traffic may likewise pro-
vide stream adaptation services just for the revenue obtained by the increased network
traffic. Especially in cases where a network operator acts as well as a broadcast content
service provider, adaptation trees can be used for efficiently distributing the content
within the network without wasting bandwidth. In peer-to-peer networks, private
users may provide adaptation services for free.

• Ad-supported: The provider of a stream-adaptation service could earn money by
inserting advertisements into the adapted media stream, e.g., at the beginning of an
audio or video stream or by inserting subtitles.

• Charged by content providers: Content providers could charge their customers dif-
ferent tariffs for different multimedia formats. The content provider may allow his
customers to choose whether they want to pay more or less for higher or lower quality
media streams.

• Charged by network or telecom operators: Network or telecom operators could offer
adaptation services as an enhanced feature, charging their customers for this additional
service.

• Provided and charged by independent 3PSPs: A Third-Party Service Provider may
offer either the bare stream-adaptation services, or he may act as a service reseller and
offer a complete package of services, which may include stream-adaptation services but
other services as well (e.g., VoD, VoIP, Broadcast). In the latter case, the 3PSP could
act as a single point of contact for the customer. Only the 3PSP charges the user while
the telecom operator and a content provider charge the 3PSP for the services he has
requested from them. Such a single point of contact accomodates the user’s demand
for easy charging models, since he will not have to deal with multiple providers and
pay several bills. Alternatively, the content provider or the telecom operator may act
as the single point of contact for the user.

4.6 Security Aspects

In the previous chapters, a comprehensive architecture for multimedia-stream adaptation
services has been proposed. Such a service may interfere with several security issues. For
instance, content providers may not want to allow modifications of their multimedia content
by a third party, or they want to ensure that the content is not distributed to other clients
that have not paid for it. Furthermore, some media streams may be encrypted for privacy
reasons. Security issues are not in the focus of this thesis, and the proposed architecture
for Multimedia-Stream Adaptation Nodes has been designed for adaptation of unprotected
media streams. However, this chapter briefly discusses how the proposed architecture would
have to be enhanced to ensure protection of privacy (Section 4.6.1) and property rights
(Section 4.6.2).
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4.6.1 Privacy

A common measure for ensuring confidentiality is to apply data encryption. Some media
codecs can inherently encode encrypted media data, e.g., Secure JPEG 2000 [ISO06a] (also
known as JPSEC ). If the media format itself does not offer such a feature (which applies
to the majority of today’s media codecs), the transmission of multimedia streams can be
secured by an appropriate protocol. In the latter case, encryption can be performed at
different layers of the protocol stack. For instance, an IPsec tunnel [KA98] can be used
to encrypt the data on the network layer. The Transport Layer Security (TLS) Protocol
[DR06] is located between the transport and application layers. The Secure Realtime Trans-
port Protocol (SRTP)7 [BMN+04] provides security on the application layer. However, if
multimedia streams are encrypted, this has severe consequences for their adaptability. If an
intermediary MSAN shall be able to apply arbitrary adaptation operations to an encrypted
stream, the MSAN may have to be an end-point of the security associations (i.e., it must
be able to decrypt the incoming traffic and encrypt the outgoing traffic). On the other
hand, some adaptation operations are executable without decrypting the media streams.
In the latter case, a security association may be established between the end-terminals.
Therefore, we have to differentiate between adaptation mechanisms for encrypted data (see
Section 4.6.1) and adaptation with previous decryption (see Section 4.6.1).

A different problem may arise if not only the media data, but also the session signalling
messages or parts thereof (e.g., the bodies of SIP messages) are encrypted. The body of
a SIP INVITE message contains a description of the session parameters, e.g., information
about the supported media formats. The SIP standard allows to encrypt SIP message bodies
with a public key of the receiver terminal. In this case, a broker (i.e., a SIP proxy) that
intercepts the signalling as described in Section 4.3.2 will not be able to setup an adaptation
session. Actually, it will not even be able to determine whether an adaptation service is
required or not because it cannot compare the media formats supported by the involved
terminals. If the terminals trust the SIP proxy and just want to ensure that no other
parties (apart from the proxy) are able to decipher the content of the signalling messages, it
is also possible to establish two security associations, the first one between sender and proxy,
the second one between proxy and receiver. This can either be done with encrypted SIP
bodies or by using lower-layer protocols like IPsec or TLS. However, establishing a security
association with a SIP proxy may not be supported by the multimedia applications, or they
simply do not consider to establish a security association with the proxy instead of the other
end-system because the applications do not know that the SIP proxy wants to examine the
SIP bodies. Thus, it is not always possible to provide adaptation services transparently
for the end-systems (as described in Section 4.3.2) if these applications apply end-to-end
encryption to the session signalling. On the other hand, it is still possible for the terminals to
establish an adaptation session explicitly (as described in Section 4.3.3) via secure protocols
if the adaptation node supports these protocols. Since the current MSAN prototype does
not support any special protocols for secure data transmission, additional protocols and
cryptography modules would have to be implemented in the Session Manager component of
the MSAN architecture.

The following sections discuss only the case where encryption is applied on the transport
plane, not on the signalling plane.

7Despite its name, SRTP is not a protocol itself, but a profile for the Realtime Transport Protocol (see also
Section 2.3.2 for an explanation of the term RTP profile).
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Secure Adaptation without decryption

Some network-flow adaptation operations can be applied by an MSAN regardless of whether
the media data is encrypted or not if the encryption is performed at the application layer
(e.g., by using SRTP). For instance, a translation between IPv4 and IPv6 or between UDP
and DCCP, as described in Section 2.3, can be performed for any media stream that is
encrypted on the application layer. On the other hand, if the encryption is performed
at the network layer, such adaptation operations may not be possible without decrypting
the packets. Therefore, it seems to be in general a better choice to perform encryption
on the application layer than on lower layers if a protected stream shall be adapted on
intermediary network nodes. On the other hand, the usage of SRTP gives a potential
attacker more information since only the RTP payload is encrypted; the RTP header (which
contains information about the encoding format of the stream) and all lower-layer headers
are unprotected.

However, performing encryption on the application layer provides additional advantages.
Even a limited set of media adaptation operations (see Section 2.2) can be performed with-
out decrypting the media stream. Whereas transcoding operations can only be applied
to unencrypted data, filter operations may be applied to encrypted media streams as well.
Some researchers claim in their publications that transcoding of encrypted media is also pos-
sible (e.g., Wee and Apostolopoulos [WA01]). Yet, the adaptation technique described by
Wee and Apostolopoulos is not transcoding as defined in this thesis, but filtering of scalable
media streams. In [Apo04], Apostolopoulos claims that it is even possible to transcode non-
scalable encrypted media streams without decryption. However, the technique described
in this work is simple frame dropping, not transcoding. The term “transcoding” is never
used with such an extended meaning in the literature, except in publications of Wee and
Apostolopoulos.

Nevertheless, the techniques described by Wee and Apostolopoulos are still quite inter-
esting. The basic idea of secure scalable encoding and adaptation is to encrypt different
parts of the data (e.g., different layers of a scalable codec or portions of an FGS-encoded
frame) independently from each other, so that each part can be decrypted even if the other
parts are not available8. By attaching unencrypted metadata, it is possible to provide an
adaptation node with all the information that is necessary to perform intelligent filter op-
erations on the encrypted data. Wee et al. describe an adaptation mechanism for JPSEC
(Secure JPEG 2000) [WA01], a codec that inherently provides the possibility to embed the
(unencrypted) metadata directly in the JPSEC bitstream. Therefore, no special protection
mechanism on the protocol level is required. A similar technique is described by Reiher et
al. [RES01]. This proposal does not depend on a specific media codec. However, Reiher et
al. do not specify how the descriptive metadata can be transmitted from the sender to an
adaptation node.

As described in Section 4.2.3, the MPEG-21 DIA tools generic Bitstream Syntax De-
scription and Adaptation QoS Description can be used to describe the structure of scalable
media streams and appropriate adaptation operations. Whether the media data is encrypted
or not, does not matter, as long as the gBSD and AQD are unencrypted and the data is
packetized in such a way that after performing an adaptation operation, the adapted stream
can still be decrypted (i.e., different layers are encrypted independently). This mechanism
can be applied to media streams of any scalable media format. Although JPSEC provides

8This approach can also be combined with Receiver-Driven Layered Multicast (RLM). However, the draw-
backs of RLM have already been discussed in Section 2.2.1.
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its own mechanism to attach metadata, the gBSD-based approach can of course also be
applied to JPSEC or similar media formats.

Requirements for the MSAN implementation

Some adaptation operations on encrypted streams can be performed without any modifi-
cations of the existing MSAN architecture. To be more specific, the implemented MSAN
prototype is already able to adapt a stream if the following conditions hold true:

• Scalable media streams are encrypted on the application layer, in such a way that
different media layers can be decrypted independently.

• No additional encryption is performed on lower layers of the protocol stack.

• RTP is used for the data transmission.

• Unencrypted gBSD and unencrypted AQD are available for the streams.

• Only gBSD-based filter operations are required.

To support codec-specific adaptation (i.e., without the usage of MPEG-21 DIA tools) of
JPSEC media streams is also very easy. Since the filter modules for the Media Manager
component are anyhow designed as plug-ins (see Section 4.2.3), it is only necessary to
implement a specific filter plug-in for the JPSEC codec. This filter may apply the adaptation
method proposed by Wee and Apostolopoulos [WA01]. Furthermore, it would be necessary
to implement an RTP packetizer module for the JPSEC codec. However, the latter is
a general requirement for every new codec that shall be supported by a concrete MSAN
implementation.

SRTP requires to encrypt the payload of an RTP packet on the whole. It is not possible
to encrypt specific parts independently or leave some parts unencrypted. Therefore, our
proposed payload format for the transportation of media data and gBSD together in a single
RTP packet [FWGLS05] in combination with the SRTP profile would not allow to transport
unencrypted gBSDs. Several solutions are conceivable for this problem. The encryption
may be applied above the RTP layer, not using SRTP. Furthermore, an extended SRTP
profile could be defined which allows to encrypt specific parts of the RTP payload and to
leave some parts unencrypted. Alternatively, the gBSD could be transmitted in a separate
(unencrypted) RTP stream or through other protocols. In any case, a new transport stack
plug-in (see Section 4.2.3) for the Media Manager component of the MSAN architecture
must be implemented, which supports the new profile.

Adaptation of application-layer error correction mechanisms (see Section 2.3.3) has to be
considered separately. Some error correction mechanisms (e.g., RTP retransmission) can be
applied to RTP and SRTP streams alike. However, other error corrections mechanisms may
be affected if SRTP is used for the data transmission instead of RTP. For instance, according
to the SRTP specification, application-layer forward error correction mechanisms shall, by
default, be applied prior to SRTP processing on the sender side, and SRTP processing shall
be performed prior to FEC processing on the receiver side. On the other hand, some FEC
mechanisms (e.g., a simple XOR scheme as described in RFC 2733 [RS99]) could also be
performed after SRTP processing without any security risks. Reversing this recommended
processing order would allow to change (or add) FEC mechanisms at an MSAN without
decrypting the stream. Actually, the SRTP specification allows a reversal of the default
processing order, but it requires that such a reversal must be explicitly signalled out of band.
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However, the SRTP specification does not define by which means this out-of-band signalling
shall be performed. Thus, it would be necessary to develop such a signalling mechanism
(e.g., a new option for SDP or SDPng++) and to implement this signalling mechanism in
the Session Manager component of the MSAN architecture. A reversal of these processing
steps is not always possible. For instance, Unequal Erasure Protection [LWPW05] cannot
be applied to an already encrypted media stream, since this error correction scheme requires
knowledge about the importance of data segments. After encryption, this knowledge may
no longer be available. Therefore, the question whether adaptation of application-layer error
correction mechanisms can be done on an adaptation node without decrypting the media
stream or not depends heavily on which error correction mechanism shall be used and on
the layer at which the encryption is performed.

Secure Adaptation with decryption

Some adaptation operations (e.g., transcoding) can only be applied to encrypted streams if
the MSAN can decrypt (and re-encrypt) the streams. There exists a multitude of possibilities
how the encryption and decryption keys can be obtained by an MSAN. However, the concrete
key-exchange procedure depends on several factors:

• Encryption can be performed at many different protocol layers (see previous section).

• Public key crypthography or symmetric key cryptography can be used.

• There may exist separate security associations between sender and MSAN and between
MSAN and receiver. This is always the case if secure protocols of the transport layer
or below are used for the data transmission. Otherwise, the end-terminals and the
MSAN can (but do not have to) establish a common security association, i.e., they all
share a common secret key.

• Either the same key is used for all media streams between a certain data source and
an MSAN, or new session keys are used for each media stream.

If keys never change, the distribution of the keys can be done offline. For instance, the
keys may already be built into the software of video servers, video players and MSANs. In
other cases, it is necessary to perform a secure key exchange before an adaptation session
can be established. Furthermore, a mutual authentication procedure or a public key infras-
tructure may be required to guarantee the integrity of secret session keys and public keys.
A comprehensive framework for mutual authentication and secure exchange of session keys
between network entities, service providers, and users is being developed in the Daidalos
project [OSL+05]. This mechanism is based on a combination of PANA [FOP+06] (Protocol
for Carrying Authentication for Network Access) and DIAMETER [CLG+03b] (a protocol
framework for authentication, authorization and accounting). However, the MSAN proto-
type that is already integrated in the Daidalos architecture has not yet been provided with
the modules that are required for authentication and key exchange. Thus, the MSAN in the
Daidalos infrastructure can only process unencrypted streams so far.

Requirements for the MSAN implementation

The following enhancements of the MSAN implementation are required to let the MSAN
decrypt and re-encrypt media streams. A new Security Manager component has to be im-
plemented. The MSAN-internal message flows have to be enhanced to allow the required
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interaction with the new Security Manager. Therefore, only the Stream Adaptation Co-
ordinator component has to be modified (see Section 4.2.1). The Security Manager must
implement the protocol(s) used for authentication and key exchange. Furthermore, some
modules inside the Media Manager component must implement the decryption and encryp-
tion algorithms. Since it is possible to encrypt a media stream at different software layers,
decryption and encryption algorithms may have to be implemented on multiple layers of the
protocol stack or on the codec layer, depending on which alternatives shall be supported.
These alternatives should also be specified in the MSAN service description. Therefore, the
developed service description model (see Chapter 6) has to be extended.

4.6.2 Property Rights

The previous section has focused on confidentiality aspects. Another important issue is
the protection of property rights. A content provider may not want to permit arbitrary
modifications of his media content, and he probably wants to ensure that the data is not
consumed by third parties that have not paid for it. Several proprietary solutions for digital
rights management have been developed in recent years. However, the Moving Pictures
Expert Group currently tries to establish a standardised format for the secure distribution
of protected content, MPEG-21 Part 4: Intellectual Property Management and Protection
Components (IPMP) [ISO06b]. Furthermore, MPEG defined a standard format for the
definition of digital rights, MPEG-21 Part 5: Rights Expression Language (REL) [ISO04a].

The IPMP tool allows to combine encrypted and unencrypted parts of a digital item
(a media resource and related metadata like gBSD) along with information about the en-
cryption method. This way, it is possible to restrict the adaptation operations that can be
applied to a certain digital item. For instance, a digital item may contain three compo-
nents: the actual media resource (e.g., a video stream), a gBSD of the media resource that
allows an MSAN to reduce the bit rate of the stream, and a second gBSD that allows an
MSAN to remove advertisements from the stream. In this scenario, the media resource and
the second gBSD may be encrypted with different keys whereas the first gBSD may not be
encrypted. Furthermore, we assume that the bit rate reduction can be performed without
decrypting the media resource (see Section 4.6.1). Thus, everybody can adapt the bit rate
of the stream, but a malicious user that does not know the decryption keys for the media
resource will not be able to access the actual video data. He would also not be able to
remove the advertisements from the stream because he does not have access to the second
gBSD. The content provider may charge an extra fee for the key that enables access to this
second gBSD.

The REL allows to define in detail which operations can legally be applied to a digital
item. Furthermore, the owner of a digital item can authorize other users to define new rights
for a third party. Thus, it is possible for an intermediary entity (e.g., an MSAN) to act
as a re-seller of a (possibly adapted) media stream that originates from a streaming server
owned by a different company. The REL standard provides a framework for defining the re-
lationship between resources, Users9, operations and conditions under which the operations
may be performed. However, the REL standard does not define the operations themselves.
A list of concrete types of operations (e.g., playing, printing, adapting, copying) is defined
in another MPEG standard, MPEG-21 Part 6: Rights Data Dictionary (RDD) [ISO04b].
However, it turned out that the operations defined in the RDD standard are not sufficient

9According to the MPEG-21 terminology, end users and service providers are both denoted as Users (written
with an upper-case “U”).
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to describe fine-grained adaptation operations. Therefore, an amendment to the MPEG-21
DIA standard has been released recently, which extends the Rights Data Dictionary by ad-
ditional terms related to adaptation operations [ISO06c]. Using this enhanced dictionary,
it is possible to specify, for instance, that a certain User is allowed to reduce the resolution
of a video stream, but only up to a certain minimum resolution, whereas a reduction of the
colour depth of the video frames is not allowed at all.

Requirements for the MSAN implementation

Several extensions would be necessary to add the above described functionality to the exist-
ing MSAN prototpye. The current implementation neither supports the MPEG-21 IPMP
tool, nor does it process rights expressions formulated by means of the MPEG-21 REL.
A possible approach would be to enhance the SDPng++ schema. As described in Sec-
tion 4.2.2, SDPng++ allows already to include MPEG-21 DIA descriptions. An enhanced
schema may also allow to include additional metadata like rights expressions. To support
the new schema, the Session Manager component of the MSAN architecture has to be mod-
ified. Furthermore, a new Digital Rights Manager should be added which is informed by
the Stream Adaptation Coordinator whenever a new adaptation operation is requested. It
then determines whether the requested operation is authorized.

4.7 Summary

In this chapter, the architecture of a generic multimedia-stream adaptation service has been
presented, which supports a large number of different adaptation operations, including me-
dia adaptation and network-flow adaptation methods. The generic architecture allows to
support a great variety of different application scenarios and allows to enhance the func-
tionality of the Multimedia-Stream Adaptation Nodes very easily without changing the
already existing software components. Support for new protocols, new media formats and
new adaptation operations can be added by implementing additional MSAN plug-ins. This
extensibility of the functionality is not found in other media gateway architectures. In
contrast to the MSAN architecture, a majority of today’s media-gateway products do not
support video adaptation. However, this will change in the near future. A broad range of
media gateways that support also video transcoding will presumably be available in 2007
(see Section 3.2).

The MSAN architecture also contains gBSD-based filter modules which allow to adapt
arbitrary media streams even without knowing the encoding format of the streams. Instead,
this kind of filter only has to understand the gBSD and AQD schemas. Nevertheless, a
drawback of the gBSD-based adaptation technique is that the gBSD and AQD must be
available for each data source that shall be adapted. Many already existing audio and video
databases do not contain such metadata, and the efforts for generating gBSDs for all existing
data sources would be high. However, according to the visions propagated by MPEG-21 and
UMA communities, future media databases shall always store such metadata in addition to
the media content to enable personalized and adaptive services.

Another feature not found in many existing media gateways is the possibility to change
adaptation parameters according to the current conditions of terminals and networks. A
decision-taking engine inside the MSAN’s Media Manager evaluates monitoring information
and usage environment descriptions (if available) to find and apply the optimal adaptation
parameters at any time.
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Moreover, signalling procedures have been introduced in this chapter for requesting adap-
tation services from an MSAN. This can either be done directly by an end-terminal or by a
broker which intercepts the session control signalling between the terminals and involves the
MSAN in the streaming session transparently for the terminals. This way, even terminals
that are totally unaware of the existence of such adaptation services can benefit from the
MSAN services.

Security issues are not in the focus of this thesis. However, this chapter has briefly dis-
cussed the required enhancements for the proposed MSAN architecture to ensure protection
of privacy and property rights. We have seen that several types of operations can already
be applied to encrypted media streams without any modifications of the existing architec-
ture. Some of these operations can be performed without special support from the data
source (e.g., protocol translation). Filtering of scalable media streams, on the other hand,
can only be applied to encrypted streams (without decrypting the streams on the MSAN)
if the data source has encrypted the different media layers (or dedicated portions of FGS-
encoded data) in such a way that they can be decrypted (by the receiving end-terminal)
independently from each other. Other operations (e.g., transcoding) can only be performed
if the MSAN is allowed to acquire the decryption keys. The necessary enhancements of
the MSAN architecture were briefly discussed. More enhancements would be required to
support property rights management (e.g., based on the MPEG-21 IPMP and MPEG-21
REL standards). Providing adaptation services for end-systems that are not aware of the
existence of such a service is probably not possible if the end-systems establish an end-to-end
security association for the session signalling messages because this prevents an intermediary
broker from analysing the supported media formats and detecting incompatibilities.





Chapter 5

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this chapter, the performance of the MSAN is evaluated. Special focus lies on the com-
parison of MPEG-21-DIA-supported adaptation techniques and conventional adaptation
methods. Furthermore, the MSAN performance is compared with the performance of exist-
ing media gateways. Section 5.1 presents performance measurements regarding processing
time and scalability of the services offered by a single MSAN. Section 5.2 inspects the perfor-
mance gains that can be achieved by using special transcoding hardware instead of software
codecs. In Section 5.3, several application-layer error correction mechanisms offered by the
MSAN are evaluated.

Enhanced rate-control mechanisms that have been integrated into the MSAN’s Decision-
Taking Engine have also been evaluated and published [SSHK06].

5.1 Processing Time and Scalability

The purpose of the following performance measurements is twofold. For fulfilling the re-
quirements of realtime applications like VoIP, end-to-end latency and jitter must be kept
low. If media streams shall be adapted on an MSAN inside the network, it is important to
know the additional delay that is caused by introducing the MSAN in the transmission path
of a media stream. Whereas the additional signal-propagation and routing delay depends on
the physical location of the involved network nodes and on the traffic load and is therefore
variable, the processing time for adaptation operations inside the MSAN can be measured.

Furthermore, the scalability of the adaptation service is inspected. An MSAN should be
able to adapt multiple streams in parallel for being profitable. The following measurements
demonstrate that the required processing resources increase linearily with the number of
parallel adaptation sessions. The measurements also demonstrate the performance gains
that can be achieved if the MSAN software is executed on multi-processor or multi-core
processor systems which have rapidly been proliferating on the PC market since the second
half of 2005. Part of the measurements presented in this section have also been published
in [SHFW06].

5.1.1 Test Environment

The MSAN software was tested on two different platforms. Test system 1 (TS1) was con-
figured as follows:

• CPU: Pentium-4 with 1,8 MHz clock rate

• Memory: 1 GB RAM

• Network interface: 100 Mb/s Fast Ethernet

• Operating system: Windows 2000 Professional
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Test system 2 (TS2) was equipped with:

• CPU: Athlon-64 X2 Dual-Core 3800+

• Memory: 1 GB RAM

• Network interface: 100 Mb/s Fast Ethernet

• Operating system: Windows XP Home Edition

Both operating systems support dual-core processors. A proprietary terminal software was
used for sending and receiving the media streams. Since only the processing time for the
RTP streams inside the MSAN Media Manager is evaluated, the network structure and the
location of terminals and MSAN in the testbed is not important. For simplicity, sender
terminal, receiver terminal, and MSAN were all placed in a local area network segment
(Fast Ethernet).

5.1.2 Measurement Results

The following diagrams depict the processing time (measured in microseconds) per au-
dio/video frame. For each test sequence, a separate diagram shows four measurements: two
curves depict the processing time for a single media stream on TS1 and TS2, respectively.
The third and fourth curve show the total processing time for concurrent adaptation of mul-
tiple media streams on TS1 and TS2, respectively. Each stream is processed by a separate
Out-Channel, so the number of Out-Channel threads corresponds to the number of streams
that are processed in parallel. In all four cases, the same adaptation operations are applied
to each media stream, and in each test sequence, the adaptation parameters are changed
over time as depicted in the respective diagram. For better readability of the diagrams, each
point t′i on the curves depicts the moving average over 10 measurements tk of the processing
time per frame, i.e., t′i = (

∑i+9
k=i tk)/10. Each of the four curves has been measured sepa-

rately, otherwise no sensible conclusion about the scalability could be drawn. Furthermore,
the switching between parameter sets has been initiated manually by a human user. As a
consequence, the point in time when the adaptation parameters are changed differs slightly
in the four measurement sequences, so some curves in the same diagram may rise or fall a
little bit later than others (depending on the accuracy of the switching times chosen by the
human user).

Note also that the measurements include only the processing time inside the Out-
Channels. For determining the total delay that is added to the end-to-end latency, we
have to add the time required for receiving and sending the data through the MSAN’s net-
work interface and the time for which the incoming data is stored inside the In-Channel’s
jitter buffer. The time needed for receiving and sending a frame can be roughly calculated
for media streams with constant bit rate (for streams with variable bit rate, we can only
calculate an average value). For instance, let us assume that the MSAN receives or sends an
audio stream of 64 kb/s (not including header overhead). Furthermore, the MSAN shall be
connected to the network through a 100 Mb/s network interface, and the maximum trans-
fer unit (MTU) shall be 1500 Byte (12000 bit). An audio frame of 20 milliseconds length
contains 64000b/s

50frames/s = 1280b/frame. Thus, a single frame will easily fit into the MTU1.

1For some media formats it makes sense to segment a frame into several packets even if it would fit into a
single packet, e.g., for the purpose of facilitating filter operations for scalable streams. In this case, the
header overhead multiplies.
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The overhead is 96 bit for the RTP header, 64 bit for the UDP header, and 320 bit for
the IP header. The link-layer overhead depends on the concrete network technology; let
us assume that header and trailer of the link-layer frames have a total length of 208 bit
(which corresponds to the overhead in an Ethernet frame). Thus, the total size of a packet
is 1280b + 208b + 320b + 64b + 96b = 1968b. Sending or receiving a packet of this size takes

1968b
100Mb/s = 19.68µs. Usually, it will be a bit more than that because the medium access con-
trol layer may cause additional delays (e.g., because certain inter-frame spaces or additional
control messages may be required for the transmission of a link-layer data frame). However,
this additional overhead depends on the concrete network technology.

The time for which the incoming data packets are stored in the jitter buffer is variable.
Setting it to zero may result in data loss if the network jitter is more than zero and temporal
dependencies between consecutive frames exist. This is typically the case for compressed
video streams. A transcoder must process the frames in a specific temporal order, which
is not necessarily the display order of the frames (see also Section 2.2.2). Furthermore, if
an error correction mechanism like RTP-ARQ is used (see Section 4.4.3), incomplete frames
must be buffered until the data source had a chance to answer retransmit requests. So we
usually have to set the length of the jitter buffer to a value above the currently monitored
network jitter. An additional delay can be caused by video transcoding operations if the
video format of the outgoing stream makes use of bidirectionally predicted frames and the
transcoder wants to create a frame sequence with different frame types than used in the
input stream (see also Sections 2.2.2 and 6.2.4). Filter operations for video streams, on the
other hand, do not create such an additional delay.

Test sequence 1: Codec-specific audio filter

In the first test sequence, the performance of a proprietary codec-specific media filter for
MPEG-4 BSAC audio streams (Bit-Sliced Arithmetic Coding) is evaluated (see Figure 5.1).
BSAC is based on the MPEG-4 AAC codec (Advanced Audio Coding). Only the com-
pression step in which the quantized spectral coefficents are encoded differs from the normal
AAC processing. BSAC uses arithmetic coding in a way that the coefficients are represented
in a sliced form. Thus, the bit rate can be adapted by removing some of the slices. Since this
filter is implemented without using gBSD metadata, the filter has to parse the audio frames,
find the boundaries of the slices, and cut off a certain number of slices for reducing the bit
rate of the stream. The original stream has a data rate of 64 kb/s. The test sequence has a
length of 45 seconds. During the first 15 seconds, the stream is not modified by the MSAN.
During the next 15 seconds, the media filter reduces the data rate of the audio stream to 32
kb/s. During the third period, the data rate is reduced to 16 kb/s. The switching instances
for the measurement with one audio stream on TS1 correspond to Frame 467 and Frame
974 (indicated by the dashed vertical lines2). As already explained, the switching of filter
settings was initiated manually by a human user, so the exact switching instant is slightly
different for each of the four measurements shown in the diagram.

The average processing time for a single audio frame (40 ms of audio data) is quite low
(290 µs on TS1 and 175 µs on TS2). Since the filter operation is quite simple, there is
no visible difference (in processing time) during the first period, where no adaptation is
performed, when compared to the second and third period. We can also see that each time
the filter settings are changed, a short peek occurs which is due to the fact that the filter

2Dashed vertical lines are also used in the diagrams for the test sequences 2–5 to indicate the switching
instance for the measurement with one stream on TS1.
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Figure 5.1: Media Filter for MPEG-4 BSAC Audio

has to be re-initialised. A few additional peeks occur randomly, which are probably caused
by interrupt routines executed by the operating system. Moreover, Figure 5.1 shows that
the audio filter has good scalability properties. The processing time is linearly increasing
with the number of Out-Channels. For instance, filtering ten audio streams requires 2.8
milliseconds total processing time on TS1, which is about ten times more than the processing
time per audio frame for a single stream on TS1. On TS2, processing ten audio streams
concurrently requires about 950 µs, which is 5.5 times the processing time for a single audio
stream. The performance gain achieved by using a dual-core processor is 10/5.5− 1 = 81%.
This performance gain is less than 100 percent, because the total processing time inside the
MSAN is not only determined by the CPU, but also by other hardware components, such
as main memory and PCI bus, which have to be shared between the processor cores. The
performance gain is therefore higher for more CPU-intensive processes.

Just for the purpose of demonstrating the behaviour of the MSAN when very high
numbers of adaptation sessions are executed in parallel, Figure 5.2 shows an additional
measurement with 200 active Out-Channels on TS2. This is already close to the maximum
number of concurrent adaptation sessions that can be executed in realtime on TS2. The
average total processing time per frame is now about 20 ms, which is 114 times the processing
time per audio frame for a single stream on TS2. Assuming that a single-core system would
require 200 times the processing time for a single stream, the performance gain through the
dual-core technologie is 200/114− 1 = 75%. In Figure 5.2, a relatively long and high peek
occurs when the filter is activated (Frame 999) because this is done for 200 sessions at the
same time. In a real-life scenario, it is very unlikely that this happens for all adaptation
sessions at the same instant. Furthermore, we can see that the peek is not always so large.
At the transition from period two to period three (Frame 2161), only a much lower and
shorter peak occurs. Figure 5.2 also shows that starting and stopping the 200 Out-Channels
takes some time. This is visible from the slow increase of the total processing time between
frame 1 (sent by the first active Out-Channel) and frame 350 (when finally all Out-Channels
have been started) and from the slow decrease of the curve between frame 2900 (when the
first Out-Channel is terminated) and frame 3300 (when the last Out-Channel is terminated).
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Figure 5.2: Media Filter for MPEG-4 BSAC Audio (2)

Again, it is quite unlikely that so many sessions shall be started or stopped at exactly the
same instant in a real-life scenario.

Test sequence 2: gBSD-based audio filter

In the second test sequence, the same audio stream is adapted as in Test Sequence 1.
Also, the same target format is produced as in the previous test, i.e., no adaptation is
performed during the first period (frames 1–471), then the data rate is reduced to 32 kb/s
(frames 472–947) and to 16 kb/s (frames 948–1400). The difference compared to the first
test sequence is that this time a generic MPEG-21 DIA adaptation engine performs the
adaptation operation using gBSD metadata. The gBSD describes the audio stream and
enables adaptation without knowing the exact media format of the stream (see Section 4.2.3).
The results of this second test sequence are depicted in Figure 5.3. It is not possible to filter
more than three streams in realtime on TS1 because of the high CPU requirements of the
gBSD transformation engine. Therefore, we cannot directly compare the processing times
for ten concurrent sessions on TS1 and TS2 in this test sequence.

The processing time needed by the gBSD-based adaptation engine is obviously much
higher than the processing time needed by the codec-specific filter used in Test Sequence 1.
Actually, most of the processing time is consumed by the description transformation engine
(the module which parses the gBSD and performs an XSL transformation to create the
new gBSD of the adapted stream). The media transformation engine, on the other hand,
requires only very few CPU resources. This is illustrated in Figure 5.4, which depicts
the percentage of the processing time required for the individual processing steps: XSL
transformation, media transformation, and reassembly of the media frames. As shown in this
diagram, the XSL tranformation requires 85% of the total processing time. Furthermore, an
obvious weakness of the current implementation is that the processing of the gBSD metadata
(including XSL transformation) is performed even when no filtering is necessary at all (i.e.,
even during the first period depicted in the diagram). In this case, input and output of the
XSL transformation process are identical, so the transformation process is totally useless.
A future version of this implementation may be enhanced with a fast test at the beginning
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Figure 5.3: gBSD-based Media Filter
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of the filter operation to determine whether filtering is necessary at all, thus reducing the
processing time during periods where no adaptation is required.

Moreover, Figure 5.3 shows the performance gain achieved by using a dual-core CPU.
Whereas filtering a single stream on TS2 requires about 6.5 ms per frame, the total pro-
cessing time for ten parallel streams is only about 24 ms, which is 3.7 times the processing
time for a single stream on TS2. The processing time for three streams on TS1 (also about
24 ms) is exactly three times more than the processing time for a single adaptation ses-
sion on TS1 (about 8 ms). Assuming that a single-core system with enough processing
power would require ten times the processing time for a single stream, a performance gain
of 10/3.7 − 1 = 170% is achieved. The fact that this performance gain exceeds 100%, or,
in other words, the fact that processing ten streams on TS2 requires less than five times
the processing time for one stream can have two reasons. It is possible that processing
resources are more efficiently used by multiple threads than by a single thread if the CPU
is often blocked because it has to wait for I/O operations to finish. This effect can also
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improve the performance on systems with a single-core processor. Actually, the examined
stream adaptation processes do not require I/O operations except reading from and writing
to the virtual memory (as stated earlier, receiving and sending the data packets through the
network interface is not included in the measurements). A second reason for the improved
performance on TS2 may be caching effects that occur only on a multi-core system. The
activities of one processor core may lead to a higher cache hit ratio on the other core. The
Athlon X2 uses the MOESI cache coherency protocol [SS86] which allows a processor core
to access modifications of shared data in the other core’s level two cache without accessing
the main memory. So if one core needs to access the same data that the other core has just
loaded into its processor cache, this can be done faster than in the case where no other core
is active at the same time. The hard-disk cache may be another source of the improved
performance. Actually, repeated measurements showed that 20 times more page faults oc-
cured within a fixed time interval when applying the gBSD-based adaptation method as
compared to non-gBSD-based adaptation (regardless of whether only one or several streams
were processed). The number of page faults was measured by means of the Taskmanager
tool that is part of the Windows operating system. However, the reason for this increased
number of page faults is not totally clear as the total amount of memory consumed by the
MSAN process was still far below the 1 GB RAM installed on TS2.

Of course, the observed positive caching effects will only occur if both processor cores
really need to access the same data at the same time. In a slightly modified test sequence,
each Out-Channel removed a different number of enhancement layers from the BSAC audio
stream (but the input data was still the same for all OutChannels, i.e., all OutChannels were
connected to the same InChannel and processing the same audio stream). No significant
difference could be observed in this modified test sequence; the same caching effects occured
as in the case where all OutChannels performed exactly the same operation. Actually, this
latter test sequence is not an unrealistic scenario because the MSAN will indeed create
several Out-Channels which operate on the same media stream if a point-to-multipoint
session for heterogeneous receivers shall be created by the MSAN. To find out whether this
unusual performance gain is indeed caused by such a caching effect, we have to examine how
fast the individual Out-Channels adapt an audio frame. Figure 5.5 depicts exemplarily for
five frames the times until each Out-Channel has finished processing a frame (on TS2, with
ten parallel adaptation sessions). As we see here, the time until the fastest Out-Channel
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has finished the processing is about 5 ms, which is far less than the processing time that is
needed when only a single Out-Channel is active (6.5 ms). Figure 5.6 depicts the average
time until the very first Out-Channel has finished the adaptation operation for different
numbers of concurrent adaptation sessions. As we have already seen in Figure 5.3, the
processing time for a single adaptation session is about 6.5 ms. When two, three or four
adaptation sessions are executed in parallel, the average time until the first Out-Channel has
finished the operation increases (which is not unusual). If five or more adaptation sessions
are executed in parallel, we can see that a single stream is adapted faster than in the case
where only a single Out-Channel is active. With six, eight or ten concurrent adaptation
sessions, the processing time per Out-Channel decreases further. This behaviour can only
be caused by caching effects as described above.

Test sequence 3: Audio transcoding

In a third test sequence, the performance of audio transcoding is studied. Here, the MSAN
receives an audio stream encoded with linear pulse code modulation (PCM) at 44.1 kHz,
16 bit per sample, stereo quality. During the first measurement period (frames 1–374), no
adaptation is performed. During the second period (frames 375–750), a simple reduction
of the sampling rate and the quantization resolution is performed. Then we transcode
the stream into G.711 (frames 751–1127), GSM 6.1 (frames 1128–1544) and MP3 format
(frames 1545–1950), respectively. The required processing time per audio frame is depicted
in Figure 5.7. Notice that the processing time in the second and third period is even lower
than the processing time in the first period, during which no adaptation is performed. This
is due to the fact, that the total size of the audio data is reduced when reducing the sampling
rate, so subsequent operations on the smaller amount of data can be performed faster.

An interesting observation is that the transcoding time for all target formats is lower
than the processing time needed by the MPEG-21 DIA filter that was examined in Test
Sequence 2. This is a bit disappointing, since one of the original goals of MPEG-21 DIA
was to achieve very fast adaptation through simple and efficient editing-style operations
[ISO04c]. However, it can be expected that a higher benefit can be achieved when video
scaling based on MPEG-21 DIA is applied, since video compression often requires a lot
more CPU resources (especially when the video frames have a large spatial resolution) than
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Figure 5.7: Audio Transcoding

audio compression whereas the processing resources required by the gBSD-based adaptation
engine do not depend on the media type.

Regarding scalability of the transcoding operations, we can see that the processing time
is again linearly increasing with the number of audio streams. For instance, during the
fourth period when transcoding to GSM 6.1 is applied, the processing time for a single
stream is about 800 µs on TS1 and about 450 µs on TS2. Transcoding ten audio streams
into the GSM 6.1 format requires about 7.5 ms (9.5 times more) processing time on TS1
and about 2.5 ms (5.5 times more) on TS2. A performance gain of 9.5/5.5 − 1 = 72% is
achieved through the dual-core technology.

Test sequence 4: Codec-specific video filter

In a fourth test sequence, the performance of a media filter for WaveVideo streams [KNS01]
is evaluated. This filter is again a codec-dependent filter not using MPEG-21 DIA mecha-
nisms. The results of this test sequence are depicted in Figure 5.8. Again, no adaptation
is performed during the first period of the test sequence (frames 1–217). During the second
period (frames 218–449), the chrominance information is removed from the video stream
(greyscale filter), and during the third period (frames 450–675) the data rate (originally
more than 1 Mb/s) is reduced to 200 kb/s by combining an SNR filter and a temporal
resolution filter in a so-called bandwidth filter.

As in Test Sequence 1, the filter itself does not require noteworthy processing resources.
Simply forwarding the stream requires about 1 ms per frame (because of the high data rate),
but when adaptation is actually switched on, the processing time does not increase. Instead,
it decreases because of the reduced amount of data, as we have also seen in Test Sequence 3.
Again, the total processing time is increasing linearily with the number of parallel sessions.
For instance, during the second period when applying the greyscale filter, the processing
time for a single stream on TS1 is about 1.25 ms on TS1 and about 1 ms on TS2. Filtering
ten video streams in parallel requires about 14 ms (11 times more) processing time on
TS1 and about 8 ms (8 times more) on TS2. The performance gain through the dual-core
technology is 11/8−1 = 38%. This performance gain is exceptionally low because these filter
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Figure 5.8: Media Filter for WaveVideo

operations require very few CPU resources, whereas copy operations (on which the dual-core
technology has no influence) are a predominant factor in this adaptation process. Since the
amount of data is much higher than, for instance, in Test Sequence 1, the influence of these
copy operations is higher as well, thus reducing the performance gain over the single-core
system.

Test sequence 5: Video transcoding

Video transcoding is by far the most CPU-demanding adaptation process. The current
MSAN implementation uses only simple spatial domain cascaded video transcoders (see
Section 2.2.2), which decode the compressed video data completely and re-encode the un-
compressed data with the target format. Figure 5.9 depicts only the processing time for a
single video stream on TS2. The video sequence is encoded with the WaveVideo codec at
20 fps, frame size CIF (Common Intermediate Format = 352× 288 pixel). On the MSAN,
the stream is transcoded into MPEG-4 format using the XVID video codec (frames 105–
228). A maximum of two such streams can be transcoded in parallel on TS2. TS1 does
not have enough processing power for transcoding multiple video streams concurrently and
in realtime. Even when transcoding one stream, TS1 does not match the frame rate of 20
fps. The processing time per video frame is about 50 milliseconds per frame on TS2. When
using the smaller QCIF format (Quarter CIF = 176× 144 pixel), it is possible to transcode
up to five streams in realtime on TS2 and up to two streams on TS1.

As described in Section 2.2.2, performance gains can be achieved by using an optimized
video transcoder instead of the cascaded video transcoder that is used by the current MSAN
prototype. Sun et al. [SCC05] state that highly optimized video transcoders can achieve
70% faster adaptation than a cascaded video transcoder, at the cost of reduced SNR. Nev-
ertheless, even a transcoder that is able to perform the adaptation 70% faster can support
only a small number of parallel video transcoding sessions.
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Figure 5.9: Video Transcoding

5.1.3 Comparison with Commercial Products

Commercial products available today offer limited adaptation capabilities. They usually
offer transcoding services only for audio streams, not for video, and they do not offer filter
services for scalable media streams. The latter fact is a bit surprising since media filtering is
a relatively simple technique. One reason may be that although scalable media codecs have
been around for a couple of years, video content encoded with scalable formats is not very
widespread yet. A huge amount of existing video content is encoded with MPEG-2 Main
Profile and MPEG-4 Advanced Simple Profile, which both are not scalable.

A commercial product capable of audio transcoding is Cisco’s High-Density Digital
Voice/Fax Network Module (HDVNM) which can be integrated in a Cisco Multiservice
Access Router [Cis05]. Each HDVNM can be equipped with up to four Packet Voice/Fax
DSP Modules (PVDMs), which offer audio transcoding functionality. Transcoding is pos-
sible from the G.711 audio format into the formats G.711, G.729, or GSM (or vice versa).
Another commercial product is the Avaya G700 Media Gateway [Ava06], which supports
the audio codecs G.711, G.723, and G.729. A comparison between these products and the
MSAN is summarized in Table 5.1. The numbers for the HDVNM and G700 were taken
from [Cis05] and [Ava06], respectively. As shown in the table, the current MSAN prototype
does not support G.723 and G.729, but support for these codecs can of course be added by
implementing respective transcoder plug-ins. The commercial products, on the other hand,
cannot be upgraded with new software.

HDVNM G700 MSAN (TS2)
G.711 – G.711 256 64 250
G.711 – MP3 – – 15
G.711 – GSM 32 – 100
G.711 – G.723 – 32 –
G.711 – G.729 32 32 –

Table 5.1: Comparison with Commercial Products
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A single PVDM can support up to 64 G.711-to-G.711 adaptations sessions or up to eight
G.711-to-GSM sessions. Thus, an HDVNM equipped with four PVDM modules supports
up to 256 G.711-to-G.711 transcoding session or up to 32 G.711-to-GSM sessions. The
MSAN performs comparatively well on both examined test systems. The maximum number
of G.711-to-GSM transcoding sessions on TS2 is 100, on TS1 it is 50. The MSAN supports
about the same number of G.711-to-G.711 transcoding session as a fully equipped HDVNM
module. G700 Media Gateway supports up to 64 VoIP sessions using the G.711 audio codec,
or up to 32 VoIP sessions with transcoding from G.711 to G.723 or G.729.

5.2 Hardware-Supported Video Transcoding

One possibility to improve transcoding performance is to use fast media compression hard-
ware instead of slower software codecs. The following discussion focuses on video compres-
sion hardware since we have seen in the previous section that video transcoding is the most
problematic adaptation operation with respect to computational complexity. Nevertheless,
most of the following considerations are also applicable to audio transcoding. Since the
MSAN implementation runs on a PC, only video compression hardware in the form of PCI
cards is considered. In general, one can find encoder or decoder hardware also in other
products like TV set-top-boxes.

Decoder cards decompress video frames in hardware. Encoder hardware is typically
integrated on so-called capture cards which are used to capture video streams from a camera.
Most capture cards provide only encoding functionality, but they do not offer decoding
functionality. A hardware transcoder can do both, encoding and decoding, in one operation
(possibly using optimized transcoding techniques as described in Section 2.2.2).

There are two possibilities how to build a hardware-supported transcoder plug-in for the
MSAN Media Manager. A cascaded video transcoder (see Section 2.2.2) can be built by
combining a hardware encoder and a hardware decoder. Of course, either the encoder or the
decoder can also be implemented in software if no hardware is available for this part. An
optimized transcoder plug-in, on the other hand, can only be built if a hardware transcoder
is available. For the Media Manager, it is totally transparent whether a transcoder plug-in
implements pure software transcoding or makes use of video compression hardware. The
only difference is improved performance if fast transcoder hardware is used, which results
in reduced delay and a higher maximum number of parallel transcoding sessions. Some
existing products do not support parallel encoding of multiple streams. Capture cards, for
instance, are usually designed for capturing video from a single camera, so there is simply no
need to support more than one encoding session at a time. Other products support limited
numbers of parallel encoding sessions, but often multiple cards can be installed on the same
system, thus increasing the number of streams that can be transcoded in parallel.

Unfortunately, many existing hardware encoder or decoder products are not really de-
signed for being used in a transcoder application like the MSAN. The reason for that is not
that building such a hardware is technically very difficult, but up to now there is no big
market for such products. The majority of the available capture cards can only encode video
data that is received e.g., through a Composite Video or an S-Video connector, but the cards
do not offer the functionality to load uncompressed video frames from the main memory.
Decoder cards, on the other hand, produce NTSC or PAL output signals that are delivered
e.g., to a Composite Video connector, but there is no possibility to put the uncompressed
video frames into the main memory. Actually, there exist only very few products that are
able to take a video frame from the main memory, encode, decode, or transcode it and put
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the resulting video frame back into the main memory. Some of the existing cards that offer
such functionality are quite expensive. The VMagic Boost encoder card [VMA06] is one
of the very few products that offers this functionality while being relatively inexpensive.
Therefore, this product has been further examined, and in the following, the performance
of VMagic Boost and software codecs are compared.

VMagic Boost offers only MPEG-2 video encoding functionality, it does not decode video
frames. Unfortunately, it turned out that the VMagic Boost hardware works correctly only
with the software package provided by the manufacturer. Integration in other software
systems like the MSAN should in principle be possible, but unstable drivers made proper
interworking with the MSAN software impossible. As a consequence, the performance could
only be measured with the transcoding software of the manufacturer. Nevertheless, com-
paring these measurement results is still useful. The measurements give an idea by which
factor the performance of the MSAN’s transcoding capabilities could be improved through
the usage of (properly working) encoder or transcoder hardware.

The performance of VMagic Boost is compared with an MPEG-2 software encoder from
Lead Technologies, Inc [LEA06]. The produced video format is MPEG-2 Main Profile.
Transcoding frame rates for VMagic Boost were measured with the VMagic Video Suite
software, whereas the transcoding frame rates for the software codec were measured with
the Lead Capture and Convert software. The decoding step of the transcoding processes were
in all cases performed in software because VMagic Boost offers only encoding functionality.
Transcoding could be further accelerated if decoder hardware were also available. Encoding
uncompressed video frames turns out to have worse performance than a real transcoding
operation, which is due to the fact that moving the enormous amount of data belonging to
uncompressed video frames3 from hard disk to the transcoder application (and from main
memory to the encoder card) requires more time than decoding compressed video frames.

Table 5.2 shows the maximum frame rates that can be achieved when transcoding video
streams with different spatial resolutions. Columns one and two contain the frame rates
achieved by VMagic Boost, columns three and four show the frame rates achieved by the
MPEG-2 software transcoder. Columns one and three contain measurements where the
original stream was encoded with the MPEG-4 DIVX video codec, columns two and four
show measurements where the original stream was encoded with the YUV2 format4. As can
be seen in the table, at higher frame sizes, the transcoder using VMagic Boost can transcode
three times more frames per second (fps) than the pure software transcoder. At the lowest
resolution, the performance advantage is less significant, but VMagic still performs almost
two times faster. As already explained, we can also see that the performance is always worse
if uncompressed video frames are processed.

3An uncompressed video stream with a spatial resolution of 720 ∗ 576 pixels, a colour depth of 24 Bit, and
a frame rate of 25 frames per second has a data rate of 720 ∗ 576 ∗ 24 ∗ 25Bit

s
= 219Mb

s
. The PCI bus on

the test platform offers a bandwidth of 133 MByte/s = 1064 Mb/s; hard disks usually offer lower transfer
rates than theoretically available on the PCI bus. However, even if the data were transmitted with 1064
Mb/s, it would take more than 200 ms just to transfer the data.

4The YUV2 format can be considered as being an uncompressed format although the chrominance infor-
mation is encoded with half of the luminance resolution. (The reduced resolution of the chrominance
components is not visible for the human eye.)
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frame size VMagic VMagic (YUV2) Software Software (YUV2)
720x576 22 fps 18 fps 7 fps 5 fps
480x576 36 fps 35 fps 11 fps 8 fps
352x286 60 fps 41 fps 34 fps 29 fps

Table 5.2: Hardware versus software transcoding

5.3 Application-Layer Error Correction Mechanisms

The MSAN architecture allows to use different plug-ins for application-layer error correc-
tion. Three mechanisms have exemplarily been implemented and integrated into the current
MSAN prototype. If additional error correction plug-ins are added, also a new version of the
decision-taking engine (see 4.2.3) must be provided since the DTE decides which mechanism
to use in which situation. The first implemented mechanism is generic forward error correc-
tion for RTP streams (FEC) [RS99], which is based on simple XOR operations. The second
one uses the unequal erasure protection (UXP) scheme proposed by Liebl et al. [LWPW05],
which has been explained in Section 2.3.3. The third one is the proprietary RTP-ARQ
mechanism described in Section 4.4.3.

In this section, the influence of the implemented mechanisms on multimedia transmis-
sions over lossy networks is inspected. The following measurements show that adapting the
error correction mechanism to the current conditions can be beneficial for the overall quality
of a streaming session. The results of this evaluation have also been published in [SKP04].

5.3.1 Test Environment

Figure 5.10 shows the testbed in which the measurements were performed. On the sender
terminal, a video is first streamed locally from a video server to the MSAN Media Manager.
The MSAN Media Manager then applies the selected error correction scheme and sends the
video in an RTP stream over the network to the receiver terminal. The network flow has
to traverse a Linux router on which the NISTNet emulation software [NIS05] is installed.
NISTNet allows to emulate bandwidth, packetloss, delay, and jitter on IP level. In the
following test sequences, a network link similar to a GPRS airlink is emulated. The downlink
bandwidth for the receiver terminal is set to 64 kb/s, and the uplink bandwidth is set to
9.6 kb/s. A one-way delay of 400 ms and a delay standard deviation of 50 ms are emulated.
Compressed MPEG-4 video is streamed over the emulated air link using different error
correction mechanisms and different emulated packet loss rates.

The quality of the video transmission is evaluated by comparing the peek signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) of the compressed MPEG-4 video streams and the PSNR of the video streams
that arrive at the receiver terminal. PSNR is a commonly used measure for comparing the
visual quality of video frames. In general, the PSNR is defined as the ratio between the
maximum possible power of a signal and the power of corrupting noise in the signal. When
comparing two video frames A and B with a spatial resolution of m ∗ n pixels, frame B is
considered to be a noisy approximation of frame A. The PSNR can be calculated based on
the mean squared error (MSE) of the two video frames A and B. The MSE is defined as:

MSE =
1

mn

m−1∑

i=0

n−1∑

j=0

‖A(i, j)−B(i, j)‖2 (5.1)
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Figure 5.10: NISTNet Testbed

where A(i, j) and B(i, j) are the values of the luminance component at pixel position (i, j)
in frame A and frame B, respectively. The PSNR can then be calculated as:

PSNR = 10 · log10

(
PEEK 2

MSE

)
= 20 · log10

(
PEEK√

MSE

)
(5.2)

where PEEK is the maximum value of the luminance component of a pixel. It is common
practise to compare only the luminance component of a video signal because the human
eye is less sensitive to the chrominance components. It is not possible to calculate a PSNR
value that directly compares the compressed frames send off by the video server and the
frames that arrive at the receiver terminal because all frames that are not corrupted through
packet losses are hundred percent identical on sender and receiver side, so the MSE for those
frames would be zero and the PSNR would be undefined. Instead, two PSNR values have
to be calculated. PSNR(A) compares the compressed video on sender side with the original
uncompressed video, PSNR(B) compares the video that arrives on the receiver terminal
with the original uncompressed video. The difference ∆PSNR = PSNR(A) − PSNR(B)
can be taken as a measure for the quality degradation caused by the lossy transmission.
If a video frame A is totally lost, the previous video frame A − 1 is compared with A’s
uncompressed counterpart.

The quality reduction caused by lost or corrupt video frames often depends on the move-
ment in the video scene because of the temporal dependencies between predictive coded video
frames. In low-motion scenes, loosing a single frame may not have a big influence on the
quality of frames that are predicted from the lost frame, whereas the quality degradation
may be high when loosing a single frame of a high-motion scene. Therefore, the measure-
ments were performed with three different video sequences. The first test sequence is the
well-known, low-motion Akiyo test sequence, the second one is the well-known, high-motion
Foreman test sequence, and the last one is an extract of the movie ‘A Beautiful Mind’.
The latter test sequence contains high-motion scenes and, in addition, scene changes. Each
sequence containes 300 video frames. Because of the relatively low bandwidth of the emu-
lated network link, uncompressed video sequences with a low frame rate (3 fps) and a low
frame size (sub quarter CIF = 128 × 96 pixel) were produced before encoding them with
the MPEG-4 video codec.
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Figure 5.11: PSNR of the Compressed Video Streams

5.3.2 Measurement Results

The PSNR values of the compressed video sequences are shown in Figure 5.11. Whereas the
quality of the BeautifulMind sequence is quite good5, Akiyo and Foreman are encoded with
a higher compression factor, so the qualities of these video sequences are a bit lower. Fig-
ure 5.12 shows the quality degradation measure ∆PSNR which is caused by the transmission
over the emulated network, averaged over all frames of all three video sequences. The curve
denoted as ‘RTP-ARQ 1s buffer’ shows the degradation when applying the implemented
RTP-ARQ mechanism and using a playout buffer of one second at the receiver terminal.
Correspondingly, ‘RTP-ARQ 3s buffer’ shows the result when applying RTP-ARQ and a
playout buffer of three seconds. The UXP mechanism allows to specify three parameters:
The payload size per RTP packet, the redundancy added to each I-frame, and the redun-
dancy added to predictive-coded frames. The curve denoted as ’UXP 50 45 25’, for instance,
shows the result when applying UXP with an RTP payload size of 50 Byte, 45% I-frame re-
dundancy, 25% P-frame redundancy. Finally, the curve denoted as ‘FEC (RFC2733)’ shows
the results when using FEC for RTP streams defined in RFC2733.

RTP-ARQ (with a playout buffer of three seconds) and FEC seem to be the optimal
choice at all error rates since no significant reduction of PSNR is visible. But of course, both
mechanisms have some drawbacks. The FEC mechanism adds more than 100% redundancy
to the data stream, so much bandwidth is required for transmitting the RTP stream (see
Table 5.3). When applying RTP-ARQ, the effective data rate is much lower for low packet
loss rates. For higher packet loss rates, it increases, and another drawback of RTP-ARQ
(in comparison to all other examined error correction mechanisms) is that the streams
must be buffered for some time to allow retransmission of lost packets. As can be seen in
Figure 5.12, RTP-ARQ performs considerably worse at higher packet loss rates when using
a smaller playout buffer. We can also see that with 45% redundancy for I-frames and 25%
redundancy for P-frames, the UXP mechanism produces quite good results. UXP performes

5PSNR values above 25 dB are considered to represent good quality; PSNR values above 35 dB are considered
to represent very good quality.
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Figure 5.12: Average Quality Reduction Through Packet Losses

slightly worse than FEC and RTP-ARQ at low packetloss rates (less than 0.4 dB at packet
loss rates below 0.1), but a PSNR reduction of less than 0.4 dB is hard to detect for the
human eye. Please notice that the effective data rate for UXP depends not only on the
amount of redundancy that is added to the payload of the RTP packets. One configurable
parameter when applying the UXP scheme is the size of the RTP packets. Of course, the
overhead caused by IP-, UDP, and RTP-headers is higher if smaller RTP packets are used
(see Table 5.3). On the other hand, the measurements show that UXP performs better with
lower packet sizes in terms of visual quality.

0.01 0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2
No error correction 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
RTP-ARQ (3s buffer) 101% 117% 117% 131% 148%
FEC 254% 254% 254% 254% 254%
UXP 50 40 20 203% 203% 203% 203% 203%
UXP 150 40 20 166% 166% 166% 166% 166%
UXP 50 45 25 219% 219% 219% 219% 219%

Table 5.3: Effective data rate (percentage of the original data rate)

The absolute values depicted in Figure 5.12 are less important than the ratio between them.
The absolute values depend on two additional factors: the ratio between the number of
intra-coded frames and the number of predictive-coded frames in the video sequences and
the absolute PSNR values of the compressed video sequences. In all three test sequences,
the ratio between intra-coded and predictive-coded is 1:5. If less intra-coded frames were
used, the quality degradation might be higher than shown in Figure 5.12. Furthermore,
the PSNR reduction caused by packet losses is higher for high-motion scenes. Figure 5.13
and Figure 5.14 show the PSNR reduction separately for the Akiyo and BeautifulMind
sequences. In high-motion scenes like BeautifulMind, packet losses cause a higher quality
degradation because of bigger errors in the predictive-coded frames. Nevertheless, although
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Figure 5.13: Quality Reduction, Akiyo
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Figure 5.14: Quality Reduction, Beautiful Mind

the absolute values of the PSNR reduction differ, we can see that the same error correction
mechanisms achieve optimal results under similar conditions.

The measurement results demonstrate that the choice of the optimal error correction
scheme depends on several factors. If plenty of bandwidth is available at no additional
costs and delays must be kept low, FEC will probably be the optimal choice. If delay is no
problem and bandwidth shall be saved, RTP-ARQ will be the better choice. If delay and
bandwidth must be kept low, UXP will do better than the other mechanisms. Therefore, the
constraints regardings bandwidth and delay must be communicated to the MSAN when an
adaptation session is requested. Furthermore, the MSAN must be told which error correction
mechanisms are supported by the receiver terminal. Based on this information, the DTE
can then decide which mechanism to use. Moreover, the DTE can also take into account
dynamic information, e.g., provided by the RTCP Monitor module. Mechanisms like UXP
allow to adapt the parameters of the error correction scheme at runtime according to the
current conditions. For instance, during times of relatively low packet loss, the DTE may
decide to add very little or no redundancy to the RTP packets. When packet loss increases,
the DTE may decide to use more redundancy. At the same time, it may be a good idea to
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decrease the bit rate of the video stream produced by the transcoder because increasing the
total data rate by inserting additional redundancy may be counterproductive.

5.4 Summary

In this chapter, the performance of the implemented MSAN prototype has been evaluated.
We have seen that many filter techniques are efficient enough to enable realtime adaptation
of multiple media streams in parallel on a single MSAN. Significant performance gains can
be achieved when parallel adaptation operations are executed on a multi-processor or multi-
core processor platform. These performance gains are higher for CPU-bound processes than
for simple filter operations. The gBSD filters require more processing resources than media
filters for specific codecs which do not process gBSD metadata. Even audio transcoding per-
forms slightly better than the implemented gBSD filter. Nevertheless, the MPEG-21 DIA
approach has the big advantage that a gBSD adaptation engine can handle any arbitrary
media format (even not yet developed ones) as long as an appropriate bitstream syntax
description and adaptation QoS description for the media stream is available. The current
gBSD transformation engine is based on XSLT [W3C99]. Streaming Transformations for
XML (STX) [W3C04g] is a newer tranformation language that serves the same purpose as
XSLT (i.e., transforming XML documents into other XML documents), but was explicitly
designed as a high-speed, low memory consumption alternative to XSLT. By using the newer
STX technology, significant performance improvements may be achievable. The STX spec-
ification currently has the status of a working draft. Implementations of an STX processor
are currently only available for the Java and Perl programming languages [Bec06,Gin06].

For video streams, the difference in required processing resources between media filter
and transcoding operations is enormous. Nevertheless, in the future, the transcoding per-
formance can be improved by adding transcoder modules that use special video transcoding
hardware as well as optimized video transcoding techniques instead of a spatial domain cas-
caded transcoder. The generic MSAN architecture allows to add such additional transcoder
modules as plug-ins without changing the existing software. Measurements with video trans-
coder hardware (using a spatial domain cascaded transcoder) have shown that transcoding
is about 2–3 times faster than in the case when software codecs are used. By combining
transcoder hardware and enhanced video transcoding techniques, the performance may be
improved by factor 6–9.

The implemented MSAN prototype performs well in comparison to existing media gate-
ways; in some cases, it even outperforms commercial products. Some of these products can
process media formats not yet supported by the implemented MSAN prototype, but in con-
trast to today’s non-extensible media gateways, the MSAN can be enhanced with software
plug-ins to support new formats.

Different application-layer error correction mechanisms supported by the current MSAN
prototype have also been tested and evaluated. The measurements have shown that there
exists a tradeoff between the efficiency of the selected error correction mechanism, the re-
quired bandwidth and the buffering delay. The decision-taking engine inside the MSAN
Media Manager is responsible for deciding which mechanism to use. Therefore, the DTE
should take into account the results of the measurements that have been provided in this
chapter, as well as dynamic information provided by monitoring modules. Using this infor-
mation, the DTE can adapt the parameters of the error correction mechanisms according
to the current situation (see Section 4.4.5).





Chapter 6

DESCRIPTION AND ADVERTISEMENT OF
MULTIMEDIA-STREAM ADAPTATION SERVICES

Description and advertisement of services allows clients to discover service providers dy-
namically instead of using statically configured services. If different instances of a service
category differ in certain properties, a detailed service description helps the clients to find
a service that provides the best match for their individual requirements. Existing stream-
adaptation proxy architectures (see Chapter 3) either do not announce a description of their
offered services at all, or they provide only very rudimentary information, e.g., they only
indicate which media codecs they support. Announcing a more detailed service description
is not necessary if adaptation operations are performed transparently without direct re-
quests from clients or if the adaptation services are well-known, i.e., all clients know exactly
where they can find an adaptation service provider and what kind of adaptation services
are offered. On the other hand, if the offered services are not well-known, and if different
adaptation nodes offer different kinds of adaptation services (e.g., support different media
codecs), then it is not sufficient to find an arbitrary adaptation node, because this particular
node may not support the adaptation operation that is needed by the client. Moreover, some
adaptation nodes may offer similar adaptation operations but have different hardware ca-
pabilities or use different adaptation techniques for producing the same media format (e.g.,
transcoding versus media filtering, see Section 2.2). These differences result in different
service parameters like guaranteed maximum delay or degree of quality reduction caused by
the adaptation process. Many clients may have very specific requirements on these service
parameters, and not every adaptation node may be able to fulfill the requirements of all
clients. For instance, according to ITU-T recommendation G.114 [ITU03], the end-to-end
latency in a VoIP session must not be higher than 200 ms. Therefore, a service discovery
mechanism is required which allows an accurate description of the offered services, including
such service parameters as delay, quality reduction, etc.

This chapter presents the contributions of this thesis to the topic of adaptation service
description and advertisement. A description format for this specific kind of services is
a novelty, and this thesis introduces two alternative formats for providing such a service
description. The first one is based on SLP templates [GPK99]; the second one is based on
the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [W3C04f]. The description model introduced in
this chapter is independent of the MSAN architecture presented in Chapter 4 and can be used
with other architectures, too. It covers all functionalities offered by the implemented MSAN
prototype as well as a number of additional functionalities. However, it is a description model
for stream adaptation services only and does not comprise descriptions for any other kinds
of services.

6.1 Description, registration and discovery of services

In recent years, a large number of service description and discovery mechanisms have been
developed. As shortly discussed in Section 3.3, some of these technologies comprise not
only service announcement and discovery, but also service invocation, e.g., Jini [Sun99] or
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Salutation [Sal98]. The Service Location Protocol (SLP) [GPVD99], on the other hand,
does not comprise service-invocation functionality.

The current MSAN implementation uses SLP for service announcenments, but the ex-
tensible architecture allows to integrate support for multiple protocols. By implementing
additional Session Manager and Service Manager modules (see Section 4.2.2), an MSAN
could also support Jini or Salutation for service discovery and service invocation. Never-
theless, if session setup and control are done via separate protocols like SIP or MEGACO
(as is the case for the current prototype), a service discovery technology which comprises
service invocation is not required1. The methodology described in this chapter assumes that
the mechanism for service announcement and discovery is independent from the signalling
mechanism used for setting up and controlling an adaptation session. For instance, SLP
may be used for announcement and discovery, MEGACO may be used for service invoca-
tion. Furthermore, it is assumed that an adaptation node registers its service description
at a service discovery server (SDS) and clients interact with the SDS to find an appropriate
adaptation node (see Section 4.3). This service discovery architecture is used, for instance,
in the Daidalos project [GLSK+05, S+05]. A “client” may either be an end-terminal or a
network management entity that searches and instructs an adaptation node on behalf of
end-terminals (see also Section 4.3). Alternatively, it is conceivable that clients use a simple
lookup service for finding the addresses of available MSANs and ask each of the MSANs
directly about their capabilities. However, this alternative procedure (not implemented)
would still require a format for the description of the services and an appropriate query lan-
guage that could be used by the clients for asking the MSAN whether it supports a certain
operation. Furthermore, it would increase network traffic because the clients would have to
send requests to multiple MSANs instead of to a single service discovery server. However,
the SDS is just a contact point for a discovery service that may consist of a distributed
infrastructure. Nevertheless, the internal architecture of the discovery service itself is not
part of this dissertation and is not further described within this thesis. For more information
about the Daidalos service discovery architecture, please refer to [S+05].

Service registration, which refers to the interface between SDS and adaptation node, and
service discovery, which refers to the interface between SDS and client, may also be decoupled
from each other. For instance, SLP may be used for service registration, and SPARQL
[W3C06b] (see Section 6.5) may be used for service discovery. Finally, the protocol used for
service registration and the language used for describing the service may also be independent
from each other. However, this is not possible with all service registration protocols. For
instance, the Jini mechanisms for registration, invocation, and description are all bound to
each other (and to the Java programming language). SLP, on the other hand, allows to
describe services using an arbitrary language independent of the SLP protocol itself. SLP
templates [GPK99] are often used for this purpose, but other languages like the Resource
Description Framework (RDF) [W3C04f] could as well be used to create a service description
that is registered via SLP. The interactions between the different components involved in
the complete service discovery process are illustrated in Figure 6.1. In this example, RDF
is used for describing the service, SLP is used to register the description at the SDS, the
client queries the SDS for adaptation services via SPARQL, and session setup and control
are handled via MEGACO.

Description languages like SLP templates or RDF provide a framework that allows to
describe service properties, but in addition to such a generic framework, a service-specific

1The terms “service invocation” and “session setup” are used as synonyms for each other. “Session control”
is a superset of “session setup” and comprises also “session modification” and “session teardown”.
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Figure 6.1: Protocols for Service Description, Registration, and Discovery

vocabulary is needed to specify the properties of a particular service. For instance, SLP
templates allow to define a list of so-called service attributes. Each attribute consists of a
key-value pair, but the SLP template specification itself does not contain a list of names
for attribute keys or allowed values for specific keys. Typically, different service categories
require different vocabularies. For instance, the attribute keys for a printer service may be
named “resolution”, “paper size”, “pages per second”, etc. Here, the attribute values would
have simple data types like integer or string. On the other hand, a vocabulary for stream-
adaptation services may comprise attributes like “supported video codecs”, “maximum delay
for transcoding from codec A to codec B”, etc. This chapter provides the definition of such
a specific vocabulary for the description of stream adaptation services.

The above mentioned examples of service properties also illustrate the variable complex-
ity of service descriptions. Properties like “resolution” or “paper size” can be easily specified
in a list of key-value pairs, the values being simple integer or string literals. On the other
hand, properties like “maximum delay for transcoding from codec A to codec B” have a more
complex structure. A language that does not support the definition of custom data struc-
tures and can only define simple key-value pairs is not well-suited for expressing complex
statements about a service. The description language should be able to express that there
is an operation that transcodes a stream from codec A to codec B and that the maximum
delay for this particular operation is, e.g., 50 ms. Universal Plug and Play (UPnP) [Uni00]
is a service discovery technology that uses an XML-based description model. However, some
service attributes can appear multiple times in a description of complex adaptation services
(examples will be shown in Section 6.4.2). Using the plain XML tree-structure of UPnP,
these attributes have to be repeated multiple times. RDF, on the other hand, uses an ar-
bitrary graph structure to represent statements. This structure has the advantage that a
subgraph can be referenced multiple times without repeating it.

Different clients and service discovery servers support different service description for-
mats. Therefore, an adaptation node may provide service descriptions in multiple formats.
Within this thesis, two vocabularies for stream-adaptation services have been developed.
Section 6.2 first discusses which properties are actually needed for describing a stream-
adaptation service—independent of a concrete description format. Section 6.3 proposes a
simple vocabulary based on SLP templates. A more powerful RDF-based vocabulary is in-
troduced in Section 6.4. Query mechanisms that allow to extract information from a service
discovery server’s database are discussed in Section 6.5.
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6.2 Describing Stream-Adaptation Services

A service can be described by a service description record, which contains several service
properties. A property may either have a simple data type, e.g., integer or string, or it may
have a more complex structure. Different service description languages comprise different
built-in data types and support custom data types to a greater or lesser extent. This section
defines a language-independent list of properties for multimedia-stream adaptation services.
Mappings to concrete service description languages and concrete data types are provided in
the following Sections 6.3 and 6.4.

6.2.1 Service Models

Adaptation nodes will typically offer multiple adaptation operations. There exist several
possibilities how to structure the description of the set of operations offered by a single
adaptation node.

• Model 1: According to this model each adaptation operation is considered as being
a separate service described by an individual service description record. Each adap-
tation node has to register multiple service description records. For instance, one
record would be registered for a transcoding service from MPEG-2 to MPEG-4, a sec-
ond record would be registered for a transcoding service from MPEG-2 to M-JPEG,
and a third one would describe a service that converts an RTP/UDP stream into an
RTP/DCCP stream.

• Model 2: Alternatively, a set of adaptation operations (for instance, all operations
offered by an MSAN) is considered as being one service described by a single service
description record.

The selection of the service model has several important implications. On the one hand,
using a model for very fine-grained services may alleviate the need for complex data types in
the service description. For instance, using the first option, a complete service description
record for a service like “transcoding from MPEG-2 to MPEG-4” will require only properties
with simple data types like integer or string. In the example shown in Figure 6.2(a), one
property of type string identifies the input codec, another one identifies the output codec. If
needed by the client, additional properties may provide information about maximum delay
and jitter caused by this specific transcoding service. If the second model were used, simple
data types would not be sufficient for describing a complete service; list structures and
custom data types would be required (see Figure 6.2(b)). For instance, one property of the
service description record would be used for describing the possible transcoding operations
of an adaptation service. Such a property would have a list structure, and each element in
the list would be another custom structure containing two strings which identify input and
output codec and two integer values which provide information about delay and jitter.

On the other hand, using the first service model has some drawbacks, too. A drawback is
that, depending on the capabilities of the description language and the service registration
protocol, multiple registration messages may be necessary for registering all service descrip-
tion records of a single adaptation node. This is only a minor drawback because registration
will not happen very often. Another minor drawback is that the service’s contact informa-
tion (address and control protocol) have to be repeated in each service description record
(see Figure 6.2(a)) if the service description language does not allow to express that there
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Service Description:
Input Codec  = ...
Output Codec = ...
Delay        = ...
Jitter       = ...

Service Contact Info = ...

.

(a) Service description record; Model 1

Service Description:
Transcoding Services = TS1, TS2, TS3, ...
Attribute 2          = ...
Attribute 3          = ...
...

TS1 = struct {
       Input Codec  = ...
       Output Codec = ...
       Delay        = ...
       Jitter       = ... 
}

...

Service Contact Info = ...

(b) Service description record; Model 2

Figure 6.2: Service Description Example

exists a connection between two description records. A serious drawback is that, depending
on the query protocol, it is more difficult or even impossible to formulate queries for finding
an adaptation node that is able to support multiple specific adaptation operations. For
instance, a client may need an adaptation node that offers the following functionality: sup-
port MEGACO for session setup signalling, transcode from MPEG-2 to MPEG-4, reduce
the frame size of the video pictures, and support forward error correction on RTP level.
Using Model 1, the client would have to ask for three separate services (transcoding, frame
size reduction, error correction). Some query protocols (e.g., SLP) are not able to ask for
several services in a single request, so multiple requests have to be sent to the SDS. Even if
the protocol allows to aggregate several queries in a single request message, the protocol may
not be able to express that these queries are somehow related to each other. Thus, the SDS
would produce independent result sets (lists of adaptation node addresses) for each query,
and the client would have to determine the intersection between these result sets. Even if the
clients were able to do this, some problems would remain. The result set can be very large,
so it may be advisable that the SDS does not return the complete result set. (For exactly
this reason, an enhancement of the SLP protocol was proposed in RFC 3421 [ZSG+02] which
allows to limit the number of results in an SLP service reply.) However, if only a subset of
each result set is returned to the client, the intersection between these subsets may be empty
although there exist content adaptation nodes capable of fulfilling the client’s requirements.
This is illustrated in Figure 6.3. The first example depicts a situation where five results are
returned per search query. MSAN35 is included in the result sets of each query, so it is also
included in the intersection of the result sets. However, in the second example, only three
results are returned per query. This time, the intersection of the result sets is empty (but
it is only empty because some of the possible results have been dropped). This illustrates
that Model 1 is not suitable for a query protocol that does not allow to combine multiple
queries.

Another design decision for the description model was that it should work together with
a general-purpose service discovery server (as developed in the Daidalos project), i.e., the
SDS should not need any specific knowledge about the semantics of the specific vocabulary
used for describing stream adaptation services. The vocabularies proposed in Section 6.3
and Section 6.4 fulfill this requirement since they require (on the SDS) only knowledge about
syntax and semantic of SLP and RDF, but not about the semantics of the concrete SLP and
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Result of query 2: { }
Result of query 1: { }

MSAN 17 MSAN 35 MSAN 85 MSAN 95
MSAN 15 MSAN 25 MSAN 35
MSAN 8 MSAN 25 MSAN 31 MSAN 35 MSAN 95

Result of query 1: { }

MSAN 35

Max. number of results = 5

MSAN 17 MSAN 35 MSAN 85
MSAN 15 MSAN 25 MSAN 35
MSAN 8 MSAN 25 MSAN 31

Intersection of Result Sets: { }

Max. number of results = 3

Result of query 2: { }
Result of query 3: { }

Result of query 3: { }

Intersection of Result Sets: {                            }

Figure 6.3: Intersection of Query Results

RDF vocabularies (the clients which query the SDS for adaptation services, on the other
hand, need such knowledge about the vocabulary).

6.2.2 Service Properties

As described in the previous section, a single property may have a more complex struc-
ture than just being a single integer or string value, but the data structures suitable for
representing service properties depend heavily on the concrete description language and on
the protocols used for service registration and service query. Therefore, the following list
contains only an informal description of each category of properties. Concrete data types
and data structures for representing the service properties in specific description languages
are discussed in Section 6.3 and 6.4. Furthermore, some details described below may not be
expressible in every description language (see Section 6.3).

Information about link-layer capabilities (e.g., error control on link layer, translation
between link-layer protocols) are not included in this service-description model. Such in-
formation is not considered to be useful for the following reasons. If we assume that the
location of the adaptation node is not important, then the client cannot know which link-
layer technology the adaptation node is using, and therefore, it makes no sense to choose an
adaptation node according to its link-layer capabilities. If, on the other hand, an adaptation
node shall act as a gateway for clients having a direct link to the adaptation node, then
the clients do not have a choice, they always have to use this specific gateway. Thus, there
is no reason to publish a description of the gateway’s services at an SDS. Instead, other
means (e.g., dynamic host configuration protocol) can be used to inform the clients about
which media gateway they have to use. Therefore, it is assumed that clients using an SDS
to find an appropriate adaptation node do not care (more or less) where the adaptation
node is located. Actually, the adaptation node should not be placed too far away from the
clients because of the signal-propagation and queueing delays. How this can be assured
depends very much on the architecture of the service discovery service that lies behind the
SDS (which is not in scope of this thesis).

Contact-information: Describes how to invoke an adaptation service. This kind of
properties comprise a service URL or a combination of IP address and port as well as the
signalling protocol(s) that can be used for session setup and control. An adaptation node
may support multiple control protocols, such as SIP [RS+02b] or MEGACO [G+03]. A
certain signalling protocol is not necessarily combinable with all protocols of the underlying
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transport layer. Usually, but not always, UDP and TCP are supported. Therefore, it
must also be specified which transport-layer protocols can be used in combination with each
session control protocol. Furthermore, the listening port may, but does not have to differ
when using different transport protocols.

Session-description-formats: Identifies the session description formats supported by
the adaptation node. An adaptation node should at least support SDP [Jac98] and it may
support multiple session description formats, e.g., SDPng [K+05], SDPng++ [GLSH+06].
Only SDPng++ allows to transmit MPEG-21 DIA usage environment descriptions and
adaptation QoS descriptions (see Section 4.2.2 and Section 4.2.3). Some control protocols
may not be compatible with every session description format. Therefore, it must be defined
which control protocols can be used in combination with each session description format.

Usage-environment-description-support: Indicates whether an adaptation node sup-
ports the processing of MPEG-21 DIA usage environment descriptions (see Section 2.2.4)
or not.

Generic-Bitstream-Syntax-description-support: Indicates whether an adaptation
node supports adaptation operations that make use of MPEG-21 DIA generic bitstream
syntax descriptions (gBSDs). However, which gBSD-based adaptation operations (e.g., tem-
poral, spatial, or SNR scaling) are actually available for a certain media stream does not
depend on the capabilities of the adaptation node. Instead, it depends on the Adaptation
QoS Description (AQD) and on the XSLT stylesheet provided by the originator of the media
stream (see Section 2.2.4).

Output-multiplicities: Describes the capabilities to create point-to-multipoint sessions.
An output multiplicity specifies how many outgoing media streams of a certain media type
(e.g., audio, video) can be created per incoming stream. Different output multiplicities can
be defined for different media types. If the adaptation node does not have the capability to
create point-to-multipoint sessions for a specific media type, the output multiplicity for this
media type should be set to 1.

RTP-profiles-and-payload-formats: Describes the supported RTP profiles. The Re-
altime Transport Protocol (RTP) is the most frequently used application-layer protocol for
the transmission of media streams. As explained in Section 2.3.2, the RTP specification
itself [SCFJ03] contains only a framework for defining the structure of RTP and RTCP
packets. The concrete meaning of RTP header fields, the supported media formats, and
possible header extensions are defined in an RTP profile. An adaptation node should at
least support the RTP/AVP profile [SC03] and it may support multiple other RTP profiles.
There exist several so-called payload-format specifications for RTP. A payload format de-
fines how media frames of a certain codec are segmented into RTP packets, and it may define
codec-specific header extensions. A service description must indicate, which RTP payload
formats are supported by an adaptation node.

Rate-control-schemes: Indicates which types of rate-control the adaptation node can
apply to the outgoing media streams. This list contains only rate-control mechanisms that
are independent of the protocol stack. If a certain protocol has already built-in capabilities
for rate control (e.g., TCP), the respective rate-control mechanism is not included in the
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rate-control-schemes properties. Certain rate control mechanisms, e.g., TCP-friendly
Rate Control (TFRC) [HFPW03], may only be applied if the adaptation node also has the
capability to manipulate the bit rate of the respective media stream. Whether this is possible
depends on the possible output formats and the available media-adaptation-operations.
If a certain session allows to use only one output format for which no scaling operations are
available (e.g., a constant bit-rate codec like the G.711 audio codec), then it is not possible
to modify the bit rate. If, on the other hand, several output formats are allowed for this
session, the adaptation node may switch to a different format with lower bit rate if necessary.
Other rate-control mechanisms may be used to smooth out traffic bursts in media streams
with variable bit rate (e.g., by means of a Leaky-Bucket buffer [Tan97]). Nevertheless, this
may cause arbitrary delays if the traffic contains arbitrary bursts.

Media-adaptation-operations: Describes the supported adaptation operations for
changing the media format of a stream. These operations include transcoding from one
codec to another as well as the available scaling operations per media format (spatial scal-
ing, temporal scaling, SNR scaling, BSD-based scaling). It is sufficient if this description
just says which kind of scaling operations are supported. The client does not have to know
by which adaptation technique (media filtering or transcoding, see Section 2.2) the scaling is
implemented. But the clients will probably want to know which delay, jitter, cost and quality
reduction will be caused by the respective adaptation operation. Each of these parameters
may differ for different combinations of input and output format, so these parameters should
also be defined for each particular media-adaptation operation.

Media-type-translation-operations: Describes the capability to translate between
different media types. The most typical application for this kind of adaptation is the trans-
lation of an audio stream into a text stream (or vice versa). A media-type translation is
just a special case of the afore defined media-adaptation-operations properties, so most
of the parameters that have been identified as relevant for media-adaptation-operations
have also to be defined for media-type-translation-operations. These parameters are
delay, jitter, and cost, but not quality-reduction because the quality levels of different media
types like text and speech can hardly be compared with each other.

Mixing-operations: Describes the capability to mix multiple streams into a single
stream. A mixing-operations property must define how many incoming streams can be
mixed into a single stream. The number of incoming streams that can be mixed may differ
for different media types (e.g., audio, video2) and for different input and output formats be-
cause a mixing operation may require decoding and encoding operations, which also require
different processing resources for different media formats. Similarly, cost, delay, and jitter
caused by the mixing operation may differ for different media formats and must therefore be
defined for each particular mixing-operation. Unlike for media-adaptation-operations,
it is not useful to define a quality-reduction parameter for a mixing operation because the
quality of a mixed stream cannot be compared with the quality of the original streams.
However, although no quality-reduction can be measured in this case, it is clear that the
quality of mixed streams can differ if different mixing techniques are applied. The service
description could include an identifier for different mixing techniques, but a client that does

2Mixing multiple video streams into one may be done by embedding several smaller video frames into a
larger frame.
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not know the mixing techniques cannot decide which is the better one just by looking at
such an identifier.

Protocol-translation-operations: Describes the capability to translate from one pro-
tocol stack used by the upstream node to another protocol stack supported by the down-
stream node (see Section 2.3.1). Only the network layer, transport layer, and application
layer are considered here, e.g., translation between IP Version-4 and IP Version-6 or between
UDP and DCCP. Furthermore, only protocol-translation services for the media transport
plane are mentioned in the service-description record. Media transport plane denotes the
network traffic caused by the transmission of the media streams. It does not include the
traffic caused be the session-control signalling, which is referred to as control plane or sig-
nalling plane. Although translation of signalling traffic can be a useful service, too, it is
out of scope of this work because this thesis focuses on adaptation operations that manipu-
late streaming media traffic, not signalling traffic3. As for media-adaptation-operations,
additional parameters such as delay, jitter, and cost should be defined for each translation
operation. Unlike for media-adaptation-operations, defining a quality-reduction param-
eter is not necessary because protocol translation does not reduce the quality of the media
stream. (Actually, it may reduce the quality indirectly because different protocols may offer
different possibilities for packet loss compensation, but in such a case, the reason for the
quality reduction is the packet loss in the network, not the protocol translation itself.)

Error-correction-operations: Describes the application-layer error-correction methods
supported by an adaptation node (see Section 2.3.3). As already mentioned, it is not useful
to include information about link-layer error-correction mechanism in the service description.
Applying an error-correction operation may also cause certain costs, delay, and jitter which
may vary according to the concrete type of error-correction mechanism.

6.2.3 A Note on Media-Format Identifiers

When describing media-adaptation operations, the question arises how to identify a certain
media format. RTP payload types [SCFJ03] are the most commonly used kind of media-
format identifiers in today’s streaming applications. Unfortunately, RTP payload types are
not well-suited for identifying the formats supported by an adaptation node. The first
problem is that RTP payload types are not unique identifiers. They are integer numbers
in the range from zero to 127. The meaning of each payload type number is defined in
so-called RTP profiles. Different profiles can define different meanings for the same payload
type number. This problem can be solved by composing identifiers of two parts—the first
part identifying the RTP profile, and the second part being the payload type number. This
is actually the way how media formats are identified by means of the Session Description
Protocol (SDP) [Jac98]. For instance, the following line in an SDP description identifies a
video format by specifying the name of the RTP profile (RTP/AVP [SC03]) and the payload
type number (32 = MPEG-1/MPEG-2 video).

m = video 49120 RTP/AVP 32

3An exception of this rule is the RTP Control Protocol (RTCP). Although this protocol can be considered as
being a signalling protocol, it is always tightly coupled with the RTP protocol and is therefore considered
as being part of the transport plane.
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On the other hand, multiple profiles may define payload types that identify the same media
format. Thus, there will exist redundant identifiers. Another problem is that the meaning of
certain payload type definitions is not fine-granular. For instance, payload type 32 defined in
the RTP/AVP profile stands for MPEG-1/MPEG-2 video, but the MPEG standards define
a large set of functionalities and optional features, and neither a client application nor an
adaptation node must necessarily support all parts of the standard. Instead, MPEG-2 (as
well as many other video and audio standards) defines a number of so-called profiles. Each
profile defines a certain set of functionalities that may be supported by a certain class of
applications. For instance, the Simple Profile of the MPEG-2 codec allows the usage of I- and
P-frames only. The Main Profile additionally allows to use bidirectional predictive coding
(B-frames). Furthermore, the standard defines a number of so-called levels. Each level
defines restrictions on certain codec parameters, e.g., maximum frame size or maximum
frame rate. Many already standardised RTP profiles do not consider codec profiles and
levels (e.g., the RTP/AVP profile). Nevertheless, such a differentiation is necessary if the
service description of an adaptation node shall contain the information that the adaptation
node can transcode, e.g., from MPEG-2 Main Profile, Level 3 to H.264 Extended Profile,
Level 4.2. Moreover, no RTP profile has defined a payload type for some well-known media
codecs so far (e.g., MPEG-4, H.264), and a fixed payload type will probably never be
defined for these codecs. This is due to the fact that the commonly used RTP/AVP profile
[SC03] invented a feature called dynamic payload types. Dynamic payload type numbers
do not have a fixed meaning. Instead, the meaning of such a number has to be negotiated
between communicating peers at session-setup time. Of course, this concept is useless for
the announcement of adaptation-node capabilities because the capability description must
contain media-format identifiers with well-defined meaning.

Alternatively, it would be conceivable to use MIME types as media-format identifiers.
Several RTP payload format specifications (e.g., RTP Payload Format for MPEG-4 Au-
dio/Visual Streams [KNF+00]) do not define a fixed payload type, but they define a MIME
type (such as video/MP4V-ES) that is used to identify the respective payload format in an
SDP session description. The RTP/AVP profile also defines MIME types for several audio
and video codecs. However, these MIME types also do not identify specific codec profiles
and levels, and are therefore also not suitable for our purposes.

MPEG-7, Part 5: Multimedia Description Schemes (MDS) [ISO01] comprises, among
other things, two classification schemes for audio and video formats, the Audio Coding For-
mat Classification Scheme (ACFCS) and the Visual Coding Format Classification Scheme
(VCFCS). Identifiers defined by ACFCS and VCFCS are composed of three parts, which
are separated by dots and identify codecs, profiles, and levels. The namespace URI for the
MPEG-7 MDS classification schemes is urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:, which is followed by the name
of the classification-scheme. The name of the ACFCS is defined as AudioCodingFormatCS:
2001:. The name of the VCFCS is VisualCodingFormatCS:2001:. Media-format identifiers
defined in these classification schemes look as follows:

urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:VisualCodingFormatCS:2001:3.3.1
urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:AudioCodingFormatCS:2001:5.2.1

The first number after the classification-scheme name (i.e., behind the last colon) identifies
the codec. In the first example, it is the number “3”, which identifies the MPEG-4 codec.
The second number after the first dot identifies the (codec-specific) profile, here MPEG-4
Visual Advanced Simple Profile. The last number after the second dot specifies a (codec-
specific) level, here Level 0. The second example identifies MPEG-4 Audio Speech Profile,
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Level 1. If you do not want to make a statement about a specific level, but about all levels
of a certain profile, you can simply skip the level identifier. For instance, urn:mpeg:mpeg7:
cs:VisualCodingFormatCS:2001:3.3 refers to all levels of the MPEG-4 Visual Advanced
Simple Profile. Likewise, the profile identifier can be skipped if one wants to refer to all
profiles of a codec.

However, there exist problems with the MPEG-7 MDS classification schemes as well.
The MPEG-7 standard was defined several years ago, and some newer codecs are not yet
included in the standardised identifier lists. Furthermore, although the format classification
was meant to cover not only MPEG codecs, but also any other types of media formats,
the authors of the MPEG-7 MDS standard did not take reasonable care to define non-
MPEG media-format identifiers. For instance, the VCFCS defines an identifier for the
H.263 video codec, but it does not define identifiers for the existing H.263 profiles and
levels. Furthermore, the standardised lists contain errors. Despite the admittedly very
similar names, G.723 and G.723.1 are totally different audio codecs. Nevertheless, in the
ACFCS, the same identifier has been assigned to these two codecs. Furthermore, it is not
possible to use qualified names for XML [W3C04a] to abbreviate media-format identifiers
defined by ACFCS and VCFCS. This is due to the fact that the local part of a qualified
name must not contain a colon. Unfortunately, the part of the media-format identifiers that
follows the namespace URI urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs: contains two colons. Furthermore, the
part after the last colon starts with a digit, which is also not allowed for the local part of a
qualified name.

New classification schemes for video and audio format identifiers have been defined within
the Daidalos project [DAI04]. This extended list is used to identify the formats supported
by Daidalos Content Adaptation Nodes (an adapted version of the MSAN architecture,
see also Chapter 4). Unfortunately, the definition of the Daidalos classification schemes is
not fully compliant to the MPEG-7 MDS standard. The namespace URI for the Daidalos
classification schemes has been defined as urn:mpeg:daidalos:cs:, but the MPEG-7 MDS
standard explicitly forbids to define new classification schemes in the MPEG URN namspace
(i.e., URNs beginning with a string of the form “urn:mpeg”). Therefore, this thesis provides
a re-definition of the Daidalos classification schemes using a different namespace. Actually,
this thesis defines two separate namespaces for the video and audio classification schemes.
The namespace URIs are defined as urn:mqos:cs:AudioCodingFormatCS:2005: and urn:
mqos:cs:VisualCodingFormatCS:2005:. A complete list of identifiers defined by these
classification schemes can be found in Appendix E.

These new classification schemes also do not allow to use qualified names for XML be-
cause the local part of a qualified name must not start with a digit. Nevertheless, in the rest
of this thesis, an abbreviated form of the media-format identifiers is used because the length
of the full URIs can spoil the formatting of figures and text. The prefix vcs is used to ab-
breviate the URI of the video classification scheme urn:mqos:cs:VisualCodingFormatCS:
2005:, and the prefix acs is used to abbreviate the URI of the audio classification scheme
urn:mqos:cs:AudioCodingFormatCS:2005:. Thus, vcs:3.3.3 has the same meaning as
urn:mqos:cs:VisualCodingFormatCS:2005:3.3.3.

6.2.4 A Note on Delay, Jitter, Cost, and Quality Reduction

When defining delay, jitter, cost, and quality-reduction parameters for media-adaptation
operations, two approaches are conceivable. One could try to define parameters for “el-
ementary” operations that can be combined to perform more complex operations. For
instance, one parameter set could describe a decoding operation for MPEG-2 video; another
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parameter set could describe an encoding operation for MPEG-4 video; other parameter sets
could describe scaling operations. A transcoding operation can be seen as a combination of
elementary decoding, encoding, and optional scaling operations. However, this approach has
severe drawbacks. It is not at all obvious how parameter sets that refer to these elementary
operations would have to be combined if an operation like “transcoding from MPEG-2 to
MPEG-4 with spatial scaling” shall be performed. One could think that delay and costs
are always proportional to the processing effort and that they can be calculated for com-
plex adaptation operations by simply adding the delay and cost values of the elementary
operations. Unfortunately, this approach will not work in practise. The processing cost for
“transcoding from codec A to codec B” is not necessarily the sum of the processing costs for
“decoding codec A” and “encoding with codec B” because optimised transcoders may not
need to decode the input format completely (see Section 2.2.2). Such an optimised trans-
coder may also be able to apply certain scaling operations without additional processing
effort. Furthermore, a provider may decide to charge special fees for a certain combination
of elementary adaptation operations (because it may a combination that is more frequently
needed, giving the provider a good opportunity to earn extra money).

Parameters like delay and jitter caused by a transcoding operation do not only depend
on the required processing time but also on certain characteristics of input and output for-
mat. When performing audio transcoding, delay and jitter may depend on the combination
of input and output format as already discussed in Section 2.2.2. The delay caused by video
adaptation may exceed the pure processing time if input and output formats make use of
bidirectional predictive video coding, where the order in which the video frames occur in a
stream will not be identical to the display order of the video frames. In such a case, a trans-
coder may have to re-order video frames once again (depending on the combination of input
and output formats) thus generating additional delay. An example is shown in Figure 6.4.
In the frame sequence of the input stream, two consecutive B-frames are followed by a single
P-frame, whereas the frame sequence of the transcoded stream consists of alternating B-
and P-frames. If the input stream were directly decoded and displayed, the re-ordering of
the video frames caused by the encoder would generate a delay of at least one frame interval.
After transcoding, the minimum delay has increased to three frame intervals because the
transcoder cannot encode the second frame (Frame 3 in display order) earlier than when
this frame arrives at the adaptation node. If the number of consecutive B- and P-frames
varies over time, the additional delay will also vary over time, i.e., the jitter increases as
well. Furthermore, if the frame sequence used by a certain codec is not fix4, the resulting
delay can vary for different media streams encoded with the same format because the delay
is determined by the number of consecutive B- and P-frames.

One could think that an easy solution for this problem is to use exactly the same se-
quences of frame types in the transcoded stream as in the original stream. If possible, this
is indeed the most appropriate way to handle such a transcoding process because it will not
create additional delay and jitter (apart from the pure processing time inside the adaptation
node). Unfortunately, such a one-to-one mapping is not always possible because input and
output formats may not use the same set of frame types. Whereas some formats make
use of B-frames, other formats do not use bidirectional predictive coding. If transcoding
from a format that uses B-frames into a format without B-frames, no additional delay will
be created. In the opposite direction, e.g., when transcoding from MPEG-4 Simple Profile
(SP) into MPEG-4 Advanced Simple Profile (ASP), additional delay will be generated (a

4Many codecs decide on-the-fly whether the next encoded frame is encoded as an I-, P-, or B-frame, because
scene cuts in a movie may require flexible decisions about the frame types to allow efficient compression.
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Figure 6.4: Frame Re-Ordering through Transcoding

motivation for performing such an operation would be to utilize the better coding efficiency
of MPEG-4 ASP). Another problem could be that some formats have restrictions on how
many consecutive frames of a certain type can appear in a group of pictures, whereas other
formats do not have the same restrictions, so a one-to-one mapping of the frame sequences
in the input and output streams may not be possible.

An alternative approach is to specify a parameter set consisting of delay, jitter, cost, and
quality reduction for each combined media-adaptation operation that comprises transcoding
from a certain input format into a certain output format as well as certain scaling operations.
A drawback of this approach is the relatively high number of resulting parameter sets. If
there exist n input formats and m output formats, n × m transcoding operations have
to be defined. If the transcoding operations are combined with scaling operations, the
number of combinations increases further. Nevertheless, this is the only feasible approach
to describe the characteristics of each adaptation service accurately. On the other hand,
multiple combined adaptation operations may have the same characteristics regarding all or
some of the mentioned parameters delay, jitter, costs, and quality reduction. When using
a service description language that allows to reference the same properties multiple times
(such as RDF), these common parameter sets do not have to be repeated thus minimizing
the total size of the service description record.

In the following, additional considerations about each of the parameters delay, jitter,
costs, and quality reduction are discussed.

Delay and jitter

Whereas a service description record provides information about processing delay and jitter
caused by adaptation operations, the end-to-end delay and jitter also depend on the loca-
tion of clients and adaptation nodes inside the network and on the current network traffic.
Information about end-to-end delay cannot be included in the service descriptions because
at the time when the service description record is created and registered at the SDS, the
adaptation node does not know the future traffic situation and its own relative distance
from clients that will request adaptation services in the future. A client that has strict
requirements on these parameters may use additional mechanisms to detect the network
delay, for instance, by sending probe messages to potential adaptation nodes and measuring
the round-trip time. If the SDS has knowledge about the location of adaptation nodes and
clients, it may filter out adaptation nodes that are very far away from the respective client.
However, how the SDS could acquire such knowledge is out of scope of this thesis.
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Not only media adaptation, but also network-flow adaptation operations cause additional
delay. For instance, the unequal erasure protection (UXP) mechanism that has been in-
tegrated into the MSAN prototype and evaluated in Section 5.3, generates a delay that
corresponds to the length of a group of pictures. Such a mechanism is of course only appli-
cable for non-interactive streaming sessions which tolerate relatively high delays. Since the
size of a group of pictures may vary over time, the jitter may increase as well.

Costs

As discussed in Section 4.5, the operator of an adaptation node may offer services without
charging a fee. In this case, all cost parameters in the service description can simply be set
to zero. It is possible that adaptation service providers that charge fees for their services
and providers that do not charge fees for adaptation services both register at the same SDS.
Which service the client will choose may not only depend on the costs but also on other
service parameters. Furthermore, different providers may use different charging models.
They may charge a certain amount of money per time unit, per data volume, or per session.
All of these charging models should be covered by the service description model. Flatrate
charging models, on the other hand, do not have to be covered by a public service description
because users that have already signed a flatrate contract with a certain provider will anyhow
use a pre-configured adaptation node belonging to their provider or—if the provider has
several adaptation nodes—use the provider’s service discovery mechanisms for determining
the most appropriate adaptation node. If a user wants for whatever reason to search for
services offered by other providers as well, he may send a separate service request to a
public SDS and compare the capabilities of the discovered MSANs manually with those of
his flatrate service provider.

Please remember that a “client” searching for an adaptation node may not necessarily
be the user of an end-terminal. As discussed in Section 4.3, an adaptation session may be
initiated by a broker, transparently for the end-terminals. Scenarios are possible in which the
adaptation nodes, the SDS, and the broker (which takes now the role of the service discovery
client) all belong to a single provider. Furthermore, the adaptation nodes may have different
capabilities. Even if the provider does not charge fees for the adaptation service, it may
be useful to include costs proportional to the respective processing efforts in the service
description of each adaptation node. By choosing an adaptation node with minimal costs
for each requested adaptation operation, the provider minimizes the total consumption of
processing resources (for the adaptation of unicast sessions) on his adaptation nodes.

Quality reduction

Whereas delay, jitter, and cost parameters are relevant for media adaptation and network-
flow adaptation alike, quality reduction will only happen when media-adaptation operations
are applied. There are many methods for measuring the quality of media streams (or
quality differences). One such method, the peek signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) has already
been introduced in Section 5.3.1. PSNR is often used for comparing the quality of video
streams encoded in different formats. It is an objective measure of the quality that can be
computationally determined. A subjective measure of the quality that is most often used
for comparing the quality of different speech codecs (but can also be applied to measure
the quality of other media types), is the mean opinion score (MOS). The MOS value of a
codec is determined by subjective experiments. Multiple humans rate the quality of several
samples media streams. Each person gives a rating as follows: (1) bad; (2) poor; (3) fair;
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(4) good; (5) excellent. The MOS is then calculated by determining the arithmetic mean of
all scores. A list of methods for measuring media qualities is defined in the Adaptation QoS
Classification Scheme, which is part of the MPEG-21 DIA standard [ISO04c].

The quality degradation caused by a pure transcoding operation from format A to format
B can usually be expressed with a single value, e.g., MOS, PSNR, etc. (assuming that the
highest quality level is chosen if format B supports multiple quality levels). For many media
formats, the quality reduction may also depend on the media content. For instance, it is
possible that the quality of high-motion scenes may be reduced to a higher extent than
the quality of low-motion scenes (or vice versa). Therefore, it is often only possible to
specify an average value if no knowledge about the media content is available. Defining
quality degradation for temporal, spatial, or SNR filter operations is even more difficult. In
general, a filter can produce an arbitrary number of quality levels (e.g., arbitrary frame sizes,
arbitrary bit rates). Furthermore, some measurement methods (e.g., PSNR) are not very
well-suited for measuring the quality differences between streams that have different screen
sizes or different frame rates. Moreover, the quality degradation caused by certain scaling
operations can be content-dependent. For instance, reducing the bit rate of a video stream
that containes high-motion scenes may result in stronger quality degradation than reducing
the bit rate of a video stream that contains low-motion scenes. For all of these reasons,
a design decision was not to include quality-reduction levels for filter operations in the
adaptation-service description model. In principle, it would be possible to include this kind
of information as well, but the problem is that the huge amount of parameters that have to
be considered would exponentially increase the size of service description records. One could
think of defining only a small amount of standardised parameters (e.g., 3–4 discrete bit rates,
3–4 levels of motion, 3–4 discrete frame sizes) and specifying a quality degradation value for
each combination of these parameters (even if there were only 3 parameters with 3 possible
values, this would already result in 33 = 27 values for each filter operation). Unfortunately,
defining such a small amount of configurations will in general not make sense because of
the very variable nature of multimedia sources. For instance, one could think of defining
quality reduction levels for an SNR filter for the three concrete bit rates 2 Mb/s, 1 Mb/s,
500 kb/s. This would be very useful information for all media streams that have a bit rate of
about 2 Mb/s. Unfortunately, it would be totally useless for media streams that have a bit
rate of, for instance, 500 kb/s (and media streams can have almost any arbitrary bit rate).
Alternatively, one could think of defining these levels not in terms of concrete bit rates,
but in terms of percentages of the original bit rate of a stream. This way, a small amount
of standardised percentages could be defined (for instance 90%, 75%, 50%, and 25%), and
quality-degradation levels could be defined for each of these four percentages. This would be
a nice idea if reducing the bit rate by a certain percentage would always result in the same
amount of quality reduction, regardless of the media codec and regardless of the content of
media streams. Unfortunately, this is not the case in reality. The quality reduction caused
by reducing the bit rate of a stream by 50% can be very different for different media codecs
and for different contents of a media stream. As a consequence, it is simply not possible
to solve this problem by defining a small parameter set. Instead, it would be necessary to
define a rather huge and complicated parameter set, which is probably not feasible because
it could result in service description records of many megabytes.

6.2.5 Considering Status Information for Adaptation-Node Selection

When choosing an appropriate adaptation node, it may be useful to consider not only the
capabilities, but also the status (the current resource consumption) of the available adap-
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tation nodes. Therefore, one could think of including status information (like amount of
free CPU or memory resources) in the service description that is registered at the service
discovery server. Thus, it would be possible to prevent that the SDS returns the contact
information of an already overloaded adaptation node as an answer to a client’s request.
On the other hand, the resource consumption on an adaptation node will vary whenever
clients request new services, whenever existing adaptation session are terminated, and be-
cause of the variable nature of the processed media streams. Therefore, frequent updates
of the registration would be required to reflect the changes in the resource consumption.
With increasing number of adaptation nodes, frequent update messages lead to scalability
problems.

Another problem is to find an appropriate form of representing the status information so
that it is really useful for the clients. Announcing that the resource consumption of a certain
adaptation node is 70 percent, does not provide any information about how many additional
clients could be served by this adaptation node. On the other hand, determining how many
additional sessions the adaptation node could accept is, in general, very difficult because
an adaptation node may offer a large amount of different adaptation operations which all
require different amounts of resources. So the number of clients that can be served depends
on which services they request, and the number of combinations of adaptation operations
can be very large. In some cases it may not even be known how many resources are required
for a specific operation because the exact amount may depend on the content of the media
streams that shall be adapted.

As a consequence, the proposed service description model does not include status infor-
mation. Instead, it is recommended that adaptation nodes simply de-register their services
as soon as the resource consumption exceeds a certain threshold and new clients cannot
be accepted, and they should re-register their services as soon the resource consumption
allows to accept new clients. Of course, adaptation nodes should avoid oscillating registra-
tion and de-registration by examining the resource consumption over longer time intervals
and possibly using different thresholds for de-registration and registration events (see also
Section 4.2.2). An alternative (not implemented) would be that after the SDS has selected
a list of MSANs that offer the requested adaptation operations, the client itself asks the
MSANs about their current status and selects the MSAN with the lowest load.

6.3 Describing Adaptation Services with SLP Service Templates

In this section, a vocabulary for the description of adaptation services is introduced that
is based on SLP templates [GPK99]. An SLP template defines names and data types of
attributes that are used to describe a certain class of services as well as the format of service
URLs that are used to identify an instance of this service class. A service provider can
register its service URL and the corresponding service attributes at an SDS (a directory agent
in SLP-terminology). Clients can find an adaptation node that matches their requirements
by sending service request messages to the SDS, which identifies an appropriate adaptation
node by means of attribute matching. SLP templates are not able to express all details of
the service properties that have been defined in Section 6.2.2. A more powerful RDF-based
vocabulary that does not have these limitations is introduced in Section 6.4. Nevertheless,
the definition of an SLP-based vocabulary for adaptation service description is still useful.
In some applications scenarios, even a less detailed service description can be sufficient
(details about the limitation of the SLP-based vocabulary will be explained in Section 6.3.2).
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Furthermore, SLP templates is a widespread technology. Publishing service descriptions in
multiple well-known description languages increases the number of potential clients5.

6.3.1 SLP Service URL

The contact-information properties (defined in Section 6.2.2) are expressed by means of
an SLP service URL, whose format for a certain class of services is defined in an SLP
template. For instance, the following service URL contains information about the service
type (stream-adaptation) the protocol used for session setup and control (SIP), the hostname
of the adaptation node (msan1.ist-daidalos.org), and the port (5060) on which the adaptation
nodes listens for SIP messages:

service:stream-adaptation:sip://msan1.ist-daidalos.org:5060

If it shall be possible to access instances of a service class by means of multiple alternative
control protocols, a special mechanism is used to define the service template. A so-called
abstract service template is used to define the protocol-independent attributes of the service
class, and so-called concrete service templates inherit the attributes from the abstract service
template and define a concrete protocol for accessing a service. Furthermore, each concrete
service template may define additional attributes that are specific for service instances that
are accessed through the respective control protocol. Appendix C contains two concrete
multimedia-stream adaptation service templates for the SIP [RS+02b] and MEGACO [G+03]
protocols.

6.3.2 Limitations of SLP Templates

A problem of SLP templates is the limited support for custom data structures. The data
type of an SLP attribute can either be integer, boolean, string, or a list containing elements
of one of these simple data types. Using such attribute types, it is possible to define lists of
input and output media-formats, lists of supported protocols, or simple facts like whether an
adaptation node supports the processing of MPEG-21 DIA usage environment descriptions
or not. On the other hand, lists of complex statements like “transcoding from media format
vcf:3.3.3 into media format vcf:4.1.1 causes a delay of less than 100 ms and costs $ 0.01 per
minute” cannot be described without custom data types. Unfortunately, SLP templates do
not provide proper support for the definition of custom data structures.

The SLP-templates specification introduces a special data type that is called opaque.
Opaque attributes can contain arbitrarily structured content. Therefore, the opaque data
type can be seen as a kind of custom data type. Nevertheless, as the name “opaque” already
suggests, an application that understands only the SLP semantics will have no idea how to
interpret the content of such an opaque attribute. One could, for instance, define an opaque
attribute which contains a list of elements that consist of two strings and three numbers as
shown in the following example:

media-adaptation-operations: vcf:3.3.3 vcf:4.1.1 100 10 1
vcf:3.3.3 vcf:4.1.2 200 50 1
acf:5.1.1 acf:4.1.1 10 0 1
...

5In the Daidalos project [DAI04], both technologies, SLP templates and RDF, are used for the description
of adaptation services.
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Here, the list elements are separated by line breaks, and the subparts of each list element
are separated by spaces. They could be interpreted by a human as the input format,
output format, delay, jitter, and cost of a transcoding operation6. The problem with this
approach is that an SLP template does not provide any means for defining the syntax and
the semantics of the individual parts of such an opaque attribute. As a consequence, an SDS
that understands only the normal SLP semantics, will not be able to understand and answer
requests that involve such an opaque attribute. For instance, it would not be possible to
search for a media-adaptation operation that transcodes from format vcf:3.3.3 to vcf:4.1.1
while fulfilling certain restrictions, e.g., delay < 200, jitter < 50, cost < 0.01. To allow such
queries, an SDS must have additional knowledge about the specific syntax and semantics
of the opaque attributes defined by the SLP template. Of course, it would be possible
to implement an SDS with such specific knowledge and to define a proprietary syntax for
opaque attributes as shown in the example above. However, an ordinary service discovery
server may store and process descriptions of many different kinds of services, which all use
different vocabularies. There exist standardised languages for representing structured data
(and appropriate parser software), e.g., XML or RDF, so a better approach is to use one of
these languages instead of defining a proprietary syntax for each type of service.

Under certain circumstances, a service description of less detail, which does not use
opaque attributes, may still be sufficient for the needs of many clients. Appendix C con-
tains the definition of an SLP template that allows to provide a sufficiently detailed service
description, provided that the following assumptions hold true (if they do not hold true, it
is recommended to use the RDF-based vocabulary introduced in Section 6.4):

• If an adaptation node supports decoding of media format A and encoding of media
format B, it offers transcoding from A to B.

• If an adaptation node supports two protocols A and B of the same protocol layer, it
offers translation between A and B.

• Costs for adaptation services are always zero or not relevant for the selection of the
adaptation node.

• Delay, jitter, and quality reduction caused adaptation services are always acceptable
for the client.

• Output multiplicities and mixing multiplicities (the maximum number of streams that
can be mixed into a single stream) do not depend on media formats.

6.3.3 An SLP-based Description of an Adaptation Service

Example 6.1 shows the service description for a fictive adaptation node, using the vocabulary
defined by the developed SLP templates. As explained in Section 6.3.1, an abstract template
is used to define the protocol-independent service attributes, and a concrete service template
defines the service-access method. The templates themselves are printed in Appendix C.

6This simple example does not yet consider that there may exist multiple charging models or the fact that
an optimized transcoder may offer combined transcoding/filtering operations.
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Example 6.1 (SLP-based description of an adaptation service)

1 service-url = service:stream-adaptation:sip://msan1.ist-daidalos.org:5060
2 scope = DEFAULT
3 attributes = (session-description-protocols=sdp,sdpng++),
4
5 (audio-input-formats=urn:mqos:cs:AudioCodingFormatCS:2005:2.1.1,urn:mqos:cs:

AudioCodingFormatCS:2005:2.1.2),
6
7 (audio-output-formats=urn:mqos:cs:AudioCodingFormatCS:2005:2.1.1,urn:mqos:cs

:AudioCodingFormatCS:2005:2.1.2),
8
9 (video-input-formats=urn:mqos:cs:VisualCodingFormatCS:2005:3.3,urn:mqos:cs:V

isualCodingFormatCS:2005:11),
10
11 (video-output-formats=urn:mqos:cs:VisualCodingFormatCS:2005:3.3,urn:mqos:cs:

VisualCodingFormatCS:2005:11),
12
13 (video-target-data-rate-adaptation=urn:mqos:cs:VisualCodingFormatCS:2005:3.3

,urn:mqos:cs:VisualCodingFormatCS:2005:11),
14
15 (video-snr-adaptation=urn:mqos:cs:VisualCodingFormatCS:2005:11),
16
17 (video-color-greyscale-adaptation=urn:mqos:cs:VisualCodingFormatCS:2005:11),
18
19 (video-framerate-adaptation=urn:mqos:cs:VisualCodingFormatCS:2005:3.3,urn:mq

os:cs:VisualCodingFormatCS:2005:3.1,urn:mqos:cs:VisualCodingFormatCS:2005:3.
2,urn:mqos:cs:VisualCodingFormatCS:2005:11),

20
21 (scaling-MPEG21DIA-BSD-adaptation=5),
22
23 (scaling-MPEG21DIA-gBSD-adaptation=true),
24
25 (usage-environment-description-processing=true ),
26
27 (audio-output-multiplicity=1),
28
29 (video-output-multiplicity=1),
30
31 (mixing-audio-input-multiplicity=1),
32
33 (mixing-video-input-multiplicity=1),
34
35 (application-layer-error-correction-schemes=parityfec,audio/red,rtp-arq),
36
37 (rate-control-schemes=RFC3448),
38
39 (rtp-profiles=RTP/AVP),
40
41 (rtp-formats=audio/PCMU,audio/PCMA,video/MP4V-ES,video/video-mpeg4-generic)

In the depicted example, the service-access protocol is SIP (Line 1). The description of
the service attributes starts at Line 3. The fictive adaptation node supports the session-
description formats SDP [Jac98] and SDPng++ [GLSH+06] (Line 3), transcoding between
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a couple of audio and video formats (lines 5–11), and several filter operations for cer-
tain media formats (lines 13–21). For instance, it can transcode between the audio for-
mats acf:2.1.1, which identifies the PCMU audio format, and acf:2.1.2, which iden-
tifies the PCMA audio format. A complete list of codec identifiers can be found in Ap-
pendix E. Furthermore, the MSAN offers target-data-rate-adaptation for the video
formats MPEG-4 Advanced Simple Profile and WaveVideo, it offers snr-adaptation and
color-greyscale-adaptation for WaveVideo, and it can adapt the frame rate for WaveV-
ideo, MPEG-4 Visual Simple Profile, MPEG-4 Visual Simple Scalable Profile, and MPEG-4
Visual Advanced Simple Profile. Furthermore, the adaptation node supports the process-
ing of generic bitstream syntax descriptions and usage environment descriptions [ISO04c]
(lines 23–25). It does not support the creation of point-to-multipoint sessions (lines 27–29)
and does not have the capability to mix media streams (lines 31–33). The adaptation
node supports several application-layer error correction mechanisms (Line 35). It sup-
ports the error correction schemes Generic Forward Error Correction [RS99] (identified
by the string parityfec) and RTP Payload for Redundant Audio Data [P+97] (identified
by the string red) as well as the RTP-ARQ mechanism that has been introduced in Sec-
tion 4.4.3. The string identifiers for these schemes are the MIME types defined in the
respective RTP payload format specification. Moreover, the MSAN supports the TCP-
friendly rate-control scheme [HFPW03] (Line 37), and the RTP/AVP profile (Line 39). Fi-
nally, Line 41 lists the supported RTP payload formats (RTP payload format for MPEG-4
Audio/Visual streams [KNF+00], RTP Payload Format for Transport of MPEG-4 Elemen-
tary Streams [vdM+03], and the payload formats for PCMU and PCMA audio [SC03]).
This service description does not give any information about delay, jitter, cost, and quality
reduction caused by each adaptation operation. A vocabulary that allows to describe such
details is presented in Section 6.4.

6.4 Describing Adaptation Services with RDF

In this section, a vocabulary for the description of adaptation services is introduced that is
based on the Resource Description Framework (RDF) [W3C04f]. It is called Media-Stream
Adaptation Service (MSAS) Vocabulary. To understand the MSAS vocabulary, basic knowl-
edge about RDF concepts and terms is required. Therefore, Section 6.4.1 gives a brief
overview on RDF. A more detailed RDF tutorial can be found, e.g., in [W3C04c]. Sec-
tion 6.4.2 describes the developed RDF schema, and section 6.4.3 discusses possibilities for
extending the vocabulary. Section 6.4.4 describes options for the creation and transportation
of RDF-based service descriptions by means of the Service Location Protocol. A description
of the MSAS vocabulary and its application for discovery of stream-adaptation services has
also been published in [SHK06].

6.4.1 RDF Overview

An RDF graph represents statements about resources. A “resource” can be a website, a
service, or any other thing that can be uniquely identified. A single statement is represented
by a graph consisting of two nodes and a directed edge pointing from the node representing
the subject of the statement to the node representing the object of the statement. The
edge is called the predicate of the statement. The predicate is also called a property of the
resource being the subject of the statement. The object is also called property value or
just value. Figure 6.5 shows an example. Here, the resource http://example.org/MSAN1
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has a property called http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#gBSD-supported, and the
value of this property is true.

http://example.org/MSAN1
http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#gBSD-supported true

Figure 6.5: A single RDF statement

The subject of a statement must be a resource. The object of a statement can either be a
resource or a literal. In the example shown in Figure 6.5, it is a boolean literal. Literals
are drawn as rectangles, whereas resources are drawn as ellipses. Properties are always
identified by URIs. Resources may be identified by URIs, too. On the other hand, some
resources do not need globally unique identifiers. In such a case, they can be represented
by a so-called blank node. An example is shown in Figure 6.6. Here, the value of the msas:
session-desc-formats property is a blank node (it does not contain a URI). The purpose
of this blank node is just to aggregate multiple msas:session-desc-format properties.
The aggregation of these properties is considered as being a new resource, but applications
do not need a globally unique identifier for this resource. We can also see that URIs can be
abbreviated by using qualified names, consisting of a prefix and a local part. In the depicted
example, the prefix msas has been assigned to the namespace URI http://mqos.de/ns/
msas-schema-v1.rdf#. Similarly, the prefix xsd has been assigned to the namespace URI
http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#. The latter one is the URI of the XML Schema
[W3C04h] namespace. RDF itself does not define any data types. To express that a literal
has a certain data type, an RDF description may use the data types defined by XML Schema.
Furthermore, we can see that the object of a statement (e.g., the blank node in Figure 6.6)
can be the subject of another statement. This way, arbitrarily shaped graphs can be created,
representing complex statements that consist of multiple simpler statements.

http://example.org/MSAN1 msas:gBSD-supported true^^xsd:boolean

msas:sdp

msas:sdpng++

msas:session-desc-format
msas:session-desc-formats

msas:session-desc-format

Figure 6.6: An RDF graph containing a blank node

In principle, each human and each application that wants to create an RDF graph can
define its own properties and assign arbitrary values to each property. Nevertheless, to
enable interoperability between applications sharing RDF graphs, applications must agree
on a common vocabulary. Such a vocabulary (or schema) can be defined, e.g., by means
of the RDF Vocabulary Description Language [W3C04d]. A schema is itself an RDF graph
and defines classes and properties. Each resource in an RDF graph is an instance of a
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http://example.org/MSAN1
msas:gBSD-supported true^^xsd:boolean

_:1

msas:sdp

msas:sdpng++

msas:session-desc-format
msas:session-desc-formats

msas:session-desc-format

msas:MSAN

msas:session-desc-formats

rdf:type

msas:Session-Desc-Format-List

rdf:type
msas:Session-Desc-Format-Id

rdf:type

rdf:type

Figure 6.7: An RDF graph with explicit type information

certain class. As in object-oriented programming languages, a class can have a base class
and derived classes. The definition of a property comprises the name of the property, a
human-readable description of the property, and the domain and range of a property. The
domain of a property specifies which class the subject of such a property is an instance of.
The range of a property specifies which class or literal type the property value is an instance
of.

There is a fundamental difference between this definition of domains and ranges in com-
parison to type systems of object-oriented programming languages. If, for instance, a Java
class contains a member variable of a certain data type, then it is not possible to assign
a value to this member variable if it does not have a matching data type. In RDF, it is
actually the other way round. The definition of a property range causes a property value to
be an instance of the class (or literal type) specified by the range definition. Therefore, it
is not necessary to specify the data types of the nodes in an RDF graph explicitly if this is
already done in the schema that defines the vocabulary of the RDF graph. For instance, the
fact that the literal node depicted in Figure 6.6 has the data type xsd:boolean does not
have to be explicitly written down in the RDF graph if the corresponding schema specifies
already that the range of the msas:gBSD-supported property is xsd:boolean. On the other
hand, it is not forbidden to specify the data type of a literal explicitly in the RDF graph (as
shown in Figure 6.6). Similarly, the class of a resource can be explicitly specified in an RDF
graph. This is done by adding a special property called rdf:type to each resource. The pre-
fix rdf stands for the namespace URI http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#.
This is the namespace of the RDF language itself. An example of an RDF graph containing
explicit information about the classes of each resource is depicted in Figure 6.7. Here, the
node http://example.org/MSAN1 is an instance of the class msas:MSAN, the blank node is
an instance of the class msas:Session-Desc-Format-List, and the nodes msas:sdp and
msas:sdpng++ are instances of the class msas:Session-Desc-Format-Id.

Furthermore, Figure 6.7 demonstrates that sometimes it is desirable to give a name to
a blank node. Such a so-called blank node identifier is not a globally unique identifier of
the resource which the blank node represents. It is just a helpful means for expressing
which blank node we are talking about if there are several blank nodes in one RDF graph.
Furthermore, blank node identifiers may be required to serialize an RDF graph using the
RDF/XML language [W3C04e] (as described below).
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RDF Vocabulary Description Language versus Web Ontology Language OWL

The RDF Vocabulary Description Language is just one of many languages that can be
used to define an RDF vocabulary. Another very popular language for this purpose is Web
Ontology Language OWL [W3C04b]. Actually, we defined a vocabulary for the description
of MSA services by means of OWL within the Daidalos project [DAI04]. OWL allows to
add additional semantics to a vocabulary (also called ontology) which cannot be expressed
with RDF Vocabulary Description Language, e.g., disjointness of classes, characteristics
of properties (e.g., cardinalities or symmetry). However, the usefulness of such additional
semantics depends on the concrete application scenarios for which the RDF vocabulary shall
be used. The only application for which the MSAS vocabulary will be used is searching for
media-stream adaptation services that match specific requirements. As demonstrated in
Section 6.5, the schema proposed in this thesis is totally suffient for this specific application
scenario. OWL does not provide any added value for this kind of application scenario. On
the other hand, if the MSAS vocabulary were defined by means of OWL (instead of RDF
Vocabulary Description Language), an additional level of complexity would be added to the
processing of RDF graphs using this vocabulary. The RDF schema proposed in this thesis is
actually an enhanced version of the OWL-based vocabulary used in Daidalos while requiring
less processing resources because it is not based on OWL.

Serialization of RDF graphs

The graph structure of an RDF model is very intuitive, but for storage and transmis-
sion, RDF graphs must somehow be serialized. The RDF standard recommends to use the
RDF/XML language [W3C04e] for this purpose (although other languages could be used as
well). Example 6.2 shows an RDF/XML representation of the RDF graph from Figure 6.7.
This example makes intensive use of shortcut techniques defined in the RDF/XML speci-
fication. For a detailed description of normal and abbreviated RDF/XML syntax, please
refer to [W3C04c].

The RDF class names and properties appear in the XML document as XML element
names, data types of literals appear as rdf:datatype attributes in elements representing
properties, and the URIs of resources appear as rdf:about attributes in elements repre-
senting instances of a class. If a resource does not have a URI (i.e., it is represented in the
model by a blank node), the rdf:about attribute is replaced by an rdf:nodeID attribute,
which specifies the blank node identifier. This identifier is required if a blank node has to be
referenced multiple times in the same RDF/XML document (in Example 6.2, it is referenced
only once).

Example 6.2 (Serialized RDF graph using RDF/XML)

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF

xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"
xmlns:msas="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"

<msas:MSAN rdf:about="http://example.org/MSAN1">
<msas:gBSD-supported rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean">

true
</msas:gBSD-supported>
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<msas:session-desc-formats>
<msas:Session-Desc-Format-List rdf:nodeID="1">
<msas:session-desc-format>

<msas:Session-Desc-Format-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v
1.rdf#sdp"/>

</msas:session-desc-format>
<msas:session-desc-format>

<msas:Session-Desc-Format-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v
1.rdf#sdpng++"/>

</msas:session-desc-format>
</msas:Session-Desc-Format-List>

</msas:session-desc-formats>
</msas:MSAN>

</rdf:RDF>

6.4.2 An RDF-based Description of Adaptation Services

This section describes the Media-Stream Adaptation Service (MSAS) Vocabulary. The
namespace URI of this vocabulary is defined as http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.
rdf#. The RDF schema that defines the vocabulary formally can be downloaded from the
Web through the same URI. For the readers’ convenience, the schema is also printed in
Appendix D of this document. Throughout the rest of this chapter, the following prefixes
are used to abbreviate namespace URIs:

• prefix rdf:, namespace URI: http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#

• prefix rdfs:, namespace URI: http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#

• prefix xsd:, namespace URI: http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#

• prefix msas:, namespace URI: http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#

The MSAS vocabulary defines a number of RDF classes and properties. An instance of
the class msas:MSAN represents a single multimedia-stream adaptation node. Furthermore,
the MSAS schema defines eleven properties having the msas:MSAN class as their domain.
These RDF properties correspond to the generic property list defined in Section 6.2.27.
Figure 6.8 shows an example of an msas:MSAN instance and its properties. Two of them
(msas:gBSD-supported and msas:ued-supported) are simple boolean properties, whereas
the others describe more complex capabilities of the adaptation node. Each of the blank
nodes aggregates multiple properties of the same kind. For instance, the property value of
media-adapt-ops is blank node :2, an instance of the Media-Adapt-Ops-List class. As the
class name implies, it represents a list that comprises all media-adaptation operations offered
by the adaptation node. Similarly, the other blank nodes also represent list structures.

Up to this point, the structure of this RDF-based service description looks very similar
to the SLP-based service description that was presented in Section 6.3. However, whereas
SLP-templates can only define lists that contain simple data types, each of the depicted
blank nodes is the root of an RDF subgraph. Since the complete RDF graph is very large

7There are two exceptions: The property types Session-description-formats and
Media-type-translation-operations that were defined in Section 6.2.2 are not modelled as direct
properties of the msas:MSAN class. Both property types are discussed later in this section.
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Figure 6.8: Properties of a multimedia-stream adaptation node

and complex, the subgraphs have to be depicted and explained in separate figures. Since
all of the following diagrams (including Figure 6.8) show parts of the same graph, blank
nodes that have the same blank-node identifier represent the same resource in all diagrams.
In Figure 6.8, the rdf:type properties of all nodes have been shown explicitly. To reduce
the size and the complexity of the following figures, rdf:type properties as well as the data
types of literals and the namespace prefix msas: are omitted.

Contact information

Figure 6.9 shows a subgraph that describes the contact-information properties of a fictive
adaptation node. Blank node :1 is an instance of the Contact-List class and aggre-
gates two msas:contact-info properties, which describe how to communicate with the
adaptation node. Since the values of these properties contain structured information, they
are also modelled as blank nodes ( :9 and :10), each one being an instance of the class
msas:Contact and aggregating properties which contain information about a single service-
access method.

Figure 6.9 also shows that the MSAS schema defines not only classes and properties, but
also a number of resources that are used as identifiers. For instance, the resource msas:sip
(an instance of the class msas:Sig-Proto-Id) is defined in the MSAS schema and iden-
tifies the Session Initiation Protocol; the resource msas:megaco identifies the MEGACO
protocol. Similarly, identifiers for transport protocols and session-description formats are
defined in the schema. In the depicted example, the service can be accessed either with SIP
or MEGACO. Furthermore, the SIP URI of the fictitious adaptation node is sip:a@b.c,
the adaptation node listens for SIP messages at port 5060, and SIP messages can either
be transported with UDP or TCP. MEGACO messages, on the other hand, can only be
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Figure 6.9: Contact-information properties

transported with TCP and must be sent to port 2944. The msas:session-desc-formats
properties indicate which session-description formats are compatible with each control pro-
tocol. Both protocols are able to use the service-description formats SDP, SDPng, and
SDPng++. Blank node :13 aggregates these three session-description formats.

Blank node :13 has two parent nodes ( :9 and :10). From this example, we can see that
the structure of an RDF graph is not necessarily a rooted tree (every node of a rooted tree
has at most one parent node). The possibility to reference the same subgraph from multiple
parent nodes reduces the total size of the graph and also the total size of the corresponding
RDF/XML document. When using a language that does not offer this possibility, the
information represented by blank node :13 and the subgraph that originates from it would
have to be duplicated. Example 6.3 shows the serialized RDF graph in RDF/XML format.
Here, a blank node identifier is defined in Line 5 by means of an rdf:nodeID attribute.
This identifier is referenced in Line 28. Thus, the content of lines 5–9 does not have to
be repeated. As mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, other XML-based description
formats (e.g., the one used by UPnP) use a rooted tree model to structure service-description
records. Using such a model, it would be necessary to repeat the information contained in
lines 5–9. In the following figures, we will see more examples where RDF’s graph structure
allows us to reduce the total size of service-description records.

Example 6.3 (Contact-information properties)

1 <msas:contact-info-set><msas:Contact-List>
2 <msas:contact-info><msas:Contact>
3 <msas:contact-address>134.60.77.210</msas:contact-address>
4 <msas:session-desc-formats>
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5 <msas:Session-Desc-Format-List rdf:nodeID="13">
6 <msas:session-desc-format rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.r

df#sdp"/>
7 <msas:session-desc-format rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.r

df#sdpng"/>
8 <msas:session-desc-format rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.r

df#sdpng++"/>
9 </msas:Session-Desc-Format-List>
10 </msas:session-desc-formats>
11 <msas:transp-layer><msas:Transp-Layer-Info>
12 <msas:transp-layer-proto rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf

#tcp"/>
13 <msas:port>2944</msas:port>
14 </msas:Transp-Layer-Info></msas:transp-layer>
15 <msas:sig-proto>
16 <msas:Sig-Proto-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#megaco"/

>
17 </msas:sig-proto>
18 </msas:Contact></msas:contact-info>
19 <msas:contact-info><msas:Contact>
20 <msas:transp-layer><msas:Transp-Layer-Info>
21 <msas:transp-layer-proto rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf

#tcp"/>
22 <msas:port>5060</msas:port>
23 <msas:transp-layer-proto rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf

#udp"/>
24 </msas:Transp-Layer-Info></msas:transp-layer>
25 <msas:sig-proto>
26 <msas:Sig-Proto-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#sip"/>
27 </msas:sig-proto>
28 <msas:session-desc-formats rdf:nodeID="13"/>
29 <msas:contact-address>sip:a@b.c</msas:contact-address>
30 </msas:Contact></msas:contact-info>
31 </msas:Contact-List></msas:contact-info-set>

Media-adaptation operations

Figure 6.10 shows a subgraph that describes the media-adaptation operations offered by a
fictive adaptation node. Blank node :2 is an instance of the msas:Media-Adapt-Ops-List
class and aggregates three msas:media-adapt-op properties. The corresponding property
values are the blank nodes :14, :15, and :16, each of them being an instance of the
msas:Media-Adapt-Op-Desc class and representing a single media-adaptation operation. In
the following text, these media-adaptation operations are referred to as “Operation A”, “Op-
eration B”, and “Operation C”. Information about the input and output formats of each op-
eration is provided by the msas:in-format and msas:out-format properties, whose values
are instances of the msas:Media-Format-Id class. The property value of msas:scale-ops
is an instance of the msas:Scale-Ops-List class, which aggregates multiple msas:scale-op
properties. Operation A transcodes from media format acf:2.1.1 (PCMU audio) to media
format acf:2.1.2 (PCMA audio), Operation B transcodes from media format acf:2.1.1
(PCMU audio) to acf:2.3.5 (G.726 audio). In both cases, no scaling operations are avail-
able. Input and output formats are unequal if an operation includes transcoding (as in the
case of Operation A and Operation B) and they are equal if it is a pure scaling operation
that does not change the media format (as in the case of Operation C). Please note that
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the RDF graph does not contain information about how a scaling operation is implemented
(e.g., through transcoding or filtering, see Section 2.2). For the clients, it is not important
how a certain scaling operation is actually implemented, but the implementation may influ-
ence processing delay and costs. Therefore, these parameters are explicitly specified by the
RDF graph.
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Figure 6.10: Media-adaptation properties

The RDF graph also shows that the processing delay for all three operations does not depend
on the content of the media stream. A description of the jitter has been omitted to reduce
the complexity of the figure. However, the jitter is described by means of the same properties
as used for describing the delay. Property msas:content-dependent has a boolean value,
which is true if delay or jitter depend on the content of the media stream and false if they
do not depend on the content. Property msas:time-unit indicates the time unit in which
delay or jitter are specified (milliseconds). Property msas:time-value specifies the number
of time units for the delay or jitter.

The RDF graph also contains information about the costs of each adaptation operation.
In the example, the costs for all of the depicted operations are identical. Therefore, a single
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subgraph can be used to describe the costs. Each adaptation operation references this
subgraph through an msas:cost property. The value of all msas:cost properties (blank
node :20) is an instance of the msas:Payment-Alternatives class, which represents a
list of payment options. In the example, two alternatives are available, indicated by the
msas:pay-per-time and msas:pay-per-volume properties. Blank node :25 is an instance
of the msas:Time-Pay-Desc class which represents a description of a pay-per-time option.
Similarly, node :24, which is an instance of the msas:Volume-Pay-Desc, describes a pay-
per-data-volume option. The client may either pay $ 0.05 per 500 kb of incoming and
outgoing media traffic or $ 0.01 per 10 seconds (wallclock time). The absence of a certain
payment option means that this option is not available for this service. For instance, a third
payment method defined in the MSAS schema is pay-per-media-session. Nevertheless, this
option is not available for the operations in the depicted example. If a certain service is
free-of-charge, all payment options should be defined as being zero. If additional payment
options that are not yet considered in the MSAS schema are required, the schema must
be extended (see Section 6.4.3). A more detailed discussion about payment alternatives is
provided in Section 6.2.4.

Finally, the msas:qual-reduction properties provide information about the quality re-
duction caused by an adaptation operation. As explained in Section 6.2.4, this parameter
refers only to the conversion from input to output format without applying any scaling
operations. The quality reduction (as defined in Section 6.2.4) for Operation C is zero. A
possible reason may be that the media-format vcf:11 is a scalable format and the color-
to-greyscale conversion is performed by means of a media filter that does not require trans-
coding. Although the quality reduction for Operation C is zero, it is necessary to specify
this property, because it must be possible to make a comparison with the services offered
by other MSANs. Another adaptation node may also offer color-to-greyscale conversion for
this media format, but it may have to decode and re-encode the stream, which results in a
quality degradation. As explained in Section 6.2.4, there exist different methods for mea-
suring quality differences. However, in the case of Operation C, it really does not matter
which measurement method has been used because the quality reduction is anyhow zero. If
it is not zero, we have to explicitly specify the measurement method. This is done by means
of an msas:measurement-method attribute. For Operation A and Operation B, the quality
reduction is measured by means of the mean opinion score. The transcoding from PCMU
to PCMA does not reduce the quality, the transcoding from PCMU to G.726 reduces the
mean opinion score by 0.3.

Media-type translation operations (e.g., text-to-speech or vice versa) are actually only
a special case of media-adaptation operations. They can be described using the same RDF
classes and properties as used in Figure 6.10. The only thing that is different for media-
type translation is that the input and output format identifiers are not defined by the
same classification scheme. For instance, one identifier may be defined by an audio-format
classification scheme, and another may be defined by a text-format classification scheme.

Other operation properties

The description of service attributes that describe other adaptation operations is quite
similar to the previous examples. Instances of the class msas:Media-Adapt-Op-Desc rep-
resent the description of a media-stream adaptation operation. Likewise, instances of
msas:Mix-Op-Desc represent the description of a mixing operation. The subgraph that
originates from an msas:Mix-Op-Desc node has almost the same structure as a subgraph
describing a media-adaptation operation—there exist only three small differences. First, a
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mixing operation has an additional property that specifies the maximum number of streams
that can be mixed into a single stream. Second, mixing operations may have multiple input
formats instead of a single one. The third difference is that no quality-reduction properties
are defined for mixing operations. All other properties (output format, delay, jitter, costs)
are used the same way as in the previous example. Similarly, the delay, jitter and cost prop-
erties are used to describe error-correction operations and protocol-translation operations.
In case of protocol-translation, the input and output formats of the operation are protocols
instead of media formats. In case of error correction, there do not exist input and output
formats. Instead, the operation is described by an identifier defined in the MSAS schema.

The MSAS schema uses inheritance to allow that instances of several different classes can
use the same properties. All of the classes msas:Media-Adapt-Op-Desc, msas:Mix-Op-Desc,
msas:Proto-Trans-Op-Desc, and msas:Error-Corr-Op-Desc are derived from a com-
mon base class that is called msas:Op-Desc. The domain of the properties msas:delay,
msas:jitter, and msas:cost is defined as being the msas:Op-Desc class. Thus, it is possi-
ble that a instances of the derived classes can use these properties. Since an RDF schema is
nothing more than an RDF document, the relationship between these classes is also defined
by an RDF graph (Figure 6.11). Please note that this figure shows only a small part of the
complete MSAS schema.
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Figure 6.11: Relationship between MSAS classes

Other properties

The remaining service attributes defined in Section 6.2.2 have a much simpler structure
than the already discussed properties. The MSAS schema defines two RDF properties with
a boolean value to indicate whether the MSAN supportes gBSD-based adaptation and the
processing of MPEG-21 DIA usage environment descriptions. All other properties are simple
lists of integer values (to specify output-multiplicities) or identifiers (to specify certain rate
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control schemes, RTP profiles, or RTP payload formats supported by the MSAN). Each list
is represented by a blank node that aggregates multiple integer values or identifiers that are
defined in the MSAS schema.

6.4.3 Extending the MSAS Schema

In the future, it may become necessary to extend the MSAS schema because new adaptation
functionality may have been invented. This can be easily achieved by defining a new schema
that extends the MSAS vocabulary, i.e., it defines new properties, classes, and resources that
are used in addition to the ones already defined in the MSAS schema. For instance, a new
schema may define a new payment option, a new RTP payload format, or a new type of
scaling operation. In the following, a fictive new schema is referred to as MSAS++ schema,
and a fictive new scaling operation is referred to as Scaling Operation X. There will be
adaptation nodes that know the new MSAS++ schema and offer Scaling Operation X, and
there will be other adaptation nodes that do not offer this new service. Both types of
adaptation nodes can register their service-description records at the same SDS without
generating any conflicts, provided that an appropriate query language is used by the clients
(see Section 6.5).

Clients that do not know the MSAS++ schema can still ask for all types of properties
defined in the MSAS schema. The SDS will search through all registered service-description
records, and the SDS may find results in the set of adaptation nodes that use only the MSAS
schema as well as in the set of adaptation nodes that use also the new MSAS++ schema.
On the other hand, if a client asks for Scaling Operation X, then the SDS will simply not
find a matching service-description record that belongs to the set of adaptation nodes that
do not support the MSAS++ schema, but it may find results in the set of adaptation nodes
that use the MSAS++ schema.

6.4.4 Creation of RDF Service Descriptions and Registration via SLP

The previous sections have shown the structure of RDF-based descriptions for adaptation
services. RDF documents can be created programmatically with libraries like the Jena
toolkit [McB01], which offers a Java API to build RDF graphs. However, for the current
MSAN prototype, the RDF description was created manually with an RDF editor. Param-
eters like delay and quality reduction have to be determined by the MSAN operator before
the MSAN goes online and announces its services. For the communication with the SDS via
SLP, the OpenSLP library [ope05] (an open-source project) was used.

As already mentioned, there exist several possibilites how to make a service publicly
available to potential clients. The proposal in this thesis builds on the service discovery ser-
vice developed in the Daidalos project [GLSK+05]. In this architecture, a service-description
record has to be conveyed from the service provider to the SDS. This can be done, for in-
stance, via the Service Location Protocol. Since a serialized RDF/XML document is just
text, it can be put into a string attribute of an SLP service registration message. Alter-
natively, the attribute may contain only a URL that specifies the location from which the
RDF/XML document can be downloaded by the SDS. In the Daidalos project, the latter
solution was implemented to keep the size of SLP messages small. The SLP standard rec-
ommends to use UDP for the transportation of SLP messages as long as the size of the
messages does not exceed the maximum transfer unit of the network. Otherwise, TCP shall
be used for the transmission of SLP messages. A serialized RDF/XML document describing
an adaptation service will very likely be larger than the maximum transfer unit of most
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networks. The description of the developed MSAN prototype, for instance, has a size of 17
kilobyte.

If the SDS shall be able to find an adaptation service with certain properties, it must be
able to parse and process RDF/XML documents. There exist a number of query languages
(e.g., SPARQL [W3C06b]) that allow clients to extract information from an RDF database.
To formulate search queries with SPARQL, the clients have to understand the semantics of
the RDF vocabulary that is used in the RDF documents from which they want to extract
information, but the server that manages the RDF database must understand only RDF
and the applied query language to answer the clients’ queries. It is not necessary that the
SDS understands the semantics of a specific RDF vocabulary. Section 6.5 describes in detail
how SPARQL can be used to search for specific adaptation services.

Even if an SDS is able to parse and process SLP as well as RDF and the corresponding
query languages, one problem remains: The SDS must know which attributs in an SLP
registration message contain an RDF/XML document (or the URL of an RDF/XML doc-
ument). The solution that was implemented in the Daidalos project is actually not a very
generic one. When the Daidalos SDS receives a service registration message, it first checks
whether the service is an adaptation service (see Figure 6.12). If so, it searches for a spe-
cific attribute called Ontology-URI. The value of this attribute is assumed to be the URL
from which the RDF/XML description can be downloaded. RDF-based service description
records and SLP service description records are stored in separate databases.

This approach has two drawbacks. First, it is not a generic solution because stream-
adaptation services are treated differently than any other kind of services. The concept of
registering RDF descriptions at an SDS via the service location protocol may be interesting
for other kinds of services as well, but if new services also want to use this mechanism, the
SDS implementation must be changed. One could think of solving this problem by simply
skipping the first step depicted in Figure 6.12 (i.e., the SDS searches for an Ontology-URI
attribute in every registered service description record regardless of the service type). How-
ever, a second (minor) problem is that SLP templates for other service types can also
specify an attribute with the name Ontology-URI, but with a totally different semantic.
So an RDF-capable SDS would not be able to process every service description record with
such an attribute correctly. Although such a naming clash might be unlikely, it is at least
not a totally clean solution.

In the following, a novel mechanism is proposed, which allows a service discovery server
to handle SLP service templates and RDF service description records. Example 6.4 contains
the definition of a new abstract service template8, named RDF-Described-Service. This
template does not define any attributes. A service using this template registers only a
service URL without any additional attributes. Instead of describing the contact address
of the service itself, the service URL specifies the location of an RDF/XML document that
describes the service.

Example 6.4 (Abstract service template for RDF-based service description)

template-type = RDF-Described-Service

template-version = 1.0
template-description = An advertisement of the type service:RDF-Described-Service

provides a URL that allows to download an RDF-based
description of the offered service.

8The concept of abstract and concrete SLP service templates is described in Section 6.3.1.
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service URL =~
/^service:stream-adaptation:.*/

store service description 
record in SLP database

download and store 
service description 

record in RDF database

false

contains attribute
Ontology-URI

true

false

true

Figure 6.12: Processing of service registration messages

template-url-syntax = ; Depends on the concrete service type
; To be defined on each concrete template

Whenever an RDF-capable SDS receives a service registration message of the service type
service:RDF-Described-Service, it automatically uses the registered service URL to
download the corresponding RDF/XML document and stores it in its RDF database (see
Figure 6.13). Otherwise, it treats the incoming message as an ordinary service registration
message. The SDS implementation must know the semantics of the RDF-Described-Service
SLP template, but in contrast to the Daidalos approach, this mechanism neither suffers from
potential conflicts with other templates nor will it require future changes of the SDS im-
plementation if new service types want to make use of this mechanism. Concrete service
templates can be derived from service:RDF-Described-Service to distinguish between
different service types. A concrete service template for stream-adaptation services is shown
in Example 6.5.

service URL =~
/^service:RDF-Described-Service:.*/

store service description 
record in SLP database

download and store 
service description 

record in RDF database

falsetrue

Figure 6.13: Processing of service registration messages (2)
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Example 6.5 (Concrete service template for stream-adaptation services)

template-type = RDF-Described-Service:Stream-Adaptation
template-version = 1.0
template-description = The RDF-Described-Service:Stream-Adaptation type provides

advertisements for stream-adaptation services in form
of a URL of an RDF/XML description of the service.

template-url-syntax = ; No type-specific URL portion is necessary.
; The service URL will look like:
; service:RDF-Described-Service:Stream-Adaptation:http://example.org/MSAN1.rdf

6.5 Querying for Adaptation Services

This thesis focuses on adaptation nodes and their interactions with other entities. Querying
a service discovery server about available adaptation services is an interaction between a
client and an SDS without direct involvement of the adaptation node itself. However,
service description models would be useless if there were no appropriate query mechanisms
that enable extraction of information from the database of an SDS server. Therefore, this
section describes how search queries for adaptation services can be created and conveyed to
an SDS.

Formulating SLP-based search queries is quite simple and straightforward. In contrast
to the RDF specification, which defines only a description language, but no protocol for
extracting information from an RDF database, SLP does not require an additional query
language. Instead the SLP specification [GPVD99] defines already the format of search
queries (called service requests) and the message sequence for the interaction between client
and SDS. In an SLP service request, the client defines values of certain service attributes,
and the SDS returns all service URLs for which the registered service description matches
the specified attribute values.

Extracting information from an RDF database requires an additional query mechanism,
which is not included in the RDF specification. This section discusses how search queries for
RDF-based adaptation-service descriptions can be created (Section 6.5.1) and conveyed from
client to SDS (Section 6.5.2). Please remember that the term “client” does not necessarily
refer to an end user terminal. In this context, the client may also be a video server or a
broker that searches for adaptation services on behalf of the end-terminals (see Section 4.3).

6.5.1 Formulating RDF Queries

Since the RDF standard has been released, many proprietary query languages and diverse
RDF toolkits have been developed. Some of the more popular query languages are, e.g.,
RDQL [Sea04], RQL [KAC+02], SeRQL [BK03], and SPARQL [W3C06b]. A good sur-
vey and comparison of the different features of different query languages can be found
in [HBEV04]. Many APIs and toolkits have been developed that facilitate the creation
of RDF graphs, the persistent storage of RDF data, and the extraction of information
from either a single RDF document or an RDF database. Popular RDF toolkits are, e.g.,
Sesame [BKvH02] and Jena [McB01]. Some of the existing toolkits support not only one,
but a selection of several query languages and protocols. Yet, the problem remains that some
RDF databases and client applications are not compatible to each other because they support
different query languages or use different proprietary protocols for the transport of query
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messages. To solve this problem for future applications, the W3 Consortium is currently
trying to establish the SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language [W3C06a, W3C06b]
as a standard for information extraction from RDF documents and databases. The W3
Consortium has released the SPARQL specification very recently as a W3C Candidate Rec-
ommendation, and it is expected that it will soon reach W3C Recommendation status.
The Jena toolkit already contains support for the full SPARQL specification. The example
search queries explained in this section are all based on SPARQL, which adopted a lot of
features from a variety of older RDF query languages. Although many of the following sam-
ple search queries are also expressible in other languages, some queries cannot be formulated
with certain query languages, e.g., optional pattern matching (will be described later in this
section).

The SPARQL query mechanism is based on pattern matching. In the simplest case,
a SPARQL query contains a single RDF statement in which subject, predicate, or object
can be replaced with variables. More complex queries can contain multiple statements
and multiple variables. The recipient of the query (e.g., an SDS) then tries to match the
specified statements with the RDF graphs in its database. If matchings are found, the SDS
returns the identified results. Example 6.6 shows a simple search query that finds the IP
addresses and ports of all registered adaptation nodes whose services can be accessed via
the MEGACO protocol.

Example 6.6

SELECT ?address ?port

WHERE
{
?msan <http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#contact-info-set> ?cis .
?cis <http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#contact-info> ?ci .
?ci <http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#sig-proto> <http://mqos.de

/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#megaco> ;
<http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#contact-address> ?address ;
<http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#transp-layer> ?transp .

?transp <http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#port> ?port .
}

The SDS tries to find a binding for all variables that appear in the WHERE clause so that
all six RDF statements that are specified in this query match with an RDF graph in the
SDS’s database (variable names start with “?”). SPARQL allows to define several different
forms of result types for search queries. The result may either be a boolean value indicating
whether a matching has been found, a binding of variables to RDF terms that allows such a
matching, or a complete RDF graph constructed from a template defined by the SPARQL
query. For the inspected application scenario, the second option is the most appropriate.
To use this option, the query must contain a SELECT clause. In the depicted example, the
SELECT clause determines that the result shall contain bindings for the variables ?address
and ?port. Variable bindings are returned in an XML document, whose syntax is defined
in a separate W3C Recommendation [W3C06c]. Example 6.7 shows a possible XML result
document for this query.
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Example 6.7 (XML query result document)

1 <?xml version="1.0"?>
2 <sparql xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2005/sparql-results#">
3 <head>
4 <variable name="address"/>
5 <variable name="port"/>
6 </head>
7
8 <results ordered="false" distinct="false">
9 <result>

10 <binding name="address">
11 <literal datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">
12 134.60.77.210
13 </literal>
14 </binding>
15 <binding name="port">
16 <literal datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer">
17 2944
18 </literal>
19 </binding>
20 </result>
21
22 <result>
23 <binding name="address">
24 <literal datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">
25 134.60.77.202
26 </literal>
27 </binding>
28 <binding name="port">
29 <literal datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer">
30 2944
31 </literal>
32 </binding>
33 </result>
34 </results>
35 </sparql>

In this example, the answer contains two results. In the first result (lines 9–20), the binding
for variable address is 134.60.77.210 (Line 12), and the binding for variable port is 2944
(Line 17). In the second result (lines 22–33), the port number (Line 30) is the same, but
the address is 134.60.77.202 (Line 25). Since XML result documents can be quite lengthy,
the results for the following examples are given in an abbreviated tabular form. Using this
abbreviated form, the result for the previous query would be shown as in Table 6.1.

address port
134.60.77.210 2944
134.60.77.202 2944

Table 6.1: SPARQL query result

Example 6.8 shows a slightly modified version of the first query. The first difference in
comparison to the previous example is the definition of the prefix msas. As in an XML
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document, prefixes can be assigned to a namespace URI to abbreviate full URIs. A second
difference is that this time the query does not specify a certain access protocol. Instead, the
result contains an additional variable ?protocol. Thus the client will be informed about
all available access protocols for each adaptation node. A third difference is that the query
contains a so-called solution sequence modifier LIMIT. This solution sequence modifier allows
to limit the number of results that are returned to the client.

Example 6.8

PREFIX msas: <http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#>

SELECT ?address ?port ?protocol
WHERE
{
?msan msas:contact-info-set ?cis .
?cis msas:contact-info ?ci .
?ci msas:sig-proto ?protocol ;

msas:contact-address ?address ;
msas:transp-layer ?transp .

?transp msas:port ?port .
}
LIMIT 4

Table 6.2 shows a possible result set for the query from Example 6.8. Two services have
been found that support the MEGACO protocol, and another two support the SIP protocol.

address port protocol
134.60.77.210 2944 msas:MEGACO
sip:msan1@mqos.de 5060 msas:SIP
134.60.77.202 2944 msas:MEGACO
sip:can2@mqos.de 5060 msas:SIP

Table 6.2: Result set for Example 6.8

Usually, a client will have more specific requirements on the capabilities of an adaptation
node. In Example 6.9, the client searches for an adaptation node that is able to process
gBSDs and UEDs and supports either the RTP payload format msas:video-MP4V-ES (RTP
payload format for MPEG-4 Audio/Visual streams [KNF+00]) or the RTP payload format
msas:video-mpeg4-generic (RTP Payload Format for Transport of MPEG-4 Elementary
Streams). The result is again a variable binding for ?address and ?port.

Example 6.9

PREFIX msas: <http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#>

SELECT ?address ?port
WHERE
{
?msan msas:contact-info-set ?cis .
?cis msas:contact-info ?ci .
?ci msas:sig-proto msas:megaco ;
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msas:contact-address ?address ;
msas:transp-layer ?transp .

?transp msas:port ?port .
?msan msas:gBSD-supported true .
?msan msas:ued-supported true .
?msan msas:rtp-payload-formats ?formats .
?formats msas:rtp-payload-format ?format .
FILTER(?format = msas:video-MP4V-ES || ?format = msas:video-mpeg4-generic)

}
LIMIT 4

Another client may have more specific requirements on parameters like delay and jitter. In
Example 6.10, the client wants to know the contact information of adaptation nodes which
are able to transcode a stream encoded with MPEG-2 Video Simple Profile into MPEG-4
Visual Simple Profile with a guaranteed processing delay below 100 ms and a guaranteed
jitter below 50 ms. Furthermore, this example makes use of a new solution sequence modifier.
By combining the sequence modifiers LIMIT and ORDER BY, the query ensures that at most
four results are returned in ascending order of the delay.

Example 6.10

PREFIX msas: <http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#>

SELECT ?address ?port ?delayvalue ?jittervalue
WHERE { ?msan msas:contact-info-set ?cis .

?cis msas:contact-info ?ci .
?ci msas:sig-proto msas:megaco ;

msas:contact-address ?address ;
msas:transp-layer ?transp .

?transp msas:port ?port .
?msan msas:media-adapt-ops ?ops .
?ops msas:media-adapt-op ?op .
?op msas:in-format <urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:VisualCodingFormatCS:20

01:2.1> ;
msas:out-format <urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:VisualCodingFormatCS:20

01:3.1> ;
msas:delay ?delay ;
msas:jitter ?jitter .

?delay msas:content-dependent false ;
msas:time-value ?delayvalue .

?jitter msas:content-dependent false ;
msas:time-value ?jittervalue .

FILTER (?delayvalue < 100 && ?jittervalue < 50) . }
ORDER BY ?delayvalue
LIMIT 4

Table 6.3 shows a possible result set for the query from Example 6.10. The fastest adaptation
node can perform the operation with a maximum delay of 50 ms. The jitter is always zero.
A useful feature of the SPARQL language, which is not supported by many other query
languages, is the possibility to use optional search patterns. The usage of this feature is
demonstrated in Example 6.11. Here, the client asks again for a transcoding operation from
MPEG-2 Video Simple Profile to MPEG-4 Visual Simple Profile. Additionally, the client
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address port delayvalue jittervalue
134.60.77.210 2944 50 0
134.60.77.202 2944 75 0
134.60.77.200 2944 85 0
134.60.77.205 2944 99 0

Table 6.3: Result set for Example 6.10

wants to know whether the adaptation node supports a certain rate-control scheme, but
supporting this rate-control scheme is not a requirement for the selection of the adaptation
node.

Example 6.11

PREFIX msas: <http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#>

SELECT ?address ?port ?delayvalue ?ratecontrol
WHERE { ?msan msas:contact-info-set ?cis .

?cis msas:contact-info ?ci .
?ci msas:sig-proto msas:megaco ;

msas:contact-address ?address ;
msas:transp-layer ?transp .

?transp msas:port ?port .
?msan msas:media-adapt-ops ?ops .
?ops msas:media-adapt-op ?op .
?op msas:in-format <urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:VisualCodingFormatCS:20

01:2.1> ;
msas:out-format <urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:VisualCodingFormatCS:20

01:3.1> ;
msas:delay ?delay .

?delay msas:content-dependent false ;
msas:time-value ?delayvalue .

OPTIONAL { ?msan msas:rate-control-schemes ?rcs.
?rcs msas:rate-control-scheme ?ratecontrol.

}
FILTER (?delayvalue < 100) .

}
LIMIT 4

Table 6.4 shows a possible result set for the query from Example 6.11. Two of the results
refer to an adaptation node that is able to support TCP-friendly rate control. The other
adaptation nodes do not support any rate-control mechanisms.

address port delayvalue ratecontrol
134.60.77.210 2944 50
134.60.77.202 2944 75 msas:tfrc
134.60.77.200 2944 85 msas:tfrc
134.60.77.205 2944 99

Table 6.4: Result set for Example 6.11
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In the previous queries, the FILTER expression contained only tests on equality, greater than,
or less than. SPARQL also allows more complex expressions. In Example 6.12, the client
searches for a service that offers the payment option pay-per-time-interval and does not
cost more than a certain amount of money. Since different providers can use different cost
models, e.g., charge a certain amount of money per second, per 10 seconds, per minute, etc.,
the client may formulate a search query that restricts the costs per second, independent of
the cost model. This is achieved by specifying the formula (?money / ?interval) < 0.02
inside the FILTER expression (the semantic of the msas:interval property is defined as the
number of seconds for which a certain amount of money is charged). The returned variable
bindings, contain the information how much money is charged per which time interval.

Example 6.12

PREFIX msas: <http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#>

SELECT ?address ?port ?money ?interval
WHERE { ?msan msas:contact-info-set ?cis .

?cis msas:contact-info ?ci .
?ci msas:sig-proto msas:megaco ;

msas:contact-address ?address ;
msas:transp-layer ?transp .

?transp msas:port ?port .
?msan msas:media-adapt-ops ?ops .
?ops msas:media-adapt-op ?op .
?op msas:in-format <urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:VisualCodingFormatCS:20

01:2.1> ;
msas:out-format <urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:VisualCodingFormatCS:20

01:3.1> ;
msas:cost ?cost .

?cost msas:pay-per-time ?ppt .
?ppt msas:interval ?interval ;

msas:cost-value ?money ;
msas:cost-unit msas:dollar.

FILTER ((?money / ?interval) < 0.02).
}

A possible result set for the query from Example 6.12 is shown in Table 6.5. The costs per
second for all of the services in the result set are less than 0.02 dollar/s. The first and the
fourth provider charge 0.01 dollar per second, the second provider charges 0.1 dollar per 10
seconds, and the third provider charges 0.5 dollar per 50 seconds.

address port money interval
134.60.77.210 2944 0.01 1
134.60.77.202 2944 0.1 10
134.60.77.200 2944 0.5 50
134.60.77.205 2944 0.01 1

Table 6.5: Result set for Example 6.12
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6.5.2 Transportation of RDF Queries

The previous section described how queries for adaptation services can be build with SPARQL.
When a client has formulated such a query, the request must somehow be transported to
a service discovery server. Up to now, there does not exist a standardised application-
layer protocol for the transportation of RDF queries. Libraries that implement, e.g., an
RDQL-based client-server communication (e.g., SESAME [BKvH02]) support different pro-
tocols like HTTP, SOAP, or Java RMI. In the Daidalos project, a proprietary, TCP-based
protocol was developed for this purpose.

This lack of a standardised protocol causes interoperability problems. Therefore, the
W3 Consortium is currently trying to establish a standard protocol for RDF queries. The
recent proposal of the SPARQL Query Language [W3C06b] comes along with a proposal
for such a protocol, called SPARQL protocol [W3C06a]. This proposal has the status
of a W3C Candidate Recommendation, and it is expected that it will soon reach W3C
Recommendation status. At the time of this writing, it is unclear whether SPARQL and
its accompanying communication protocol will prevail against the large number of other
proprietary RDF query mechanisms. However, having a standardised protocol would enable
broader interoperability between different software systems using RDF.

The SPARQL protocol defines an abstract interface as well as HTTP and SOAP bindings
of this interface. The abstract interface comprises a simple request-reply message sequence.
A query-request message is sent from a client to a server, which replies with either a query-
result or a fault message. Example 6.13 shows the structure of an HTTP message containing
a SPARQL query. In a concrete query, the string SPARQL QUERY STRING in Line 1 has to
be replaced by an URL-encoded version of a concrete SPARQL query. (In an URL-encoded
string, special characters like line breaks are replaced by a character sequence that consists
of a “%” sign followed by the ASCII code of the special character that has to be replaced.)
A positive answer would be transported from the server to the client in an HTTP 200 OK
message containing an XML query result document (see Example 6.7 in Section 6.5.1).

Example 6.13 (Transporting SPARQL via HTTP)

1 : GET /sparql/?query=SPARQL_QUERY_STRING HTTP/1.1

2 : Host: www.example.com
3 : User-agent: my-sparql-client/0.1
4 :

Similarly, the SPARQL protocol specification defines bindings for the SOAP protocol. The
already mentioned Jena toolkit [McB01] currently supports only SPARQL via HTTP.

6.6 Summary

In this chapter, the requirements for dynamic discovery of multimedia-stream adaptation
services have been discussed. We have seen that an accurate description of the offered adap-
tation operations is required since different adaptation nodes may offer different services
with different quality-of-service parameters like guaranteed maximum delay or the degree of
quality reduction caused by a certain adaptation process. In this chapter, a list of attributes
that are required to describe an adaptation service has been identified. Furthermore, two
concrete service description vocabularies have been developed. The first vocabulary is de-
fined by means of SLP-templates, which is a widely-used technology. On the other hand, the
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expressiveness of SLP-templates is very limited. Therefore, a second vocabulary has been
developed that is based on RDF. This second vocabulary allows a more detailed service
description and is easily extensible for future requirements. It has also been demonstrated
how RDF-based service description records can be registered at a service discovery service
via the SLP protocol and how clients can query an RDF database for specific adaptation
services using the SPARQL query language and protocol.

The implementation part of this thesis focused on the development of the Multimedia-
Stream Adaptation node. It did not include the development of a service discovery system.
However, our partners from the Daidalos project implemented an SDS9, and the inter-
operability with the developed MSAN was successfully tested. Extensive measurements
regarding the performance of the SDS have not been performed yet. Testing the scalability
of an RDF/SPARQL-based service discovery system with large numbers of registered service
description records is up to future work.

9This implementation was actually based on slightly older versions of the SLP and RDF service description
vocabularies than the ones that are described in this thesis.
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HETEROGENEOUS BROADCAST SERVICES IN THE INTERNET

Adaptation services can be used in many application scenarios. In the previous chapters,
the focus lay on scenarios where either a single client receives a stream from a streaming
server or two peers communicate with each other. This chapter examines the possible appli-
cation of adaptation services in broadcast streaming scenarios in the Internet. Traditionally,
broadcast services deliver the same data to all clients. A heterogeneous broadcast service, on
the other hand, would deliver the same content, but in different representation formats, to
different clients. A typical application would be television broadcasting for different clients
using different devices and different access networks.

The contribution presented in this chapter is the development of novel signalling proce-
dures that allow a client to instruct an MSAN to join an existing (homogeneous) broadcast
streaming session and to provide an adapted version of the broadcast stream. Thus, the
MSAN acts as a gateway between a homogeneous broadcast tree and additional terminals
with heterogeneous requirements. Section 7.1 provides a brief overview of existing broadcast
services in the Internet and their limitations. Section 7.2 discusses alternative mechanisms
for announcing broadcast services. These announcement mechanisms are required in some
of the proposed signalling procedures for setting up heterogeneous broadcast sessions. The
session-setup procedure itself is described in Section 7.3.

7.1 Broadcast and Internet-Television Services Today

Broadcast services can, but do not have to be related to a broadcast-capable link-layer tech-
nology like Digital Video Broadcast Terrestrial (DVB-T). Of course, it is not possible to
transmit several different representations of a video stream on one and the same DVB-T
radio channel at the same time. Moreover, the goal of this thesis is to develop mechanisms
that make the user independent of a certain access network technology. Therefore, a het-
erogeneous broadcast service has to operate on layers above the link layer. More precisely,
the mechanism described in this chapter builds upon IP-multicast-based broadcast stream-
ing services [Lia00, GL00, MA01]. Such a service continually sends a broadcast stream to
an IP-multicast group, which can be joined and left by the clients wishing to receive the
broadcasted content. Alternatively, application-layer multicast and overlay networks could
be used for the delivery and adaptation of broadcast streams. However, as outlined in
Chapter 3, the existing overlay-network architectures also lack the capability to support
heterogeneous broadcast streaming services.

Many Internet-television providers today transmit live streams via unicast because of
the missing end-to-end IP-multicast support in the Internet. The German national public
television broadcasters ARD and ZDF, for instance, offer live streaming over the Internet via
unicast transmission [ARD06,ZDF06]. The user can choose between two data rates (40 kb/s
and 350 kb/s) and two codecs: RealVideo/RealAudio and Windows Media Video (WMV)
(proprietary codecs from RealNetworks and Microsoft). However, the quality of these live
streams is far below the quality of traditional broadband television. The resolution of the
video is CIF (Common Intermediate Format = 352 × 288 pixel); audio is offered in mono
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quality. At 40 kb/s, the video is streamed with three frames per second, and the picture
quality is extremely poor. It is unlikely that the broadcasters will offer a much better
quality (which implies much higher data rates) as long as they stick to unicast because
this transmission method is very inefficient. Sending the same content to many clients in
separate unicast flows causes large traffic overhead. Furthermore, the broadcasters do not
offer the streams in other popular formats like DIVX and the new H.264 video codec, which
offers very high coding efficiency at good video quality. The proprietary media formats from
RealNetworks and Microsoft are non-scalable media codecs. Moreover, the broadcasters offer
only two different data rates. Terminals that have more bandwidth available than 40 kb/s,
but less than 350 kb/s could benefit from an adaptation service that adjusts the data rate
to their available bandwidth. This will become even more important if the broadcasters
offer streams with higher data rates in the future (because this increases also the number of
possible quality levels). Furthermore, if the available resources are varying (e.g., for mobile
devices), the adaptation service can adapt the media stream dynamically to make optimal
use of the currently available resources.

In principle, Receiver-Driven Layered Multicast (RLM) [MVJ97] could enable the provi-
sioning of a heterogeneous broadcast service. However, RLM requires a scalable media codec
(e.g., a layered codec or an FGS codec; see Section 2.2.3). RealVideo/RealAudio and WMV
are very popular codecs for live streaming services, but they do not offer such scalability
features. Other limitations of RLM (granularity of quality levels, inability to change codecs
or protocols) have already been discussed in Section 2.2.1. However, in situations where the
broadcast provider uses a scalable codec and all other drawbacks of RLM can be neglected
(i.e., all clients support the same codec and the same protocols as used by the broadcast
server, small numbers of quality levels are sufficient and do not have to be changed dy-
namically, and multicast is available for all clients) it is probably a better idea to use RLM
instead of the mechanisms described in this thesis (because of RLM’s simplicity). However,
in this chapter, scenarios are addressed in which these preconditions are not fulfilled, thus
preventing the applicability of RLM.

There exist several possibilities how to announce the availability of an IP-multicast-
based broadcast session. The Session Description Protocol (SDP) [Jac98] is a commonly
used means of describing multicast sessions. However, since SDP is only a description
format, an additional protocol is required to transport SDP session descriptions from their
creator to the clients that are interested in the announcement. Many existing IP-multicast-
based broadcast architectures use the Session Announcement Protocol (SAP) [HPW00] to
announce their services [Lia00,MA01]. SAP periodically sends an announcement packet to
a so-called directory channel [Lia00], i.e., a well-known multicast address and port. The
body of such an SAP packet contains an SDP description of the broadcast session. Thus,
the clients only have to listen to the directory channel, and no special directory server is
required.

Example 7.1 shows a sample SDP description for a broadcast session. In the following,
this session description will be called SDP A. Line 1 specifies the SDP version number. Line 2
provides information about the creator of SDP A and a session identifier. Line 3 contains a
session name. Line 4 provides a human-readable description of the session. Line 5 contains
the multicast address to which the broadcast streams are sent. Line 6 indicates that the
announced session is a broadcast session. Lines 7–12 provide information about the media
formats and the ports to which the streams are sent. In the depicted example, the broadcast
session consists of an audio and a video stream. The audio stream is sent to port 22000;
the format of the audio data is Linear PCM, 16 bit, 44100 samples per second, stereo. The
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video stream is sent to port 23000; the format of the video data is H.263, 15 frames per
second, 384 kb/s.

Example 7.1 (Description of a broadcast session (SDP A))

1 v=0
2 o=broadcaster_a 123456789 0000001 IN IP4 134.60.99.99
3 s=Broadcast Channel 1
4 i=Shopping TV, 24 hours per day
5 c=IN IP4 224.3.219.60/127
6 a=type:broadcast
7 m=audio 22000 RTP/AVP 10
8 a=rtpmap:10 L16/44100/2
9 m=video 23000 RTP/AVP 99

10 a=rtpmap:99 H263-1998/90000
11 a=framerate:15
12 b=AS:384

7.2 Alternative Announcement Mechanisms for Broadcast Sessions

The previous section explained how the description of a broadcast session can be announced
through an SAP directory channel. However, this announcement mechanism requires the
availability of end-to-end IP multicast because such a directory channel is actually a multi-
cast flow. Of course, clients that can receive broadcast streams via IP multicast are anyhow
IP-multicast-enabled. On the other hand, an MSAN can act as a gateway between a mul-
ticast group and multicast-incapable terminals, thus enabling these terminals to receive the
broadcast streams (see Figure 7.1). Nevertheless, before a terminal can instruct an MSAN
to provide such a gateway functionality, the terminal first has to take note of the exis-
tence of broadcast sessions. Obviously, multicast-incapable terminals need a possibility to
acquire this information by other means than multicast announcements (i.e., other means
than SAP).

Broadcast
Server

multicast 
group

MSAN

RealVideo

M-JPEG

MPEG-4

H.263

multicast 
group

Figure 7.1: Heterogeneous Broadcast

The solution that is described in the following makes use of the Service Location Proto-
col (SLP) [GPVD99] and of a service discovery server (SDS), which have been introduced
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in Chapter 6. Broadcast servers register their services at the SDS, and clients can query
the SDS for broadcast services using unicast SLP requests. Thus, they do not need to sup-
port multicast. In this solution, the clients actively search for services, whereas in the SAP
approach the clients are passive and the service providers actively repeat their announce-
ments. In the literature, these approaches are called push (for SAP) and pull (for the SDS
approach) [Lia00].

An SLP registration record for broadcast services should comprise a string attribute that
holds an SDP session description. Alternatively, other description formats could be used,
e.g., SDPng++ (see Section 4.2.2). However, for the rest of this chapter, it is assumed that
session descriptions are formulated by means of SDP. The structure of an SLP registration
record for broadcast services is shown in Example 7.2. Line 1 defines an SLP service URL
(see Section 6.3.1) for the broadcast channel. This service URL contains a service type
identifier (broadcast-streaming) and an identifier of the concrete service (//example.
org/channel_1). The SLP attribute name (Line 3) contains the name of the broadcast
channel. The attribute description (Line 4) provides a human-readable description of
the broadcast stream. The attribute SDP (Line 5) contains the SDP session description. A
registration record for broadcast sessions may comprise additional attributes (e.g., attributes
that specify key words or categories) to facilitate searching for specific types of broadcast
services. However, such additional attributes are not relevant for the discussion in this
chapter. It is just important that clients can get the SDP description of a broadcast session
from an SDS.

A client searching for available broadcast services sends an SLP Service Request (for
service type broadcast-streaming) to the SDS. The SDS will return a list of all registered
broadcast services. A client that wants to get the value of a specific attribute (e.g., the
SDP attribute) of a specific broadcast service, sends an SLP Attribute Request containing
the service URL of the concerning service and the name of the concerning attribute to the
SDS. The SDS will return the attribute value from the registration record that belongs to
the specified service URL.

Example 7.2 (SLP description of a broadcast service)

1 service-url = service:broadcast-streaming://example.org/channel_1
2 scope = DEFAULT
3 attributes = (name=channel_1),
4 (description=...),
5 (SDP=...)

Another alternative is to register RDF [W3C04f] descriptions (see Section 6.4.1) of broadcast
services at the service discovery server and to use the SPARQL [W3C06b] query language
(see Section 6.5) for finding broadcast services. Advantages of SPARQL over SLP will be
demonstrated in Section 7.3. A sample RDF description of a broadcast service is depicted
in Figure 7.2. The RDF graph contains the information that //example.org/channel 1
is a broadcast channel and that it has three properties: Name, Description, and SDP.
These RDF properties are equivalent to the SLP attributes from Example 7.2. As already
described for the SLP-attribute-based registration records, the RDF service description may
comprise additional properties to facilitate searching for specific types of broadcast services.
Such additional properties are omitted because they are not relevant for the discussion in
this chapter. A SPARQL query for finding all registered broadcast services is shown in
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Example 7.3. The answer to this query will contain the Name, the Description, and the
SDP of each registered broadcast session.

http://example.org/channel_1 Description

Broadcast-streaming

rdf:type

...^^xsd:string

...^^xsd:stringSDP

channel_1^^xsd:stringName

Figure 7.2: RDF description of a broadcast service

Example 7.3

PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#>
SELECT ?name ?description ?sdp
WHERE { ?channel rdf:type Broadcast-streaming ;

Name ?name ;
Description ?description ;
SDP ?sdp ;

}

7.3 Setup of heterogeneous broadcast sessions

This section describes several alternative signalling procedures for instructing an MSAN to
join an existing (IP-multicast-based) broadcast streaming session and to provide an adapted
version of the broadcast stream. The general procedure in all of the following scenarios is:

• The client acquires the SDP session description of the broadcast session.

• The client uses standard SIP messages to inform the MSAN about the session descrip-
tion of the broadcast session and about the media format required by the client.

• The MSAN joins the multicast session.

• The MSAN announces its ability to provide an adapted version of the original broad-
cast session.

• The MSAN adapts and sends the adapted stream to the client.

However, this general procedure leaves room for several alternatives. As discussed in the
previous section, a broadcast service provider may either announce its services via SAP or
via a service discovery server. Section 7.3.1 will describe a signalling procedure that is suit-
able for the SDS approach. Section 7.3.2 will discuss how this procedure has to be adapted
if SAP is used for session announcement. Furthermore, the MSAN can use either unicast
or multicast to send the adapted stream to a client. Using unicast is necessary if a client
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terminal does not support multicast. On the other hand, if multiple multicast-enabled ter-
minals want to use exactly the same media format (but not the one offered by the broadcast
server), the MSAN can send an adapted stream to a new multicast group, as depicted in
Figure 7.1. Both possibilities are considered in the following sections. Section 7.3.3 discusses
the implications that would arise if the multicast traffic were encrypted.

7.3.1 Session-Setup Signalling with SDS-based Service Announcement

The signalling procedure depicted in Figure 7.3 consists of three phases. During the regis-
tration phase, the MSAN registers its capabilities at the SDS (1), and the broadcast server
registers a description of the broadcast session (2). (If the broadcast server offered several
broadcast channels, it would have to send a separate registration for each channel.) During
the discovery phase, the terminal acquires the SDP description of a certain broadcast chan-
nel. Therefore, it first requests a list of available broadcast channels (3–4) and decides which
channel to use (5). If the service request is performed by means of SPARQL, the depicted
messages 3–4 should be sufficient for acquiring all information from the SDS that is relevant
for deciding which channel to choose (see Section 7.2). If SLP is used instead, additional
AttributeRequest messages may be necessary to get the name and description attributes
of the available broadcast services (see Section 7.2). These additional message have been
omitted for simplification. However, as soon as the user has chosen a certain channel (5),
an AttributeRequest (or a SPARQL request) is sent to the SDS (6) for acquiring the value
of the SDP attribute (SDP property) of the chosen service (7). In the following, it is assumed
that this session description is identical to SDP A which has been shown in Example 7.1.

The session-setup phase starts at Step 8. This procedure is loosely based on a proposal
from Johnston et al. [JL06]. However, the signalling procedure proposed by Johnston et al.
serves a totally different purpose. It is used for establishing an interactive conference between
several peers, but not for establishing a broadcast session. Furthermore, Johnston et al. uses
third-party call control for SIP [RPSC04], which is not included in the basic SIP specification.
By contrast, the procedure depicted in Figure 7.3 does not require third-party call control.
At Step 8, the Terminal detects that the format of the broadcast streams does not match
the Terminal’s capabilities. The Terminal generates its own session description SDP B and
asks the service discovery server (9) for an MSAN that can convert a stream from the
format described by SDP A into the format described by SDP B (the purpose of the third
parameter in Message 9 will be explained later). Example 7.4 shows an extract from a
possible SDP B. In the depicted case, an audio transcoding operation from Linear PCM to
PCMU is required. For the video stream, a scaling operation is required which reduces the
frame rate from 15 fps to 5 fps and the data rate from 384 kb/s to 128 kb/s.

Example 7.4 (SDP B generated by a broadcast client)

1 c=IN IP6 134.60.77.210
2 a=recvonly
3 m=audio 24000 RTP/AVP 0
4 a=rtpmap:0 PCMU/8000/1
5 m=video 25000 RTP/AVP 99
6 a=rtpmap:99 H263-1998/90000
7 a=framerate:5
8 b=AS:128
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Terminal SIP-Proxy SDSMSAN

11: Invite(MSAN_URI, SDP_A)

15: Register(Session_URI)

18: 302 Moved(Session_URI)

12: Invite(MSAN_URI, SDP_A)

16: 200 OK

20: Ack 21: Ack

26: Ack

3: Service_Request(broadcast-streaming)
4: Service_Reply(List_of_Broadcast_Service_URLs)

8: Check compatibility

17: Service_Registration(MSAN_URI, MSAN_Desc
                                           Broadcast_Session_ID)

BS

2: Service_Registration(Broadcast_Service_URL, SDP_A)

13: Join multicast group
      Create Session_URI

22: Invite(Session_URI, SDP_B) 23: Invite(Session_URI, SDP_B)

27: Ack

19: 302 Moved(Session_URI)

24: 200 OK(SDP_B2)25: 200 OK(SDP_B2)

9: Service_Request(Format_A, Format_B, Broadcast_Session_ID)
10: Service_Reply(MSAN_URI)

5: Select_Service
6: Attribute_Request(Broadcast_Service_URL, Attribute=SDP)

7: Attribute_Reply(SDP_A)

SIP
SLP

Phase 2:
Discovery

SLP or SPARQL

1: Service_Registration(MSAN_URI, MSAN_Desc)

Phase 3:
Session Setup

Phase 1:
Registration

RTP28: RTP

14: RTP

Figure 7.3: Client requests an adapted version of a broadcast stream

After receiving the SIP URI of a suitable MSAN (10), the Terminal sends a SIP IN-
VITE message to the MSAN (11–12), containing SDP A. Since this message contains an
a=type:broadcast attribute (Line 6 of Example 7.1), the MSAN knows that the purpose
of this SIP message is to create a new heterogeneous broadcast session. Therefore, the
MSAN has to do two things. First, it must join the multicast group that is described in
SDP A (13). At this time, the MSAN starts receiving RTP packets (14). Furthermore,
the MSAN creates a new SIP Session URI (as in the proposal from Johnston et al.) that
can be used by clients to join the heterogeneous broadcast session. The MSAN registers
the Session URI at its SIP Proxy (15-16). The purpose of Message 17 will be explained
later. Now the MSAN informs the Terminal by means of a ’302 Moved‘ message (18–19)
that it shall use the Session URI to join the heterogeneous broadcast session. The Termi-
nal first has to acknowledge the ’302 Moved‘ message (20–21) and emits a new INVITE
message (22–23) targeted at the Session URI. This message contains the offer SDP B. The
MSAN accepts the offer and returns an answer SDP B2 in a ’200 OK‘ message (24–25). A
sample SDP B2 is shown in Example 7.5. The difference between SDP B and SDP B2 is
that Line 1 of SDP B2 contains the IP address of the MSAN, and Line 2 has been changed
from a=recvonly to a=sendonly. After receiving the ’200 OK‘, the Terminal sends a final
acknowledge (26–27), and the adapted stream is sent to Terminal A via RTP (28).
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Example 7.5 (SDP B2 generated by the MSAN)

1 c=IN IP6 134.60.77.202
2 a=sendonly
3 m=audio 24000 RTP/AVP 0
4 a=rtpmap:0 PCMU/8000/1
5 m=video 25000 RTP/AVP 99
6 a=rtpmap:99 H263-1998/90000
7 a=framerate:5
8 b=AS:128

If another Terminal wants to receive an adapted version of the same broadcast stream, it
would be beneficial if it chose an MSAN that already takes part in this broadcast session.
Therefore, the MSAN informs the SDS in Step 17 that it is already receiving this particular
broadcast stream. This is done by adding additional information to the MSAN’s service de-
scription registered at the SDS. If the service description format is RDF, the RDF subgraph
depicted in Figure 7.4 can be added to the normal MSAN service description. The property
msas:stream-list provides information about all broadcast sessions in which the MSAN
currently participates. The blank node :1 aggregates msas:stream properties (in the de-
picted figure, there is only one such property). The value of each msas:stream property is
another blank node that aggregates a broadcast-session-ID (134.60.99.99#123456789)
and the Session URI that was created by the MSAN for this particular broadcast session at
Step 13. The broadcast-session-ID is a concatenation of the IP address 134.60.99.99
and session ID 123456789 that are specified in Line 2 of SDP A (see Example 7.1). The
broadcast-session-ID is also the third parameter of Message 9. This parameter allows the
SDS to check whether there is an MSAN that can provide the requested adaptation operation
and is also participating in the broadcast session identified by this broadcast-session-ID.
Such a query can be easily formulated by means of SPARQL, since it supports optional
pattern matching (see Section 6.5.1). If the SDS does not find an MSAN that is already
receiving the specified broadcast session, it will return the URI of an MSAN which can only
perform the required adaptation service. This has actually happened in the scenario that
is depicted in Figure 7.3. Let us now assume that another Terminal B wants to receive an
adapted version of the broadcast stream described by SDP A while the MSAN is already
receiving this stream. Figure 7.5 show how the message sequence would continue in this
case.

http://example.org/MSAN1

msas:MSAN

rdf:type
_:1

msas:stream-list

msas:broadcast-session-ID

134.60.99.99#123456789^^xsd:string

msas:Stream-Listrdf:type

sip:a@b.c^^xsd:string

msas:session-uri

_:2

msas:stream

msas:Stream-Descrdf:type

Figure 7.4: RDF description of currently received broadcast streams

Terminal B sends a request to the SDS to find an MSAN that can translate between Format A
and Format C and optionally is already receiving the stream with the Broadcast Session ID
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Terminal 2 SIP-Proxy SDSMSAN

33: Ack

29: Invite(Session_URI, SDP_C)
30: Invite(Session_URI, SDP_C)

34: Ack

31: 200 OK(SDP_C2)
32: 200 OK(SDP_C2)

27: Query_Request(Format_A, Format_C, Broadcast_Session_ID)
28: Query_Reply(MSAN_URI, Session_URI)

SIP
SPARQL

35: RTP RTP

Figure 7.5: Second client requests adapted version of broadcast stream

134.60.99.99#123456789. This time, the SDS finds an MSAN that fulfills also the optional
requirement. Thus, it can return also the Session URI that was created by the MSAN in
Step 13 and registered at the SDS in Step 17. Terminal B can now directly send an INVITE
message to this Session URI (29–30), and the MSAN will answer with a ’200 OK‘ message
(31–32). After sending the final acknowledge (33–34), the MSAN sends an RTP stream to
Terminal B (35).

The message sequence is slightly different, if SLP is used instead of SPARQL for the
lookup of an appropriate MSAN (see Figure 7.6). Since SLP does not support formulating
queries with optional patterns, the procedure is a bit more complicated. Terminal B first
has to query the SDS for MSANs that can provide the adaptation service. Then it has to
ask the MSAN whether it has already created a Session URI for the concerning stream.
If Message 28b contained the URIs of several MSANs, Terminal B has to ask all of them
whether they have already created an appropriate Session URI for the concerning stream.
The rest of signalling procedure is identical to the one depicted in Figure 7.5.

Terminal 2 SIP-Proxy SDSMSAN

35b: Ack

31b: Invite(Session_URI, SDP_C)
32b: Invite(Session_URI, SDP_C)

36b: Ack

33b: 200 OK(SDP_C2)
34b: 200 OK(SDP_C2)

27b: Service_Request(Format_A, Format_C)
28b: Service_Reply(MSAN_URI)

SIP
SLP

29b: Attribute_Request(MSAN_URI, Attribute=Broadcast_Session_ID)
30b: Attribute_Reply(Session_URI)

37b: RTP RTP

Figure 7.6: Second client requests adapted version of broadcast stream (2)

If the MSAN wants to send the adapted stream to a multicast address instead of to the
unicast address specified in the client’s SDP description, it can send a SIP RE-INVITE
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Terminal SIP-Proxy SDSMSAN

6: Invite(MSAN_URI, SDP_A)

10: Register(Session_URI)

13: 302 Moved(Session_URI)

7: Invite(MSAN_URI, SDP_A)

11: 200 OK

15: Ack 16: Ack

21: Ack

3: Check compatibility

12: Service_Registration(MSAN_URI, MSAN_Desc,
                                           Broadcast_Session_ID)

BS

2: Announcement(SDP_A)

8: Join multicast group

17: Invite(Session_URI, SDP_B)
18: Invite(Session_URI, SDP_B)

22: Ack

14: 302 Moved(Session_URI)

19: 200 OK(SDP_B2)
20: 200 OK(SDP_B2)

4: Service_Request(Format_A, Format_B, Broadcast_Session_ID)
5: Service_Reply(MSAN_URI)

SIP
SLP
SLP or SPARQL

1: Service_Registration(MSAN_URI, MSAN_Desc)

Phase 2:
Session Setup

Phase 1:
Announcement

SAP

9: RTP

23: RTP RTP

Figure 7.7: Client requests an adapted version of a broadcast stream

message to the client at any time after completing the above described message sequence.
Inside the RE-INVITE message, the MSAN provides a new SDP description, in which the
original receiver address is replaced by a multicast address. Clients that are able to accept
this change, will answer with a ’200 OK’ message, and the media stream is redirected to the
multicast group.

7.3.2 Session Signalling for SAP-based Service Announcement

The signalling procedure in case of SAP-based service announcements is actually very similar
to the one described in the previous section. Figure 7.7 shows a message sequence chart for
this scenario. The first difference in comparison to the scenario depicted in Figure 7.3 is
that during Phase 1 (steps 1–2), the broadcast server does not register a session description
at the SDS. Instead, it announces the session description via SAP (2). The second difference
is that there does not exist a discovery phase. The Terminal receives the session description
SDP A via the SAP registry channel. The session-setup phase (3–23) is totally identical to
the one depicted in Figure 7.7.

A small (optional) modification is possible in the case where the MSAN sends the adapted
stream to a multicast address and not to the client’s unicast address. Since this means that
the MSAN effectively provides the same kind of service as a broadcast server, the MSAN
can announce an SDP description of this multicast session via SAP. Thus, additional clients
that are able to receive SAP announcements and which are compatible with the format of
the adapted stream do not have to perform the SIP session setup procedure with the MSAN.
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Instead, they can directly join the respective multicast group and receive the adapted stream.
However, if a client requires the stream in a different format, then he must perform the
procedures as described in Section 7.3.1.

7.3.3 Encrypted Broadcast Streams

IP-multicast-based broadcast services have to be encrypted if the broadcast provider wants
to prevent that everybody can consume the content of the broadcast stream (e.g., because he
wants to make the content available only to clients who pay money). Since the IP-multicast
infrastructure in the Internet is, in general, not under the control of a broadcast provider,
he will not be able to prevent terminals from receiving the multicast stream. On the other
hand, he can prevent the terminals from using the received data by encrypting the media
streams. Thus, clients that want to acquire a decryption key have to pay money to the
broadcast provider.

Managing multicast encryption requires a group key management protocol (GKMP)
[HM97, WHA99]. The GKMP must ensure that clients can join and leave the group at
any time. In particular, the GKMP must assure that if a participant stops paying money,
he will no longer be able to decrypt the media stream (although he has previously acquired a
suitable decryption key from the broadcast provider). Therefore, the distribution of decryp-
tion keys usually takes place in two phases. In the first phase, a GKMP server provides the
group members with individual key-encryption keys (KEKs) [HM97]. In the second phase,
the GKMP server sends a common traffic-encryption key (TEK) to all group members. The
TEK distribution messages are themselves encrypted and can only be decrypted with a valid
KEK. Whenever a client stops paying money, the TEK is changed and the GKMP server
sends a message containing the new TEK to all group members. This message cannot be
decrypted with the KEK of the client that has just stopped paying money. Thus, this client
will no longer be able to consume the content of the broadcast stream.

If a broadcast stream is encrypted, this may have implications for an MSAN that shall
adapt the stream as described in the previous sections. As outlined in Section 4.6.1, certain
adaptation operations can be performed on encrypted media streams without decrypting
the data. If only such adaptation operations are required, then there are no implications
for the MSAN. It can perform the requested adaptation operations without interacting with
the GKMP. If the MSAN shall perform adaptation operations that require decryption of
media streams, then it must participate in the GKMP. One possibility is that the MSAN
requests a decryption key (and pays money for it) just as any normal broadcast client. In the
message sequences depicted in the Figures 7.3 and 7.7, this should be done after joining the
multicast group (Step 13 and Step 8, respectively). Having received the required decryption
key, the MSAN performs the adaptation operations requested by its own clients and delivers
the adapted streams. However, acting as a re-seller of the broadcast content may require
special contracts with the original broadcast provider for legal reasons. This thesis does not
address the problems of how such contracts are negotiated or how it can be assured that
the MSAN does not violate the contract.

7.4 Summary

This chapter presented several novel signalling procedures for instructing an MSAN to join
an IP-multicast-based broadcast session and to deliver an adapted version of the broadcast
stream via unicast to one or several dedicated clients or to send the adapted stream to
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another multicast group. Thus, the MSAN acts as a gateway between a homogeneous mul-
ticast group and additional heterogeneous terminals or groups of terminals. This mechanism
allows the provisioning of a heterogeneous broadcast service, a feature not found in already
existing broadcast systems.

A possible enhancement that has not been investigated in this thesis would be to use
not only one MSAN, but to create a content distribution tree composed of several MSANs
for the provisioning of heterogeneous broadcast streams. Such a scenario has been depicted
in Figure 1.2. The challenge in this scenario would be to find an optimal placement for
each adaptation operation to minimize the total bandwidth consumption in the complete
distribution tree as well as the end-to-end delay for all clients.



Chapter 8

CONCLUSION

This dissertation has investigated the problem of providing universal multimedia access in
such situations where the sender of a media stream is not able to provide the media data in
a format that is supported by the receiver. Therefore, a generic and extensible multimedia-
stream adaptation service has been designed and implemented. Furthermore, methods have
been developed for providing media adaptation services even in situations where the involved
end-terminals are not aware of the existence of such a service. Moreover, this thesis has
investigated how adaptation services can be dynamically discovered, and how they can be
used for providing heterogeneous broadcast services.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 8.1 summarizes the achievements of this
work and compares them with similar architectures and research activities. Section 8.2
identifies possible enhancements for the developed adaptation service and discusses future
research issues.

8.1 Achievements

Media adaptation allows heterogeneous devices to communicate with each other over het-
erogeneous networks even if they do not support a common media format. Furthermore,
dynamic adaptation allows to adjust streaming parameters to changes in the resource avail-
ability. Media adaptation can be performed at the media source, at the media sink, or
somewhere in the network. In this thesis, a network-based adaptation service for multime-
dia streams has been developed. Such a service allows to perform adaptation operations
even if the necessary resources are neither available at the source nor at the sink of a media
stream.

Architecture of a Multimedia-Stream Adaptation Node

A first contribution of this thesis is the design of an architecture of a multimedia-stream
adaptation node and the prototypical implementation of the MSAN architecture. In com-
parison to other proposals for adaptation services [YGHS96, Kas01, AMZ95] and already
commercially available media gateways [Cis02, Ava06], the architecture developed in the
scope of this thesis offers a broader variety of adaptation operations and better extensibil-
ity. Support for new media formats and new adaptation algorithms can be added through
plug-in modules. In addition to transcoding and diverse network-flow adaptation operations,
the MSAN contains efficient filter modules for scalable media formats. Such filter modules
are not found in today’s media gateways, which is, on the one hand, a bit surprising because
filter algorithms for scalable streams are typically much simpler than transcoding operations.
On the other hand, scalable media formats are rarely used today. The majority of today’s
media servers do not use scalable formats. This is due to the fact that older scalable media
formats achieved only much worse coding efficiency and caused higher processing costs than
their non-scalable counterparts. However, during the last 3–4 years, research in the field of
scalable media coding was very active and new formats with better coding efficiency have
been developed. Thus, it is expected that scalable formats will gain in importance in the
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near future. Moreover, the MSAN architecture allows to adjust session parameters (e.g.,
target bit rate) on-the-fly, based on monitoring information about the current network con-
ditions. A simple policy for dynamic adaptation of bit rate and error correction mechanisms
has been implemented. The modular MSAN architecture allows to replace this simple policy
with more sophisticated ones without requiring architectural changes. However, the scope
for dynamic session parameter adjustment depends on how much information is given to
the MSAN by the party that requests the adaptation service. If the client specifies only
a single target format and a single target bit rate, there is no room for adjustments. On
the other hand, more comprehensive session descriptions (e.g., specified with SDPng++
[GLSH+06] instead of traditional SDP [Jac98]) may contain parameter intervals, alterna-
tives, and complete usage environment descriptions, thus giving the MSAN more space for
adjustments.

Integration of MPEG-21 DIA tools

In addition to format-specific adaptation algorithms, the MSAN architecture supports also a
media-independent adaptation mechanism through the use of MPEG-21 DIA tools [ISO04c].
Using the gBSD tool, it is no longer necessary to implement a new adaptation module
for every media codec. Instead, a generic MPEG-21 DIA adaptation engine must only
understand the gBSD language to be able to adapt any media format. There exist already
several systems that use DIA techniques on end-terminals, but DIA-based adaptation on
intermediary network nodes is still an active research topic. In parallel to this thesis, a similar
architecture of an adaptation proxy was developed in the project IST-DANAE (Dynamic and
distributed Adaptation of scalable multimedia coNtent in a context-Aware Environment)
[HAP+05]. However, the DANAE architecture is purely DIA-based, whereas MPEG-21
tools are only an optional feature in the MSAN architecture. The drawback of a purely
MPEG-21 DIA based approach is that adaptation services can only be provided if DIA
tools are supported by all of the involved entities. At present, these tools are far from being
widely-used in commercial environments, and even if MPEG-21 DIA technologies prevail
in the long run, other systems that do not use MPEG-21 will still exist for a couple of
years. Therefore, a hybrid approach, as developed in this thesis, increases the utility of an
adaptation service. Another drawback of the DANAE approach is that the tools provided
by MPEG-21 DIA do not support all kinds of adaptation operations. The BSD and gBSD
tools enable filter operations for scalable media streams, but are not suitable for describing,
for instance, transcoding operations.

Performance Evaluation

Comprehensive measurements were performed to evaluate the performance and scalability
of the developed software system. The performance of a gBSD-based adaptation module
was compared with conventional adaptation mechanisms. These measurements have shown
that the gBSD transformation engine suffers from the relatively low performance of XSL
Transformations [W3C99], which is used to adapt the gBSD. For instance, the processing
time required by a gBSD-based filter module for the adaptaion of a BSAC audio stream
is almost 40 times higher than the processing time consumed by a corresponding adapta-
tion module that does not process a gBSD. However, there exists room for performance
improvements (see Section 8.2).

Furthermore, the scalability of audio transcoding was compared with commercially avail-
able media gateways. The measurements have shown, that a similar and in some cases even
higher number of parallel adaptation sessions can be supported by an MSAN running on
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a normal Windows PC if compared to some existing media gateways, which use optimised
transcoding hardware.

Moreover, several error correction mechanisms, implemented as optional MSAN mod-
ules, were evaluated. The quality measurements have shown that choosing different error
correction mechanisms under different network conditions can visibly improve the perceived
quality of media streams.

Integration into network infrastructure

Another contribution of this thesis was the development of a signalling procedure that allows
to integrate adaptation services into the end-to-end communication path between two end-
systems (either user terminals or media servers). An adaptation service can be explicitly
requested by one of the end-terminals. Another possibility is that a broker, controlled by
the network operator, is responsible for detecting incompatibilities between end-systems and
requesting adaptation services on behalf of the communicating peers. Thus, it is possible
to provide adaptation services even in such cases, where the communication partners are
not aware of the existence of such a service. A novel network infrastructure that contains
such a broker component was developed together with many partners from the telecom-
munication industrie within the IST FP6 Integrated Project Daidalos [GLSK+05]. The
Multimedia-Stream Adaptation Node has been integrated into the Daidalos architecture,
and its interoperability with client terminals, broker, and service discovery entities has been
successfully tested.

Description of adaptation services for dynamic service discovery

Description and advertisement of services allows clients to discover services dynamically
instead of using statically configured addresses. If different instances of a service category
differ in certain properties, a detailed service description helps the clients to find a service
that provides the best match for their individual requirements. A specific vocabulary is
required to describe instances of a specific service category. However, a vocabulary for the
description of media-stream adaptation services did not exist so far. Within this thesis,
such a vocabulary was developed. The MSAN prototype uses this vocabulary to publicly
announce its services with the help of a service discovery service. This dissertation also
described how the discovery service can be queried for specific adaptation services.

Heterogeneous broadcast services

In the last part of this thesis, a novel signalling procedure was developed for instructing an
MSAN to join an IP-multicast-based broadcast session and to deliver an adapted version of
the broadcast stream either via unicast to one or several dedicated clients or to send the
adapted stream to another multicast group. Thus, the MSAN acts as a gateway between a
homogeneous multicast group and additional heterogeneous terminals or groups of terminals.
This mechanism allows the provisioning of a heterogeneous broadcast service, a feature not
found in already existing broadcast systems.

8.2 Outlook and Future Work

Although this dissertation has made a large number of contributions to the topic of mul-
timedia-stream adaptation, there is still room for extending the functionality of the devel-
oped adaptation service. In the following, a list of conceivable enhancements is proposed.
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Whereas the first two items of this list are conceptually simple add-ons to the existing MSAN
implementation, the others represent broader research topics.

Improved gBSD transformation engine

As already mentioned in the previous section, the XSL Transformation process poses a per-
formance bottleneck inside the gBSD-based filter components. Streaming Transformations
for XML (STX) [W3C04g] is a newer tranformation language that serves the same purpose
as XSLT (i.e., transforming XML documents into other XML documents), but was explicitly
designed as a high-speed, low memory consumption alternative to XSLT. By using the newer
STX technology, significant performance improvements may be achievable. Other authors
have also mentioned the possibility of using STX for fast processing of gBSDs [LDD+06],
but no STX-based implementation is available yet. The STX specification currently has the
status of a working draft. Implementations of an STX processor are currently only available
for the Java and Perl programming languages [Bec06,Gin06].

Hardware supported transcoding

The current MSAN prototype contains only software transcoder modules. However, there
exist PCI transcoder-cards that can be used with a standard PC. The modular MSAN
architecture allows to make use of such transcoding hardware without requiring architec-
tural changes. Significant performance improvements may be achievable through hardware-
supported transcoder plug-ins.

MPEG-21 Part 18: Digital Item Streaming

In the first years of its existence, the MPEG-21 group has mainly focused on the transfor-
mation of digital items as a whole, but not on the incremental transmission and adaptation
of digital items (i.e., streaming and realtime adaptation of streams). MPEG-21 Part 18:
Digital Item Streaming (DIS) is a relatively new standardization activity within MPEG-21.
It is currently in an early development phase, and the working drafts of MPEG-21 DIS are
not publicly available. A future participation in this standardization effort is conceivable.
Furthermore, when the MPEG-21 DIS standard has been finalized, the implications for
the MSAN architecture and for the developed RTP payload format for the transmission of
gBSDs [FWGLS05] should be evaluated.

Enhanced session description format

Today, multimedia applications use almost exclusively the Session Description Protocol
to describe the parameters (codecs, bit rates) of a multimedia session. Although SDP is
supported by the MSAN prototype, its usage limits the dynamic adaptation features of the
MSAN because many parameters that may be relevant for adaptation decisions cannot be
transmitted with SDP, e.g., MPEG-21 DIA descriptions. By contrast, SDPng and SDPng++
allow to embed more information in a session description. Especially SDPng++’s capability
of including MPEG-21 DIA tools allows an MSAN to perform sophisticated adaptation
decisions. However, SDPng and SDPng++ are still working drafts and not widely used.
Since 2005, the development and standardization efforts for SDPng have stopped. Future
efforts are required to promote the deployment of an advanced session description language
like SDPng++.
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New types of adaptation operations

The functionality that has been considered in this thesis does not include “high-level” adap-
tation operations like semantic filtering, mixing, and media-type translation. For instance,
an adaptation node may replace violent scenes in a movie stream with black video frames
(or with a “censored” message). The current MSAN prototype acts only as a proxy for me-
dia flows, but does not participate in the streaming control signalling (e.g., RTSP [SRL98]
signalling). If long scenes shall be deleted, the adaptation node cannot simply send black
frames for several minutes. Instead, it must actively control the streaming process, i.e.,
informing the video server that it shall skip frames. Furthermore, an MSAN may provide
services like stream mixing, text-to-speech, and speech-to-text translation.

Security and charging issues

The current MSAN prototype has been implemented as a proof of concept. However, for the
deployment in a commercial environment, some essential parts are missing. Extensions that
would be required for protecting privacy and property rights have been shortly discussed
in the last part of this thesis. This thesis proposed a mechanism to provide adaptation
services even for end-systems that are not aware of the existence of such a service. An
unsolved question is whether this is still possible if the end-systems establish an end-to-
end security association for the session signalling messages. Additionally, accounting and
charging mechanisms for adaptation services have to be developed to enable MSAN operators
to earn money.

Adaptation overlay network

This thesis has made an important contribution to the topic of heterogeneous broadcast
streaming. However, there exist additional possibilites for improving such a service. Several
adaptation nodes can form an overlay network for the delivery of heterogeneous broadcast
streams. Adapting a stream several times on its way from sender to multiple receivers inside
a broadcast tree is difficult, because each adaptation operation performed on an inner node
of the broadcast tree affects all child nodes (which may have heterogeneous requirements).
On the other hand, an optimal combination and placement of adaptation operations inside
the overlay network could be found which allows to minimize the total usage of bandwidth
resources in the broadcast tree. However, this requires the development of an appropriate
algorithm for determining the optimal placement of adaptation operations.

8.3 Final Remarks

This dissertation has made several important contributions to the topic of multimedia-
stream adaptation services, but has also opened several interesting topics for future research.
It is my hope that this thesis contributes to the development of interoperable multimedia
systems and motivates other researchers to work on the new topics that evolved from this
work.
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Appendix A

SDPNG++ EXAMPLE

The following example shows an SDPng++ description [KGLS+06,GLSH+06] of a fictive
multimedia session. The top-level elements cap (lines 16–76) and constraints (lines 101–
136) make use of MPEG-21 DIA Usage Environment Description (UED) and Adaptation
QoS Description (AQD) tools to describe capabilities and possible adaptation operations.
This information—together with monitored network conditions—can be processed by the
Decision-Taking Engine of the MSAN to decide which adaptation operations to apply to
provide the best quality for the available resources and capabilities (see Section 4.2.3). For
instance, the AQD informs the Decision-Taking Engine that for achieving a certain target bit
rate (Line 121) a certain number of layers of the audio stream has to be dropped (Line 126).
The UED contains, for instance, the information that the display of the terminal supports a
resolution of 176×144 pixels (Line 40). Furthermore, the UED contains the information that
the user prefers the MPEG-4 Audio Scalable Profile (lines 53-59) over MPEG-1 Audio Layer
III (lines 60–66). The def element (lines 77–88) defines configurations for the protocols,
port numbers, and RTP payload types used in the session. The cfg element (lines 89–100)
specifies which media formats shall be used in combination with the defined configurations.
Here, several alternatives can be defined, and an adaptation node may decide autonomously
which alternative to use.

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
2 <sdpng xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.iana.org/sdpng sdpng-base++.xsd
3 http://www.iana.org/sdpng/rtp sdpng-rtp-pkg++.xsd
4 http://www.iana.org/sdpng/mpeg21-dia mpeg21-dia-pkg++.xsd
5 http://www.iana.org/sdpng/audio sdpng-audio-pkg++.xsd
6 http://www.iana.org/sdpng/video sdpng-video-pkg++.xsd"
7 xmlns="http://www.iana.org/sdpng"
8 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"
9 xmlns:video="http://www.iana.org/sdpng/video"
10 xmlns:rtp="http://www.iana.org/sdpng/rtp"
11 xmlns:ns="http://www.iana.org/sdpng"
12 xmlns:mpeg7="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:schema:2001"
13 xmlns:m21-dia="urn:mpeg:mpeg21:2003:01-DIA-NS"
14 xmlns:dia="http://www.iana.org/sdpng/mpeg21-dia"
15 xmlns:audio="http://www.iana.org/sdpng/audio">
16 <cap>
17 <dia:mpeg21-DIA-definition xsi:type="dia:mpeg21DIA-definition">
18 <dia:MPEG21-DIA>
19 <m21-dia:UsageEnvironmentProperty xsi:type="m21-dia:TerminalsType">
20 <m21-dia:Terminal>
21 <m21-dia:TerminalCapability xsi:type="m21-dia:CodecCapabilitiesType">
22 <m21-dia:Decoding xsi:type="m21-dia:AudioCapabilitiesType">
23 <m21-dia:Format href="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:AudioCodingFormatCS:2001:5.8

.1">
24 <mpeg7:Name xml:lang="en">
25 MPEG-4 Mobile Audio Internetworking Profile
26 </mpeg7:Name>
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27 </m21-dia:Format>
28 </m21-dia:Decoding>
29 <m21-dia:Decoding xsi:type="m21-dia:VideoCapabilitiesType">
30 <m21-dia:Format href="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:VisualFileFormatCS:2001:7">
31 <mpeg7:Name xml:lang="en">H261</mpeg7:Name>
32 </m21-dia:Format>
33 </m21-dia:Decoding>
34 </m21-dia:TerminalCapability>
35 <m21-dia:TerminalCapability xsi:type="m21-dia:DisplaysType">
36 <m21-dia:Display>
37 <m21-dia:DisplayCapability colorCapable="true" refreshRate="25"
38 xsi:type="m21-dia:DisplayCapabilityType">
39 <m21-dia:Mode>
40 <m21-dia:Resolution horizontal="176" vertical="144" />
41 </m21-dia:Mode>
42 <m21-dia:ColorBitDepth blue="8" green="8" red="8" />
43 <m21-dia:CharacterSetCode>US-ASCII</m21-dia:CharacterSetCode>
44 </m21-dia:DisplayCapability>
45 </m21-dia:Display>
46 </m21-dia:TerminalCapability>
47 </m21-dia:Terminal>
48 </m21-dia:UsageEnvironmentProperty>
49 <m21-dia:UsageEnvironmentProperty xsi:type="mpeg7:UserPreferencesType">
50 <m21-dia:UsagePreferences>
51 <mpeg7:FilteringAndSearchPreferences>
52 <mpeg7:SourcePreferences>
53 <mpeg7:MediaFormat preferenceValue="50">
54 <mpeg7:AudioCoding>
55 <mpeg7:Format href="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:AudioCodingFormatCS:2001:5.3

">
56 <mpeg7:Name>MPEG-4 Audio Scalable Profile</mpeg7:Name>
57 </mpeg7:Format>
58 </mpeg7:AudioCoding>
59 </mpeg7:MediaFormat>
60 <mpeg7:MediaFormat preferenceValue="20">
61 <mpeg7:AudioCoding>
62 <mpeg7:Format href="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:AudioCodingFormatCS:2001:3.3

">
63 <mpeg7:Name>MPEG-1 Audio Layer III</mpeg7:Name>
64 </mpeg7:Format>
65 </mpeg7:AudioCoding>
66 </mpeg7:MediaFormat>
67 </mpeg7:SourcePreferences>
68 </mpeg7:FilteringAndSearchPreferences>
69 </m21-dia:UsagePreferences>
70 </m21-dia:UsageEnvironmentProperty>
71 </dia:MPEG21-DIA>
72 </dia:mpeg21-DIA-definition>
73 <rtp:udp name="rtpudpip6">
74 <rtp:network>IP6</rtp:network>
75 </rtp:udp>
76 </cap>
77 <def>
78 <rtp:udp name="rtp-cfg1" ref="rtpudpip6">
79 <rtp:ip-addr>::1</rtp:ip-addr>
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80 <rtp:rtp-port>9546</rtp:rtp-port>
81 <rtp:pt>14</rtp:pt>
82 </rtp:udp>
83 <rtp:udp name="rtp-cfg2" ref="rtpudpip6">
84 <rtp:ip-addr>::1</rtp:ip-addr>
85 <rtp:rtp-port>9948</rtp:rtp-port>
86 <rtp:pt>31</rtp:pt>
87 </rtp:udp>
88 </def>
89 <cfg>
90 <component>
91 <alt name="audio1">
92 <audio:codec href="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:AudioCodingFormatCS:2001:5.8.1" />
93 <rtp:udp ref="rtp-cfg1" />
94 </alt>
95 <alt name="video1">
96 <video:codec href="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:VisualFileFormatCS:2001:7" />
97 <rtp:udp ref="rtp-cfg2" />
98 </alt>
99 </component>

100 </cfg>
101 <constraints>
102 <dia:mpeg21-DIA-constraint name="video1">
103 <dia:MPEG21-DIA xsi:type="m21-dia:NetworksType">
104 <m21-dia:Network>
105 <m21-dia:NetworkCharacteristic maxCapacity="384000" minGuaranteed="3200

0"
106 xsi:type="m21-dia:NetworkCapabilityType"

/>
107 <m21-dia:NetworkCharacteristic xsi:type="m21-dia:NetworkConditionType">
108 <m21-dia:AvailableBandwidth average="80000" maximum="256000"
109 minimum="330" />
110 <m21-dia:Delay delayVariation="66" packetTwoWay="330" />
111 <m21-dia:Error packetLossRate="0.05" />
112 </m21-dia:NetworkCharacteristic>
113 </m21-dia:Network>
114 </dia:MPEG21-DIA>
115 </dia:mpeg21-DIA-constraint>
116 <dia:mpeg21-DIA-constraint name="audio1">
117 <dia:MPEG21-DIA xsi:type="m21-dia:AdaptationQoSType">
118 <m21-dia:Module xsi:type="m21-dia:UtilityFunctionType">
119 <m21-dia:Constraint iOPinRef="BANDWIDTH">
120 <m21-dia:Values xsi:type="m21-dia:FloatVectorType">
121 <m21-dia:Vector>16 32 48 64 96 128</m21-dia:Vector>
122 </m21-dia:Values>
123 </m21-dia:Constraint>
124 <m21-dia:AdaptationOperator iOPinRef="LAYERS_OF_SCALABLE_AUDIO">
125 <m21-dia:Values xsi:type="m21-dia:FloatVectorType">
126 <m21-dia:Vector>48 36 24 16 8 0</m21-dia:Vector>
127 </m21-dia:Values>
128 </m21-dia:AdaptationOperator>
129 </m21-dia:Module>
130 <m21-dia:IOPin id="BANDWIDTH"
131 semantics="urn:mpeg:mpeg21:dia:cs:AdaptationQoSCS:1.1.1"

/>
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132 <m21-dia:IOPin id="LAYERS_OF_SCALABLE_AUDIO"
133 semantics="urn:mpeg:mpeg21:dia:cs:AdaptationQoSCS:3.6.1"

/>
134 </dia:MPEG21-DIA>
135 </dia:mpeg21-DIA-constraint>
136 </constraints>
137 </sdpng>
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XSLT STYLESHEET FOR GBSD-BASED TRANSFORMATION OF
MPEG-4 BSAC AUDIO STREAMS

The following sample XSLT stylesheet is used by the gBSD-based transformation en-
gine of the MSAN prototype to adapt MPEG-4 BSAC audio streams. The parameter
LAYERS OF SCALABLE AUDIO (Line 7) in this stylesheet has to be determined at runtime.
Therefore, the transformation engine parses the stylesheet until it reaches Line 7 and re-
places the string “default” by a concrete number before the stylesheet is given to the XSLT
processor. This concrete number defines how many media layers shall be removed from a
BSAC frame. It can be determined by means of an adaptation QoS description (see Exam-
ple 2.2 in Section 2.2.4). An XSL transformation process applies this stylesheet to transform
an input gBSD into a target gBSD. The target gBSD will be an almost identical copy of
the input gBSD, but the values of the length attributes of the gBSDUnit elements are re-
calculated, and the marker attribute of the gBSDUnit that describes the enhancement layers
of the BSAC frame is modified so that it describes only the remaining enhancement layers.
Please refer to Section 2.2.4 for a detailed description of gBSD-based transformation.

1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
2 <xsl:stylesheet xmlns="urn:mpeg:mpeg21:2003:01-DIA-gBSD-NS"
3 xmlns:gbsd="urn:mpeg:mpeg21:2003:01-DIA-gBSD-NS"
4 xmlns:dia="urn:mpeg:mpeg21:2003:01-DIA-NS"
5 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/1999/XMLSchema-instance"
6 xmlns:xsl="http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform" version="1.0">
7 <xsl:param name="LAYERS_OF_SCALABLE_AUDIO" select="default" />
8 <xsl:template name="tplAll" match="@*|node()">
9 <xsl:copy><xsl:apply-templates select="@*|node()" /></xsl:copy>

10 </xsl:template>
11 <xsl:template name="tplFrameElement" match="dia:Description/gbsd:gBSDUnit">
12 <xsl:copy>
13 <xsl:apply-templates select="@*" />
14 <xsl:variable name="newBSACLayerElementLength">
15 <xsl:call-template name="tplCalcBSACLayerElementLength">
16 <xsl:with-param name="nodeMarker" select="gbsd:gBSDUnit[2]/@marker" />
17 <xsl:with-param name="curLayers" select="gbsd:gBSDUnit[1]/gbsd:Parameter

[2]/gbsd:Value" />
18 </xsl:call-template>
19 </xsl:variable>
20 <xsl:variable name="lengthOfBaseElem" select="gbsd:gBSDUnit[1]/@length" />
21 <xsl:attribute name="length">
22 <xsl:value-of select="$lengthOfBaseElem + $newBSACLayerElementLength" />
23 </xsl:attribute>
24 <xsl:apply-templates select="node()" />
25 </xsl:copy>
26 </xsl:template>
27 <xsl:template name="tplFrameLength" match="dia:Description/gbsd:gBSDUnit//gb

sd:Parameter[1]/gbsd:Value">
28 <xsl:copy>
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29 <xsl:apply-templates select="@*" />
30 <xsl:variable name="framelength">
31 <xsl:variable name="tmp">
32 <xsl:call-template name="tplCalcBSACLayerElementLength">
33 <xsl:with-param name="nodeMarker" select="../../following-sibling::gb

sd:gBSDUnit[1]/@marker" />
34 <xsl:with-param name="curLayers" select="../following-sibling::gbsd:Pa

rameter[1]/gbsd:Value" />
35 </xsl:call-template>
36 </xsl:variable>
37 <xsl:variable name="lengthOfBaseElem" select="../../@length" />
38 <xsl:value-of select="$tmp + $lengthOfBaseElem" />
39 </xsl:variable>
40 <xsl:variable name="framelength_stuffed" select="$framelength + (8 - ($fra

melength mod 8))" />
41 <xsl:choose>
42 <xsl:when test="$framelength mod 8 != 0">
43 <xsl:value-of select="$framelength_stuffed div 8" />
44 </xsl:when>
45 <xsl:otherwise>
46 <xsl:value-of select="$framelength div 8" />
47 </xsl:otherwise>
48 </xsl:choose>
49 </xsl:copy>
50 </xsl:template>
51 <xsl:template name="tplTopLayer" match="dia:Description/gbsd:gBSDUnit//gbsd:

Parameter[2]/gbsd:Value">
52 <xsl:variable name="nrLayers" select=". - $LAYERS_OF_SCALABLE_AUDIO" />
53 <xsl:copy>
54 <xsl:apply-templates select="@*" />
55 <xsl:value-of select="$nrLayers" />
56 </xsl:copy>
57 </xsl:template>
58 <xsl:template name="tplRemove" match="dia:Description/gbsd:gBSDUnit/gbsd:gBS

DUnit[2]">
59 <xsl:copy>
60 <xsl:apply-templates select="@*" />
61 <xsl:attribute name="length">
62 <xsl:call-template name="tplCalcBSACLayerElementLength">
63 <xsl:with-param name="nodeMarker" select="@marker" />
64 <xsl:with-param name="curLayers" select="preceding-sibling::gbsd:gBSDUni

t[1]/gbsd:Parameter[2]/gbsd:Value" />
65 </xsl:call-template>
66 </xsl:attribute>
67 </xsl:copy>
68 </xsl:template>
69 <xsl:template name="tplCalcBSACLayerElementLength">
70 <xsl:param name="nodeMarker" />
71 <xsl:param name="curLayers" />
72 <xsl:variable name="drop" select="$curLayers - $LAYERS_OF_SCALABLE_AUDIO" />
73 <xsl:value-of select="substring-before(substring-after($nodeMarker, (concat

(’el’, $drop, ’-’))), ’e’)" />
74 </xsl:template>
75 </xsl:stylesheet>
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SLP SERVICE TEMPLATES FOR THE DESCRIPTION OF
MULTIMEDIA-STREAM ADAPTATION SERVICES

This appendix contains an abstract service template [GPK99] and two concrete service tem-
plates [GPK99] for SLP-based description of multimedia-stream adaptation services. An
abstract service template can be associated with a variety of different protocols that may
be used to access an instance of the described service category. Concrete service templates
inherit all attributes from an abstract service template and define a concrete protocol for
accessing a service. Two concrete service templates have been defined, which use SIP and
MEGACO, respectively. For a detailed description of the service attributes, please refer to
Section 6.2.2 and Section 6.3.

The templates presented below have the version number 1.1. Version 1.0 was developed
and is still used within the Daidalos project [DAI04]. In comparison to this earlier version,
the templates presented here have been slightly simplified (version 1.0 contained several
unnecessary attributes) and enhanced. Since the Daidalos project mainly focused on media
adaptation but not on network-flow adaptation, version 1.0 of the service templates did not
include the possibility to describe all of the network flow adaptation operations considered
in this thesis (see Section 2.3).

The following service templates make use of the terminology developed in the Daidalos
project. According to this terminology, Multimedia-Stream Adaptation Nodes (MSANs) are
called Content Adaptation Nodes (CANs). Moreover, since Section 6.2.2 of this thesis intro-
duced several new terms that have not been considered in the Daidalos project, the names
of several attributes differ slightly from the property categories defined in Section 6.2.2.
Nevertheless, by reading the comments in the template itself, the reader should be able to
map each attribute to the respective property category without any further explanations.

----------------------template begins here-----------------------

template-type = stream-adaptation:sip
template-version = 1.1
template-description = The service:stream-adaptation:sip type provides

advertisements for clients seeking SIP-controlled
CANs.

template-url-syntax = ; No type-specific URL portion is necessary.
; The full service URL will look like:
; service:stream-adaptation:sip://can1.ist-daidalos.org:5060

-----------------------template ends here------------------------

----------------------template begins here-----------------------

template-type = stream-adaptation:megaco
template-version = 1.1
template-description = The service:stream-adaptation:megaco type provides
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advertisements for clients seeking MEGACO-controlled
CANs.

template-url-syntax = ; No type-specific URL portion is necessary.
; The service URL will look like:
; service:stream-adaptation:megaco://can1.ist-daidalos.org:2944

-----------------------template ends here------------------------

----------------------template begins here-----------------------

template-type = stream-adaptation
template-version = 1.1
template-description = The abstract service:stream-adaptation provides

advertisements for clients searching for Content
Adaptation Nodes (CANs). Concrete types will specialize
the service:stream-adaptation type for each particular
control protocol.

template-url-syntax = ; Depends on the concrete service type
; To be defined on each concrete template

session-description-protocols = STRING O M L
SDP
# List of supported session description protocols.
SDP, SDPng, SDPng++

network-layer-protocols = STRING O M L
IPv4, IPv6
# List of supported network layer protocols for the transmission of
# multimedia streams. If multiple protocols are defined, it is implicitely
# assumed that the CAN offers conversion between these protocols.
IPv4, IPv6

transport-layer-protocols = STRING O M L
UDP
# List of supported transport layer protocols for the transmission of
# multimedia streams. If multiple protocols are defined, it is implicitely
# assumed that the CAN offers conversion between these protocols.
UDP, DCCP, TCP

application-layer-protocols = STRING O M L
RTP
# List of supported application layer protocols for the transmission of
# multimedia streams. If multiple protocols are defined, it is implicitely
# assumed that the CAN offers conversion between these protocols.
RTP

rtp-profiles = STRING O M L
RTP/AVP
# List of supported RTP profiles. If multiple profiles are defined, it is
# implicitely assumed that the CAN offers conversion between these profiles
# (provided that such a conversion is possible according with the input and
# output media formats of a specific session).
RTP/AVP, RTP/AVPF
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rtp-formats = STRING O M L
# List of supported RTP payload formats. (The identifiers are the MIME types
# used by SDP.)
text/t140 audio/PCMU audio/PCMA audio/GSM audio/DVI4 audio/L16 audio/G722
audio/G723 audio/G728 audio/ac3 video/MPV video/H261 video/H263 video/JPEG
video/MP4V-ES video/mpeg4-generic video/H264 video/vc1

application-layer-error-correction-schemes = STRING O M L
# List of supported methods for error correction on application layer.
# List may be empty if the CAN does not offer application-layer error
# correction.(The identifiers are the MIME types used by SDP.)
parityfec, audio/red, rtp-arq, video/rtx, audio/rtx

rate-control-schemes = STRING O M L
# List of supported rate control mechanisms.
# List may be empty if the CAN does not offer rate control.
RFC3448

audio-output-multiplicity = INTEGER O L
1
# Maximum number of output streams that the CAN is able to produce per
# input stream (point-to-multipoint session).

video-output-multiplicity = INTEGER O L
1
# Maximum number of output streams that the CAN is able to produce per
# input stream (point-to-multipoint session).

mixing-audio-input-multiplicity = INTEGER O L
1
# Maximum number of input streams that the CAN can mix into a single audio
# stream. "1" means that the CAN is not able to perform audio mixing.

mixing-video-input-multiplicity = INTEGER O L
1
# Maximum number of input streams that the CAN can mix into a single video
# stream. "1" means that the CAN is not able to perform video mixing.

audio-input-formats = STRING O M L
# List of audio codecs that the CAN is able to decode.
# List may be empty if the CAN does not offer audio processing. It is
# implicitely assumed that the CAN offers conversion between all
# audio-input-formats and audio-output-formats.

audio-output-formats = STRING O M L
# List of audio codecs that the CAN is able to encode. List may be empty
# if the CAN does not offer audio processing.
# It is implicitely assumed that the CAN offers conversion between all
# audio-input-formats and audio-output-formats.

video-input-formats = STRING O M L
# List of video codecs that the CAN is able to decode. List may be empty
# if the CAN does not offer video processing.
# It is implicitely assumed that the CAN offers conversion between all
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# video-input-formats and video-output-formats.

video-output-formats = STRING O M L
# List of video codecs that the CAN is able to encode. List may be empty
# if the CAN does not offer video processing.
# It is implicitely assumed that the CAN offers conversion between all
# video-input-formats and video-output-formats.

video-target-data-rate-adaptation = STRING O M L
# List of video codecs for which the CAN offers the possibility to encode
# a stream with a certain target data-rate. List may be empty if the
# CAN does not offer video processing or target data-rate adaptation.

video-snr-adaptation = STRING O M L
# List of video codecs for which the CAN offers the possibility to encode
# a stream with different quality levels (but possible with variable
# bit rate). List may be empty if the CAN does not offer video processing
# or SNR adaptation.

video-color-greyscale-adaptation = STRING O M L
# List of video codecs for which the CAN offers to convert a coloured video
# stream into greyscale. List may be empty if the CAN does not offer video
# processing or color-to-greyscale adaptation

video-framesize-adaptation = STRING O M L
# List of video codecs for which the CAN offers the possibility to encode
# a stream with a modified frame size. List may be empty if the CAN does
# not offer video processing or framesize adaptation.

video-framerate-adaptation = STRING O M L
# List of video codecs for which the CAN offers the possibility to encode
# a stream with a modified frame rate. List may be empty if the CAN does
# not present video capabilities or frame-rate adaptation.

audio-target-data-rate-adaptation = STRING O M L
# List of audio codecs for which the CAN offers the possibility to encode
# a stream with a certain target data-rate. List may be empty if the CAN
# does not present audio capabilities or target data-rate adaptation.

audio-snr-adaptation = STRING O M L
# List of audio codecs for which the CAN offers the possibility to encode
# a stream with different quality levels (but possible with variable
# bit rate). List may be empty if the CAN does not offer audio processing
# or SNR adaptation.

audio-channel-adaptation = STRING O M L
# List of audio codecs for which the CAN offers the possibility to encode
# a stream with different numbers of audio channels. List may be empty if
# the CAN does not offer audio processing or channel adaptation.

audio-sampling-rate-adaptation = STRING O M L
# List of audio codecs for which the CAN offers the possibility to encode a
# stream with different sampling rates. List may be empty if the CAN does not
# offer audio processing or sampling rate adaptation.
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scaling-MPEG21DIA-BSD-adaptation = STRING O M L
# List of scalable codecs for which MPEG-21 DIA BSD processing and related
# adaptation operations that are supported by the respective codec are
# available.
# List may be empty if the CAN does not offer BSD adaptation

usage-environment-description-processing = BOOLEAN O L
# Indicates whether the CAN offers processing of MPEG-21 Usage Environment
# Descriptions (UEDs).

scaling-MPEG21DIA-gBSD-adaptation = BOOLEAN O L
# Indicates whether the CAN offers MPEG-21 DIA gBSD filtering operations.
# Even if this attribute is true, the actual availability of gBSD adaptation
# depends on whether an Adaptation QoS Description is available for the
# respective media stream.

-----------------------template ends here------------------------
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AN RDF SCHEMA FOR THE DESCRIPTION OF
MULTIMEDIA-STREAM ADAPTATION SERVICES

The following RDF schema is defined by means of the RDF Vocabulary Description Lan-
guage [W3C04d]. It is named Media-stream Adaptation Service (MSAS) Vocabulary and
provides a vocabulary for the description of stream-adaptation services. The meaning of
the classes and properties defined by the schema are explained within the schema itself by
means of rdfs:label and rdfs:comment properties. A detailed description of how this
schema can be used to describe an MSAS is provided in Chapter 6.4.

<?xml version="1.0"?>
<rdf:RDF
xmlns:rdf="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#"
xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#"
xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#"
xmlns:owl="http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#"
xmlns:dc="http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/"
xmlns:msas="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#">

<owl:Ontology
rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"
dc:title="The Media-stream Adaptation (MSA) Service Vocabulary"/>

<!-- Definition of Properties -->

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#contact-info-set">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Contact Information Set</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes all communication methods offered by an MSAN
</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Contact-List"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#MSAN"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#proto-trans-ops">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Protocol Translation Operations</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes all protocol-translation operations offered by an MSAN
</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Proto-Trans-Ops-L

ist"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#MSAN"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#media-adapt-ops">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Media Adaptation Operations</rdfs:label>
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<rdfs:comment>Describes all media-adaptation operations offered by an MSAN
</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Media-Adapt-Ops-L

ist"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#MSAN"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#error-corr-ops">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Error Correction Operations</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes all error-correction operations offered by an MSAN
</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Error-Corr-Ops-Li

st"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#MSAN"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#mix-ops">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Mixing Operations</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes all mixing operations offered by an MSAN</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Mix-Ops-List"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#MSAN"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#rate-control-scheme
s">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Rate Control Schemes</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes all rate-control schemes supported by an MSAN
</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Rate-Control-Sche

me-List"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#MSAN"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#out-multiplicities"
>
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Output Multiplicities</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes the output multiplicities for all media types
</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Out-Multiplicity-L

ist"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#MSAN"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#rtp-profiles">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>RTP Profiles</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes all RTP profiles supported by an MSAN</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#RTP-Profile-List"

/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#MSAN"/>

</rdf:Property>
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<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#contact-info">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Contact Information</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes a single communication methods offered by an MSAN
</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Contact"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Contact-List"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#proto-trans-op">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Protocol Translation Operation</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes a single protocol-translation operation</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Proto-Trans-Op-De

sc"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Proto-Trans-Ops-

List"/>
</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#media-adapt-op">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Media Adaptation Operation</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes a single media-adaptation operation</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Media-Adapt-Op-De

sc"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Media-Adapt-Ops-

List"/>
</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#error-corr-op">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Error Correction Operation</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes a single error-correction operation offered by an MSAN
</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Error-Corr-Op-Des

c"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Error-Corr-Ops-L

ist"/>
</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#mix-op">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Mixing Operation</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes a single mixing operation offered by an MSAN
</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Mix-Op-Desc"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Mix-Ops-List"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#rate-control-scheme
">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Rate Control Scheme</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes a single rate-control scheme supported by an MSAN
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</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Rate-Control-Sche

me-Id"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Rate-Control-Sch

eme-List"/>
</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#multiplicity-audio"
>
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Audio Stream Output Multiplicity</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes the output multiplicity for audio streams.
</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Out-Multiplicity

-List"/>
</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#multiplicity-video"
>
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Video Stream Output Multiplicity</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes the output multiplicity for video stream.</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Out-Multiplicity

-List"/>
</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#multiplicity-text">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Text Stream Output Multiplicity</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes the output multiplicity for text streams.</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Out-Multiplicity

-List"/>
</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#rtp-profile">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>RTP Profile</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes a single RTP profiles supported by an MSAN
</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#RTP-Profile-Id"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#RTP-Profile-List

"/>
</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#proto-stack-in">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Input Protocol Stack</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes the input protocol stack for a protocol-translation oper

ation</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Proto-Stack"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Proto-Trans-Op-D

esc"/>
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</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#proto-stack-out">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Output Protocol Stack</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes the output protocol stack for a protocol-translation ope

ration</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Proto-Stack"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Proto-Trans-Op-D

esc"/>
</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#application">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Application Layer</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes the application layer of a protocol stack</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#App-Layer-Proto-I

d"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Proto-Stack"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#network">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Network Layer</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes the network layer of a protocol stack</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Net-Layer-Proto-I

d"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Proto-Stack"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#transport">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Transport Layer</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes the transport layer of a protocol stack</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Transp-Layer-Prot

o-Id"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Proto-Stack"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#jitter">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Jitter</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes the jitter generated by a stream adaptation process
</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Jitter-Desc"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Op-Desc"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#delay">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Delay</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes the delay generated by a stream adaptation process
</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Delay-Desc"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Op-Desc"/>
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</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#content-dependent">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Content-Dependent</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Says whether the value of a delay or jitter property depends on th

e content of the media stream or not</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Time-Desc"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#time-unit">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Time-Unit</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Defines the unit for a delay or jitter property</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Time-Unit-Id"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Time-Desc"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#scale-ops">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Scaling Operations</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes available scaling operations for a certain combination o

f input and output format</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Scale-Ops-List"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Media-Adapt-Op-D

esc"/>
</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#scale-op">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Scaling Operation</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies a single scaling operations for a certain combination o

f input and output format</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Scale-Op-Id"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Scale-Ops-List"/

>
</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#mix-multiplicity">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Mixing multiplicity</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Specifies how many streams can be mixed into one by a certain mixi

ng operation</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Mix-Op-Desc"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#cost">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Cost</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes the costs for a stream adaptation process</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Payment-Alternati

ves"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Op-Desc"/>
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</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#cost-unit">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Cost Unit</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the currency for a payment alternative</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Cost-Unit-Id"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Cost-Desc"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#pay-per-volume">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Pay Per Volume</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes the payment alternative pay-per-volume for a stream

adaptation process</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Volume-Pay-Desc"/

>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Payment-Alternat

ives"/>
</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#pay-per-time">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Pay Per Time Interval</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes the payment alternative pay-per-time-interval for a stre

am adaptation process</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Time-Pay-Desc"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Payment-Alternat

ives"/>
</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#pay-per-session">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Pay Per Session</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes the payment alternative pay-per-session for a stream ada

ptation process</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Session-Pay-Desc"

/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Payment-Alternat

ives"/>
</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#interval">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Time Interval</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Defines the time interval for pay-per-time-interval payment
</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Time-Pay-Desc"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#kilobytes">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Kilobytes</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Defines the data volume for pay-per-volume payment</rdfs:comment>
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<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Volume-Pay-Desc"

/>
</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#qual-reduction">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Quality Reduction</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes the quality reduction caused by a media-adaptation opera

tion</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Qual-Reduction-De

sc"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Media-Adapt-Op-D

esc"/>
</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#measurement-method">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Quality Measurement Method</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the measurement method used for determining the quality
reduction caused by a media-adaptation operation</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Measurement-Metho

d-Id"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Qual-Reduction-D

esc"/>
</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#in-format">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Input Media Format</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the input format for a certain media-adaptation operati

on</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Media-Format-Id"/

>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Media-Op-Desc"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#in-formats">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Input Media Formats</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies all input formats for a certain mixing operation
</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#In-Formats-List"/

>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Mix-Op-Desc"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#format">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Input Media Format</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies a single input format for a certain mixing operation
</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Media-Format-Id"/

>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#In-Formats-List"
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/>
</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#out-format">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Output Media Format</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the ouput format for a certain media-adaptation operati

on</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Media-Format-Id"/

>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Media-Op-Desc"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#contact-address">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Contact Address</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Specifies a URL or IP-address of an MSAN</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Contact"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#sig-proto">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Signalling Protocol</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes a session control protocol supported by an MSAN
</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Sig-Proto-Id"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Contact"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#session-desc-format
s">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Session Description Formats</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes the session description formats supported by an MSAN
</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Session-Desc-Form

at-List"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Contact"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#session-desc-format
">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Session Description Format</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes a session description format supported by an MSAN
</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Session-Desc-Form

at-Id"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Session-Desc-For

mat-List"/>
</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#transp-layer">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
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<rdfs:label>Transport Layer for Signalling Plane</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes which transport-layer protocols can be used in combinati

on with a certains session control protocol</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Transp-Layer-Info

"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Contact"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#port">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Contact Port</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Specifies the listening port of an MSAN for a certain session cont

rol protocol</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Transp-Layer-Inf

o"/>
</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#transp-layer-proto">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Transport-Layer Protocol</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies a transport-layer protocol that can be used in combinat

ion with a certain session control protocol</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Transp-Layer-Prot

o-Id"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Transp-Layer-Inf

o"/>
</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#cost-value">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Cost Value</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Specifies an amount of money</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#float"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Cost-Desc"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#time-value">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Time Value</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Specifies the length of a time interval</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Time-Desc"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#qual-red-value">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Quality Reduction Value</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Specifies a degree of quality reduction caused by an adaptation op

eration</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#float"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Qual-Reduction-D

esc"/>
</rdf:Property>
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<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#gBSD-supported">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>generic Bitstream Syntax Description Supported</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Specifies whether gBSD-based adaptation is supported.
</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#MSAN"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#ued-supported">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Usage Environment Description Supported</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Specifies whether the processing of MPEG-21 UEDs is supported.
</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#MSAN"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#rtp-payload-formats
">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>RTP Payload Formats</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes all RTP payload formats supported by an MSAN</rdfs:comme

nt>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#RTP-Payload-Forma

t-List"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#MSAN"/>

</rdf:Property>

<rdf:Property rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#rtp-payload-format">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>RTP Payload Format</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Describes a single RTP payload format supported by an MSAN
</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:range rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#RTP-Format-Id"/>
<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#RTP-Payload-Form

at-List"/>
</rdf:Property>

<!-- Definition of Classes -->

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#MSAN">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Media Stream Adaptation Node</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class describe the services of a s

ingle Media-stream Adaptation Node</rdfs:comment>
</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Contact-List">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Contact List</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class aggregate multiple contact i

nformation records about an MSAN</rdfs:comment>
</rdfs:Class>
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<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#RTP-Profile-List">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">RTP Profile List</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class aggregate the description of
multiple RTP profiles supported by an MSAN</rdfs:comment>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#RTP-Payload-Format-Li
st">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">RTP Payload Format List</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class aggregate the description of
multiple RTP payload formats supported by an MSAN</rdfs:comment>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Error-Corr-Ops-List">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Error Correction Operations List</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class aggregate the description of
multiple error-correction operations supported by an MSAN</rdfs:comment>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Media-Adapt-Ops-List"
>
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Media Adaptation Operation List</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class aggregate the description of
multiple media-adaptation operations</rdfs:comment>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Mix-Ops-List">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Mixing Operation List</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class aggregate the description of
multiple mixing operations</rdfs:comment>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Proto-Trans-Ops-List"
>
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Protocol Translation Operation List</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class aggregate the description of
multiple protocol-translation operations</rdfs:comment>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Rate-Control-Scheme-L
ist">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Rate Control Scheme List</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class aggregate the description of
multiple rate-control schemes</rdfs:comment>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Out-Multiplicity-List
">
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<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">List of Output Multiplicities</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class aggregate the description of
output multiplicities for all media types</rdfs:comment>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Scale-Ops-List">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Scaling Operations List</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class aggregate the description of
multiple scaling operations</rdfs:comment>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#In-Formats-List">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Input Formats List</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class aggregate the description of
multiple input formats for an mixing operation</rdfs:comment>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Session-Desc-Format-L
ist">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Session Description Formats List</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class aggregate multiple session d

escription formats supported by an MSAN</rdfs:comment>
</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Op-Desc">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Operation Description</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class describe a single adaptation
operation offered by a Media-stream Adaptation Node</rdfs:comment>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Proto-Trans-Op-Desc">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Protocol Translation Operation Description
</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class describe a single Protocol T

ranslation Operation</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Op-Desc"/>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Error-Corr-Op-Desc">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Error Correction Operation Description</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class describe a single Error Corr

ection Operation</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Op-Desc"/>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Media-Op-Desc">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Media Operation Description</rdfs:label>
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<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class describe an operation that p
rocesses one or more media streams</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Op-Desc"/>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Media-Adapt-Op-Desc">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Media Adaptation Operation Description</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class describe an operation that a

dapts a single media streams</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Media-Op-Des

c"/>
</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Mix-Op-Desc">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Mixing Operation Description</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class describe an operation that m

ixes several media streams into one</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Media-Op-Des

c"/>
</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Cost-Desc">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Cost Description</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class describe a single payment al

ternative for an adaptation operation.</rdfs:comment>
</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Volume-Pay-Desc">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Volume Pay Description</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class describe a costs-per-volume

payment alternative for an adaptation operation.</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Cost-Desc"/>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Time-Pay-Desc">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Time Pay Description</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class describe a costs-per-time-in

terval payment alternative for an adaptation operation.</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Cost-Desc"/>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Session-Pay-Desc">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Session Pay Description</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class describe a costs-per-session
payment alternative for an adaptation operation.</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Cost-Desc"/>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Contact">
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<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Contact Information</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class describe how to communicate

with an MSAN</rdfs:comment>
</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Transp-Layer-Info">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Transport Layer Information</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class describe which transport-lay

er protocols can be used in combination with a certain session control protocol
</rdfs:comment>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Payment-Alternatives"
>
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Payment Alternatives</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class describe payment alternative

s for a certain adaptation operation.</rdfs:comment>
</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Proto-Stack">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Protocol Stack</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class describe a protocol stack
</rdfs:comment>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Rate-Control-Scheme-I
d">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Rate-Control Scheme Identifier</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class are used to identify a certa

in rate-control scheme.</rdfs:comment>
</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Media-Format-Id">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Media-Format Identifier</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class are used to identify a certa

in media format.</rdfs:comment>
</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Session-Desc-Format-I
d">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Session-Description-Format Identifier</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class are used to identify a certa

in media format.</rdfs:comment>
</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#RTP-Profile-Id">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">RTP-Profile Identifier</rdfs:label>
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<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class are used to identify a certa
in RTP profile</rdfs:comment>
</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#RTP-Format-Id">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">RTP-Payload-Format Identifier</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class are used to identify a certa

in RTP payload format</rdfs:comment>
</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Error-Corr-Scheme-Id">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Error-Correction-Scheme Identifier</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class are used to identify a certa

in error-correction scheme</rdfs:comment>
</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Measurement-Method-Id
">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Measurement-Method Identifier (for quality reduction)
</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class are used to identify a certa

in method for measuring the quality reduction caused by a media-adaptation operat
ion</rdfs:comment>
</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Scale-Op-Id">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Scaling-Operation Identifier</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class are used to identify a certa

in type of scaling operation</rdfs:comment>
</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Time-Unit-Id">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Time-Unit Identifier</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class are used to identify a time

unit</rdfs:comment>
</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Cost-Unit-Id">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Cost-Unit Identifier</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class are used to identify a curre

ncy</rdfs:comment>
</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#App-Layer-Proto-Id">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Application-Layer-Protocol Identifier</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class are used to identify an appl

ication-layer protocol</rdfs:comment>
</rdfs:Class>
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<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Net-Layer-Proto-Id">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Network-Layer-Protocol Identifier</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class are used to identify a netwo

rk-layer protocol</rdfs:comment>
</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Transp-Layer-Proto-Id
">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Transport-Layer-Protocol Identifier</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class are used to identify a trans

port-layer protocol</rdfs:comment>
</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Sig-Proto-Id">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Signalling-Protocol Identifier</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class are used to identify a signa

lling protocol</rdfs:comment>
</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Time-Desc">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Time Description</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class describe delay or jitter pro

perties</rdfs:comment>
</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Delay-Desc">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Delay Description</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class describe a delay property.
</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Time-Desc"/>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Jitter-Desc">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Jitter Description</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class describe a jitter property.
</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Time-Desc"/>

</rdfs:Class>

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Qual-Reduction-Desc">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Quality Reduction Description</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Instances of this class describe qual-reduction prop

erty.</rdfs:comment>
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#Time-Desc"/>

</rdfs:Class>

<!-- Definition of Resources (used as identifiers for certain MSA service attribu
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tes) -->

<msas:Rate-Control-Scheme-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#tfrc
">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">TCP-friendly Rate Control</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Identifies the TCP-friendly rate-control scheme.
</rdfs:comment>

</msas:Rate-Control-Scheme-Id>

<msas:Session-Desc-Format-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#sdp">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Session Description Protocol</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the Session Description Protocol (defined in RFC 2327)
</rdfs:comment>

</msas:Session-Desc-Format-Id>

<msas:Session-Desc-Format-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#sdpn
g">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Session Description Protocol new generation</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the Session Description Protocol new generation (define

d in draft-ietf-mmusic-sdpng-08)</rdfs:comment>
</msas:Session-Desc-Format-Id>

<msas:Session-Desc-Format-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#sdpn
g++">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Session Description Protocol new generation++</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the Session Description Protocol new generation++ (T. G

uenkova-Luy, A. Schorr, F. Hauck, M. Gomez, C. Timmerer, I. Wolf, and A. Kassler,
Advanced Multimedia Management - Control Model and Content Adaptation, EuroIMSA
2006)</rdfs:comment>

</msas:Session-Desc-Format-Id>

<msas:RTP-Profile-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#rtp-savpf">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Extended Secure RTP Profile for RTCP-based Feedback</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the RTP profile defined in draft-ietf-avt-profile-savpf

-05.txt</rdfs:comment>
</msas:RTP-Profile-Id>

<msas:RTP-Profile-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#rtp-avpf">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Extended RTP Profile for RTCP-based Feedback</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the RTP profile defined in draft-ietf-avt-rtcp-feedback

-11.txt</rdfs:comment>
</msas:RTP-Profile-Id>

<msas:RTP-Profile-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#rtp-avp">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>RTP Profile for Audio and Video Conferences with Minimal Control
</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the RTP profile defined in RFC 3551</rdfs:comment>

</msas:RTP-Profile-Id>
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<msas:RTP-Format-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#video-vc1">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>RTP Payload Format for Video Codec 1 (VC-1) (RFC 4425)</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the RTP Payload Format for Video Codec 1 (VC-1) defined

in RFC 4425</rdfs:comment>
</msas:RTP-Profile-Id>

<msas:RTP-Format-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#audio-ac3">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>RTP Payload Format for AC-3 Audio (RFC 4184)</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the RTP Payload Format for AC-3 Audio defined in RFC 41

84</rdfs:comment>
</msas:RTP-Profile-Id>

<msas:RTP-Format-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#text-t140">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>RTP Payload for Text Conversation (RFC 4103)</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the RTP Payload for Text Conversation defined in RFC410

3</rdfs:comment>
</msas:RTP-Profile-Id>

<msas:RTP-Format-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#video-H264">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>RTP payload Format for H.264 Video (RFC 3984)</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the RTP payload Format for H.264 Video defined in RFC 3

984</rdfs:comment>
</msas:RTP-Profile-Id>

<msas:RTP-Format-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#video-mpeg4-g
eneric">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>RTP Payload Format for Transport of MPEG-4 Elementary Streams (RFC 3

640)</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the RTP Payload Format for Transport of MPEG-4 Elementa

ry Streams defined in RFC 3640</rdfs:comment>
</msas:RTP-Profile-Id>

<msas:RTP-Format-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#video-MP4V-ES
">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>RTP payload format for MPEG-4 Audio/Visual streams (RFC 3016)
</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the RTP payload format for MPEG-4 Audio/Visual streams

defined in RFC 3016</rdfs:comment>
</msas:RTP-Profile-Id>

<msas:RTP-Format-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#video-JPEG">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>RTP Payload Format for JPEG-compressed Video (RFC 2435)</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the RTP Payload Format for JPEG-compressed Video define

d in RFC 2435</rdfs:comment>
</msas:RTP-Profile-Id>

<msas:RTP-Format-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#video-H263">
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<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>RTP Payload Format for the 1998 Version of ITU-T Rec. H.263 Video (H

.263+) (RFC 2429)</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the RTP Payload Format for the 1998 Version of ITU-T Re

c. H.263 Video (H.263+) defined in RFC 2429</rdfs:comment>
</msas:RTP-Profile-Id>

<msas:RTP-Format-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#video-MPV">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>RTP Payload Format for MPEG1/MPEG2 Video (RFC 2250)</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the RTP Payload Format for MPEG1/MPEG2 Video defined in

RFC 2250</rdfs:comment>
</msas:RTP-Profile-Id>

<msas:Error-Corr-Scheme-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#audio-
rtx">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>RTP Retransmission Payload Format for Audio</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the Error Correction Scheme defined in RFC4588</rdfs:co

mment>
</msas:Error-Corr-Scheme-Id>

<msas:Error-Corr-Scheme-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#video-
rtx">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>RTP Retransmission Payload Format for Video</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the Error Correction Scheme defined in RFC4588</rdfs:co

mment>
</msas:Error-Corr-Scheme-Id>

<msas:Error-Corr-Scheme-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#parity
fec">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>RTP Payload Format for Generic Forward Error Correction</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the Error Correction Scheme defined in 2733</rdfs:comme

nt>
</msas:Error-Corr-Scheme-Id>

<msas:Error-Corr-Scheme-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#audio-
red">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>RTP Payload for Redundant Audio Data</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the Error Correction Scheme defined in RFC 2198
</rdfs:comment>

</msas:Error-Corr-Scheme-Id>

<msas:Measurement-Method-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#mos">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Mean-Opinion-Score Difference</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the Mean-Opinion-Score method for measuring the quality
reduction caused by a media-adaptation operation</rdfs:comment>

</msas:Measurement-Method-Id>

<msas:Measurement-Method-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#psnr"
>
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<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio Difference</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratio method for measuring the
quality reduction caused by a media-adaptation operation</rdfs:comment>

</msas:Measurement-Method-Id>

<msas:Scale-Op-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#scale-channels"
>
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Audio Channels Scaling</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the audio-channels-scaling operation</rdfs:comment>

</msas:Scale-Op-Id>

<msas:Scale-Op-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#scale-snr-qual-
level">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>SNR Quality-level Scaling</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the SNR-quality-level-scaling operation</rdfs:comment>

</msas:Scale-Op-Id>

<msas:Scale-Op-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#scale-snr-bitra
te">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>SNR Bitrate Scaling</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the SRN-bit-rate-scaling operation</rdfs:comment>

</msas:Scale-Op-Id>

<msas:Scale-Op-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#scale-temporal">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Temporal Scaling</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the temporal-scaling operation</rdfs:comment>

</msas:Scale-Op-Id>

<msas:Scale-Op-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#scale-spatial">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Spatial Scaling</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the spatial-scaling operation</rdfs:comment>

</msas:Scale-Op-Id>

<msas:Scale-Op-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#scale-color-to-
grey">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Color-to-Greyscale Scaling</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the color-to-greyscale-scaling operation</rdfs:comment>

</msas:Scale-Op-Id>

<msas:Cost-Unit-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#cost-dollar">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>American Dollar</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the American currency Dollar</rdfs:comment>

</msas:Cost-Unit-Id>

<msas:Cost-Unit-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#cost-euro">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Euro</rdfs:label>
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<rdfs:comment>Identifies the European currency Euro</rdfs:comment>
</msas:Cost-Unit-Id>

<msas:Time-Unit-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#milliseconds">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Milliseconds</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the time unit Milliseconds</rdfs:comment>

</msas:Time-Unit-Id>

<msas:App-Layer-Proto-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#srtp">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Secure Realtime Transport Protocol</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the Secure Realtime Transport Protocol</rdfs:comment>

</msas:App-Layer-Proto-Id>

<msas:App-Layer-Proto-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#rtp">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Realtime Transport Protocol</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the Realtime Transport Protocol</rdfs:comment>

</msas:App-Layer-Proto-Id>

<msas:Net-Layer-Proto-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#ipv4">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>IP Version 4</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the Internet Protocol Version 4</rdfs:comment>

</msas:Net-Layer-Proto-Id>

<msas:Net-Layer-Proto-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#ipv6">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>IP Version 6</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the Internet Protocol Version 6</rdfs:comment>

</msas:Net-Layer-Proto-Id>

<msas:Transp-Layer-Proto-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#tcp">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Transmission Control Protocol</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the Transmission Control Protocol</rdfs:comment>

</msas:Transp-Layer-Proto-Id>

<msas:Transp-Layer-Proto-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#udp">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>User Datagram Protocol</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the User Datagram Protocol</rdfs:comment>

</msas:Transp-Layer-Proto-Id>

<msas:Transp-Layer-Proto-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#dccp"
>
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Datagram Congestion Control Protocol</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the Datagram Congestion Control Protocol</rdfs:comment>

</msas:Transp-Layer-Proto-Id>

<msas:Sig-Proto-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#megaco">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Media Gateway Control Protocol</rdfs:label>
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<rdfs:comment>Identifies the Media Gateway Control Protocol</rdfs:comment>
</msas:Sig-Proto-Id>

<msas:Sig-Proto-Id rdf:about="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#sip">
<rdfs:isDefinedBy rdf:resource="http://mqos.de/ns/msas-schema-v1.rdf#"/>
<rdfs:label>Session Initiation Protocol</rdfs:label>
<rdfs:comment>Identifies the Session Initiation Protocol</rdfs:comment>

</msas:Sig-Proto-Id>

</rdf:RDF>





Appendix E

MEDIA-FORMAT IDENTIFIERS

This appendix contains a list of media-format identifiers that have been defined as an exten-
sion of the MPEG-7 MDS Audio and Visual Coding Format Classification Schemes [ISO01].
These extended classification schemes are used by the service description vocabularies that
were introduced in Chapter 6 for identifying a concrete media format.

Video Coding Format Classification Scheme

Table E.1 contains the media-format identifiers defined by the video format classification
scheme. The namespace URI for this classification scheme is defined as urn:mqos:cs:
VisualCodingFormatCS:2005:

Identifier Description
1 MPEG-1 Video
2 MPEG-2 Video
2.1 MPEG-2 Video Simple Profile
2.1.1 MPEG-2 Video Simple Profile @ Main Level
2.2 MPEG-2 Video Main Profile
2.2.1 MPEG-2 Video Main Profile @ Low Level
2.2.2 MPEG-2 Video Main Profile @ Main Level
2.2.3 MPEG-2 Video Main Profile @ High 1440 Level
2.2.4 MPEG-2 Video Main Profile @ High Level
2.3 MPEG-2 Video SNR Scalable Profile
2.3.1 MPEG-2 SNR Scalable Profile @ Low Level
2.3.2 MPEG-2 Video SNR Scalable Profile @ Main Level
2.4 MPEG-2 Video Spatial Scalable Profile
2.4.1 MPEG-2 Video Spatial Scalable Profile @ Main Level
2.4.2 MPEG-2 Video Spatial Scalable Profile @ High 1440 Level
2.4.3 MPEG-2 Video Spatial Scalable Profile @ High Level
2.5 MPEG-2 Video High Profile
2.5.1 MPEG-2 Video High Profile @ Main Level
2.5.2 MPEG-2 Video High Profile @ High 1440 Level
2.5.3 MPEG-2 Video High Profile @ High Level
2.6 MPEG-2 Video Multiview Profile
2.6.1 MPEG-2 Video Multiview Profile @ Main Level
2.7 MPEG-2 Video 4:2:2 Profile
2.7.1 MPEG-2 Video 4:2:2 Profile @ Main Level
3 MPEG-4 Visual
3.1 MPEG-4 Visual Simple Profile
3.1.1 MPEG-4 Visual Simple Profile @ Level 0
3.1.2 MPEG-4 Visual Simple Profile @ Level 1
3.1.3 MPEG-4 Visual Simple Profile @ Level 2
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3.1.4 MPEG-4 Visual Simple Profile @ Level 3
3.2 MPEG-4 Visual Simple Scalable Profile
3.2.1 MPEG-4 Visual Simple Scalable Profile @ Level 1
3.2.2 MPEG-4 Visual Simple Scalable Profile @ Level 2
3.3 MPEG-4 Visual Advanced Simple Profile
3.3.1 MPEG-4 Visual Advanced Simple Profile @ Level 0
3.3.2 MPEG-4 Visual Advanced Simple Profile @ Level 1
3.3.3 MPEG-4 Visual Advanced Simple Profile @ Level 2
3.3.4 MPEG-4 Visual Advanced Simple Profile @ Level 3
3.3.5 MPEG-4 Visual Advanced Simple Profile @ Level 4
3.3.6 MPEG-4 Visual Advanced Simple Profile @ Level 5
3.4 MPEG-4 Visual Core Profile
3.4.1 MPEG-4 Visual Core Profile@ Level 1
3.4.2 MPEG-4 Visual Core Profile@ Level 2
3.5 MPEG-4 Visual Core-Scalable Profile
3.5.1 MPEG-4 Visual Core-Scalable Profile @ Level 1
3.5.2 MPEG-4 Visual Core-Scalable Profile @ Level 2
3.5.3 MPEG-4 Visual Core-Scalable Profile @ Level 3
3.6 MPEG-4 Visual Advanced Core Profile
3.6.1 MPEG-4 Visual Advanced Core Profile @ Level 1
3.6.2 MPEG-4 Visual Advanced Core Profile @ Level 2
3.7 MPEG-4 Visual Main Profile
3.7.1 MPEG-4 Visual Main Profile @ Level 2
3.7.2 MPEG-4 Visual Main Profile @ Level 3
3.7.3 MPEG-4 Visual Main Profile @ Level 4
3.8 MPEG-4 Visual N-bit Profile
3.8.1 MPEG-4 Visual N-bit Profile @ Level 2
3.9 MPEG-4 Visual Advanced Real Time Simple Profile
3.9.1 MPEG-4 Visual Advanced Real Time Simple Profile @ Level 1
3.9.2 MPEG-4 Visual Advanced Real Time Simple Profile @ Level 2
3.9.3 MPEG-4 Visual Advanced Real Time Simple Profile @ Level 3
3.9.4 MPEG-4 Visual Advanced Real Time Simple Profile @ Level 4
3.10 MPEG-4 Visual Advanced Coding Efficiency Profile
3.10.1 MPEG-4 Visual Advanced Coding Efficiency Profile @ Level 1
3.10.2 MPEG-4 Visual Advanced Coding Efficiency Profile @ Level 2
3.10.3 MPEG-4 Visual Advanced Coding Efficiency Profile @ Level 3
3.10.4 MPEG-4 Visual Advanced Coding Efficiency Profile @ Level 4
3.11 MPEG-4 Visual Simple Studio Profile
3.11.1 MPEG-4 Visual Simple Studio Profile @ Level 1
3.11.2 MPEG-4 Visual Simple Studio Profile @ Level 2
3.11.3 MPEG-4 Visual Simple Studio Profile @ Level 3
3.11.4 MPEG-4 Visual Simple Studio Profile @ Level 4
3.12 MPEG-4 Visual Core Studio Profile
3.12.1 MPEG-4 Visual Core Studio Profile @ Level 1
3.12.2 MPEG-4 Visual Core Studio Profile @ Level 2
3.12.3 MPEG-4 Visual Core Studio Profile @ Level 3
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3.12.4 MPEG-4 Visual Core Studio Profile @ Level 4
3.13 MPEG-4 Visual Fine Granularity Scalable Profile
3.13.1 MPEG-4 Visual Fine Granularity Scalable Profile @ Level 0
3.13.2 MPEG-4 Visual Fine Granularity Scalable Profile @ Level 1
3.13.3 MPEG-4 Visual Fine Granularity Scalable Profile @ Level 2
3.13.4 MPEG-4 Visual Fine Granularity Scalable Profile @ Level 3
3.13.5 MPEG-4 Visual Fine Granularity Scalable Profile @ Level 4
3.13.6 MPEG-4 Visual Fine Granularity Scalable Profile @ Level 5
3.14 MPEG-4 Visual Simple Face Animation Profile
3.14.1 MPEG-4 Visual Simple Face Animation Profile @ Level 1
3.14.2 MPEG-4 Visual Simple Face Animation Profile @ Level 2
3.15 MPEG-4 Visual Simple FBA Profile
3.15.1 MPEG-4 Visual Simple FBA Profile @ Level 1
3.15.2 MPEG-4 Visual Simple FBA Profile @ Level 2
3.16 MPEG-4 Visual Basic Animated Texture Profile
3.16.1 MPEG-4 Visual Basic Animated Texture Profile @ Level 1
3.16.2 MPEG-4 Visual Basic Animated Texture Profile @ Level 2
3.17 MPEG-4 Visual Scalable Texture Profile
3.17.1 MPEG-4 Visual Scalable Texture Profile @ Level 1
3.18 MPEG-4 Visual Advanced Scalable Texture Profile
3.18.1 MPEG-4 Visual Advanced Scalable Texture Profile @ Level 1
3.18.2 MPEG-4 Visual Advanced Scalable Texture Profile @ Level 2
3.18.3 MPEG-4 Visual Advanced Scalable Texture Profile @ Level 3
3.19 MPEG-4 Visual Hybrid Profile
3.19.1 MPEG-4 Visual Hybrid Profile @ Level 1
3.19.2 MPEG-4 Visual Hybrid Profile @ Level 2
4 JPEG
5 Motion JPEG Video Coding
6 JPEG2000
6.1 JPEG2000 jp2p Profile
6.1.1 JPEG2000 jp2p Profile - Level 0
6.1.2 JPEG2000 jp2p Profile - Level 2
6.1.3 JPEG2000 jp2p Profile - Level 3
6.2 MJPEG2000 Motion JPEG 2000 Unrestricted Profile
6.3 MJPEG2000 Motion JPEG 2000 Simple Profile
7 H261
8 H263
8.1 H263 baslineProfile
8.1.1 H263 baslineProfile, Level 10
8.1.2 H263 baslineProfile, Level 20
8.1.3 H263 baslineProfile, Level 30
8.1.4 H263 baslineProfile, Level 40
8.1.5 H263 baslineProfile, Level 45
8.1.6 H263 baslineProfile, Level 50
8.1.7 H263 baslineProfile, Level 60
8.1.8 H263 baslineProfile, Level 70
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8.2 H263 h320Profile
8.2.1 H263 h320Profile, Level 10
8.2.2 H263 h320Profile, Level 20
8.2.3 H263 h320Profile, Level 30
8.2.4 H263 h320Profile, Level 40
8.2.5 H263 h320Profile, Level 45
8.2.6 H263 h320Profile, Level 50
8.2.7 H263 h320Profile, Level 60
8.2.8 H263 h320Profile, Level 70
8.3 H263 backwardCompatibleProfile
8.3.1 H263 backwardCompatibleProfile, Level 10
8.3.2 H263 backwardCompatibleProfile, Level 20
8.3.3 H263 backwardCompatibleProfile, Level 30
8.3.4 H263 backwardCompatibleProfile, Level 40
8.3.5 H263 backwardCompatibleProfile, Level 45
8.3.6 H263 backwardCompatibleProfile, Level 50
8.3.7 H263 backwardCompatibleProfile, Level 60
8.3.8 H263 backwardCompatibleProfile, Level 70
8.4 H263 v2WirelessProfile
8.4.1 H263 v2WirelessProfile, Level 10
8.4.2 H263 v2WirelessProfile, Level 20
8.4.3 H263 v2WirelessProfile, Level 30
8.4.4 H263 v2WirelessProfile, Level 40
8.4.5 H263 v2WirelessProfile, Level 45
8.4.6 H263 v2WirelessProfile, Level 50
8.4.7 H263 v2WirelessProfile, Level 60
8.4.8 H263 v2WirelessProfile, Level 70
8.5 H263 v3WirelessProfile
8.5.1 H263 v3WirelessProfile, Level 10
8.5.2 H263 v3WirelessProfile, Level 20
8.5.3 H263 v3WirelessProfile, Level 30
8.5.4 H263 v3WirelessProfile, Level 40
8.5.5 H263 v3WirelessProfile, Level 45
8.5.6 H263 v3WirelessProfile, Level 50
8.5.7 H263 v3WirelessProfile, Level 60
8.5.8 H263 v3WirelessProfile, Level 70
8.6 H263 conversationalProfile
8.6.1 H263 conversationalProfile, Level 10
8.6.2 H263 conversationalProfile, Level 20
8.6.3 H263 conversationalProfile, Level 30
8.6.4 H263 conversationalProfile, Level 40
8.6.5 H263 conversationalProfile, Level 45
8.6.6 H263 conversationalProfile, Level 50
8.6.7 H263 conversationalProfile, Level 60
8.6.8 H263 conversationalProfile, Level 70
8.7 H263 conversationInternetProfile
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8.7.1 H263 conversationInternetProfile, Level 10
8.7.2 H263 conversationInternetProfile, Level 20
8.7.3 H263 conversationInternetProfile, Level 30
8.7.4 H263 conversationInternetProfile, Level 40
8.7.5 H263 conversationInternetProfile, Level 45
8.7.6 H263 conversationInternetProfile, Level 50
8.7.7 H263 conversationInternetProfile, Level 60
8.7.8 H263 conversationInternetProfile, Level 70
8.8 H263 conversationInterlaceProfile
8.8.1 H263 conversationInterlaceProfile, Level 10
8.8.2 H263 conversationInterlaceProfile, Level 20
8.8.3 H263 conversationInterlaceProfile, Level 30
8.8.4 H263 conversationInterlaceProfile, Level 40
8.8.5 H263 conversationInterlaceProfile, Level 45
8.8.6 H263 conversationInterlaceProfile, Level 50
8.8.7 H263 conversationInterlaceProfile, Level 60
8.8.8 H263 conversationInterlaceProfile, Level 70
8.9 H263 highLatencyProfile
8.9.1 H263 highLatencyProfile, Level 10
8.9.2 H263 highLatencyProfile, Level 20
8.9.3 H263 highLatencyProfile, Level 30
8.9.4 H263 highLatencyProfile, Level 40
8.9.5 H263 highLatencyProfile, Level 45
8.9.6 H263 highLatencyProfile, Level 50
8.9.7 H263 highLatencyProfile, Level 60
8.9.8 H263 highLatencyProfile, Level 70
9 H264
9.1 H264 Baseline Profile
9.1.1 H264 Baseline Profile Level 1
9.1.1.1 H264 Baseline Profile Level 1.1
9.1.1.2 H264 Baseline Profile Level 1.2
9.1.1.3 H264 Baseline Profile Level 1.3
9.1.2 H264 Baseline Profile Level 2
9.1.2.1 H264 Baseline Profile Level 2.1
9.1.2.2 H264 Baseline Profile Level 2.2
9.1.3 H264 Baseline Profile Level 3
9.1.3.1 H264 Baseline Profile Level 3.1
9.1.3.2 H264 Baseline Profile Level 3.2
9.1.4 H264 Baseline Profile Level 4
9.1.4.1 H264 Baseline Profile Level 4.1
9.1.4.2 H264 Baseline Profile Level 4.2
9.1.5 H264 Baseline Profile Level 5
9.1.5.1 H264 Baseline Profile Level 5.1
9.2 H264 Main Profile
9.2.1 H264 Main Profile Level 1
9.2.1.1 H264 Main Profile Level 1.1
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9.2.1.2 H264 Main Profile Level 1.2
9.2.1.3 H264 Main Profile Level 1.3
9.2.2 H264 Main Profile Level 2
9.2.2.1 H264 Main Profile Level 2.1
9.2.2.2 H264 Main Profile Level 2.2
9.2.3 H264 Main Profile Level 3
9.2.3.1 H264 Main Profile Level 3.1
9.2.3.2 H264 Main Profile Level 3.2
9.2.4 H264 Main Profile Level 4
9.2.4.1 H264 Main Profile Level 4.1
9.2.4.2 H264 Main Profile Level 4.2
9.2.5 H264 Main Profile Level 5
9.2.5.1 H264 Main Profile Level 5.1
9.3 H264 Extended Profile
9.3.1 H264 Extended Profile Level 1
9.3.1.1 H264 Extended Profile Level 1.1
9.3.1.2 H264 Extended Profile Level 1.2
9.3.1.3 H264 Extended Profile Level 1.3
9.3.2 H264 Extended Profile Level 2
9.3.2.1 H264 Extended Profile Level 2.1
9.3.2.2 H264 Extended Profile Level 2.2
9.3.3 H264 Extended Profile Level 3
9.3.3.1 H264 Extended Profile Level 3.1
9.3.3.2 H264 Extended Profile Level 3.2
9.3.4 H264 Extended Profile Level 4
9.3.4.1 H264 Extended Profile Level 4.1
9.3.4.2 H264 Extended Profile Level 4.2
9.3.5 H264 Extended Profile Level 5
9.3.5.1 H264 Extended Profile Level 5.1
10 Cell-B
11 WAVI
12 Sorenson Video
13 Cinepak
14 Indeo 3
15 Indeo Video Interactive
15.1 Indeo Video Interactive 4
15.2 Indeo Video Interactive 5
16 RealVideo
16.1 Real Video 8
16.2 Real Video 9
16.3 Real Video 10

Table E.1: Video-Coding Format Identifiers
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Audio Coding Format Classification Scheme

Table E.2 contains the media-format identifiers defined by the audio format classification
scheme. The namespace URI for this classification scheme is defined as urn:mqos:cs:
AudioCodingFormatCS:2005:

Identifier Description
1 Linear pulse code modulation
2 ITU-T G.7xx Speech Coding
2.1 ITU-T G.711 Pulse code modulation (PCM)
2.1.1 ITU-T G.711 PCMU – mu-law (US, Japan)
2.1.2 ITU-T G.711 PCMA – A-law (Europe)
2.2 ITU-T G.721 Adaptive differential pulse code modulation (ADPCM)
2.3 ITU-T G.722 Subband-codec (ADPCM)
2.3.1 ITU-T G.722.1
2.3.2 ITU-T G.722.2
2.3.3 ITU-T G.723 Speech Coding Extensions of Recommendation G.721
2.3.4 ITU-T G.723.1 Speech Coding
2.3.5 ITU-T G.726 Adaptive differential pulse code modulation (ADPCM)
2.3.6 ITU-T G.727 Adaptive differential pulse code modulation (ADPCM)
2.3.7 ITU-T G.728 Speech Coding
2.3.8 ITU-T G.729 Speech Coding
3 MPEG-1 Audio
3.1 MPEG-1 Audio Layer I
3.2 MPEG-1 Audio Layer II
3.3 MPEG-1 Audio Layer III
4 MPEG-2 Audio
4.1 MPEG-2 Audio Low Sampling Rate
4.1.1 MPEG-2 Audio Low Sampling Rate Layer I
4.1.2 MPEG-2 Audio Low Sampling Rate Layer II
4.1.3 MPEG-2 Audio Low Sampling Rate Layer III
4.2 MPEG-2 Backward Compatible Multi-Channel
4.2.1 Backward Compatible Multi-Channel Layer I
4.2.2 Backward Compatible Multi-Channel Layer II
4.2.3 Backward Compatible Multi-Channel Layer III
4.3 MPEG-2 Advanced Audio Coding (AAC)
4.3.1 MPEG-2 Audio AAC Low Complexity Profile
4.3.2 MPEG-2 Audio AAC Main Profile
4.3.3 MPEG-2 Audio AAC Sampling Rate Scaleable Profile
4.4 MPEG-1 Layer III + MPEG-2 Low Sampling Rate Layer III
5 MPEG-4 Audio Coding Format
5.1 MPEG-4 Audio Synthetic Profile
5.1.1 MPEG-4 Audio Synthetic Profile @ Level 1
5.1.2 MPEG-4 Audio Synthetic Profile @ Level 2
5.1.3 MPEG-4 Audio Synthetic Profile @ Level 3
5.2 MPEG-4 Audio Speech Profile
5.2.1 MPEG-4 Audio Speech Profile @ Level 1
5.2.2 MPEG-4 Audio Speech Profile @ Level 2
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5.3 MPEG-4 Audio Scalable Profile
5.3.1 MPEG-4 Audio Scalable Profile @ Level 1
5.3.2 MPEG-4 Audio Scalable Profile @ Level 2
5.3.2 MPEG-4 Audio Scalable Profile @ Level 3
5.3.3 MPEG-4 Audio Scalable Profile @ Level 4
5.4 MPEG-4 Main Audio Profile
5.4.1 MPEG-4 Main Audio Profile @ Level 1
5.4.2 MPEG-4 Main Audio Profile @ Level 2
5.4.3 MPEG-4 Main Audio Profile @ Level 3
5.4.4 MPEG-4 Main Audio Profile @ Level 4
5.5 MPEG-4 High Quality Audio Profile
5.5.1 MPEG-4 High Quality Audio Profile @ Level 1
5.5.2 MPEG-4 High Quality Audio Profile @ Level 2
5.5.3 MPEG-4 High Quality Audio Profile @ Level 3
5.5.4 MPEG-4 High Quality Audio Profile @ Level 4
5.5.5 MPEG-4 High Quality Audio Profile @ Level 5
5.5.6 MPEG-4 High Quality Audio Profile @ Level 6
5.5.7 MPEG-4 High Quality Audio Profile @ Level 7
5.5.8 MPEG-4 High Quality Audio Profile @ Level 8
5.6 MPEG-4 Low Delay Audio Profile
5.6.1 MPEG-4 Low Delay Audio Profile @ Level 1
5.6.2 MPEG-4 Low Delay Audio Profile @ Level 2
5.6.3 MPEG-4 Low Delay Audio Profile @ Level 3
5.6.4 MPEG-4 Low Delay Audio Profile @ Level 4
5.6.5 MPEG-4 Low Delay Audio Profile @ Level 5
5.6.6 MPEG-4 Low Delay Audio Profile @ Level 6
5.6.7 MPEG-4 Low Delay Audio Profile @ Level 7
5.6.8 MPEG-4 Low Delay Audio Profile @ Level 8
5.7 MPEG-4 Natural Audio Profile
5.7.1 MPEG-4 Natural Audio Profile @ Level 1
5.7.2 MPEG-4 Natural Audio Profile @ Level 2
5.7.3 MPEG-4 Natural Audio Profile @ Level 3
5.7.4 MPEG-4 Natural Audio Profile @ Level 4
5.8 MPEG-4 Mobile Audio Internetworking Profile
5.8.1 MPEG-4 Mobile Audio Internetworking Profile @ Level 1
5.8.2 MPEG-4 Mobile Audio Internetworking Profile @ Level 2
5.8.3 MPEG-4 Mobile Audio Internetworking Profile @ Level 3
5.8.4 MPEG-4 Mobile Audio Internetworking Profile @ Level 4
5.8.5 MPEG-4 Mobile Audio Internetworking Profile @ Level 5
5.8.6 MPEG-4 Mobile Audio Internetworking Profile @ Level 6
6 GSM
6.1 European GSM 06.10 ETS 300 961
6.2 GSM 06.60 ETS 300 726
7 Advanced Multi Rate (AMR)
8 Dolby AC3
9 Digital theatrical sound (DTS)
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10 Adaptive Transform Acoustic Coding (ATRAC)
10.1 ATRAC 1
10.2 ATRAC 2
10.3 ATRAC 3
11 WMA
12 IMA DVI
12.1 IMA DVI4
12.2 IMA VDVI, Variable-rate DVI4
13 LPC10e (FIPS 1015) Linear-predictive codec

Table E.2: Audio-Coding Format Identifiers
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DEUTSCHSPRACHIGE ZUSAMMENFASSUNG

Im Laufe der letzten Jahre sind Rechner- und Telefonnetze immer mehr zusammengewach-
sen, und der Trend zur All-Over-IP-Kommunikation wird inzwischen auch von den Be-
treibern leitungsvermittelter Telekommunikationsnetze unterstützt. Viele stationären und
mobilen Geräte ermöglichen heute Streaming von Audio- und Videodaten über IP-Netze.
Diese Vielfalt an Kommunikationsgeräten geht jedoch einher mit einer ebenso enormen
Vielfalt an unterschiedlichen Hardware- und Software-Eigenschaften der verschiedenen Ge-
rätetypen und einer großen Anzahl verschiedenartiger Übertragungstechnologien mit unter-
schiedlichen Netzwerkeigenschaften. Selbst wenn zwei unterschiedliche Geräte gemeinsame
Medienformate unterstützen, kann es trotzdem passieren, dass die Geräte nicht miteinander
kommunizieren können, weil die aktuell verfügbaren Geräteressourcen oder die verfügbare
Bandbreite des Netzes für die Verarbeitung und Übertragung eines bestimmten Medienfor-
mats nicht ausreichend sind. In solch einem Fall ist es erforderlich, eine Adaptierung der
Medienströme vorzunehmen. Zudem kann Medienstromadaptierung eingesetzt werden, um
dynamisch auf die Auswirkungen von schwankender Ressourcenverfügbarkeit zu reagieren.

Ist die erforderliche Anpassung des Medienstroms auf den Endsystemen wegen fehlen-
der Hard- oder Softwareressourcen nicht möglich, dann kann diese Aufgabe von einem
Proxy-Knoten im Netz erledigt werden. Für Voice-over-IP-Kommunikation werden heute
sogenannte Mediengateways eingesetzt, um Daten aus dem Telefonnetz in ein im Inter-
net nutzbares Format umzuwandeln. Heutige Mediengateways bieten jedoch nur für Au-
dioströme eine größere Palette an Transcodierungsoperationen an, und sie sind nicht in
der Lage, sich dynamisch an veränderte Netzbedingungen anzupassen. Außerdem sind diese
Gateways eng an eine bestimmte Kommunikations-Infrastruktur gebunden, und es ist in der
Regel nicht möglich, dass beliebige Anwendungsprogramme ohne eine vorherige manuelle
Konfiguration die Dienste eines solchen Gateways finden und in Anspruch nehmen können.

Im Rahmen dieser Dissertation wurde eine neuartige Architektur für einen Adaptierungs-
knoten (Multimedia-Stream Adaptation Node, MSAN) entwickelt, welcher eine Vielzahl un-
terschiedlicher Adaptierungsoperationen ermöglicht, sich automatisch an die verfügbaren
Ressourcen anpasst und auf einfache Weise erweitert werden kann. Es wurden außer-
dem Methoden entwickelt, um Adaptierungsdienste auch transparent für die Endknoten
anzuwenden, sodass auch Endsysteme, welche nichts von der Existenz solcher Adaptie-
rungsknoten wissen, von den angebotenen Adaptierungsdiensten profitieren können. Da
bislang keine Mechanismen existiert hatten, um Adaptierungsdienste für Multimediaströme
dynamisch im Netz zu finden, wurde außerdem ein Beschreibungsmodell für diesen Dienst
entwickelt. Damit kann eine detaillierte Servicebeschreibungen für MSANs erstellt und bei
einem Service-Discovery-Dienst registriert werden, sodass Endbenutzer oder Netzwerkbe-
treiber die für eine bestimmte Kombination aus Endgeräten und Netzen benötigten Adap-
tierungsdienste finden können. Im letzten Teil dieser Dissertation wurden Erweiterungen
für existierende Signalisierungsprotokolle entwickelt, um mit Hilfe von MSANs heterogene
Broadcast-Streaming-Dienste zu realisieren. Hierbei dient der MSAN als Gateway zwischen
einer homogenen IP-Multicast-Gruppe und heterogenen Endgeräten.
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